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Section I 

A Brief Introduction 

West Bengal is a state in the eastern region of India and is the nation's fourth most 

populous. It is also the seventh most populous sub-national entity in the world. West 

Bengal is the sixth-largest contributor to India's GDP. It is bordered by the countries of 

Nepal, Bhutan, and Bangladesh and the states of Orissa, Jharkhand, Bihar, Sikkim, and 

Assam and has an area of 34,267 sq mi (88,752 sq km); the capital is Kolkata (Calcutta). 

West Bengal is on the eastern bottleneck of India, stretching from the Himalayas 

in the north to the Bay of Bengal in the south. The state has a total area of 88,752 square 

kilometers (34,267 sq mi). It is the fourth most populous state in India with a population 

of 91,347,736 (7.55% of India's population; census 2011 fig.). Majority of the population 

comprises Bengalis.  

As of 2001, Hinduism is the principal religion at 72.5% of the total population, 

while Muslims comprise 25.2% of the total population , being the second-largest 

community as also the largest minority group; Sikhism, Christianity and other religions 

make up the remainder.  

As per census 2011 West Bengal has a literacy rate of 77.08%. The literacy rate in 

Bengal has grown from 68.64% in 2001 to 77.08% in 2011. Purba Medinipur has the 

highest literacy rate of 87.66% in Bengal. 

The crime rate in the state in 2004 was 82.6 per 100,000, which was half of the 

national average. This is the fourth-lowest crime rate among the 32 states and union 

territories of India. However, the state reported the highest rate of Special and Local 

Laws (SLL) crimes.  

Naxalism in West Bengal: 

The Naxalite movement erupted violently in 1967 and spread to different parts of 

India. After independence a large segment of Indian population peasants, workers and 
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tribals continue to suffer. They felt to bring about necessary changes an armed struggle 

was the only way out. Leader Kanu Sanyal said struggle was not for land but for state 

power. It began in naxalbari area with three rural police stations- Naxalbari, Kharibari 

and Phansidewa. Prior to this in 1946 there was Tebhaga movement in undivided Bengal. 

The pattern of events which followed are mainly shaped by Charu Majumdar, Kanu 

Sanyaland Jangal  Santhal. The Naxalbari uprising placed the CPI (M) leaders in West 

Bengal in dilemma. The Politbureau decided to enforce discipline.  The central 

Committee of the party which met at Madurai on August 1967 condemned the Naxaite 

line as wrong. The extremists retorted. They decided to declare war against these policies. 

 

In October 1968 it was declared that Naxalite has entered the second stage-the stage of 

Guerilla war and in several areas of UP, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh 

armed struggle had broken out in several areas of UP, Bihar, M.P. and Andhra Pradesh. 

  

The Midanapur district of West Bengal bordering Bihar and Orissa witnessed a 

well planned and well organized Naxalite movement in the Debra and Gopiballavpur 

police stations area. The district had a sizeable tribal population and majority of them 

were landless labour. In the conflict in spite of the presence of and patrolling by the 

police, the local well to do people preferred to maintain good relation with Naxalite. The 

Naxalite influence extended to other districts of West Bengal like Hoogly, Howrah, 

Naida , Jalpaiguri  etc. 

The Naxalite a banned outfit deemed as terrorist organization by central police 

has proclaimed the Lalgarh area of West Midanapur district of Bengal with 44 villages a 

liberated zone on 16th June 2009. Since then state and National Security forces have been 

sent to flush out Naxals and bring Lalgarh and adjacent areas under the government’s 

control. 
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 A brief history of West Bengal Police 

The West Bengal Police is the police force of the Indian state of West Bengal. It 

was reorganized under provisions of the Police Act 1861 during the British Raj. It is 

headed by an officer designated as the Director General of Police who reports to the State 

Government through the Home (Police) Department. Shri Naparajit Mukherjee, an IPS 

officer of 1976 batch took over as the DG & IGP of West Bengal Police on August 31, 

2010 and is expected to occupy the post until 2013. 

The West Bengal Police has jurisdiction concurrent with the eighteen revenue 

districts of the State (excluding the metropolitan city of Kolkata) which comprises one of 

the two general police districts of West Bengal as under the Police Act 1861. The other 

general police district consists of the major portions of the metropolitan area of Kolkata, 

and has a separate police force (Kolkata Police) constituted and administered under the 

Calcutta Police Act 1866 & Calcutta (Suburban Police) Act 1866. This arrangement, 

unique to India, was conceived during colonial times when Calcutta was the capital of 

British India. The city police have been kept independent of the state police force. 

The police administration in the state is divided into three police zones and a 

Government Railway Police (GRP) Zone, each headed by an Inspector General of Police. 

Each Zone consists of one or more Ranges headed by an officer designated as the Deputy 

Inspector General of Police (or Special Inspector General of Police). In all, there are 22 

police districts (including four consisting of Government Railway Police districts), each 

headed by a Superintendent of Police. Each Zone is headed by an Inspector General of 

Police. The three Zones are South Bengal, Western Bengal and North Bengal, and an 

office of the IGP railways. 

Ranges 

West Bengal Police has seven Police Ranges and a Railways Range. South 

Bengal Zone has two Ranges: Presidency Range, consisting of the districts of South 24 

Parganas, North 24 Parganas and Howrah and Murshidabad Range, consisting of the 

districts of Nadia and Murshidabad. Western Zone also has two Ranges: Burdwan Range, 
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consisting of Hooghly, Burdwan and Birbhum districts and Midanapur Range, consisting 

of Paschim Midnapur, Purba Midnapur, Bankura and Purulia Districts. North Bengal 

Zone has three Ranges: Jalpaiguri Range, consisting of the districts of Jalpaiguri and 

Cooch Behar; Darjeeling Range, consisting of Darjeeling and Uttar Dinajpur and Malda 

Range, consisting of the districts of Malda and Dakshin Dinajpur. 

Districts 

Each Police District is either coterminous with the Revenue district or in the case 

of Government Railway Police districts, is located within a number of revenue districts. It 

is headed by a District Superintendent of Police (or simply called Superintendent of 

Police). Each district comprises two or more Sub-Divisions, several Circles and Police 

Stations. 

Sub-Divisions 

Each Sub-Division is headed by one Police officer of the rank Deputy 

Superintendent of Police (members of West Bengal Police Service, a directly recruited 

officer or one promoted from the ranks) or an Additional Superintendent of Police 

(members of Indian Police Service). 

The officer who heads a Sub-Division is known as SDPO i.e. Sub Divisional 

Police Officer. 

Circles 

A Circle comprises several Police Stations. An Inspector of Police who heads a 

police circle is the Circle Inspector of Police or CI. 

Stations 

A Police Station is headed by either a Sub-Inspector (lower subordinate rank) or 

an Inspector (an upper subordinate rank). A Police Station is the basic unit of policing, 

responsible for prevention and detection of crime, maintenance of public order, enforcing 
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law in general as well as for performing protection duties and making security 

arrangements for the constitutional authorities, government functionaries, representatives 

of the public in different legislative bodies and local self governments, public figures etc. 

Organization 

The WBP are divided into a number of units: the Armed Battalions consisting of 

State Armed Police (SAP), Eastern Frontier Rifles (EFR) and India Reserve Battalions 

(IRBs), Criminal Investigation Department (CID), Enforcement Branch (EB), 

Intelligence Branch (IB), Traffic Branch, Police Telecommunications, Training Wing, 

State Crime Records Bureau (SCRB)& Police Computer Centre (PCC). An elite force 

named "STRACO" has been created to combat insurgency & terrorism, posted in West 

Zone to fight Maoist guerrillas. The Police Manual of West Bengal Police was compiled 

and issued during British Raj and is known as the Police Regulations of Bengal(PRB), 

1943 and with subsequent modifications and corrections, is the guiding source of internal 

Police Organization and Administration under its area of responsibility. 

Recruitments 

Entries are done at the following ranks: 

1. Constables / Lady constables: Appointing authorities are Superintendents of 

Police  / Commandants. 

2. Sub Inspectors: Appointment done through West Bengal Public Service 

Commission. 

3. West Bengal Police Service: Officers selected through West Bengal Civil 

Service (Exe) etc. Examination conducted by West Bengal Public Service 

Commission are appointed as Deputy Superintendents of Police. 

4. Indian Police Service: Officers selected through Civil Service Examination 

conducted by Union Public Service Commission are appointed as Assistant 

Superintendents of Police. 
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Eastern Frontier Rifles 

The Eastern Frontier Rifles are a paramilitary force of the WBP, the purpose of 

which is to control major law & order problems, communal riots and terrorist attacks. 

Many contingents of EFR are kept deployed in various disturbed areas of the State. 

However, in recent years the effectiveness of this force has been weakened by overuse 

and prolonged deployment at Police Stations for day-to-day law & order duties. The 

headquarter of EFR at Salua, Near Kharagpur. 

Ranks 

The Director General functions from the West Bengal Police Directorate, located 

in the Writers' Buildings, the State Government's main Secretariat in Central Kolkata. He 

is assisted by a team of senior officers from the ranks of Additional DG & IG of Police to 

Assistant Inspector General of Police (AIG - a post equivalent in rank and status to the 

Superintendent of Police). Officers of the rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police are 

selected by the West Bengal Public Service Commission through the West Bengal 

Service Civil Service (Executive & other services) Exams. In addition to this, the Sub 

Inspectors of Police may also become Deputy Superintendent of Police on promotion, 

after successful completion of their tenure as Inspectors of Police. 

An important criteria to contain any kind of violence in any society is police. Now 

let us have a brief idea about West Bengal Police.  

The mission of West Bengal Police is to enforce the law and to bring the 

attitudinal change for greater police public harmony and thereby achieve greater 

efficiency in its primary objective of prevention of crime and detection of crime. Police 

must be compassionate, courteous and patient, acting without fear or favour or prejudice 

to rights of others. 

 

The aims and objectives of West Bengal Police are to apply the law fairly and 

firmly in order to prevent and detect crime, and bring to justice those who break the law. 
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The West Bengal Police strives to keep the State peaceful to help, to protect people 

through active cooperation of the community. 

It took some time for the armed battalions to evolve.  So while the Eastern 

Frontier Rifles (EFR) started off early in 1907 (having been raised in Dacca as Eastern 

Bengal Assam Military Police and subsequently being renamed as EFR in 1920), a 

number of West Bengal Rifles (WBR) and Indian Armed Reserve Force (IARF) 

Battalions were set up, soon after Independence, primarily for guarding the Indo East 

Pakistan Border.  The Special Striking Reserve Force (now the 6th Bn. State Armed 

Police Battalion) and a Coal India Limited Battalion (now 7th Bn. SAP) were also 

formed.  From around the early 1960s, these WBRs and IARFs were re-designated as 

State Armed Police Battalion.  The EFR grew from one battalion to three over these 

years.  At present, there are 12 state Armed Police Battalions, two India Reserve 

Battalions (the 5th Bn. SAP was demobilized) and three EFR Bns., located at different 

places in West Bengal.  

FUNCTIONS: 

 a)         Support to districts for general low intensity law and order (both short 

term and long term duration) as well as for higher intensity law and order duties 

(performed by four coy of Rapid Action Force) 

  b)         Support to districts in Anti Dacoity Prevention Camp duties. 

 c)         Support to districts for VIP security and vital installation guard duties, 

including the elite SSW, IB set up for CMs security. 

Indian Reserve Battalion:  

There are two Reserve Battalions one at Bidhannagar, Durgapur, Burdwan and 

the other at Siliguri. India Reserve Battalion at Bidhannagar, Durgapur, Burdwan is well 

connected with the other parts of the state by Road and Railways.  
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These elite units have been raised to combat all facets of serious L&O problem 

and LWE activities in the state. Thus the primary role of this force is to combat terrorism 

in whatever form it may assume in areas where activity of LWE assume serious 

proportion and local police forces cannot cope up with the situation. The IRBn is  a force 

specially equipped and trained to deal with specific situation and has, therefore, to be 

used only in exceptional situation. The force is not designed to supplant the functions of 

normal armed police.             

The IRBs was modeled on the pattern of Central Police Force (CPF). The Sub 

Inspector of Policies and Constables of these units are directly recruited from all over 

India and thus the Unit comprising of personnel hailing from the different states of the 

country like Bihar, Orissa, Jharkhand, Uttrakhand, UP etc 

Role & Task:  

Role: The IRB is a elite force to handle serious law and order problems and to 

provide touch support to the local police forces in dealing with anti-LWE activities in 

whatever shape they may take place in different parts of the state. 

Task: i) Neutralization of LWE threat in any specific area; 

            ii) Engaging LWE in a specific situation in order to neutralize them; 

            iii) Raid on a hostile hideouts; 

            iv) Cordoning and search operations; 

            v) Rescue of hostages; 

            vi) Combing operations; 

            vii) Ambush and counter ambush operations; 

       viii) Convoy protection; 
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ix) Reinforcing a patrol; 

x) Special operations; 

xi) Act as reserve; 

xii) Training of State Armed Police personnel in Anti-LWE operations, VVIP 

/VIP security, Raids on hostile hideouts, Cordon and Search Operations, Long Range 

Patrolling, Road Opening Patrol, Ambush and counter-ambush, handling of sophisticated 

weapons and other Field and Minor tactics.  

 

Police Telecommunication: 

Bengal Police Wireless started functioning from 1st week of May, 1946 with 51 

Wireless Stations .Bengal Police Wireless started functioning from 1st week of May, 1946 

with 51 Wireless Stations located over 5 Ranges in 26 Districts of undivided Bengal 

centering its Head Quarters at 2-Queens Park, Ballygunj, Calcutta. Lt. Col. A.K.Ghosh 

was appointed as first Superintendent of Police, Wireless, Bengal on 01-09-1945. The 

units of Wireless Stations started its operation with the strength following Wireless 

personnel:- 

Table 1 

 

 Inspector   02 

Supervisor  06  

Asstt. Supervisor 

(Mechanical) 
16  

 Asstt. Supervisor 

(Operational) 
27  

Operator 160  
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One Technical Workshop was established at the Headquarter (HQ) for 

maintenance and repairing of Wireless Sets by the Asstt. Supervisors (Mechanical). The 

Asstt. Supervisors (Operational) and Operators were posted to different Wireless Stations 

of Bengal for Operational work.  Wireless Sets by the Asstt. Supervisors (Mechanical). 

The Asstt. Supervisors (Operational) and Operators were posted to different Wireless 

Stations of Bengal for Operational work.   

The Police Training College:  

In the Police Training College, mission is to provide training to the Police officers 

and men of West Bengal Police and instill values of the highest standards and the best 

code of conduct so that they serve the citizens of the community with the highest 

professionalism. 

Study Area:  

In our project we need to select one district each as sample from extremist 

affected area and non-extremist area. It is a difficult job especially in an area of low 

intensity conflict. Our method was to observe the conflict areas and depending on the 

number of people affected by militancy we have selected two districts of West Bengal.  

These two districts are West Midanapur and Howrah.   

West Midanapur: West Midanapur is situated in the South Western side of West 

Bengal. It is bounded by Bankura and Purulia district in the North, Mayurbhanj and 

Balasore districts of Orrisa in the South, Hooghly and Purba Medinipur district in the 

East and Singhbhum district of Jharkhand and Purulia district of West Bengal in West. 

West Midanapur district has been carved from the erstwhile Midanapur district and came 

into existence from 1st January 2002.  

According to the 2011 census West Midnapur district has a population of 

5,943,300. This gives it a ranking of 14th in India (out of a total of 640). The district has 

a population density of 636 inhabitants per square kilometer (1,650 /sq m). Its population 

growth rate over the decade 2001-2011 was 14.44 %. West Midnapur has a sex ratio of 
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960 females for every 1000 males, and a literacy rate of 79.04 %. Gender wise, male and 

female literacy stands at 86.66% and 71.11% respectively.  

Howrah: Howrah is another study area in West Bengal. This is a non extremist 

area. Howrah or Haora is located at 22°35′N 88°19′E / 22.59°N 88.31°E. The name came 

from the word Haor-Bengali word for a wetland, which is typically a depression where 

water and mud accumulates. Howrah district is spread across 467 sq kms. The district is 

bounded by the Hooghly River and the North 24 Parganas and South 24 Parganas 

districts on the east, on the north by the Hooghly district (Arambagh and Shrirampur sub-

divisions), and on the south by Midanapur East district (Tamluk sub-division). On the 

west Howrah district is bordered by the Ghatal sub-division of Midanapur West district, 

and partly by the Arambagh sub-division of Hooghly district to the north-west, and the 

Tamluk sub-division of Midanapur East district to the south-west. 

It is an industrial city of West Bengal.  Located on the West Bank of the Hoogli 

River, it is a twin city of Kolkata. Howrah is the second small district after Kolkata.  

In 2011, Howrah had population of 4,841,638 of which male and female were 

2,502,453 and 2,339,185 respectively. There was change of 13.31% in the population 

compared to population as per 2001.  
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 Section II 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

 

Socio-Demographic Profile: - The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police 

includes Age, Marital Status, educational Qualification, and Community. The data that 

we have collected as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for both 

the police (officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of the 

police in extremist and non-extremist affected areas. We have a separate performance for 

understanding the performance of the police.  

 

Age: In the Age category, in our questionnaire  we have categorized age into 

seven groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 for the police Officers 

as well as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped the Age category into 

three sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and Old age (50-59). In 

order to understand about the socio economic background of the police officers and 

constables, the community status has been categorized into General,  ST, SC and OBC 

and an open ended question of “ Any other” 

Table 2 

Distribution of  Police  officers and constables in Extremist and Non-extremist districts of   

Orissa in terms of Age Group, Community & Marital Status 

West Midanapur: Officers Sample Size (OSS) 63-, Constables Sample size (CSS) -153 

                  Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

From the above table it is seen that largest percentage of officers from West Midanapur 

(47.7%) and Howrah (52.2%) are from the middle age group that is 35-49 years of age.  

State 

 

Distri

ct 

Categ

ory 

Age group percentage Community Marital status 

20-34 35-49 50-59 SC ST Gener

al 

OBC Single  Marrie

d  

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midan

apur 

Office

rs 

14.3% 47.7% 38.0% 4.8% 4.8 85.7% 4.8% 9.5% 90.5% 

Const

ables 

18.9% 54.9% 26.4% 13.2

% 

3.8% 79.2% 3.8% 5.7% 94.3% 

Howr

ah  

Office

rs 

8.7% 52.2% 39.1% 34.8

% 

4.3% 56.5% 4.3% 4.3% 95.7% 

Const

ables 

5.7% 34% 60.3% 15.1

% 

9.4% 75.5% - 3.8% 96.2% 
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This is followed by officers in the older age group namely 50-59 years of age and lowest 

percentages are officers in the younger age group, 20-34 years of age.  

In other words more percentage of officers are in the middle and higher age group as 

compared to officers in the younger age group.  This is so in both the districts of West 

Bengal.   

 

However constables in Howrah are highest in old age group (64.3%) which is more than 

double of the West Midanapur (26.4%). 

 

 Old age officers are more in Howrah (39.1%) in comparison to West Midanapur 

(28.0%). 

In younger group officers in extremist area is more than non extremist area. Even 

constables of the younger group in extremist area is thrice more than that of the non 

extremist area. 

Thus, it is found that younger age group is more in extremist area than in non 

extremist area for both constable and officers. 

 

Both in extremist and non extremist area General Category officers are more. In 

non extremist area it is more than two third (66.7%) whereas in extremist area it is more 

than half (57.1%). Officers belonging to the SC Category are 19.0% in extremist area 

whereas in non extremist area it is 13.3%. Almost equal number of officers in both the 

places belongs to the OBC Category. In non extremist area constables in General 

Category are more (55.0%) than in extremist area (35.5%). OBC Category is more in 

extremist area compared to non extremist area. 

  

Both in the extremist and non extremist area General Category officers are more. 

Thus, we can see that General Category officers are in higher number in extremist area. 

Similarly General category constables are more in extremist area. 

 

 Majority of officers and constables are married in both the districts. 
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Educational Qualification: Education helps a person in taking proper decision in 

critical situations. For a police officer taking right decision in right time is very 

necessary, as he faces many such situations during his career .For obtaining information 

on educational qualification of the Officers as well as constables the educational level has 

been categorized in four groups viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post 

Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd. The minimum educational qualification for police constable is 

Class Viii and there are officers who got the officer rank by promotion. 

Table 3 

Education Qualification of police Officers and Constables 

State District Category Education level 

West 

Bengal 

 

Up to Class 

X 

Class XII Gradu

ate/ 

Diplo

ma 

*PG/ 

Mphil 

/Phd 

West 

Midnapur 

Officers 23.8% 14.3% 57.2% 4.8% 

Constables 90.5% 5.7% 3.8% - 

Howrah Officers - 17.4% 82.6% - 

Constables 77.3% 13.2% 9.4% - 

West Midanapur:OSS-63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn- 

Regarding educational qualification it is found in extremist area i.e. West 

Midanapur 4.8% officers are Post Graduate whereas in non extremist area there is none. 

However in Graduate level majority (82.6%) officers from Howrah. Whereas in extremist 

area it is only 57.2%. 

Thus, in Howrah majority officers are Graduate and even in West Midnapur it is 

more than half. 

But our data says 14.3% of officers from the extremist and 17.4% in non 

extremist area are Class XII passed. These officers are mostly promoted from constables.  

We also have a category of officers who have completed Class X and they only belong to 

the extremist affected district. 
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Thus, we see in West Bengal Howrah district that majority of the officers are 

Graduates. 

In case of constables the picture is almost opposite. Majority the of constables 

(90.5%) have read up to Class X in extremist area. But in non extremist area it is 77.3%. 

Constables belonging to Class XII Category is less in extremist area (5.7%) and more 

than double in non extremist area. 

But in both the district less than ten percent (i.e. 3.8% in extremist area, 9.4% in 

non extremist) are Graduate. 

We may conclude that at officer’s level education is high compared to constables. 

 

Date of joining: An attempt was made to find out the date of joining service and 

the number of years of experience that the police personnel have. The table below 

presents the details. 

 

Table 4 

Date of joining the police service by Police Officers and Constables 

State  District Category Date of joining 

West 

Bengal 

1965-

1974 

1975-

1984 

1985-

1994 

1995-

2004 

2005 and 

after 

 

West 

Midnapur 

Officer 9.5% 19.0% 33.3% 38.1% - 

constable - 26.4% 49.1% 20.8% 3.8% 

Howrah Officer - 30.4% 34.8% 21.7% 13.0% 

constable 3.8% 45.3% 41.5% 7.5% 1.9% 

West Midanapur: OSS -63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn 

 

Between 1995-2004 and after 38% of officers reported to have joined the police service 

in the extremist area as compared to 22% joining service as officers in the non extremist 

area 
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Between 1985-94, the percent of officers joining police service in the extremist and non 

extremist areas appears almost equal. 

In the period 1975 – 84, the percentage of officers joining the service is only 19% in the 

extremist area as against 30% in the non extremist area. 

 

No specific conclusion could be arrived at one can however state that in the extremist and 

non extremist areas nearly three fourths police officers have been appointed between 

1985-2004. Almost a negligible percentage of officers in the non extremist area seems to 

have been appointed even after 2005.    

 

Reason for joining service: We made an attempt to know about the police officers 

attitude towards the police service. Therefore we asked them as to why they have selected 

police service as their career in particular. 

Table 5 

Reason for joining the service (officers & constables) 

Stat

e  

Distrit 

 

 

Catego

ry 

 

 

 

 

 

Reason  

 

Wes

t 

Ben

gal 

Prest

igi  

ous  

Opportu

nity 

 To 

serve  

country 

Powe

r 

 And 

autho

rity 

 

 

 

 

Undesir

able  

Elemen

ts 

 in 

society  

are 

reduced  

 

Goo

d 

salar

y 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many 

faciliti

es at 

free or 

subsidi

zed 

rate 

 

Quart

ers to 

stay 

 

 

 

 

 

Love 

for 

risky 

and 

challen

ging 

job 

 

 

 

 

Finan

cial 

probl

em 

 

 

 

 

Othe

r  

 

 

 

West 

Midna

pur 

Office

r 

9.5

% 

9.5% 4.8% - - -  14.3% 33.3

% 

28.6

% 

Consta

ble 

- 32.1% - 1.9% 32.1

% 

- 1.9% 1.9% 5.7% 13.2

% 

Howra

h 

Office

r 

39.1

% 

56.5% 4.3% - - -  - -  

Consta

ble 

7.5

% 

15.1% - - 15.1

% 

1.9% - - 34% 26.4

% 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 
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From the above table following inference may be drawn:  

More than one third officers (33.3%) in extremist area said that they joined the 

service because of financial reasons. In officers level this is different from other states. 

On the other hand no officer from non-extremist area mentioned this as reason. More 

than one fourth (28.3%) officers from extremist affected area said they have joined the 

service because of their love for risky jobs. Less than one fourth (23.8%) think it is an   

opportunity to serve the country. This reason was given more than half of the officers 

(56.5%) in non extremist area. Another 39.1% officer’s reason for joining is that it is a 

prestigious job. Thus in non-extremist area reasons for joining the service for officers are 

different from extremist area. 

 

As for constables, in extremist affected area 30.9% join due to financial reason   

and another 32.1% for good salary. If we merge these two together more than two third of 

the officers’ reason for joining (62.2%) is financial. Almost one third of the constables 

said they joined because they wanted to serve the country. In non-extremists area too 

majority (60.0% +15.1% = 75.1%) constables joined the service for financial reason 

15.1% joined because they wanted to serve the country. A negligible percent put forward 

reasons like police being a prestigious job etc. In case of constables reasons for joining 

the job in extremist and non-extremist area is similar. But there is a difference in case of 

officer in extremist area.  

 

Promotion: Police as a prestigious service has the method of promotion for both 

the constables and officers; this is very necessary for good performance of police 

department. Promotion as an appreciation of good service on seniority basis is an 

incentive and has an impact on the better performance of the police department.  In order 

to understand the system of promotion in the police department number of questions have 

been incorporated in the questionnaire.  Figure 1 and Table 6 presents the details.  
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Figure 1 

 

Table 6 

Distribution of Promotion pattern of police officers and constables 

State  District  Promotion 

West Bengal 

Number of 

promotion 

Reason for no promotion  Satisfaction with the 

system of promotion 

Onc

e 

twice thri

ce 

Rout

ine  

No 

vacan

cy 

Poor 

perfo

rman

ce  

Conflict 

with 

higher 

authority 

High Aver

age 

Not 

satisf

ied 

West 

Midan

apur 

Off

icer 

83.3

% 

16.7

% 

- 63.6

% 

9.1%  27.3% - 20.0

% 

80.0

% 

con

stab

le 

66.7

% 

33.3

% 

- 21.2

% 

9.1% 12.1

% 

57.6% 38.5

% 

53.8

% 

7.7% 

Howra

h 

Off

icer 

92.9

% 

7.1% - 60.0

% 

30.0

% 

- 10.0% 4.3% 82.6

% 

13.0

% 

con

stab

100.

0% 

- - 5.8% 3.8% 11.5

% 

78.8% 28.3

% 

50.9

% 

20.8

% 

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

In %

Officer constable Officer constable

West Midnapore                              Howrah

Get Promotion

Yes 

No 
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le 

West Midanapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

Figure 1 and Table 6 reveals that in both extremists and non extremist area almost 

equal number of officers got promotion (57.1% -56.5%). Out of those who got promotion 

majority of them 92.9% in non-extremists area and 83.3% in extremist area promoted 

only once. In extremist affected area 16.7% and in non-extremists area less than half of 

those (7.1%) got promotion twice. From this one may infer that promotion system is 

better in extremist area compared to non-extremist area. 

For majority of constables in both extremists and non-extremists region (88.0%- 

96.0%) promotion does not exist. One of the main reasons pointed out is that it is routine 

for majority (79.8% for extremist and 84.6% in non-extremists). Two other reasons 

forwarded by constables are poor performance (12.1%- 11.3%) and no vacancy for (9.1% 

-.8%. Thus, we can come to the conclusion that promotion for constables was not taken 

care of in West Bengal. 

 

Duty hours: A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. 

Through the study an attempt has been made to find out how satisfied are the police 

personnel with the duty hours.  

Table 7 

Satisfaction Level of Police Officers & Constables in reference to duty hours and 

their Reasons 

State  District Category Duty hours 

Satisfaction with duty hours  Reason for no satisfaction  

High  Average  Not 

satisfie

d  

Too 

heavy 

duty 

hour 

No 

compe

nsation 

for 

duty 

hours 

Family 

suffers 

No 

apprecia

tion 

from 

superior

s 

Lots of 

extra 

duty 

hours  

West 

Beng

al 

West 

Midana

pur 

Officer - 19.0% 81.0% 5.6% 5.6% 83.4% - 5.6% 

Constable 37.3% 17.6% 45.1% 44.0% 16.0% 40.0% - - 

Howrah  Officer 4.3% 78.3% 17.4% 57.2% 14.3% 14.3% - 14.3% 
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Constable 17.3% 36.5% 46.2% 76.0% 4.0% 12.0% 4.0% 

 

4.0% 

West Midanapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

From the above table we may draw the following inference. Majority of officers 

from extremist area (81%) are not satisfied with the duty hours whereas a lesser number 

i.e. 17.4%% officers in non extremist area reported to be dissatisfied with duty hours.  

Reason for not satisfied for majority (83.4%) is that the family suffer. Rest of them point 

out facts like too much duty and no compensation. In non-extremist area majority are   of 

the opinion that it is average (78.3%) satisfaction and a lesser number is dissatisfied.  Out 

of those who are not satisfied if we merge heavy and extra duty (57.2%+14.3% =71.5% a 

big number of them are unhappy for too much duty.  Less than one fourth pointed out 

reasons for their disappointment are no compensation for duty hours and suffering of the 

family. 

Among the constables more than half of them in extremist area are highly 

satisfied whereas in non extremist area less than half are highly satisfied. More than one 

third of constables in extremist area are not satisfied because of heavy and extra duty 

hours. Equal number (23.5%) of constables put up the reasons for their dissatisfaction (a) 

no compensation (b) their family suffers. 

Measure dealing with dissatisfaction with duty hours: 

Table 8 

Measures to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours- A comparison of officers and 

constables in West Midanapur and Howrah 

State  District Category Measure to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours 

West 

Bengal 

Nothing  Contemplating 

leaving job 

Tell my 

boss not 

to give 

so much 

extra 

duty 

hours 

Will 

ask for 

posting 

in other 

regions 

Take 

long 

leave 

never 

to 

return 

Shift 

duty 

hours 

Other  Anything 

possible 

West 

Midnapur. 

Officer 15.8% 15.8% - 63.2% - - - 5.3% 

 

Constable 77.4% - - 6.5% 3.2% 12.9%  - 
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 Howrah Officer 80.0% - - - - - 20.0% - 

 

Constable 69.0% 6.9% 20.7% - - 3.4%  - 

 

West Midanapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

It is interesting to note that 80.0% officers of   Howrah (non-extremist) region 

stated that they would do nothing to get over the problem of extra duty hours. As against 

this in the extremist region 64% officers said that they would ask for posting in other 

regions.  

 

As for constables, 77% in the extremist region said that they would do nothing. 

As compared to this there were 69% constables saying so in the non extremist region.   

 

Thus there is a difference between the officers of the extremist and non extremist 

region in regard to the strategy that they would use to get over the problem.  While most 

officers of the non extremist region would do nothing, it is interesting to note that most 

officers in the extremist region said they would ask for a change in posting. 

 

There is also considerable difference between the officers and the constables in 

the extremist region regarding the strategy they would use to get over the problem, while 

in the non extremist region, such vast differences between the officers and constables are 

not obtained.  

 

 

Duration of extra duty hours: One major problem in the police department is 

unspecified duration of duty hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make the 

police personnel frustrated which in turn affected their performance 

Table 9 

Hours of Extra duty work done by the Police Officers and Constables and its 

payment pattern 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for 

extra duty 
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> 4 

hours 

.>8 

hours 

>12 

hours 

More 

than 

one day 

No 

fixed 

time 

Yes  No  

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

Officer 27.8% - 22.2% - 50.0% 15.8% 84.2% 

constable 26.4% 50.9% 22.6% 22.6% - 37.7% 62.3% 

Howrah  Officer 52.2% 17.4% 13.0% 8.7% 8.7% 50.0% 50.0% 

constable 30.2% 9.4% 20.8% 30.2% 9.4% 1.9% 98.1% 

West Midanapur:OSS-63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

In West Midanapur 50.0% said that there is no fixed time and other half 

(27.8+22.2%=50.0%) work for 4 to 12 hours of extra duty hours. In Howrah more than 

half officers work for more than 4 hours extra duty hours. Another 30.0% work for more 

than 8 to 12 hours of extra duty hours. In extremists area duty hours are much more in 

comparison to non extremist area. 

  In  comparison  to  extremists  area  only 8.7%  in  non  extremist  area  speak  of    

no  fixed  time.  If we compare the category of no fixed time in non extremist area it is 

only 8.7% who belong to this category, but in extremist area 50.0% of them talked about 

no fixed time.  

 Constables belonging to the extremist area have more duty hours as expected. 

More than half in extremist area (50.9%) work for more than 8 hours extra duty in 

comparison to 9.4% in non extremist area. In other two categories such as more than 4 

hours extra duty and more than one day constables belonging to both the districts have 

similarity in their extra duty hours. As a follow up of these 84.2% speak about non-

payment for extra duty hours in extremist area and in non-extremist only 50.0% speak in 

a similar way.  

 In case of constables 62.3% of West Midanapur and 98.1% of Howrah speak 

about no compensation for extra duty. Thus, there is no uniformity on this aspect in West 

Bengal.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 Welfare programme: For betterment of physical and mental health of the 

police personnel some kind of welfare programme is needed for them. 

Table 10 

Distribution Pattern of Welfare Programmes of the police with Indices like  

Counseling, recreational programmes etc.  
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State District Category Officer  

Welfare 

Programme  

 In absence what they want 

Yes  No  Counseling  Recreational 

 

West 

Bengal 

 West 

Midanapur 

Officer 28.6% 71.4% 55.6% 

 

33.3% 

Constable 43.4% 56.6% 58.1% 

 

41.9% 

Howrah Officer 26.1% 73.9% 12.5% 

 

87.6% 

Constable 11.3% 88.7% 4.5% 

 

95.4% 

West Midanapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

More than 70% officers and 57% constables in the extremist region said that they 

do not have any welfare programme for them. Similarly ion the non extremist region also 

majority of both officers and constables stated that they do not have any welfare 

programmes. 

 

The few officers and constables who said they have welfare programme indicated 

the programme  they had were mediclaim policy, sports, police welfare fund and blood 

donation camp.  

 

To the query what facilities and welfare programme could they like to have, in the 

extremist area more than half of officers and constables desired that there should be 

counseling as a welfare programme. On the other hand majority of officers and 

constables from non extremist area wanted recreational programme as a welfare activity. .  

 

Training of the constables: Training is an indispensable part of better 

performance in police department. Training of the constables is indispensable as they are 

the grass root workers in the police department especially in extremist affected area.  

Table 11 

Distribution of satisfaction/adequacy level of the Training provided to police Constables 

and areas where they need to be updated 
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State District  Satisfaction with 

training after 

recruitment 

Provided 

Adequate 

training  

Need for update 

Satisfied  Not 

satisfied 

yes  No Use of 

new 

arms 

In 

combat 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapu

r 

86.5% 13.5% 86.

0% 

14.0

% 

100.0

% 

- 

Howrah(

NE) 

94.3% 5.7% 86.

8% 

13.2

% 

87.5% 12.5% 

West Midanapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

From the above table it is seen that majority (86.5%) constables in West 

Midanapur and almost all the constables in Howrah (94.3%) are satisfied with the 

training provided to the constables. Majority of the constables in Midnapur and Howrah 

want training in using new arms. In Howrah additional 12.5% want training in combat.   

 

There is not much difference between extremist and non extremist area regarding 

training. Probably as a precaution they want more training in combat. 

 

Adequacy of the training for the officers: Training is an indispensable part of 

police service. Training and refresher courses for the officers are must. 

Figure 2 

Distribution of Adequacy Level of Training Provided to Officers and areas where 

the Training is Inadequate 
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West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

Officers of the extremist area, West Midanapur (50%) are of the opinion that the 

adequacy of training is average. On the other hand 78.3% of the non extremist area 

officers have said that the training of officers is adequate to very adequate. 

 

Also very few from the non extremist area think that the training is inadequate, 

whereas 40% officers of the extremist area think that the training of officers is inadequate 

to extremely inadequate.   

 

Thus there is a vast difference between the officers of the extremist and non 

extremist areas in perceiving the training to be adequate or inadequate. While most non 

extremist region officers are of the view that the training is adequate, considerable 

number of officers of the extremist region think the training is inadequate.  

 

Reasons for considering the training as inadequate: 

Since quite a few officers were of the view that the training of officers was 

inadequate or just average etc., it was thought worthwhile to find out why they 

considered the training to be inadequate.  The responses are presented below 

Table 13 

Reasons advanced for inadequacy in training – A comparison of extremist and non 

extremist regions 

Officers 

Reason for inadequacy of training: 

State District No 

training 

Need 

updating 

Need to 

experience 

Need 

training in 

Need 

training in 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

In %

West Midnapore Howrah

Adequacy of the Training

Very adequate

Adequate 

Average

inadequate

Extremely inadequate
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in latest 

methods 

of 

combat 

method 

training 

foreign 

people get  

information 

gathering 

the latest 

methods of 

combats 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

- 11.1% 22.2% 55.6% 11.1% 

Howrah 33.3% 66.7% - - - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

The reason for inadequacy is no training in updating of combat methods 

according to 66.7% officers in non extremist area. Only 11.1% officers in extremist area 

think in a similar way. In the non- extremist region other 33.3% put forward the reason 

that there is no training in latest method. Different reasons like updating combat, training 

in information gathering, training in latest method etc. are some needs put up by officers 

of extremist area. 

 

Punishment: it is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the 

sake of maintaining order erring constables are punished properly so as not to repeat the 

same error again.  

 

Table 14 

Provision for Punishment for Erring police Constables 

State  District Punishment 

for erring 

constable 

Type of punishment 

yes No  Pay cut Suspension Depended on 

situation 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

53.8% 46.2% - 40.0% 60.0% 

Howrah 86.8% 13.2% 31.3% 50.0% 18.8% 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 
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In extremist area 53.8% constables expressed that there is system of punishment 

.But in non extremist area majority 86.8% believe so. In case of extremist area majority 

i.e. 60.0% constables from extremist area said that the punishment is dependant on the 

situation. In comparison only   18.8% constables from non extremist area reported so.  

In case of extremist area 40.0% of the constables said that the punishment erring 

constable get is suspension. Whereas 50.0% officers from non extremist area said so. .  

But in non extremist area there is a provision for pay cut also. Thus our conclusion is that 

each region has its own mode of punishment. This is different from states like Orissa 

 

Relationship between senior and junior officer: Coordination and cooperation 

is mandatory for any team effort to be successful. Therefore, the relationship between 

senior and junior officer is a very important factor for a better performance of police. 

Through the study an attempt was made to examine if the area of operation has any affect 

on the relationship between the senior and the junior officers. 

 

Table 15 

Relationship between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate superiors 

State District Category Cordial  Indiffere

nt 

Strained Obediently 

following 

the 

officers 

command 

Aver

age  

Extreme

ly poor 

West 

Benga

l 

West 

Midanapu

r 

Officer 33.3% -  38.1% 23.8

% 

4.8% 

Constable 41.5% 13.2% - 3.8% 37.7

% 

3.8% 

Howrah  Officer 47.8% 4.3%  39.1% 8.7% - 

Constable 73.6% 11.3% 9.4% 1.9% - 3.8% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 
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In non-extremist area less than half (47.8%) and in extremist area less than one 

third (33.3%) believe that relationship between senior and junior are cordial. In both the 

areas equal percentage (38.1%-39.1%) believe that they obediently follow officers 

command. 23.8% from extremists affected area are of opinion that relationship is 

average. Thus majority in extremist area believe that relationship is cordial and follow the 

officers’ command. In non extremist area the relationship status is same. 

 

In case of constables greater percentage of constables (73.6%) believe that 

relationship is cordial and in extremist area (41.5%) lesser number of constables believe  

so. 37.7% constables from the extremist area think relationship is average but none of the  

constables in non-extremist area think so. 

  

 The constables talking about average relation want to do nothing to improve the 

relation. 

A small group of constables belonging to both extremist and non extremist area 

spoke of constables being indifferent about their relationship. Some of them even say that 

it is strained or extremely poor. 

 

Thus, we can conclude that constables speaking about cordial relationship with 

their seniors have a distinct difference between extremist and non extremist region. A big 

number of them in extremist area speak about average relationship. Other wise rest of 

them has lot of similarity as they mentioned about relationship being indifferent, strained 

or extremely poor. 

  

Commitment to job: The willingness of the police personnel to perform their 

duties whether risky or not reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore questions 

regarding readiness to accept risky assignment are included in the questionnaire. 

Table 16  

Readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Categ

ory 

RARA

* 

 Reason for accepting  
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Yes No  Enjoy  

risk 

Part of 

duty 

Cannot do 

anything  

Trained 

for it 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

Offic

er 

52.4% 47.6

% 

8.3% 58.3% 33.3% - 

Const

able 

100% - 7.5% 69.8% 22.6%  

Howrah  Offic

er 

100.0% - 26.1% 73.9% - - 

Const

able 

100% - 5.8% 61.5% 25.0% 1.9% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

*Readiness to accept risky assignment 

In non- extremist area all officers and in extremist area half of the (52.4%) 

officers are ready to accept risky assignment. Regarding constables the situation has lot 

of similarity. All constables from both extremists and non-extremist area are ready to 

accept risky assignment.  

Thus one might state that half of the officers in extremist area and cent percent in 

non-extremist area are ready to take risky assignment.  

 Reason for accepting risky assignment has been that of as a part of their duty 

(58.3% -73.9%) in extremist and non-extremist area. 

 At constable level it is 69.8% and 61.5% in both extremist and non extremist area.  

Another reasons for accepting risky assignment is ‘cannot do anything and trained 

for it’. Only a minimum percentage of officers and constables accept because they find 

the risk enjoyable. Here again officers from non-extremist area enjoy the risk more 

(26.1%) and in extremist area only 8.3% enjoy the same. 

 Thus it is very interesting finding as usually officers in extremist area seem to be 

more eager to accept the risky assignment. 

 

 Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

 

Control of extremism: Police played a crucial role in extremist affected region. 

Police have to remain more effective and cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore we 
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attempted to find out the opinion of Police from both West Midanapur and Howrah on 

the subject. 

Table 17 

Perception of officers and constables in controlling extremist problem – A comparison 

between West Midanapur and Howrah 

State District Category Control 

very well 

Control to 

an extent 

Not at 

all able 

to 

control 

Extremist 

problem is not 

only the 

problem of the 

police 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

Officer  50.0% 50.0% - - 

Constable  63.5% 34.6% 1.9% - 

Howrah  Officer  17.4% 56.5% 4.3% 21.3% 

Constable  59.6% 34.6% 1.9% 3.8% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

From the above table one may infer that if we combine control very well and 

control to an extent hundred percent officers from extremist area and 73.9% officers from 

non extremist area fall under this category. In addition to it in non extremist 21.3% 

officers are of the opinion that extremist problem is not the only problem of police. 

At constable level almost hundred percent constables from both the area are able to 

control extremism. (98.1%, 94.2%)  

 

The graph given below indicates officers and constables view in both Howrah and 

West Midanapur districts.  

 

Graph 1 
Perception of officers and constables in controlling extremist problem in West Midanapur 

district 
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Graph 2 

Perception of officers and constables in controlling extremist problem in Howrah 

district 

 

 

Table 18 

Reason for controlling well (of extremism) 
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State District Category Police is 

very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

fearless Not afraid of  

death or injury 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

Officer  25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 

Constable  50.0% 29.2% - 20.8% 

Howrah  Officer  85.7% - 14.3% - 

Constable  57.7% 42.3% - - 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 In the extremist area, West Midanapur, equal percentage (25% each) of Officers 

stated that the police can control extremism effectively because they are very efficient, 

well trained, fearless and not afraid of death or injury.   

 

On the other hand in the non extremist area, Howrah, almost all (86%) officers were of 

the view that police is very efficient and the remaining 14% stated that the police is 

fearless and so can contain extremism. 

 

Thus there is a difference between the officers of the extremist and non extremist areas 

regarding the reasons as to why the extremism can be well controlled by the police.  

 

As for constables, 50% in the extremist area and 57% in the non extremist area stated that 

the police is very efficient. 29.2% constables from the extremist region and nearly 1½ 

times that percentage (42.3%) from the non extremist region stated that the police is very 

well trained to tackle extremism. 

 

Thus it appears that there is not much of a difference amongst the constables of the two 

regions in the reasons advanced in regard to why the police can tackle extremism well.   

By and large the police personnel is of the view that the police is very efficient, well 

trained and fearless and hence can control extremism very well.  
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Difference between extremist and non extremist affected area: There exist 

distinct differences between extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. 

During their career in police service the police personnel has to face different situations 

in extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. The study intended to find out 

the differences in their perception of the situation being tense, peaceful etc.   

 

Table 19 

Difference between extremist and non extremist area 

State District Category tense in 

extremist , 

peaceful in 

non 

extremist 

Police need 

to be fully 

alert in 

extremist 

area 

Gener

al 

people 

hardly 

move 

freely 

in 

extrem

ist 

region 

Too much 

bloodshed 

in 

extremist 

region 

No 

difference 

West 

Benga

l 

West 

Midanap

ur 

Officer  17.7% 11.8% 17.7% 5.9% 47.1% 

Constable  53.8% 46.2% - - - 

Howrah  Officer  73.8% 4.3% 13.0% 8.6% - 

Constable  79.2% 13.2% 1.9% 3.8% 1.9% 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153,Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 

 

Only 17.7% officers in extremist area stated that the atmosphere in the extremist 

area is tense, and is peaceful in the non extremist area.  Large number (47%) of officers 

in this region felt that there was no difference in the atmosphere of the two regions.   
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On the other hand, 74% officers of the non extremist region were of the view that 

the atmosphere was tense in extremist area while it is peaceful in the non extremist 

area.No officer said that there was no difference in the atmosphere of the two regions. 

 

Thus there is a clear difference between the officers of the two regions and their 

perception regarding the atmosphere in the extremist region being peaceful or otherwise. 

 

The percentage of officers (74%) and constables (79%) stating that the 

atmosphere in the extremist region is tense and non extremist region is peaceful was 

almost the same.    However only 54% constables is the extremist region perceived so, 

which of course is far higher than that of officers in the same region. 

 

 

Table 20 

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area 

State  District Lack of 

updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communication 

system 

Lack of 

manpower 

Wide 

gap 

between 

police 

and 

public 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

15.1% 32.1% 47.2% 5.7% 

Howrah 18.9% 18.9% 22.6% 39.6% 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

Chart 1 
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Chart 2 

 

It is seen from the above that 47.2% constables from West Midanapur and only 

22.6% from Howrah are of the view that lack of manpower is an important problem faced 

by the constables. Poor communication is another problem faced by 32% constables of 

extremist area.   

 

Though similar problems are faced by constables even in the non extremist region, the 

percentage of constables stating so is far lesser as compared to the issue of poor 

relationship between police and the public which appears to be perceived as a problem 

issue by these constables.   

 

Thus there is a very clear difference between the extremist and non extremist regions 

regarding the problems faced by the constables. While in the extremist region it is the 

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area of West 

Midnapur

Lack of updated

equipment

Poor communication

system

Lack of manpower

Wide gap between police

and public

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area of Howrah

Lack of updated

equipment

Poor communication

system

Lack of manpower

Wide gap between police

and public
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issue of updated equipments, better communication etc., in the non extremist region it is 

relationship between the police and the public. 

 

  

Preparedness to counter insurgents: The insurgents are equipped with 

sophisticated weapons, as such it is necessary that the police personnel are also well 

equipped to counter the insurgency activities. Therefore opinion was sought from the 

officers about how well equipped they are to counter insurgents. Table 18 presents the 

details 

 

Table 21 

Preparedness to counter insurgents 

Officer 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 

State  District yes No  Reason for being inequipped 

Not well 

trained 

Arms not 

adequate 

Restricted 

from using 

sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardness 

West 

Bengal 

West Midnapur  19.0% 81.0% 11.1% 77.8% 11.1% - 

Howrah 82.6% 17.4% 20.0% - 40.0% 40.0% 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

In West Bengal in West Midnapur only 19.0% officers are prepared to counter 

insurgents. But in Howrah a non-extremist area 82.6% are prepared to counter insurgents. 

This is probably due to the situation where large number of weapons are snatched by 

Maoist. This is very different from insurgency area like Kashmir. 

 

In analyzing the reason for not being prepared it is surprising to find 77.8% 

officers from extremist area are not prepared because arms are not adequate. Similar 

reasons are put forward by the other 22.2% (11.1%+11.1%=22.2%) as according to them 

restriction for using sophisticated weapon and lack of training are other reasons for not 

being prepared for counter insurgency programme. In comparison small number (17.4%) 
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who are not prepared also are of opinion that restriction from using sophisticated weapon 

and lack of training are the reason. But at the same time 40.0% also pointed out that 

economic backwardness is one of the important reason for insurgency, as such as along 

as this problem is not solved insurgency can not be root out by arms alone. 

 

Thus, we can see that considerable number of officers think that preparedness to 

counter insurgency is limited. But the reason for the same is different in extremist and 

non extremist area. 

 

 

Maintenance of peace: Police is the protector of common people. It is the 

responsibility of police to ensure the safety of the common people while dealing with the 

insurgents. Therefore, officers were asked about how far they are concerned about 

avoiding violence while arresting extremist taking shelter in villages so that the common 

people remain safe.  Table 22 states their reply. 

Table 22 

Police Officers View on Avoiding Violence in Dealing with Insurgents taking shelter 

in villages. 

Avoiding violence in dealing  with  insurgents 

Officer 

State  District yes No  Methods to avoid violence 

With help 

of public 

By 

identifying 

hideouts and 

surrounding 

them without 

their 

knowledge 

By opening 

fire only if 

they did so 

otherwise 

use 

persuation 

To disarm 

them with such 

suddenness 

that they are 

taken aback 

West Bengal West 

Midanapur 

33.3% 66.7% 50.0% 10.0% 40.0% - 

Howrah 73.9% 26.1% 66.7% 33.3% - - 
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West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

It is   seen from the above analysis that in the extremist region 33.3% officers said 

that they avoided violence while dealing with the extremists, whereas 66.7% said that 

they did not avoid violence. In the non extremist area, the percentage is in the reverse 

direction in that 74% said that they avoided violence while dealing with the extremists 

and only 26.1% said that they did not.   

Thus there appears a clear difference between the officers of the two regions in 

regard to avoiding violence in dealing with the extremists.  

 

As for the methods used to deal with the extremists without violence, the strategy 

used by 50% officers of the extremist area as to take the help of the public, while 40% 

said that they opened fire only if the extremists did so.  

In the case of non extremist area, 67% said they took the help of the public and 

33% said that they identified the hideouts of the extremists and surrounded them without 

their knowledge.  

 

Thus there appears a difference between the officers of the two regions in regard to 

the method used to avoid violence in dealing with the extremists. 

 

 

Unified Command System: In insurgency affected areas, a unified command system 

consisting of police, army and civil administration exists as a measure of counter 

insurgency strategy and security system. The officers were asked whether they face any 

problem working under this system 

Table 23 

Views of Police Officers on Unified Command System 

 

Officer 

 

 

State 

District Problem working under unified command 

system 

Yes  No  
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West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

It is seen from the above table that majority officers from both the district face no 

problem working under the system Unified Command System.. 

 

Chart 3 

 

Chart 4 

 

 

Problem working under unified commend system in West 

Midnapore

Yes 

No 

Problem working under unified commend system in Howrah

Yes 

No 

West 

Bengal 

West Midanapur 15.8% 84.2% 

Howrah 21.7% 78.3% 
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Extremism and crime rate: We can find a certain relationship between the 

extremist activities and the other crime rates. There may be an increase or decrease in 

the crime rate according to the prevalence of the extremist activities. 

 

 

 

Table 24 

Police Officers View on Crime Rate and Insurgency and Their Reasons 

Officer 

Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District yes No  If yes the reasons for the same 

Local 

criminals 

encouraged 

as they can 

blame 

insurgents 

Many times the 

extremists use the local 

criminals for criminal 

activities 

 

West Bengal West 

Midanapur 

90.5% 9.5% 85.0% 15.0% 

Howrah 13.0% 87.0% 66.7% 33.3% 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

From the above table it is seen that there is a typical opposite numbers of officers 

in the extremist and non extremist regions perceiving any relationship between increase 

in crime rate and insurgency.  While more than 90% of the officers in the extremist area 

find it so, almost the same percent in the non extremist area do not find it so.  That is in 

the non extremist area the officers perception is that there is no relationship between 

insurgency and increase in crime rate in the community.  
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Those who said that there is a relationship between the crime rate increase and 

insurgency, the reasons advanced mainly were that the local criminals are encouraged 

during insurgency attack as they can blame insurgents for their crimes. 

  

 Satisfaction with the present police performance: How far the police personnel are 

satisfied with the present police performance is of a great concern for understanding the 

performance of police in extremist and non extremist areas. 

 

Table 25 

Police performance level 

Officer 

Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Highly 

satisfied 

Satisfied  Average Not 

satisfied 

Totally 

dissatisfied 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

- 4.8% 61.9% 4.8% 28.6% 

Howrah 13.6% 59.1% 27.3% - - 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

Figure 3 

 

More than half of the officers (61.9%) in extremist area are of the opinion their 

satisfaction is average. Rest one third officers (4.8%+28.6%=33.4%) are dissatisfied. 
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In comparison in non-extremist area nobody is dissatisfied. More than half are 

satisfied and more than one fourth are average. A small percentage (13.6%) is highly 

satisfied.  Thus, we find regarding police performance officers belonging to extremist 

and non-extremists area are of different opinion. 

 

 Regarding  constables  majority  of  them  in  both  extremist  and  non-extremist  

area    are  satisfied. 

 

The reason for dissatisfaction is that police are not performing well, due to which 

people are losing their lives and property despite police presence. They suggest that 

proper rotation of officers is needed for better police performance.  

 

In the data regarding constables our finding is in both extremist and non extremist 

area majority are satisfied with the police performance. But in non extremist area 

more constables (88.7%) are satisfied. Thus in case of constables there is a little 

difference between these two areas. Table 26 give the details. 

 

Table 26  

Satisfaction of constables with present police performance 

State  District Satisfaction of 

constables with 

present police 

performance 

yes No  

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

79.2% 20.8% 

Howrah 88.7% 11.3% 

West Midnapur: CSS -153, Howrah: CSS -153  

 

Human Rights Commission: A positive relation between police and Human 

Rights Commission is almost a rare phenomenon. Police often think that Human Rights 
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Commission interferes in their working. Therefore police officers are asked for their view 

on the Human Rights Commission in their work performance. Table 27 provides the 

details.  

 

Table 27  

Views of Police Officers on Human Rights Violations in relation to the existence of 

Human Rights Commission 

State District Yes  No  If no the reasons for the same 

1* 2** 3*** 4**** 5**** 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

70.6% 29.4

% 

30.0

% 

10.0

% 

30.0% 20.0% 10.0% 

Howrah 87.0% 13.0

% 

- - 50.0% 50.0% - 

West Midnapur: OSS -63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

(*1/It is due to sheer callousness, **2/Many do not that human rights have to be followed, 

***3/Many may not know even know the existence of HRC, ****4/No clear instruction 

regarding HR while dealing with extremist and deviants, *****5/Human Rights org are biased 

towards crime.) 

 

The above table narrates that both in   extremist area   and non extremist area 

majority of officers (70.6%-87.0%) are of the opinion that the existence of Human Rights 

Commission help in protection of human rights. Out of the small group who are negative 

half of them in non- extremist area are not aware about the existence of the Human Right 

Commission and other half also of the opinion that instruction regarding human right 

rules application is not clear. In extremist area too this group put up various reasons such 

as lack of awareness about the commission, no proper guidelines about its use and even 

callousness. Thus there are differences of opinion of officers representing extremist and 

non extremist area. 
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Police performance (General) 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention: The police officers use different 

techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime prevention in now a day does not mean only 

to arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime prevention takes a wider sense with the 

police working in coordination with the public to root out crime.  Some of the techniques 

used by the police personnel for crime prevention are presented in table 28 below.  

 

Table 28 

Techniques pattern Used by Officers for Crime Prevention in West Midanapur 

(extremist affected district) and Howrah (non-extremist affected district) 

State District Use 

educatio

nal 

method 

punishme

nt 

Capture  

culprit  

quickly 

informing 

public 

about crime 

through 

their 

journals 

Organiz

e 

special 

progra

mme 

for 

public 

so that 

they do 

not 

indulge 

in crime 

Organiz

e 

camps/ 

worksh

ops 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

4.8% 19.0% 42.9% 9.5% 19.0% 4.8% 

Howrah 40.9% - 27.3% 31.8% - - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 Capturing the culprit quickly and punishing them is a technique use by 61.9% 

officers of West Midanapur. If we combine educational methods with organizing camp 

etc. similar 23.8% officers in extremist area use them. In case of non extremist area 

technique used by are different. The most popular is using educational method and other 
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method like informing public and capturing the culprit quickly. This is different from 

extremist area.  

Thus, there is a difference in techniques used in both extremist and non extremist area for 

crime prevention of crime. 

 

 The Issue of Manpower in Police System in the State: In extremist affected 

area often manpower in police force fall short  for activities like  security cover to 

safeguard and protect public properties such as monuments, markets, festivals etc. To the 

query if they have sufficient man power the response given are tabulated and presented in 

the table below.  

Table 29 

Police Officers view on Sufficiency of Manpower in the Police Force 

officer 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of monuments 

State  District sufficient Not 

sufficient  

If no the reasons for the same 

Limited 

manpower 

During 

extremist 

activities 

very 

limited is 

available 

for these  

Police expect 

architecture and 

monuments 

department to 

look after 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

9.5% 90.5% 90.0% 5.0% 5.0% 

Howrah 78.3% 21.7% 100.0% -  

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 In extremist area 90.5% and in non- extremist area cent percent officers are of the 

opinion that man power is not sufficient to protect the monuments and public property as 

a part of their duty. In extremist area only a restricted number of officers (5.0%) are of 
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opinion that during controlling of extremist activities it is not possible. Other 5% say 

police expect architecture and monument department should take care. 

 

Relationship between media and police: Media plays a very important role by 

reporting the activities of police. However we often come over the allegation that media 

become biased when reporting on police. 

Table 30 

Officer 

Relationship between media and police 

State District Positive  Negative  If no the reasons 

No 

specific 

reason 

Media looks 

for 

sensationalism  

Never report good work 

of police 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

52.4% 47.6% 8.3% 16.7% 75% 

Howrah 60.9% 39.1% 22.2% 44.4% 33.3% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

It is interesting to note that both in West Midanapur and Howrah more than half 

(52.4%- 60.9%) officers are positive about media which is different from many other 

places.  

Thus, out of the other half 75% officers in extremist area think that media never 

report good work of the police. For other 25% there is no specific reason and media has a 

tendency for sensationalism. The negative effect in non-extremist can be divided into 

different reasons like media’s love for sensationalism, media never report good work of 

police and according to 22.2% there is no specific reason. Never the less it is encouraging 

to know majority has a positive attitude towards the media 

 

Community policing: Community policing is a policing strategy and philosophy 

based on the notion that community interaction and support can help control crime and 
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reduce fear, with community members helping to identify suspects, detain vandals and 

bring problems to the attention of police. 

 

 

 

Table 31 

Views of Police Officers and constables about the relationship between Police and 

Public 

Relation between police and public 

State District catego

ry 

Cordial  Straine

d 

Sense of 

fear in 

the 

public 

Mistrust 

of public 

by police 

Public do not 

understand police and 

their police 

infrastructure 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

Office

r  

14.3% 9.5% - - 76.2% 

Consta

ble 

45.3% 9.4% 3.8% 41.5% - 

Howrah  Office

r  

47.8% 8.7% 26.1% 8.7% 8.7% 

Consta

ble  

71.4% 20.8% 5.7% 1.9% - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge.  

In   West  Midanapore  less   than  one  fourth  (  14.3%  )0fficers  think  that  

relation  between  police  and  public  is  cordial.  Majority  officers    (76.2%)  think  

that public  do  not  understand  police  and  their  infrastructure.  In  non-extremist  

area  less  than  half   (47.8%) officer  said that relationship between police and public 

is cordial. One fourth officers in Howrah think that there is sense of fear in public  

against police. Other reasons forwarded by the officers are mistrust of public by  

police, strained relationship and public do not understand police and their  

infrastructure. 
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Regarding constables unlike officers 71.4% in non-extremist area                                                                                               

consider the relationship between the public and the police is cordial and in extremist  

area less than half (45.3%) think in a similar way. 41.5% of extremist area think  

there  is  mistrust  of  people by the police. 13.2% constables think there is sense of  

fear and strained relationship. 

  But in non-extremist area 71.4% constables are of the opinion that relationship is  

cordial. 20.0% say that relationship is strained. 

Thus,  our data reveals the difference between extremist and non extremist area in 

regard to the perception of officers about the relationship between police and publc .  

Table 32 

Reason for Strained relation between police and public 

officer 

Reason for mistrust between police and public 

State  District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion 

by public 

Ruled 

by 

political 

orders 

Harsh 

to 

public 

Considered 

 as  

corrupt 

organization 

Due to 

unaware 

of police 

law 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

20.0% 50.0% 10.0% 5.0% 5.0% 10.0% 

Howrah  - 62.5% - 25.0% 12.5% - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

Reasons for strained relationship for half of the people suspicion of the police 

(50.0%).  In non-extremists area 62.5% think in a similar way. In extremists area other 

reasons of having strained relationship people are unaware of police law, police being 

harsh to public etc. In non-extremist area police is considered as corrupt organization and 

harsh to public. Thus, police public relationship differ in extremists and non-extremists 

area. 

 The constables have not responded to the question of reasons for strained 

relationship. 
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 Support police get from public: As a part of community policing police get 

different kinds of support from public.  These different supports are tabulated and 

presented in e 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 33 

Views of Officers towards the Level of Support police gets from the Public  

Officer 

Support police get from public 

State  District Public 

involve 

police in 

police 

public 

interface 

By 

giving 

clue 

about 

a 

culprit 

By 

following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helps 

police 

in 

special 

week 

such as 

road 

safety 

week 

By giving clue 

about any 

strange activities 

in 

neighbourhood 

No support 

from public 

 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapu

r 

42.9% 4.8% - 14.3% 23.8% 14.3% 

Howrah  4.3% 43.5% 34.8% 13.0% 4.3% - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

It is seen from the above that larger percentage of officers from the extremist region have 

stated that the support from the public comes in the form of public involving the police in 

the police public interface.    In the non extremist region, larger percentage of officers 

have stated that the public support comes from  by their giving clue about a culprit or a 

suspect. 
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If we combine the columns 4 & 7, viz., clue about a culprit and clue about strange 

activities in the neighbourhood, it is significant to note that 28.6% of extremist region 

officers and 47.8% non extremist region officers state that the public gives them support 

by giving the police clue about suspects and strange activities in the neighbourhood.  

 

It is interesting to note that in the extremist region 14.3% officers said that they do not get 

any support from the public whereas none from the non extremist area stated so. 

 

Thus there appears a clear difference between the officers of the extremist and non 

extremist regions in regard to the support they get from the public. 

 

 

 

 Mechanism for public cooperation: the police officers were asked whether they 

have any mechanism for public cooperation. 

 

 

Table 34 

Views of Officers towards mechanism for public cooperation  

Officer 

Mechanism for public cooperation 

State  District Have any 

mechanism for 

public cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes  No  Joint 

committee 

for special 

purpose 

with the 

RWAs in 

the area 

Police-

public 

cooperation 

committee 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme to reduce 

crime 
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West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

87.0% 13.0% 11.1% 50.0% 38.9% 

Howrah  71.4% 28.6%% - 65.0% 35.0% 

West Midnapur: OSS- 63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 In both extremist and non extremist areas more than 70% officers reported that 

they have a mechanism for police public cooperation.  In fact in the extremist area more 

police officers than in non extremist area said so. 

 

When asked about the typical mechanism that they have for public police 

cooperation, large number of respondents pointed out the police-public cooperation 

committee as a mechanism.  In this one finds 72.2% officers from the extremist region 

and 65% officers from the non extremist region.  

 

Police public collaborative programme was suggested by 35% of non extremist 

district officers and 17% of extremist region officers. 

 

Thus there appears to be some differences between the officers of the two districts 

in regard to the mechanisms that they use to enlist police public cooperation. 

 

 

 

 

 Steps to minimize gap between police and public: As Police works for the 

public to maintain peace and control crimes, it is a much needed step to minimize the gap 

between the police and the public. To examine the steps taken by the police in 

minimizing this gap, question was asked to the police to measure the steps taken so far 

and if not proper steps have been taken, the study will indicate the lapse part as a 

feedback so as to make steps in future for better police functioning and public reliance. 

 

Table 35 
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Police Officers view regarding steps to minimize police-public gap and the initiatives 

taken 

Officer 

State  District Steps to 

minimize gap 

between police 

and public 

Regular 

interaction 

with 

RWA 

Get  

Feedbac

k 

 from  

public  

about  

the  

needed 

imptro 

vements 

Indicate 

number of 

cases solved 

by police 

Steps 

throu

gh 

BPR

D 

Thro

ugh 

com

muni

ty 

polic

ing 

progr

amm

e 

Yes No  

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

80.0% 20.0% - - 64.7% 23.5

% 

11.8

% 

Howrah  91.3% 8.7% 77.3% 18.2% 4.5% - - 

West Midnapur: Officers Sample Size (OSS) 63-, Constables Sample size (CSS) -153 

                  Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 It is interesting to note that more than 90% officers from non-extremist district 

and 80.0%  from  extremist  area take steps to minimize gap between police and 

public.  

 Different steps are taken to minimize the gap in extremist area. 77.3  %  officers  

have  regular  interaction  with  RWA  and  rest   get  feed back  from  the  people  

to  improve  the  situation.  Officers from extremist area get feedback from the 

public about their requirement. In non extremist area one fourth each talked about 

methods like regular interaction with RWAs, indicating number of cases solved 

by them and community policing programme.  

 Thus mechanism used to minimize gap between police and public is working 

well. 

Table 36 

Police Officers view on steps taken to have an attitudinal change in its relationship 

with the Public 

State  District More 

interaction 

with 

public 

Represent

ation of 

public in 

police 

Represent

ation of 

police in 

public 

Regular 

write up 

about 

important 

Public be made 

aware about police 

activity  and  one  

third  believe  in  
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system bodies cases involving  public  

in  serious  

cases.es 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

42.9% 4.8% 4.8% - 47.6% 

Howrah  90.9% - 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 Majority of officers  (90.9%) in Howrah and not even  half (42.9%)of  West  

Midanapur to have more interaction with public to have attitudinal change in police. 

47.6%  of  extremist  area officers believe that public should be made aware about police  

and public should be involved in serious cases. Thus, there is difference in method 

adopted to develop more attitudinal changes in polices.   

 

 Political interference: One major factor effecting police performance is 

interference by political party/parties. Political parties and individual politicians may 

abuse the police to satisfy their self interest. As a result many things that police may do 

will reflect the lack of policing having people with muscles, guns, pistols etc.  

 

 

Table37 

Police Officers Views regarding political interference 

State  District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No  Demanding 

release of an 

accused 

Demanding 

no action 

Not to 

enforce 

punishmen

t 

Police officers 

transferred for 

not joining 

hands with 

politician 

Bringing 

police 

officers 

loyal to 

politicians 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

47.4 

% 

52.7

% 

36.4% 27.3% - - 36.4% 

Howrah  30.4

% 

69.6

% 

37.5% 25.0% 12.5% 25.0% - 
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West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 Political interference has been reported by more police officers (47.4%) in the extremist 

region as compared to that of non extremist region (30.4%).   

 

As for the type of interference, of those who said that there is political interference, 

36.4% each in the extremist area said that (i) demanding release of an accused and (ii) 

bringing in police officers loyal to the politicians. 27.3% said that the politicians 

demanded no action to be taken against the accused.  

 

As against this in the non extremist region, of those who said that there was political 

interference, 37.5% stated that the politicians demanded the release of the accused, 25%  

each said  that they demanded that no action be taken against the accused, and got the 

police officers transferred who did not do what they told them.   

 

Thus there is some similarity between officers of the extremist and non extremist regions 

in regard to the type of interference even though more of the officers from the extremist 

region as compared to those in the non extremist region stated that there was political 

interference. 

   

 

Provision for public Awareness: It is the responsibility of police to make the 

public aware of the rules and regulations of police. The table given below indicates the 

steps taken by police to make the public aware of its functioning. 

Table 38 

Police Officers views on steps taken to made public aware of police functioning 

State  District Provision for 

public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Issuing 

number of 

notificatio

Interactin

g with 

press and 

In 

serious 

case 

Inform 

public 

through 

By 

holdin

g 
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ns in the 

newspaper 

public 

once in a 

fortnight 

public is 

interacte

d and 

involve 

FM 

about 

extremi

st 

activity 

and 

make 

aware 

public 

meetin

g 

West 

Beng

al 

West 

Midnap

ur 

55.0

% 

45.0

% 

25.0% 8.3% 8.3% - 58.3% 

Howrah  87.0

% 

13.0

% 

60.0% 5.0% 20.0% 10.0% 5.0% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 Half  of  the  officers  from  West  Midanapur  (55.0%)  and  majority   (87.0%)  

from  Howrah  have  provisions  for  making  people  aware  about  their  rules  

and  regulations.  This  indicate   that  provision  for  making  people  aware  is   

there    in  both  the  places. 

. 

 Public is made aware of the rules and regulations by different methods like 

issuing number of notifications in the newspaper, interacting with press and 

public once in a fortnight, interacting and involving public in serious cases, 

informing public through FM radio about extremist activity and make aware and  

holding public meeting according to officers from both area.  In West Midanapur 

if we combine involving public in serious cases and by holding public meeting  

66.% use this method. For rest 25.% issue of notification in the news paper and  

interaction  with the press and public once in a fortnight is the method.   

 In Howrah 60% believe in issuing notification in the news paper to make  public  

aware of police rules and regulations. Another 20% use the method of involving  

people in serious cases.  
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 Thus, a clear distinction can be marked between the two areas. In extremist area 

police officers are more interested in directly interacting with the public.  

 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquents: Juveniles if not prevented from 

committing crimes will later indulge in serious crimes. Therefore it becomes essential 

that the Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be enforced effectively. This is an Act to provide for 

the care, protection treatment, development and rehabilitation of neglected and for the 

adjudication matters relating to juveniles. Police officers were asked whether they take 

measures to help students to avoid anti-social activities/indulging in unlawful activities.  

Table 39 

Views of Police Officers of regarding Provisions and Measures adopted to keep 

Juveniles (youths) to keep away from anti-social activities  

Officer 

State  District Provision for 

helping 

students 

avoiding anti 

social activity 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Organize 

through 

NGOs no. of 

programmese 

for youth 

Youngster 

is not 

punished 

but let out 

with 

warning 

for first 

offence 

No special 

programme 

for youth 

Usual  

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

85.8% 14.2% 5.3% 21.1% 10.5% 63.2% 

Howrah  91.3% 8.7% 38.1% 52.4% 4.8% 4.8% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 
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 Majority (85.8%) officers from West Midanapur   district and  91.3%  

from  Howrah  district  said that they take measures so that youngsters can 

avoid anti social activities.   

 Precaution has been taken in non-extremist area according to 52.4% 

officers so that youngster is not punished for his first offence but let out 

with warning so that they do not repeat this deviant behaviour and lead a 

normal life.  In extremists district 21.1% do the same. 

 Officers from non extremist area (38.3%) said that by organizing different 

programmers through their NGOs number of programmes to keep them 

involved.  In extremist  area  only  5%  do  this. 

 Thus, officers in general take measures by various means to keep the 

youth away from antisocial activities. 

Accountability to law: Accountability means answerability for proper 

performance of an assigned job. In democracy, police remain accountable for its 

performance to the people and to the law of the land. The officers were asked if they 

detain people illegally. 

 

Table 40 

Opinion of Police Officers regarding illegal detention and police reform measures 

for police accountability 

State  District Justify detaining people illegally Does police 

reform help 

increasing 

police 

accountability 

Extremists 

and 

criminals 

are 

detained 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police follow 

rules and do  

not detain 

illegally 

Yes  No  
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none else 

detained 

illegally 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

23.8% 4.8% 71.4% 94.7

% 

5.3% 

Howrah  87.0% 4.3% 8.6% 100% - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 If we combine extremists and criminals are detained following law 

none else detained illegally and police follow rules our data show  

almost equal percentage (95.2%-95.6%) officers from both the 

district feel that police officers in both the places follow rules    

and don’t detain anyone illegally. 

 According to cent percent officers from non extremist affected area 

and 94.7% officers from extremist area believe police reform 

measures help increasing police accountability. 

 Thus, regarding illegal detention and police reform measure police  

in both the areas have similar opinion. 

 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police: Better performance from 

the police department also depends on the proper coordination among the three agencies 

that is the judiciary, executive and police. 

Table41 

Officers views regarding Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police 

Officer 

Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very high High  Average 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

75.0% - 25.0% 

Howrah  50.0% - 50.0% 

West Midnapur:OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 
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It is seen from the table that majority 75.0% of the officers from extremist 

considered cooperation amongst the judiciary, executive and police to be very high. 

Compared to this, only 50.0% from non extremist area think in a similar way. 

 

50% of officers from the non extremist district stated that the cooperation is 

average  and this was mentioned so only by 25.0% of the extremist area officers. 

 

There is definitely a difference between the extremist and non extremist region 

police officers in regard to their perception about the cooperation amongst the judiciary, 

executive and police. The percentage of saying very high cooperation is higher in the 

case of extremist region.  

 

Corruption: Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient 

functioning of police department and many a times losing its credit in the eyes of the 

public. To know the opinion of the police officers on this issue, questions were asked to 

police Officers and constables to have an overall view. 

 

 

 

Table 42 

Views of Police Officers regarding Corruption in the Police department 

Officer 

State District Category It is in 

entire 

society 

not just 

in 

police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so 

get the 

blame 

Police in 

higher 

position 

pressurize 

and offer 

graft 

Since other 

corrupt persons 

don’t get 

punishment police 

get encouraged 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

Officer 77.8% 16.7% 5.6% - 

Constable 67.9% - - 32.1% 

West 

Bengal 

Howrah  Officer 43.4% 56.6% - - 

Constable 71.9% - - 28.3% 
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From the  above table one may state the following: 

 

 It  is  interesting to see that in extremist area this majority (77.8%) officers are of 

the view that corruption is in the entire society and not just in police. This is the 

view of only 43.4% of officers from non extremist area that is Howrah. 

 Only 16.7% officers from extremist area stated that police is in a vulnerable 

position so get the blame whereas more than half of the officers from non 

extremist area stated so. 

 Regarding constables majority (71.9%) from the non extremist region said that 

there is corruption everywhere and not just in police.  However such a response 

was given only by 67.9% of constables in the extremist region.   Since other 

corrupt persons don’t get punishment police get encouraged, this is the view of 

32.1% constables from extremist area and 28.3% constables from non extremist 

area. 

 

 There appears to be a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions 

in regard to the perception of corruption by the police personnel (both constables 

and officers)  

 

 

Infrastructure: A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better performance 

of the police department. To know the availability of infrastructural level in the police 

department, questions were raised to the officers and constables to have an over all 

picture of infrastructure provision. 

Table 43 

Views of Police Officers regarding Infrastructure availability in the police 

department 

State District Permanent 

house  

Sufficient 

vehicle and 

If No, the reasons for not having sufficient vehicles 

and staff. 
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staff 

Yes  No  Yes  No  Low 

budget 

Vehicle 

destroyed 

in 

combat 

Need 

repair 

Don’t 

get fund 

in time 

Reason 

known to 

authority 

 

 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanap

ur 

90.0% 10.0% 5.0% 95.0% 5.0% 5.0% - - 90.0% 

Howrah  100% - 78.3

% 

21.7% 40.0% - - 40.0% 20.0% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS -153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 In both the district majority officers said that there is adequate provision 

for permanent house. In non extremist area hundred percent officer but in 

extremist area slightly lesser i.e. 90.0%% have permanent house. 

 In  extremist  area  95.0% officer are of the opinion that they  do  not  have  

sufficient vehicle or staff. The reason for this insufficiency is best known 

to the authority according to 90% officers out of them in West Midanapur. 

 In contrast in non extremist area 78.3% officers are of the opinion that 

they have sufficient vehicle and staff. 

 Out of the few officers who talked about insufficiency 40.0% each said 

that low budget and not getting fund in time are the reason. 

 Thus, a very significant difference is seen between extremist and non 

extremist area. Despite being an extremist area West Midanapur is found 

to be starved of vehicle and staff. Compared to this non extremist area is 

found  to be quite self sufficient. 

 

Sufficiency of Fund: many times fund remains inadequate to meet the needs of 

the police department. In Assam this is very important. But as the police department is 

non plan budget there is dearth of fund. 

Table 44 
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Perception of sufficiency of funds _ a comparison between extremist and non 

extremist Regions 

State District 

 

 

Sufficient Fund If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocation 

is less than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come 

in 

installments 

that too very 

late 

Funds 

released 

towards 

the end 

of the 

financial 

year 

State 

does 

not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason 

known 

to 

authorit

y 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

5.3% 94.7% 15.0%  5.0% - - 80.0% 

Howrah  86.3% 13.6% 40.0% - 20.0% - - 40.0% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 It is strange to find that regarding the fund necessary for maintaining the needs of 

the police station majority officers from West Midnapur (94.7%) said they do not 

have sufficient fund to meet their needs despite being an extremist area. On the 

other hand majority officers (86.3%) from Howrah said that they had sufficient 

fund. 

 According to 80.0% officers in extremist area the reason for insufficiency is best 

known to the authority. 

 In non extremist area equal percentage each (40.0%) replied that allocation is less 

than demand and the reason is best known to authority respectively. 

 

Basic minimum facilities: For sound performance the police stations should have the 

basic minimum facilities such as drinking water, sanitation, electricity etc.  

 

Table 45 

Basic minimum facilities for day to day activities 

Officer 

State District Presence of facilities 

D/E D/S/E/I D/S/E/W

W 

All 

West West 75.0% 20.0% 5.0% - 
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Bengal Midnapur 

Howrah  65.2% 17.4% 8.7% 39.1% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

*D-Drinking Water, E- Electricity, S-Sanitation, WW-Water for Washing, I or G- Inverter or 

Generator, All-D,E,S,WW, I or G 

 No officer from extremist area said that they have all the basic facilities whereas 

more than one third officers (39.1%) from non extremist area say that they have all the 

facilities. 

 Regarding drinking water and electricity is in a better position in extremist area 

(75.0%) than that in non extremist area (65.2%) 

 There is no uniformity regarding facilities in police stations. It is strange that even 

in extremists area situation is no better. 

 

 

 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments: In 

order to control emergency case and maintain law and order police need to have the 

necessary arms and equipments. 

Table 46 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments 

Officer 

State District Have arms 

and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

yes No  Arms 

and 

ammuni

tion  

Latest  

equipme

nts 

Comput

er 

assisted 

technolo

gies 

Trained 

manpow

er 

More 

study 

equipmen

t 

Quarte

r 

 For 

 staff 

Need 

more 

vehicl

es 
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West 

Benga

l 

West 

Midnapu

r  

14.3

% 

85.7

% 

14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 

Howrah  82.6

% 

17.4

% 

5.5% 66.7% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

The table reveals that-  

 Majority officers from extremist (85.7%) they do not have necessary arms and 

equipments. This is a matter of grave concern. Because as an extremist area it 

should remain well equipped with arms and equipments.  

 On the other hand in non extremist area it is found that according to majority 

officers they are well equipped with arms and equipments.  

 Two third of the officers from non extremist area talk about not having the 

required arms wanted latest equipments. 

 Officers from extremist area wanted in equal proportions (14.3%) the following:-  

Arms and ammunition, latest equipments, Computer assisted technologies, 

Trained manpower, more sturdy equipment, Quarter for staff and more vehicles. 

 

Cell to discuss problems of police: In both extremist and non extremist area the 

presence of a forum for discussing the problems of police is very necessary. 

Table 47 

Officers views on cells for police departments to discuss problems of the police 

State District Cell for police 

problem 

How concerned they are  

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To 

some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

75.0% 
25.0% 

70.0% 15.0% 10.0% 5.0% 
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Howrah  95.2% 4.8% 54.5% 36.4% 9.1% - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 To the query if they have any cell to discuss their problem with the concerned 

ministry majority officers from Howrah (95.2%) said that they have the same. 

Whereas in West Midnapur it is slightly less i.e. 75.0% officers said that they have. 

But 70.0% of the officers from West Midnapur said that the cell work fully to solve 

their problems whereas only 54.5% officers from Howrah replied in a similar way. 

One third (36.4%) of officers from Howrah think the cells work only partially. 

 

 Other platforms are necessary for open discussion regarding various problems. 

Periodic Discussion 

Being an extremist area the police in West Midnapur need periodic discussion as it is 

very important to check the extremist problems. But 80.0/% of officers said that they 

meet only when the need arises. In non extremist area more than half of the officers 

(52.2%) officers are of the opinion that they meet once in a month. The rest meet 

only when the need arises. 

From this we may infer that the system of periodic discussion is very limited in the 

extremist area. Table 48 gives the detail. 

Table 48 

Periodic Discussion 

State District Discussion 

Once 

in a 

month 

Once 

in six 

month  

Once 

in a 

year 

When need 

arises 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

10.0% - 10.0% 80.0% 

Howrah  52.2% - - 47.8% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 
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Operational duty procedure: Operational duty procedure between senior police 

officers and constables also counts for a proper coordination of the working of police. 

Direct contact system can result better in this respect than a chain of command system.  

 

Table 49 

Operational duty pattern of police department 

State District Operational  duty 

procedure 

Direct 

Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command 

system 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

68.5% 31.6% 

Howrah - 100.0% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 In extremist affected area more than two third of the officers said that they follow 

direct command system which is a good sign for an extremist area. But in non 

extremist area hundred percent officers carry on operational duty with the procedure 

of chain of command system. 

Table 50 

Relationship between senior officer and constables 

Relationship between senior officer and constables  

 

State District Cordial  Indifferent Strained Obediently 

following 

the officers 

command 

Aver

age  

Extremel

y poor 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midanapur 

42.9% 21.4% 7.1% 28.6% - - 

Howrah  56.5% 17.4% 17.4% 8.7% - - 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

 Regarding the relationship between senior officers and constables it is seen that more 

officers from Howrah (56.5%) said that they have cordial relations with the 
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constables than in extremist area (42.9%). More than one fourth of officers follow 

officers command obediently in West Midnapur whereas less than ten percent of 

officers from Howrah reported so.  

 More officer from West Midnapur (21.4%) reported indifferent relation than Howrah 

(17.4%). 

 Whereas in non extremist area (17.4%) double the number of officers from extremist 

area (7.1%) reported strained relation. 

 We can come to the conclusion that the relationship between senior officers and 

constables is more cordial in non extremist area. However compared to non extremist 

area in extremist area the constables are found to be more obedient to officer’s order.  

 

 

Intelligence collection:   Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of a 

district. 

 

Table 51 

Views of Officers regarding availability of Intelligence Collection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

We can find from the table that all the officers from non extremist area said that 

the SP has the mechanisms for intelligence collection whereas slightly less that is 90.0% 

officers from extremist area said the same. In the negligible cases where SP does not have 

State District Does the SP has mechanism 

for intelligence gathering 

Yes  No  

West Bengal West 

Midanapur 

90.0% 10.0% 

Howrah  100.0% - 
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own mechanism he manages through his own police officers whom he send for training 

or through some external agency. 

 

Performance index: In order to get an understanding of the police performance 

in extremist affected and non extremist affected area a number of performance indicators 

have been incorporated in the question schedule. Questions regarding their efficiency in 

preventing crime, complaint registration, public reassurance and community policing, 

record keeping, grooming, punctuality, regularity, personal qualities of officers, honesty, 

and commitment to the service have been asked to the officers. On the basis self 

assessment by the officers they have been categorized in four groups viz. “Poor”, 

“Average”, “Above Average”, “Good” and “Very Good”. We have also interviewed civil 

society persons in order to assess the performance of the police officers. We found 

general people satisfied the police performance. Just the behaviour of the police 

constables was disturbing according to them.  

 

 

Table 52 

Performance index of officers 

Officer 

State District Poor Above 

Average 

Average Good Very 

Good 

West 

Bengal 

West 

Midnapur 

4.8% 4.8% 23.8% 66.7% - 

Howrah - - 8.7% 34.8% 56.5% 

West Midnapur: OSS-63, CSS-153, Howrah: OSS-45, CSS -153 

 

Figure 4 
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*Scores: Below average-147-175, Above average-205-233, Good- 234-262, Very Good-

263-291 

The table reveals that-  

 Two third of the officers from West Midnapur think themselves as good 

performers.  

 Compared to this in non extremist area i.e. Howrah 56.5% officers think them as 

very good performers and a lesser number (34.8%) of officers think themselves 

good performers.  

 If we club good and very good category we can find 91.3% officers from non 

extremist area fall in this category whereas in extremist area i.e. West Midanapur 

this is quite less in number (66.7%). 

 Again we can also find less than one fourth of the extremist area in the category 

of above average and a few in below average and above average category. 

 

Findings 

 In    both   the  districts  of  West  Bengal  more percentage of officers are in the 

middle and higher age group as compared to officers in the younger age group.  

However constables in Howrah are highest in old age group (64.3%) which is 

more than double of the West Midanapur (26.4%).   Younger group officers in 
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extremist area is more than non extremist area. Even constables of the younger 

group in extremist area is thrice more than that of the non extremist area. 

 Both in extremist and non extremist area General Category officers are more     

Officers belonging to the SC Category are 19.0% in extremist area whereas in non 

extremist area it is 13.3%. Almost equal number of officers in both the places 

belongs to the OBC Category. In non extremist area constables in General 

Category are more (55.0%) than in extremist area (35.5%). OBC Category is 

more in extremist area compared to non extremist area. 

 Majority 82.6% Graduate officers are from Howrah. Whereas in extremist area it 

is only 57.2%.  In case of constables the picture is almost opposite. Majority the 

of constables (90.5%) have read up to Class X in extremist area. But in non 

extremist area it is 77.3%.  Constables belonging to Class XII Category is less in 

extremist area (5.7%) and more than double in non extremist area. 

 More than one third officers (33.3%) in extremist area said that they joined the 

service because of financial reasons. In officers level this is different from other 

states. On the other hand no officer from non-extremist area mentioned this as 

reason. More than one fourth (28.3%) officers from extremist affected area said 

they have joined the service because of their love for risky jobs. Less than one 

fourth (23.8%) think it is an   opportunity to serve the country. This reason was 

given more than half of the officers (56.5%) in non extremist area. Another 39.1% 

officer’s reason for joining is that it is a prestigious job. Thus in non-extremist 

area reasons for joining the service for officers are different from extremist area. 

   In  West  Bengal two third of the officers’ reason for joining (62.2%) is 

financial. More  than  one  fourth  joined  because  of  their  love  for  risky  jobs. 

Almost one third of the constables said they joined because they wanted to serve 

the country. In non-extremists area too majority constables joined the service for 

financial reason.  A  small  number   joined because they wanted to serve the 

country. A negligible percent put forward reasons like police being a prestigious 

job etc. In case of constables reasons for joining the job in extremist and no n-

extremist area are similar.   
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 In West  Bengal    both extremists and non extremist area almost equal number of 

officers got promotion . Out of those who got promotion majority of them 92.9% 

in non-extremists area and 83.3% in extremist area promoted only once. Officers   

grtting  promotion  twice is  limited. From this one may infer that promotion 

system is better in extremist area compared to non-extremist area.  

   For majority of constables in both extremists and non-extremists region  

promotion does not exist. One of the main reasons pointed out is that it is routine . 

Two other reasons forwarded by constables are poor performance  and no vacancy 

. Thus, we can come to the conclusion that promotion for constables was not 

taken care of in West Bengal. 

 

 . Majority of officers from extremist area are not satisfied with the duty hours 

whereas a lesser number  officers in non extremist area reported to be dissatisfied 

with duty hours.  Reason for not satisfied for majority  is that the family suffer. 

Rest of them point out facts like too much duty and no compensation. In non-

extremist area majority are   of the opinion that it is average  satisfaction and a 

lesser number is dissatisfied.    

 

 Among the constables more than half of them in extremist area are highly 

satisfied        whereas in non extremist area less than half are highly satisfied. 

Same  reasons  are  put  forward  like  officers. 

 

 Majority  officers  of  Howrah  said  that  they  will  do  nothing  to  get  over  the  

problem.  Constables  of  both  extremist  and  non-  extremist  region  are  of  

same  opinion.  Officers  of  extremist  region  are  of  the   opinion  that  they  

will  ask  for  a  transfer. 

 

 More  than  70%  officers  and  57%  constables  are  of  the  opinion  that  they  

do not  have  any  welfare  programme  in  both  extremist  and  non-extremist  

region. The  few  officers  who  had  the  programme  were  mwdiclaim,  sports,  

police  welfare  fund  etc.  Officers  and  constables  wanted  recreational  

programme  as  a  welfare  activity. 
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 Majority  constables in West  Midanapur and almost all the constables in Howrah  

are satisfied with the training provided to the constables. Majority of the 

constables  in Midnapur  and Howrah want training in using new arms. In Howrah 

and  in combat.  There is not much difference between extremist and non 

extremist area regarding training.  

 

 Half  of  the  officers   from  West  Midanapur  (E)  are  of  the  opinion  that  

adequacy  of  training  is  average.  In  non-extremist  region very  few  think  it  is  

inadequate. Thus  in  extremist  area  training  is  considered  as  in adequate. 

 In   the    non- extremist  region  other  33.3%  put  forward  the  reason  that  

there   is  no  training  in  latest  method  .Different reasons  like updating  

combat,  training  in  information   gathering,  training  in  latest  method  etc. are 

some needs  put  up  by  officers  of  extremist  area. 

 In extremist area 53.8% constables expressed that there is system of 

punishment .But in non extremist area majority 86.8% believe so. In case of 

extremist area majority i.e. 60.0% constables from extremist area said that 

the punishment is dependant on the  situation. In comparison only   18.8% 

constables from non extremist area reported so. 

  In case of extremist area 40.0% of the constables said that the punishment 

erring constable get is suspension. Whereas 50.0% officers from non 

extremist area said so. .  But in non extremist area there is a provision for pay 

cut also. Thus our conclusion is that each region has its own mode of 

punishment. This is different  from  states  like  Orissa. 

 In extremist area and  in  non-extremist  area  constables expressed that there is 

system of punishment .   In case of extremist area majority i.e. 60.0% constables 

from extremist area said that the punishment is dependant on the  situation. 

  In case of extremist area  the punishment erring constable get is suspension. 

Whereas 50.0% officers from non extremist area said so. .  But in non extremist 

area there is a provision for pay cut also. Thus our conclusion is that each region 

has its own mode of punishment. This is different  from  states  like  Orissa. 
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 In   both  non-extremist  area  &  in  extremist  area  less  than  one  third  

(33.3%)believe  that  relationship  between  senior  and  junior  are  cordial. In  

both  the  areas equal percentage  believe that they obediently follow  officers 

command.  Thus  majority  in  extremist  area  believe  that  relationship is 

cordial and  follow the officers command.  In  case  of  constables   greater  

percentage  of  constables  believe  that  relationship  is  cordial  .  37.7%  

constables  from  the  extremist  area  think  relationship  is  average  but  none  

of  the  constables  in  non-extremist  area  think  so.The constables talking about 

average relation want to do nothing to improve the relation. 

 A small group of constables belonging to both extremist and non extremist area 

spoke of constables being indifferent about their relationship. Some of them even 

say that it is strained or extremely poor. A  big number of them in extremist area 

speak about average relationship.  

 

  In non- extremist area all officers and in  extremist area half  of  the    officers are 

ready to accept risky assignment. Regarding constables the situation has lot of 

similarity. All constables from both extremists and non-extremist  area are ready 

to accept risky assignment.  They  accept  it  as  a  part  of  their  duty. Thus it 

is very interesting finding as usually officers in extremist area seem to be more 

eager to accept the risky assignment. 

  Hundred percent officers from extremist area and 73.9% officers from non 

extremist area are   able  to  control  extremism  very    well. In addition to it in 

non extremist 21.3% officers are of the opinion that extremist problem is not the 

only problem of police. 

 In  the  extremist  region  they  control  extremism  well  because they  are  very  

efficient,  well  trained  and  fearless.  And  in  non-extremist  because  they  are  

efficient  and fearless. 

 

  Lack  of  manpower  is  an  important  problem  faced  by  police. Poor 

communication  is  another  problem.  In  non-  extremist  area  problem  is  less  
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In  extremist  area the  issue  of  updated  equipment,  better  communication,  

relationship  between  the  police  and  the  public  are  some  of  the  problems 

 In   West  Bengal  in  West  Midnapur   limited  number  of  officers    are  

prepared  to  counter  insurgents.  In    non-extremist  area   82.6%  are  prepared  

to  counter  insurgents. In analyzing the reason for not being prepared it is 

surprising thay officers from extremist area are not prepared because arms are not 

adequate.  Other reasons  art  put  forward  by  the  other  are   restriction  for 

using sophisticated weapon and lack of training are other reasons   for not being 

prepared for counter insurgency programme. Thus, we can see that considerable 

number of officers think that preparedness to counter insurgency is limited. . 

 majority officers from both the district face no problem working under the system 

Unified Command System.. 

 

 More than half of the officers  in extremist area are of the  opinion their  

satisfaction about  their  performance  is  average. Rest one third  are dissatisfied. 

In comparison in non-extremist area nobody is dissatisfied. More than half are  

satisfied and  more  than  one  fourth  are average.  Thus, we find regarding police 

performance officers belonging  to  extremist and non-extremists area are of 

different opinion. 

 

  Regarding  constables  majority  of  them  in  both  extremist  and  non-extremist  

area  are  satisfied. 

 

   Both   in   extremist area   and non extremist  area majority  of  officers    are of 

the opinion that the existence of Human Rights Commission help in protection of 

human rights.  Out  of  the  small  group  who  are  negative  half  of  them  in 

non- extremist  area  are  not  aware  about  the  existence  of  the  Human  Right  

Commission  and  other  half  also  of  the  opinion  that  instruction  regarding  

human  right  rules  application  is  not  clear. In  extremist  area  too  this  group  

put  up  various  reasons  such  as  lack  of  awareness  about  the  commission, no  
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proper  guidelines  about  its  use  and  even  callousness. Thus there are 

differences of opinion of officers representing extremist and non extremist area. 

 

 It is interesting to note that both in West  Midanapur and Howrah more than  half   

officers are positive about media which is different from many other places.  

 

 A  high  percentage  of   officers in extremist area think that media never report 

good work of the police. For other 25% there is no specific reason and media  has  

a  tendency  for  sensationalism. The negative effect in non-extremist can be 

divided  into  different  reasons  like  media’s  love  for  sensationalism,  media  

never  report  good  work  of  etc.  

 

 Regarding  community  policing    majority  officers      think  that public  do  not  

understand  police  and  their  infrastructure.  In  non-extremist  area  less  than  

half    officer  said that relationship between police and public is cordial. One 

fourth officers in Howrah think that there is sense of fear in public  against police. 

Other reasons forwarded by the officers are mistrust of public by  police, strained 

relationship and public do not understand police and their  infrastructure. 

 

 Regarding constables unlike officers 71.4% in non-extremist area                                                                                               

consider the relationship between the public and the police is cordial and in 

extremist  area less than half   think in a similar way. Some  constables   of 

extremist area think  there  is  mistrust  of  people by the police   and  another  

group  of   constables think there is sense of  fear and strained relationship.  But in 

non-extremist area majority  constables are of the opinion that relationship is  

cordial. Thus,  our data reveals the difference between extremist and non 

extremist area in regard to the perception of officers about the relationship 

between police and  

 

 Largest  percentage  of  officers  from  the  extremist  area hqave  stated  that  the  

support  from  the  public  comes  in  the  form  of  public  involving the  policein  

the police  public  interface.  It  is  only  in  the  extremist  region  police  said  
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that  they  get  no  help  from  public.  There  is  a  difference  between  extremist  

affected  and  non-extremist  region. 

 

 When asked about the typical mechanism that they have for public police 

cooperation, large number of respondents pointed out the police-public 

cooperation committee.  

 

 In both extremist and non extremist areas more than 70% officers reported that 

they have a mechanism for police public cooperation.  In fact in the extremist area 

more  police officers than in non extremist area said so.Police public collaborative 

programme was  also suggested . 

 

  Political interference has been reported by more police officers  in the extremist 

region as compared to that of non extremist region .  As for the type of 

interference, of those who said that there is political interference, 36.4% each in 

the extremist area said that (i) demanding release of an accused and  (ii) bringing 

in police officers loyal to the politicians. 27.3% said that the politicians demanded 

no action to be taken against the accused.   This  is  both  in  extremist  affected  

and  non-extremist  region. 

 

 

 

 

 Half  of  the  officers  from  West  Midanapur  (55.0%)  and  majority   (87.0%)  

from  Howrah  have  provisions  for  making  people  aware  about  their  rules  

and  regulations.  This  indicate   that  provision  for  making  people  aware  is   

there    in  both  the  place.      Different methods   are  used   like issuing number 

of notifications in the newspaper, interacting with press and public once in a 

fortnight, interacting and involving public in serious cases, informing public 

through FM radio about extremist activity and make aware and  holding public 

meeting according to officers from both area.  Thus, a clear distinction can be 
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marked between the two areas. In extremist area police officers are more 

interested in directly interacting with the public.  

 

 Majority   officers from West  Midanapur   district   &  from  Howrah  district  

said that they take measures so that youngsters can avoid anti social activities.  

Precaution has been taken in non-extremist  area according to  officers so that 

youngster is not punished for his first offence but let out with warning so that they 

do not repeat this deviant behaviour and lead a normal life.  Thus, officers in 

general take measures by various means to keep the youth away from antisocial 

activities. 

 le that majority 75.0% of the officers from extremist considered cooperation 

amongst the judiciary, executive and police to be very high. Compared to this, 

only 50.0% from non extremist area think in a similar way. 

 

 

 It  is  interesting to see that in extremist area this majority  officers are of the view 

that corruption is in the entire society and not just in police. Only 16.7% officers 

from extremist area stated that police is in a vulnerable position so get the blame 

whereas more than half of the officers from non extremist area stated 

so.Regarding constables majority  from the non extremist region said that there is 

corruption everywhere and not just in police. 

*  In both the district majority officers said that there is adequate provision for 

permanent house.   But  so they  do  not  have  sufficient vehicle or staff. The 

reason for this insufficiency is best known to the authority according to major  

officers In contrast in non extremist area  large number  of  officers are of the 

opinion that they have sufficient vehicle and staff. 

 *  It is strange to find that regarding the fund necessary for maintaining the needs 

of the police station majority officers from West Midnapur  said they do not have 

sufficient fund to meet their needs despite being an extremist area. On the other 

hand majority officers  from Howrah said that they had sufficient fund. According 
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to   the  officers in extremist area the reason for insufficiency is best known to the 

authority. 

. 

 Majority officers from extremist   they  do not have necessary arms and 

equipments. This is a matter of grave concern. Because as an extremist area it 

should remain well equipped with arms and equipments. In extremist affected 

area more than two third of the officers said that they follow direct command 

system which is a good sign for an extremist area. But in non extremist area 

hundred percent officers carry on operational duty with the procedure of chain of 

command system. Two third of the officers from West Midnapur think themselves 

as good performers.  

 Compared to this in non extremist area i.e. Howrah officers think them as very 

good performers and a lesser number of officers think themselves good 

performers. If we club good and very good category we can find 91.3% officers 

from non extremist area fall in this category whereas in extremist area i.e. West 

Midanapur this is quite less in number 

 

 Recommendations: 

1. Promotion for constables and officers is necessary. Care should be taken to get 

constables more promotion. 

2. More recruitment is necessary so that officers can have shift duty hours. 

3. Welfare programme for both constables and officers is suggested. 

4. Training in latest method for officers in extremist and non extremist area is 

necessary.  

5. Lack of rigorous training in dealing with insurgency is a problem. There is also 

lack of latest arms and ammunition. Suggestion is for improvement of both 

manpower and ammunition and latest technology. 

6. There is need for development of skills for proper understanding of the 

community. So that more support from public can be achieved. 
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7. Awareness programme regarding rules and regulations of police should be 

encouraged. 

8. Minimum basic facilities in extremist area are must. 
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SECTION I  

Brief Introduction about Chhattisgarh and Maharashtra 

In this report we have made a comparison between Dantewada of Chhattisgarh and 

Thane of Maharashtra. In Chhattisgarh, no region is found to be free from Naxalism. 

Dantewada has been selected as the extremist affected area as the intensity of the Naxal 

attacks is found to be highest here. Similarly, in Maharashtra finding an extremist area is not 

possible. Therefore, Thane has been selected as non extremist area. The reason for choosing 

to compare these two is the opposite features they have. Dantewada is a backward region. On 

the other hand Thane belongs to the metropolitan area. Dantewada is severely affected by 

Naxal movements, whereas Thane is a non extremist area. We need to compare the 

functioning of police in Dantewada with a non extremist region, which is Thane of 

Maharashtra. 

Chhattisgarh is a state in central India. It is formed when the 16 Chhattisgarhi-speaking 

southeastern districts of Madhya Pradesh gained separate statehood on 1 November 2000. 

Raipur is the biggest city and the capital of Chhattisgarh.  

 

It is the 10th largest state in India by area of 52,199 sq mi (135,194 km²) and population 

wise it is seventeenth largest state of the nation. Chhattisgarh borders Madhya Pradesh on the 

northwest, Maharashtra on the west, Andhra Pradesh on the south, Orissa on the east, 

Jharkhand on the northeast and Uttar Pradesh on the north. Dantewada has been carved out of 

the erstwhile Bastar District on 25th May 1998. This district has been further bifurcated in the 

year 2007 resulting in New District Bijapur. 

 

Political history of Chhattisgarh—a brief history 

A demand for separate Chhattisgarh was raised in 1924 by the Raipur Congress unit, 

and later on also discussed in the Annual Session of the Indian Congress at Tripuri. A 

discussion also took place of forming a Regional Congress organisation for Chhattisgarh. 

Sporadic attempts to give a call for a separate state for Chhattisgarh continued in the years 



immediately following Independence. In 1955, a demand for a separate state was raised in 

the Nagpur assembly of the then state of Madhya Bharat. 

 

 



When the State Reorganisation Commission was set up in 1954, the demand for a 

separate Chhattisgarh was put forward to it, through this was not accepted. It was reported 

that the State Reorganisation Commission rejected the demand for Chhattisgarh on the 

grounds that the prosperity of Chhattisgarh would compensate for the poverty of other 

regions of Madhya Pradesh. 

The eighties were a comparatively quiet phase in the demand for Chhattisgarh. The 

1990's saw more activity for a demand for the new state, such as formation of a state wide 

political forum, especially the Chhattisgarh Rajya Nirman Manch. The Late Chadulal 

Chadrakar led this forum, several successful region-wide Bandhs and rallies were 

organised under the banner of the forum all of which were supported by major political 

parties including the Congress and the BJP. The rallies of the all party forum were 

attended by leaders from most political parties. 

  However, a well organised movement was never launched. Several efforts were made 

by individuals and organisations towards highlighting the Chhattisgarh identity and 

expressing the sense of perceived marginalisation. There were certain protests with mass 

support but these were limited and sporadic. There were several all-party platforms formed 

and they usually resolved around petitions, public meetings, seminars, rallies and bandhs. 

There is no single factor responsible for the creation of Chhattisgarh. It is in fact a 

complex interplay of a combination of factors that paved the path for a separate state. The 

long standing demand and the movement for Uttarakhand and Jharkhand which led to the 

acceptance of separate states for these two regions, created a sensitive environment for the 

Prithak Chhattisgarh demand. Therefore, the creation of Chhattisgarh coincided with the 

creation of these two states and became a concurrent process. Another important factor 

leading to the creation of Chhattisgarh was that there was clear acceptance, within 

Chhattisgarh and outside that Chhattisgarh had a distinct socio-cultural regional identity 

that had evolved over centuries. A consensus had evolved and emerged on the 

distinctiveness of Chhattisgarh. The people of Chhattisgarh accepted this and saw Prithak 

Chhattisgarh as giving expression to this identity. A sense of relative deprivation had also 

developed in the region and people felt that a separate state was imperative for development 



to take place in the region. In a democratic polity, the people's demand has a high degree of 

legitimacy and weight. Therefore the people's demand voiced through democratic channels 

was heard and contributed immensely to the creation of Chhattisgarh. 

Insurgency in Chhattisgarh: 

Chhattisgarh is the worst affected Maoist or Naxalite states in the year 2005. The state 

experienced an escalation of violence since the beginning of the euphemistically called Salva 

Judum (peace initiative). Data on Maoist violence compiled by the State police revealed that 

during 2005, 130 villagers, 39 police personnel lost their lives and 70 more were injured in 

Maoist attacks. However, Chhattisgarh Home Minister Ramvichar Netam on December 21 

informed the Legislative Assembly that Maoists have killed 90 villagers in the Bastar region 

associated with Salva Judum. A total 271 people were killed in the State in 968 incidents of 

Maoist violence between January 2004 and November 20, 2005, including 175 civilians, 54 

police personnel, 35 Maoists and seven home guards.  

The Maoists run parallel government in Dandakaranya region of the state, holding People's 

Courts to settle both civil and criminal disputes, and imposing penalties that range from simple 

fines to mutilation and death. According to State police, approximately 18 squads, armed with 

sophisticated weapons like AK series rifles and trained in remote control explosive device are 

active in nine districts of Chhattisgarh, including Bastar, Dantewada, Kanker and Surguja. To 

intensify the revolution the outfit celebrated the silver jubilee of the Dandakaranya armed 

struggle in the last week of December 2004. Andhra-Orissa Border Special Zonal Committee 

Secretary of Maoists Bhaskar on December 24 said the armed fight would continue till the 

establishment of people’s rule in Dandakaranya area.  

 

Dantewada—A brief study 

 

In this state, Dantewada is the district which is under study. Sharing borders with two 

different states with different cultures and traditions, Orissa to the East and Andhra Pradesh to 

the south the district had acquired a very rare blend of legacy in culture. District Dakshin 



Bastar Dantewada has been carved out of the erstwhile Bastar District on 25th May 1998. 

District has been further bifurcated in the year 2007 resulting in New District Bijapur. The 

district is divided into 7 tehsils, Dantewada, Gidam, Kuwakonda, Katekalyan, Chandigarh, 

Sukma, and Konta. Before Indian Independence, the district was part of the princely state of 

Bastar.  

 

Dantewada is inhabited by several tribal groups such as Maria, Muria, Dhurwa, Halba, 

Bhatra, Gonds, etc. The songs and dances they perform during various fares and melas add 

colour to the calm and pleasant rural life of the district. Watching the famous ‘Dandami 

Mariyas’ or ‘Gonds of Bison Horn’ dancing in groups, wearing a turban with the Bison Horns 

is certainly a treat to one’s eyes ears and the soul alike.  

 

Since the launch of Salwa Judum, an anti-Naxalite campaign, in Dantewada district of 

Chhattisgarh in June 2005, the Adivasis, who constitute 78.51% of the total population of 

Dantewada, have become victims of the conflict between the Naxalites and the State 

government of Chhattisgarh. Though majority of the cadres of the Naxalites are Adivasis, they 

are not the decision makers. “Commander” Kosa, the secretary for the Naxals in Chhattisgarh 

hails from Andhra Pradesh. The apology by the Maoists for the killings of innocent Adivasis 

on 28 February 2006 at Darbhaguda was also issued from Andhra Pradesh. Similarly, the 

Salwa Judum campaign has been taken over by the State as a full-pledged counter-insurgency 

programme. The Adivasis are the pawns of both the parties of the conflict. They are also the 

perpetrators as well as the victims of the undeclared civil war. In 1980s, the Naxalites, the 

ultra-left wing armed opposition group, made inroads into Bastar region from neighbouring 

Andhra Pradesh. Then Madhya Pradesh government had little semblance of presence in the 

Bastar region. The plight of the dispossessed and exploited Adivasis provided the classical 

situation for starting a communist revolution. As the Naxalites took over the tasks meant to be 

done by the State and provided protection to the Adivasis against exploitation by the corrupt 

officials, police, forest department officials, timber mafia, money-lenders etc, it was not 

difficult for the Adivasis to relate to the ideology of the Naxalites. The Naxalites gradually 

increased their influence day by day. At present, at least nine out of 16 districts of Chhattisgarh 



i.e. Kanker, Dantewada, Bastar, Surguja, Balrampur, Rajnandgaon, Koriya, Kawardha and 

Jashpur are affected by low intensity armed conflict with the Naxalites.1 

 

    In the Dantewada district, there is neither law nor order. The State Government has 

abdicated its duty of maintenance of law and order to the Salwa Judum activists. Members of 

the Salwa Judum are involved in illegal checking of all vehicles passing through their area, 

levying of illegal tax like the Naxalites from the drivers or occupants of the vehicles. The Salwa 

Judum activists, armed with lathis, bows and arrows and other traditional weapons stop the 

vehicles, direct the occupants to get down and thoroughly check the vehicle and luggage, seized 

the contents they find objectionable and subject the occupants to extensive interrogations. The 

Adivasis of Chhatisgarh victims of the Naxalite movement and Salwa Judum campaign. In 

frequent raids jointly carried out by the Salwa Judum activists and the security forces, alleged 

Naxalite supporters are beaten up, their houses torched, livestock killed or looted. It has been 

alleged that “in some villages, the raids continue till the entire village is cleared and people 

have moved to camps while in other cases, only old people, women and children are left. Many 

villages are coming to camps to avoid these attacks in the first place.” Police do not register 

First Information Reports relating to such atrocities by the Salwa Judum activists, as they also 

take part in these illegal activities and crimes. Rather it has been reported that the security 

forces threw dead bodies inside or near villages with a clear motive to frighten the villagers, 

who are not joining the Salwa Judum against the Naxalites. 

 

Over the last year, more than 350 people have been killed and 50,000 moved into camps 

in the Dantewada district, as a result of a Maoist uprising. The uprising was triggered by the 

formation in 2005 of Salwa Judum, an anti-Maoist movement. In April 2010, the Maoist 

rebels killed at least 75 Indian soldiers in a series of attacks on security convoys in 

Dantewada. In May 2010, the Naxals targeted the Special Police Officers traveling in a 

civilian bus, killing around 31 to 44, including several Special Police Officers (SPOs) and 

civilians. 

 

 

                                                 
1 The Adivasis of Chhatisgarh-Victims of Naxalite Movement and Salwa Judum Campaign 



Chhatisgarh Police 

 

As mentioned, Chhattisgarh emerged as a new state on the map of India on 1st November 

2000 & this is how old the history of the Chhattisgarh Police as a separate entity is. 

Traditionally, Chhattisgarh has been a very peaceful tribal belt. However, the upsurge of 

Naxalism in the hilly and difficult terrain of the State posesses a big challenges to the 

enforcement & development agencies today. Since inception, six new revenue districts viz., 

Dantewada, Kanker, Kabirdham, Koriya, Narayanpur & Bijapur have been carved out to 

supplement the administrative efficacy, making a total of 18 districts in the State. Besides 

these, Balrampur & Surajpur have been given separate identity of police districts to effectively 

deal with the problem that has attained considerable dimensions in recent times. 

Efforts in Action by Chhatisgarh 

Anusuchit Janjati Kalyan (AJK): A Focused Approach on Tribal Protection 

Chhattisgarh has a sizeable population of Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes, who have 

remained cut off from the mainstream for centuries. Most of them lived in abject poverty under 

sub-human conditions, and were exploited by the society in general. With the emergence of 

social-justice as a major concept in our democratic polity, old laws relating to the 

underprivileged classes were reviewed and more empowering social enactments were introduced 

by the parliament. At the same time, the role of police began to be conceived, not as mere 

enforcement machinery, but as the agents of social change. Consequently, it was enjoined on 

police to play a more decisive role in the implementation of social laws. Recognizing this change 

and realizing that the normal police structure will not be sufficient to play the desired role, 

created specialized police set-up for this. Consequently, a separate Anusuchit Jati Janjati Kalyan 

Wing (AJK) was created in 1973 in the then MP, and special AJK police stations looks into the 

complaints of SC/ST persons and investigates cases registered on such complaints. The network 

of AJK police stations works under a separate ADG level officer and form a very important 

constituent of Chhattisgarh Police today. 

 



Chhattisgarh Armed Police (CGAP): In Pace with Global Policing 

With the growing use of scientific technology, professionalism and multifarious urban 

based problems, the police had to make corresponding organizational improvements, equip 

with trained manpower and make technological advancements in tune with the changing 

times. The first step in this direction was enacting of Special Armed Force Act in 1968. This 

act has special provisions for better disciplinary control of armed personnel. This force is 

imparting specialized training in field craft & tactics, and conducts specialized operations viz , 

Anti Naxalite operations .Keeping the new challenges of the state, three more Battalions of the 

armed Police have been raised in addition to the seven Battalions allotted to this state during 

sharing of the resources. 

State Crime Record Bureau (SCRB): An Efforts towards Computerisation 

The success of any organization, especially the Police Department, highly depends upon the 

authentic records it holds and the level of information management it maintains. These crime 

records are also required to be computerized with the introduction of computer technology to 

make the information available at appropriate time and initiate best possible decisions. As part 

of the countrywide programme of computerization of crime records, the state police 

established its computer wing which is also named as State Crime Record Bureau (SCRB) on 

the lines of NCRB. Subsequently all the districts were supplied with computers to bring their 

crime records on the computer system. The State Crime Records Bureau is operating 

independently under the National Crime Records Bureau to deliver the records and 

information as and when required. 

Maharashtra: Maharashtra is a state situated in the western part of India. It is the second 

most populous after Uttar Pradesh and third largest state by area in India. It is the richest state 

in India, contributing to 15% of the country's industrial output and 13.2% of its GDP in 2005-

06. Maharashtra is bordered by the Arabian Sea to the west, Gujarat and the Union territory of 

Dadra and Nagar Haveli to the northwest, Madhya Pradesh to the northeast, Chhattisgarh to 

the east, Karnataka to the south, Andhra Pradesh to the southeast,. and Goa to the southwest  



 

 

The state covers an area of 307,731 km2 (118,816 sq mi) or 9.84% of the total 

geographical area of India. Mumbai, the capital city of the state, is India's largest city and the 

financial capital of the nation. Marathi is the official language of the state, while English and 

Hindi are also widely spoken throughout Maharashtra. 

Political history of Maharashtra—a brief history 

  

 

 

 

In the 17th century, the Marathas rose under the leadership of Chhatrapati Shivaji against 

the Mughals who were ruling a large part of India. By 1760, Maratha power had reached its 

zenith with a territory of over 250 million acres (1 million km²) or one-third of the Indian sub-



continent. After the third Anglo-Maratha war, the empire ended and most of Maharashtra 

became part of Bombay state under a British Raj. After Indian independence, Samyukta 

Maharashtra Samiti demanded unification of all Marathi speaking regions under one state. The 

first state reorganization committee created the current Maharashtra state on 1 May 1960 

(known as Maharashtra Day). The Marathi-speaking areas of Bombay state, Deccan states and 

Vidarbha (which was part of Central Provinces and Berar) united, under the agreement known 

as Nagpur Pact, to form the current state. 

 

Maharashtra Police:  Maharashtra, the third largest State in Republic of India, has one 

of the largest police forces in the country. Besides 236 Indian Police Service officers borne on 

the State Cadre, it consists of 121 Superintendents of Police, 770 Deputy Superintendents of 

Police, 3136 Inspectors, 2641 Assistant Police Inspectors, 8001 Sub Inspectors and 1, 48,912 

men (members of constabulary).  

 

Maharashtra, a highly industrialized State with large urban conglomerates, has adopted 

Commissionarates system for policing its large cities. The State has 10 Commissionarates 

and 35 district police units.  

 

The Commissionarates are 

 

Mumbai        Pune               Thane  

Navi Mumbai       Nashik                         Auraungabad 

Nagpur                  Amaravati             Mumbai Rly 

          Solapur City 

 

The Director General of Police (DGP) with Head Quarters at Mumbai is responsible for 

law and order, administration, internal security, general training and discipline of the Police 

Force and its efficient functioning. At present there are in all 879 Police Stations in the State. 

The Cities of Mumbai, Pune, Thane, Nagpur, Nasik, Navi Mumbai, Aurangabad, Solapur and 

Amravati have Police Commissionerates. The Commissioner of Police is in charge of Police 

Administration of each of these cities and exercises the powers of District Magistrate. The 



Commissioner of Police; Brihan Mumbai is the executive and administrative head of the Brihan 

Mumbai Police Force. The Superintendent of Police is in charge of the Police Organisation in a 

district. He is responsible for prevention, detection and investigation of crime and maintenance 

of law and order. Separate Women Police Officers and Constables are appointed in Women 

Police Wing to deal with the matters relating to women criminals. 

 

Village Police: Village Police Patils are appointed under the Village Police Act. Police 

Patils have to perform the following main duties:- 

 

    * To patrol the village. 

    * To report any crime in the village to the nearest Police Station. 

    * To check and report entry of any foreigner in the village. 

    * To assist the Police in all police work. 

 

 Railway Police-: 

 There are 3 Railway Districts in the State with their headquarters at Mumbai, Pune and 

Nagpur. Main functions of the Railway Police are :- 

    * To prevent and to investigate crimes in Railways. 

    * To provide escort to Railways authorities on special occasions. 

    * To maintain law and order in trains and platforms etc. 

    * To keep police arrangement in the Railway jurisdiction at the time of fairs, other 

special occasions etc. 

 

Harbour Police (Mumbai): Harbour Police have to maintain law and order in the Dock 

Area. They also have to perform following activities-: 

 Patrolling the Mumbai Harbour round the clock for keeping vital installation safe in the 

Mumbai Dock and nearby Bucher Island and Pire Pau Pier areas. 



 Exercising control over country Crafts, which transport illicit liquor and controlled 

commodities across waters against the laws and rules in force. 

 Prevention and detection of the activities of smugglers and thieves carrying smuggled and 

stolen goods in highly mechanised launchesfrom ships on the sea. 

 Patrolling Malabar Hill Coast at the time of visits of the V.V.I.Ps. 

 To look after foreign dignitaries and V.V.I.Ps and their entourage to the Elephanta Cave 

and back.2 

 

Special units of Maharashtra police: 

Special Intelligence Unit 

Criminal Investigation Department 

Anti Terrorism Squade 

Highway Traffic Police 

State Reserve Police Force 

Training Cell 

Protection of Civil Right Cell 

Major Transport Unit 

State Police Wireless 

Anti Corruption Bureau 

Thane a brief study: 

 

Thane is a city in Maharashtra, India, part of the Mumbai Metropolitan Region, 

northeastern suburb of Mumbai at the head of the Thane Creek. It is the administrative 

headquarters of Thane district. On 16 April 1853, G.I.P. Railway’s first train ever to run on the 

Indian soil rolled out from "Boree Bunder" (now Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus) to "Tannah" 

                                                 
2 http://www.maharashtra.gov.in/english/homedept/policeShow.php 

 



(now Thane), 34 kilometers away. This marked the dawn of the Railway Age in Asia. Thane 

city covers an area of 147 km2 and has a population of 1.26 million according to the 2001 

census. Thane is located on Salsette Island to the Northeast of Mumbai. Spanning an area of 

about 147 km², the city is located at an elevation of 7 meters above sea level. It is surrounded 

by scenic hills, the hill of Yeoor and Parsik Hill. It is divided by Thane Creek, a stream of 

water from the Ulhas river and Arabian Sea forming an estuary. Two road bridges and one 

Rail Bridge connect the two parts of the city. It is one of the oldest cities of India with its 

history dating back to about 2000 years.  At present Thane has predominantly Maharashtrian 

culture, although on the wavelength of his neighbouring city Mumbai it has a cosmopolitan 

culture as well.  

 

Thane Police created a page on Facebook Social Networking website with the name of 

Thane Police Commissionerate to create awareness among youth (Citizens) about cyber crime. 

Periodically, Cyber Crime Investigation Cell updating Facebook page with uploading model 

stories of cyber crime also special instructions about security of citizens which is given by 

Commissioner of Police, Thane.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thane 

 



Section II 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

Socio-Demographic Profile: - The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police includes 

Age, Marital Status, Educational Qualification, and Community. The data that we have 

collected as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for both the police 

(officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of the police in extremist 

and non-extremist affected areas. We have a separate Performa for understanding the 

performance of the police using indexes. In all the tables, the Rows and Columns in Red colour  

indicates Extremist Area and the others in black indicates non-extremist  district. 

Age, Community & Marital Status: In the Age category, in our questionnaire  we have 

categorized age into seven groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 for the 

police Officers as well as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped the Age 

category into three sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and Old age 

(50-59). In order to understand the socio-economic background of the police officers and 

constables, the community status has been categorized into General, ST, SC and OBC and an 

open ended question of “Any other”. 

 

Table 1: 

Distribution of  Police  officers and constables in terms of Age Group, Community & 

Marital Status 

State Distrcit Category Age group 

percentage 

Community Marital Status 

20-34 35-49 50-59 SC ST General OBC Single Married 

Chhattisgarh Dantewada (E) Officers 22.4% 67.3% 10.2% 4.2% 36.7% 34.7% 20.4% 14.3% 85.7% 

Constables 62.2% 32.4% 4.1% 14.2% 64.9% 5.4% 15.5% 26.3% 73.6% 

Maharastra Thane  

(NE) 

Officers 2.1% 52.1% 45.9% 8.3% 2.1% 50.0% 39.6% - 100% 

Constables 63.7% 32.9% 3.3% 12.5% 25.7% 33.1% 28.6% 31.6% 68.4% 
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From the above table the following conclusions emerge: 

Age Group:  There is a clear difference between the extremist and non extremist region 

in regard to the age group of officers.   For instance there are 22.4% of officers in the age group 

of 20-34 years , whereas in this age group, there are only a few officers (2.1%) in Thane (non 

extremist region).   

 It is also interesting to note that in the older age group (50-59 years) Thane has 45.9% 

officers   while in this age group there are only 10.2% officers in the Dantewada district 

(extremist region) 

Thus, there is a clear difference between the officers of the extremist and non extremist 

region in regard to the age group to which the officers belong. As for constables and their age 

group, it is seen that in both the extremist and non extremist districts more than 62% 

constables belong to the younger age group , viz., 20-34 years. Very few constables are in the 

old age group category and the remaining in the middle age group. Thus there is not much of a 

difference in the constables of the two regions in regard to the age group to which they belong. 

Marital status 

Regarding  marital  status  of the officers, except a few officers in the Dantewada district  

all others in the extremist and 100% officers in the non extremist region are married. As for 

constables, one finds slightly different  picture, that is, in the Thane district only 68.4% reported 

to be married as against 73.6% married constables in the Dantewada district. 

Community status 

As for the community to which they belong, it is seen that almost equal percentage 

(36.7%, 34.7%) of officers in Dantewada district belong to it is interesting to note that 

Scheduled Tribe and General category.  Only 20.4% reported to be from the OBC. As 

against this, in the Thane district, only 2% belong to ST category and 50% to general 

category.  Remaining 40%  or so belong to the OBC category. 



Thus, there is a clear difference again in regard to the community to which the 

officers belong in the extremist and non extremist regions.    

As for the constables and the community status, it is interesting to note that in the 

extremist region nearly 65% belonged to ST category, 14% to SC, with only 5.4% to 

general category.  As against this in the Thane district (nonextremist area), there is 

almost an even distribution of the constables in all the categories maximum (33%) 

belonging to the general category followed by 29% OBC, 26% ST and the remaining to 

SC category. 

Thus, there is a clear difference between the two regions regarding the community 

status of the constables.  

Educational Qualification: Education helps a person to take  proper decision in critical 

situations. For a police officer taking right decision in right time is very necessary, as he faces 

many such situations during his career.  For obtaining information on educational qualification 

of the Officers as well as constables the educational level has been categorized into four 

groups’ viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd.  The 

minimum educational qualification for police constable is Class VIII and there are constables 

who got the officer rank by promotion.   

Table 2 

Education Qualification of police Officers and Constables in Extremist and Non-extremist 

districts of Nagaland and Meghalaya state 

 State District Category Education level 

Up to Class 

X 

Class 

XII 

Graduate/  

Diploma 

*PG/ 

Mphil/Phd 

Chhattisgarh Dantewada (E) Officers 10.2% 30.6% 36.7% 22.4% 

Constables 39.9% 33.8% 15.6% 10.9% 



Maharashtra Thane (NE) Officers 2.1% 8.3% 81.7% 9.4% 

Constables 10.7% 52.9% 30.5% 6.0% 
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From the above table the following inference may be drawn: 

It is seen that in the extremist region (Dantewada) nearly 60% officers are educated 

graduation and beyond.  As against this 90% officers in Thane district (non extremist region) 

are educated graduation and beyond.  

Within this broad trend, there are relatively more officers with postgraduate and doctorate 

degree in Dantewada as compared to Thane.  

When we take upto class XII and included class X in it, it interesting to note that40.8% 

officers in Dantewada have studied only upto twelfth standard whereas in Thane this 

percentage is only 10.4%.   

Thus, there is high difference in the educational levels of officers in the extremist and non 

extremist regions with Thane having large percentage officers more educated (generally 

graduation and beyond) than the officers from Dantewada. 

As for the educational level of constables in Dantewada district, nearly 40% were only 

class X pass, another one third were twelfth pass. Together this constitutes 74% of the 

remaining there were 16% constables who were graduates and 11% were post graduates and 

above.  As compared to this, in Thane,  64% were class XII pass, 31% graduates and the 

remaining small number post graduates and above. 

There is thus a difference in the educational level of constables belonging to Dantewada 

and Thane regions with Dantewada constables showing slightly higher educational level than 

the Thane constables. 

Date of joining the police Service: The following indicates the year of joining the police 

service by the officers and the constables. 



Table 3 

Date of joining the police service by Police Officers and Constables of Dantewada district 

(extremist), Chhattisgarh and Thane (non-extremist affected) district, Maharashtra 

State District Category Date of joining 

1965-1974 1975-1984 1985-1994 1995-2004 2005 and after 

Chhattisgarh Dtanntewada (E) Officers - 12.2% 32.7% 42.9% 12.2% 

Constables 1.4% 2.0% 17.7% 23.1% 55.8% 

Maharastra Thane(NE) Officers 14.6% 43.8% 37.5% 4.2% - 

Constables .3% 5.1% 25.3% 29.0% 40.4% 
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From  the  above  data  we  can  gather  

In the period 1995 and after, in the Dantewada district 55% had joined police service.  As 

against this, very few (4.2%) officers had joined service during this period. While there is no 

one who has joined service in the period 1965-1974 in the Dantewada district, 15% officers 

have joined police service during this period in the Thane district.   

While one third of officers in Dantewada had joined service in the period 1985-94, in 

Thane district, 81% and above officers have joined service during 1975-84 (44%) and 38% 

during 1985-94.  

Thus, there appears a wide difference between officers of Dantewada district and Thane 

district in regard tot heir date of joining service.  Dantewada appears to have officers joining 

relatively more recently as compared to Thane officers who joined duty much earlier. 

   

 Reason for joining service: 



We made an attempt to know about the police officers attitude towards the police service. 

Therefore we asked them as to why they have selected police service as their career in 

particular. The following table 5 (A) and (B) indicate the reasons given by the police officers 

and constables of Dimapur district and East Khasi Hills district.  

Table 4 

Reasons for joining police service (Officers  & Constables) Dantewada district, 

Chhattisgarh and Thane Maharashtra 

  

State District Categor

y 

Reason  

Prestigious  Opportuni

ty to serve 

country 

Power 

and 

authorit

y 

Generally 

undesirable 

elements in 

society are 

reduced  

Good 

salar

y 

Ava

ilab

ility 

of 

free 

faci

litie

s(q

uar

ters 

etc   

Lov

e 

for 

risk

y 

and 

cha

llen

gin

g 

job 

Financi

al 

proble

m 

Chhattisg

arh 

Dtanntew

ada (E) 

Officer 16.3% 42.9% - 2.0% - 12.

2% 

22.4

% 

4.1% 

Constabl

e 

5.6% 69.7% 1.4% 1.4% 4.1% 1.4

% 

4.1

% 

12.4% 

 

Maharast

ra 

 

Thane 

(NE) 

Officer 66.7% 29.2% 29.2% 2.1% - - - 2.1% 

Constabl

e 

41.0% 36.6% 4.1% 6.8% .3% .6

% 

3.1

% 

5.5% 
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 From the above table it is seen that more than 66.7% in non- extremist area joined the 

service because it is a prestigious job. In extremist area only 16.3% supported this view. On 

the other  hand  42.9%  in  extremist  affected  area  joined  the  service  because  they  wanted  

to  serve  the  country    and  in  non-extremist  area  only  29.2%    officers  joined  with  the  

same  purpose.   Another   22.4% joined because they want to do risky job.  In  non  extremist  

area  officers  join  service  mainly  for  prestige,  to  save  the  country  and  due  to  power  &  

authority  attached  to the  job  which  is  different  from  extremist  affected  area. In  extremist  

area  most  popular  reasons  are  ‘to  serve  the  country’  and  ‘love  for  the  risky  job’ 

Constables  in the  extremist  area  joined  the  job  because  69.7% wanted  to  serve  the  

country   and  12.%  for  financial  reasons.  In  non-  extremist  area   reasons  are  different.  

41.o%  joined  because  it  is  a  prestigious  job  and  36.6     joined  to  serve  the  country.  

Thus  primary  reasons  of  constables   from  both  the  district   is   service  to  the  country.  

  

Promotion:  Police as a prestigious service has the method of promotion for both the 

constables and officers; this is very necessary for good performance of police department. 

Promotion as an appreciation of good service on seniority basis is an incentive and has an 

impact on the better performance of the police department. In order to understand the system 

of promotion in the police department a number of questions have been incorporated in the 

questionnaire.  

 

Table 5 

                                                                                               

 Promotion system: Perception of Officers and Constables in Dantewada (extremist), and 

Thane (Non-Extremist affected district) 

State  District  Category Promotion 

Yes Number of Promotion 

  Once Twice Thrice  



Chhattisgarh Dtanntewada (E) Officers 75.5% 70.3% 24.3% 5.4% 

Constables 10.1% 100% - - 

Maharastra Thane(NE) Officers 97.9% 3.4% 63.8% 29.8% 

Constables 31.7% 80.2.1% 17.7% 2.1% 
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The table shows that 75.5% of Officers in Dantewada (extremist affected) district have 

got promotion   and  in  Thane (non-extremist  area) 97.9%   got  their  promotion.   It  is  

interesting   to  find  that 24.3% in   the -extremist   area got  their  promotion  twice  which  

is  different  from  many  other  states.   In terms of the number of promotions that they have 

got , the percentages of officers who have got promotion once is   much   higher in 

Dantewada  district with 70.3% as compared with Thane  of  Maharastra  where  it  is   only  

3.4% .  But  in  non-extremist area  63.8%  got  promotion  twice  and  29.8%  got  

promotion  three  time    Lesser  number  of officers  got  promotion(24.3%)  and (5.4%)  

twice  and  thrice. 

Regarding the constables in both the districts, promotion level is much less. In the 

extremist affected Dantewada   district of   Chattisgarh small percent of 10.1% have got their 

promotion. In case of Thane   of Maharastra, higher percentage than Dantewada district with 

31.7%  have got their promotion. Among these constables who have got their promotion, 

cent  per  cent of  them have got their promotion once only in  Dantewada and 80% in  

Thane  Rest  17.7%  in  Dantewada  got  promotion  twice..      

  Table 6 

Percentage of Officers and Constables in Dantewada (Chhattisgarh) and Thane 

(Maharashtra) who have not got promotion and their reasons  

State District Category Numbers Reason for No Promotion 

Chhattisgarh  Dtanntewada 

(E)  

  Routine No 

Vacancy 

Poor 

performance 

Conflict higher 

authority 

Officers 12 71.7% 28.3% - - 



Constables 99 55.6% 24.2% 10.1% 10.1% 

Maharastra Thane  

(NE) 

Officers 1 100%       

Constables 189 47.7% 46.5% 1.1% 4.6% 
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 Looking at Table 6 (B) it can be stated that the number of Officers not getting 

promotion is higher in Dantewada district (12 numbers) as compared with   Thane  

of Maharastra   (1) 

 With regard to reasons for not getting promotion, out of the 12 officers who have 

not got promotion,71.7%  in  Dantewada district of Chattisgarh   replied it is   a  

routine  affair.  Rest  28.3%  said  that  there  is  no  vacancy.   In  case  of   Thane  

out  of  our  sample  one  officer  did  not  get  promotion  and  it  is    according  to  

him  is  a  routine  affair. 

 In  case  of  constables  larger  number  from  non-extremist  aerea (189)   did  not  

get  promotion  and  in  the  extremist  area  half  the  number  (99).  In   extremist  

area  more  than  half  (55.6%)  think  it  is  routine  and  other  28.3%  point  out  

as  no  vacancy.  16.1% consider poor performance as another reason. In non 

extremist area major reason for not getting promotion are routine (47.7% and no  

vacancy  (46.5%0 

 Thus both for constables and officers routine  and  no  vacancy  are  the  primary  

reason. 

Table 7 

Satisfaction Level of Promotion among Officers and constables in Dantewada 

(Chhattisgarh) and Thane district (Maharashtra) 

State District Category 

 

Satisfaction Level of Promotion 

Chhattisgarh Dantewada 

(E) 

High Average  Not at all 

satisfied 

Officer 10.4% 68.8% 20.8% 



Constable 14.0% 44.1% 42.0% 

Maharashtra Thane (NE) Officer 18.8% 81.3% - 

Constable 4.4% 59.5% 36.1% 
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In analyzing satisfaction level of officers and constables regarding the promotion system, 

two thirds of non extremist area officers and 45% officers from the extremist area reported that 

their level of satisfaction regarding the promotion system is “average”.   

When we compare the above with regard to the constables level of satisfaction,  it is interesting 

to note that more than 90% constables  from the non extremist region stated that their satisfaction 

level was “average” regarding the promotion system.  As against this only 37 % constables in the 

extremist region stated so. 

Thus there  is not only difference between the extremist and non extremist regions 

regarding the level of satisfaction of the police personnel in regard to the promotion system, but 

there is also difference between the perception of officers and constables in regard to the 

promotion system.  

If we combine High satisfaction with average satisfaction, it is seen that in the extremist 

region 61.3% officers had average to high satisfaction.  In the non extremist region 87.5% 

officers had average to high satisfaction.  Thus when these two levels of satisfaction are 

combined, again there are significantly more percentage officers having average to high level of 

satisfaction in regard to the promotion system in the non extremist region as compared to the 

percentage of officers thinking so in the extremist region.  

So also in regard to the constables, though the percentage of constables having average to high 

level of satisfaction is higher than that of officers, within constables across the extremist and non 

extremist regions, there is considerable difference in the percentage of officers having average to 

high level of satisfaction about the promotion system. While in the extremist region there are 

only 64.1% constables thinking so, in the non extremist region there are 90.5% constables 

thinking so.  

 

Duty hours:  



A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. Through the study an attempt 

has been made to find out how satisfied the police personnel are in regard to the duty hours they 

put in.  Table below presents the detail. 

Table 8 

Satisfaction Level of Police Officers & Constables of Dantewada and Thane districts in 

reference to duty hours and the Reasons for dissatisfaction 

State District Category Duty hours 

Satisfaction with duty hours  Reason for no satisfaction  

  High  Average  Not 

satisfied  

No of not 

satisfied 

police  

Too 

heavy 

duty 

hour 

No 

compensation 

for duty hours 

Family 

suffers 

Superiors 

don’t 

appreciate 

Lots of 

extra 

duty 

hours  

Chhattisgarh  Dtanntewada 

(E)  

Officer 6.5% 63.0% 30.4% 14 25.0% 45.8% 4.2% 8.3% 16.7% 

Constable 18.0% 45.3% 36.7% 51 14.5% 33.7% 26.6% 14.5% 10.8% 

  

Maharastra 

  

Thane  (NE) 

Officer 4.2% 79.2% 16.7% 8 88.9% - 11.1% - - 

constable 2.7% 59.5% 36.1% 152 62.0% 17.2% 14.9% 1.7% 4.4% 
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If we merge the average satisfaction and high satisfaction together,   more than two 

third (69.5%) officers in the extremist region and more than 80% officers (83.5%) from the 

non extremist region were satisfied with the duty hours.   

More than two third (66.2%) constables from extremist region like the officers are 

satisfied with their duty hours.  Similar number of constables (62.2%) in non-extremist   

Thane district is satisfied with their duty hours. Thus, there is not much difference between 

officers and constables in both the districts regarding their satisfaction of the duty hours 

 To the question  to  those  who  are  not  happy regarding reasons for their 

dissatisfaction with the duty hours the reply given by officers in Dantewada   are    that  too  



much  duty (25.1%+ 16.7%=41.3%  and  another  45.8 % said  that  there  is  no  

compensation  for  extra  duty  hours.  In  Thane  non  -extremist  area  majority  officer’s  

reply  was  heavy  duty  hours  and  rest  say  that  family  suffer. 

Reasons  for  constables of  Dantewada not  being  satisfied  are  similar.  One  fourth  of  

the  constables  say  it  is  heavy  duty,  one  third  of  them say there  is  no  compensation,  

another  one  fourth  say  that their  family  suffer    and  no  appreciation.  In  Thane    

majority (66.4%)  put forward  the  reason  as  heavy  duty  hours.  No  compensation  and  

suffering  of  the  family    are  two  other  reasons.  Thus  reasons  for  unhappiness are  

similar  in  both  the  districts  of  Dantewada  and  Thane.  

  

Measures taken to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours:  

 To know of the measures adopted by police officers and the constables regarding 

 dissatisfaction of their duty hours and how they deal with it, certain questions were 

included in the questionnaire. The following table indicates their view and measures adopted.   

Table 9 

Measures contemplated by police Officers & Constables in dealing with dissatisfaction 

regarding Duty Hours 

State District Category Measures to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours 

 Nothing Tell my boss not to 

give so much extra 

duty hours 

Will ask for 

posting in other 

regions 

Take long 

leave never to 

return 

Shift 

Duty 

hours 

Chhattisgarh Dtanntewada 

(E) 

Officer 78.2% 2.6% 2.6% 16.7% - 

constable 63.1% 2.7% 3.6% 2.6% 17.1% 

 

Maharastra 

 

Thane 

(NE) 

Officer 90.9% 4.5% 4.5% - - 

constable 62.9% 5.9% 22.4% 5.9% 2.9% 
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Majority   officers  (78.2%   --  90.9%) said  that  they  will  do    nothing  about  their  

dissatisfaction.  Amongstr  the  constables  63.1%  and  62.9%    are  of  similar  opinion. 

Constables (22.4%)  in  non-extremist  area  and (16.7%)  talk  of  asking  for  transfer and  

shifting  duty  hours.  

Duration of extra duty hours: One major problem in the police department is 

unspecified duration of duty hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make the police 

personnel frustrated which in turn affected their performance and their obligation to the 

service.   

Table 10 

Hours of Extra duty work done by the Police Officers and Constables and its payment 

pattern 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for 

extra duty 

More 

than 4 

hrs 

More 

than 8 

hrs 

More 

than 12 

hrs 

More than 

one day 

No 

definite 

time 

Yes  No  

Chhattisgarh  Dtanntewada 

(E)  

Officer 42.5% 12.5% 20.0% 5.0% 20.0% 8.5% 91.5% 

constable 27.0% 14.8% 12.3% 17.2% 28.7% 14.0% 86.0% 

  

Maharastra 

  

Thane  

(NE) 

Officer 2.1% 47.9% 50.8% - - 33.3% 66.7% 

Constable 21.3% 26.8% 46.7% 3.7% 1.4% 6.8% 92.9% 
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 If we take the baseline as more than 8 hours extra duty, as 8 hours means almost one 

more day’s work, then we can have two categories.  (i) Less than 8 hour’s duty (ii) More than 8 



hours duty. The third category will be no definite time.From the above tables (9&10) it is seen 

that in the extremist area 42.5% officers were giving more than 8 hours duty. And 20.0% 

replied they have no fixed time for doing their duties. In the non-extremist area less than  half 

of the officers do more   than 8 hours of duty   another  50.0%  more  than  12  hours.    \ 

Thus, there is a difference between extremist and non extremist area in regard to giving 

duty for more than 8 hours. Looking at the table it can be ascertained that the officers from 

extremist area gave more duty  compared   with officers from non-extremist area  as  25.0%  

percentage  had  no  fixed  time.. 

As for constables   in  the    non- extremist area  less  than  half  (46.7%)  work  

for more than  12  hours.  27.3%  and  21.3%  work  for  more  than  4  and  8  hours   

respectively. In extremist area for one    fourth there  is  no  fixed  time. Another  27.o%  work  

for  more  than  8  hours  of  duty  and  26%  more   than  12   hous. duty hours seem a little 

better in non-extremist area than the extremist affected area.  

Majority  of  constables  and  officers  are  of  the  opinion  that  there  is no  payment  for  

extra  duty  hours.  

  Welfare programme: For sound performance of body and mind some kind of welfare 

programme is needed for police. The table given below indicates the availability of welfare 

programmes of the police.  

Table 9 

Perception of officers and constables of the existent type of welfare programme- A 

comparison between Dantewada and Thane districts 

State District Category Welfare 

Programme 

Kind of welfare programme 

available 

In absence what they want 

Medical/ Health 

Welfare 

scheme/Family 

Welfare 

Recreational Counseling Recreational 

Yes No 



Chhattisgarh Dtantewada 

(E) 

Officer 59.6% 40.4% - - 65.6% 34.4% 

constable 51.2% 48.8% 95.9% 4.1% 61.4% 38.7% 

 

Maharastra 

 

Thane 

(NE) 

Officer 35.4% 64.6% - - 49.8% 50.2% 

Constable 37.8% 62.2% 99.1% .9% 54.3% 45.8% 
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 To the question of availability of welfare programmes of the police department  in  

Dantewada  more  than    half   60%  officers   said     “yes’    and  other 40.4%said    ‘ 

no’.  In  Thane  64.6 %  said  no  and  35.4%  said  yes   there are  welfare  programme.   

 With constables   there are   differences between these two districts of extremist affected 

and non-extremist area of Dantewada   and Thane.     In Dantewada 35.4%  said  ‘yes’  

and  in Thane  only  37.8%  said  yes.  Accordingly  62.2   &  64.6% said  ‘no”   In  both 

the  districts  almost  all  of  them  wanted  welfare  programme  for  families  .  

Demand for counseling programme was more than recreational programme. 

 Thus, there is a similarity between extremist and non extremist region in terms of officers 

and constables for availing counseling and recreational programmes, the difference is 

only in terms of percentages. In addition to availing of these programmes, many 

constables from Dantewada   district wanted to have health related programmes. But 

interestingly though less a few constables from both the extremist and non extremist 

district were not in a position to say what kind of welfare programme that they wanted 

to avail of. 

    Training of the constables: Training is an indispensable part of high 

level performance in police department. Training as well as refresher course for the officers 

and constables is required as they are indispensable in maintaining law and order of the 

state. Besides, proper training of the constables is necessary as they are the grass root 

workers in the police department especially in extremist affected area. Table below presents 

the view of police constables in regard to the adequacy of training to them.  

 



Table 11 

Distribution of satisfaction/adequacy level of the Training provided to police Constables 

and areas where they need to be updated 

Constables 

State District Satisfaction with 

training 

Provided Adequate 

training 

Need for update 

Satisfied Not 

satisfied 

yes No In handling arms and 

ammunition 

In 

combat 

Chhattisgarh Dtantewada 

(E) 

79.3% 20.7% 73.2% 26.8% 56.0% 44% 

 

Maharastra 

Thane (NE) 79.3% 20.4% 61.8% 38.2% 85.7% 14.3% 
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 From the above table following inference may be drawn 

 There is similarity between the extremist and non-extremist regions in regard to the 

satisfaction about the training that the constables received.  That is, equal   number  of   the 

constables in the extremist affected   and  non  extremist  area  (79.3%  ) are  satisfied with the 

adequacy of training.    

 Amongst the small number who felt that the training was not adequate, it is interesting to 

note that in both the districts largest percentage wanted training in arms and ammunition while a 

small percent (14.3%)  in  Thane  and  44%in  Dantewada district  wanted  training  in  combat 

technique.    

 It  is  interesting  to  note  that  from  non-extremist  area majority  (85.7%)  wanted  

training  for  handling    arms  and  ammunitions  

 Adequacy of the training for the officers:  

 

 Training is an indispensable part of police service. Training and refresher courses for the 

officers are a must.  Table below presents the analysis of the results. 

 

 

 



Table 12 

Adequacy of Training Provided to Officers and areas where the Training is 

Inadequate 

Officer 

Adequacy of training: 

State District Very 

adequate 

Adequate Average inadequate Extremely 

inadequate 

Chhattisgarh Dtantewada 

(E) 

2.1% 18.8% 66.7% 12.5% - 

 

Maharastra 

 

Thane 

(NE) 

2.1% 43.8% 37.5% 8.3% - 
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Figure 1 

 

In  officers  level  at   Dantewada    66.7%  officers  are    of  the  opinion  that  

training  is  average  but  in  the non-extremist  area  (Thane)   only  37.5%  think  so.   

In  non-  extremist  area  43.8%  say  that  training  is  adequate.  A  small  percentage  

say  that  training  is  inadequate. 

By and large  if we take average adequate and adequate columns together, in both the 

areas, more than 80% stated that the training the officers received was adequate. 



Punishment:  

It is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake of 

maintaining order erring constables are punished properly so as not to repeat the same 

error again as they are the vanguards of the public in order. Errors (minor or serious) 

need to be properly assessed. 

Table 13 

Provision for Punishment for Erring police Constables 

State District Punishment for 

erring constable 

Type of punishment 

Yes No Punishment 

according to law 

Suspension Pay 

held  up 

Strict 

Warning 

dept. 

process 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 96.6% 3.4% - 54.7% 20.6% 4.1% 20.6% 

Maharashtra Thane 96.6% 3.4% 26.3% 16.6% 24.8% 31.2% 1.0% 
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 Majority of the constables   both in Dantewada (96.6%) and in Thane district said that 

they have the system of punishment for erring police constables. Regarding type of    

punishment,    in Dantewada more than half of the constables said that the punishment for erring 

constable was suspension from job for a certain period.   Equal percentage (20.6%) each said 

holding up pay or increment is another form of punishment, and making the person appear before 

the departmental committee for explanation of his behaviour.   

 

 In Thane  31 .2%   stated that there should be strict warning. Another one third 

support punishment according to law and hold up payment for a certain period of time.  

 

Thus, in both the districts constables reported punishment of different modes. 

 

 Relationship between senior and junior officers:  



 Coordination and cooperation are mandatory for any team effort to be successful. 

Therefore, the relationship between senior and junior officers is considered important for  better 

performance of police. Through the study an attempt was made to examine if the area of 

operation has any affect on the relationship between the senior and the junior officers.  Table 

below presents the detail. 

 

Table 14 

Nature of Relationship between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate 

superiors 

State District Category Cordial Indifferent Strained Obediently following 

the officers command 

Average Extremely 

 

Chattisgarh Dantewada Officer 14.6% 4.2% 33.3% 47.9% - -  

constable 13.2% 7.6% 68.1% 9.7% - 1.4%  

Maharashtra Thane Officer 100% - - - - -  

constable 66.6% 6.1% 4.7% 16.9% 4.4% .7%  
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 According  to  the   findings  of  the  above  table  cent  percent  officers  from  Thane  

said  relationship  is   cordial. As against this, only 14.6% officers in Dantewada reported the 

relationship to be cordial. Thus there is a clear difference in the perception of relationship being 

cordial amongst officers in the extremist and non extremist areas. 

 Slightly less than 50% (47.9%) of Dantewada officers said that they obeyed the 

commands of their officers and did not mention any thing about the nature of relationship.  On 

the other hand there were one third officers from Dantewada who said that they had strained 

relationship with their officers at different levels.   

 In  case  of  constables  like  the    officers  66.6%  constables  of  non-extremist  area  

are  of  opinion  that  relationship  is  cordial  but in  Dantewada  only13.2%  support  this  view.   

 In  Dantewada  (68.1%+7.6%=  75.7%  ) constables  stated that they had   strained  and  

indifferent  relationship.  A small percentage followed officer’s command.  As against this in the 

non-extremists area only 10.8% had strained and indifferent relationship and 16.9%  followed  



officers  command.  Thus there is a vast difference between constables of the two regions in 

regard to their relationship with officers at different levels.  

 

  Strategies used to overcome strained relationship  

 To the query what they would do if they had poor relations with their officers, the following 

replies were given as tabulated in table below.  

 

Table 15 

 Strategies used by Officers and constables in cases of indifferent or strained 

relationship with other level officers 

State District Category I just 

do my 

duty 

I talk 

with 

my 

friend 

& 

family 

I approach the person 

with negative relation 

Chattisgarh Dantewada Officer 73.3% 26.7% - 

constable 77.5% 6.1% 16.3% 

Maharashtra Thane Officer - - - 

constable 84.0% 11.0% 5.0% 
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From the above table one may conclude that of those4 who stated strained or 

indifferent relationship, 73.3% officers from Dantewada said that they would just do their 

duty and would not bother about the relationship. Similar views were expressed by 

almost equal percent of constables in Dantewada region and by 84% constables of the 

Thane region. Thus no strategy to overcome the negative relationship specially is used 

except doing their duty.  Of the few remaining officers and constables, they said that they 



would talk over their problem with their friends and in a few cases they said they would 

talk it over with the officers directly with whom they have negative relations.  

Commitment to job:  

The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties whether risky or not 

reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore, questions regarding readiness to 

accept risky assignment were included in the questionnaire to test their commitment to 

police service. The table below presents the analysis. 

 

Table 16 

Police Officers and Constables readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Category RARA* Reason for accepting 

Yes NO Enjoy risk Part of duty Cannot do anything Trained for it 

Chattisgarh Dantewada Officer 95.9% 4.1% 8.3% 66.7% 20.8% 4.2% 

Constable 93.1% 7% 13.0% 68.8% 11.6% 6.5% 

Maharashtra Thane Officer 100% - 43.8% 35.4% 8.3% 12.5% 

Constable 95.6% 4.4% 28.7% 55.0% 13.9% .4% 
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 *Readiness to accept risky assignment   

From the above table following inference may be drawn. 

Almost all officers and constables from the extremist and non extremist regions stated 

that they accepted readily the risky assignments.  Very few said they did not accept such 

assignments. 

Of those who said that they accepted risky assignment, the reason advanced by nearly 

70% of officers and constables of Dantewada region was that it was part of their duty.  To 



this if we add the columns “cannot do anything about it” and “trained for it” , it is seen that 

91.7% officers of Dantewada region fall in this category. While 44% officers from Thane 

district enjoyed risky assignment the remaining came under the above category. 

Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

Control of extremism:  

 Police play a crucial role in extremist affected region. They have to remain very effective and 

cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore, we made an attempt to find out the opinion of 

Police from both  extremist  and  nom-extremist  regions  the subject to assess the 

performance level of police in extremist affected areas as compared to non-extremist areas. 

Table below presents the details. 

Table 17 

View of Police Officers and Constables in controlling Extremism  

State District Category Control 

very well 

Control to 

an extent 

Not at all 

able to 

control 

Extremist problem 

is not the problem 

of police only 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada  Officer  16.7% 29.2% 2.1% 52.1% 

Constable  11.9% 23.1% 6.3% 55.2% 

Maharashtra Thane Officer  52.1% 45.8% 2.1% - 

Constable  73.7% 7.2% .6% 18.6% 
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View of Police Officers and Constables in controlling Extremism in Dantewada, Chattisgarh 

Graph 1 

 

Graph 2 

View of Police Officers and Constables in controlling Extremism in Thane, Maharashtra 

 

 

 In the above table if we merge the columns, “control very well” with “control to an 

extent”, it is seen that 45.9% officers of the extremist region stated that they are able to control 

the extremist activities.   Similarly, in the same context, in  non-  extremist  area  almost  all  

(97.9%) officers stated  that  they  are  able   to  control  extremism very  well. 

 



 It is also noteworthy that 52.1% officers   and  55.2% constables   from  Dantewada  

and  (18.6%  ) constables  from  Thane    districts said that the extremist problem is not  the  

problem of police only and other agencies are also equally involved.    

 

 Thus, one may state that by and large there is a feeling  amongst both officers and 

constables  of both the regions that the police are able to control the extremist activities . 

 

 Reasons given by police personnel for controlling extremism 

 To the query what are the possible reasons for the police personnel being able to control 

extremism, the responses varied from police being efficient to being well trained and being 

fearless etc.  The table below presents the details. 

Table 18 

Perception of Police Officers and Constables regarding the reasons for controlling 

extremism well  in Chattisgarh and Maharashtra- comparison between extremist and non 

extremist areas 

State District Category Police is very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

Fearless Not afraid of 

death or injury 

Any 

other 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada  Officer  - 15.0% 70.0% 15.0%   

Constable  7.2% 20.0% 25.4% 32.7% 14.8% 

Maharashtra Thane Officer  81.5% 14.8% - 3.7% - 

Constable  74.7% 17.7% 4.6% 4.6% - 
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 It is interesting to note that majority (70% +  15%  =  85%)  officers  from  extremist  

region stated that    fearlessness and not being afraid of death or injury   have been responsible 

for the police to be  able  to  control  extremism   well.  Only 3.7% officers  of the non extremist 

region reported so. On the other hand 58.1% constables of the extremist region consider 

fearlessness and not being afraid of injury or death have made police control extremism well, but 

only 9.2% constables from non extremist region think so.  



 

 In   non-extremist  area  74.7%  constables  think   that  police  are  very  efficient  and  

17.7%  think  they  are  well  trained.  But    only 7.2% constables of  the  extremist  area think  

on those lines. 

 

 Thus, there is considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to the officers and constables’ perception about the reasons for police controlling 

extremism very well.  

  Perception of police personnel regarding reasons for not controlling extremism 

  As pointed out above very few said that the extremism is not controlled effectively by 

thepolice.  To the query if the extremist activities is not controlled effectively what could be 

the possible reason, the responses given by the officers and constables from the two regions are 

tabulated and presented in the table below.   

Table 19 

View of Officers and Constables for not controlling well of extremist problem 

State District Category Defective 

recruit -

ment 

policy 

Need 

rigorous 

training 

Afraid 

of 

sudden 

death 

Lack of high 

tech 

instruments 

Lack of 

manpower 

Non 

supporting 

local 

people 

Chattisgarh Dantewada Officer - 15.8% 10.5% 5.3% - 68.4% 

Constable 1.2% 13.5% 1.2% 17.3% - 66.7% 

Maharashtra Thane Officer 31.8% 51.0% 13.6% 4.5% - - 

Constable 31.8% 18.2% 9.1% 27.3% 13.6% - 
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  If the two columns, ‘need for rigorous training’ and ‘lack of   high  tech  instrument’  are 

combined,  as seen in the above table,  21.1%   officers from Dantewada (extremist region) 



and 55.5% officers from Thane mentioned the above as causes for police not being 

effective in controlling extremism. 

  More than two-thirds  officers  (68.4%)  and constables  (66.7%) from Dantewada  

reported that the  gap  between  police  and  public  is  one of the  reasons for the police not 

being able to control extremism effectively.  This view was not supported by any police 

personnel from Thane district.  

  While Thane officers gave defective recruitment as a reason, there was no officer from 

Dantewada who gave this reason for police not being very effective in controlling 

extremism. Another interesting finding is that the Thane officers (51%) said that police 

needed rigorous training which view was given only by 16% officers of Dantewada region. 

Thus there is considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist regions 

in regard to the reasons advanced by the police officers and constables , for police not 

being very effective in controlling  extremism.  While defective recruitment and need for 

rigorous training were given as reasons by large percentage officers in Thane, lack of 

cooperation between public and the police was given as a reason by large percentage of 

officers in the Dantewada region. 

 Difference between extremist and non extremist area: There exist distinct 

differences between extremist affected area and non extremist area in regard to the 

atmosphere being peaceful or tense.  In this study an attempt was made to find out the 

perception of police personnel in regard to the atmosphere prevailing in the two areas. 

Table below presents the details.  

Table 20 

Perception of Police personnel of the atmosphere being tense or peaceful in the extremist 

and non extremist areas 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

State District Category tense in 

extremist , 

peaceful in 

non 

Police is 

fully alert in 

the 

extremist 

People 

hardly move 

freely in 

extremist 

Too much 

bloodshed in 

extremist 

region 

No 

difference 



extremist area region 

Chattisgarh Dantewada Officer 43.8% 10.4% 25.0% 20.8% - 

Constable 28.5% 26.4% 3.6% 38.6% 2.1% 

Maharashtra Thane Officer 31.3% 45.9% 18.8% 4.2% - 

Constable 50.6% 40.1% 7.4% 1.9% 1.2% 
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 From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 Almost half the officers (43.8%) from   Dantewada and  (31.3%) from  Thane  districts 

feel that it is tense in extremist regions but peaceful in non extremist region. Same is the view of 

28.5% constables in Dantewada and 50.6% % in Thane  district .Very few officers have stated 

that there is no difference between extremist and non extremist regions. 

 

 If we combine the columns 6 & 7, that is people hardly move freely and too much 

bloodshed in extremist region, then it is seen that nearly 46% officers of Dantewada region and 

23% of officers belonging to Thane region are of the view that the atmosphere is tense in the 

extremist region as people cannot move freely and there is a lot of bloodshed in the region.   

 Thus, by and large there is a difference in the percent of respondents in regard to 

extremist area being tense etc amongst the officers and constables belonging to these two 

regions.  

 

 Major problem faced by the police in extremist area:-views of the constables  

 

 The objective of our study was to find out the problems faced by the police (all 

categories) in the non extremist and extremist affected area. From the data given below it is seen 

that the problem faced by police constables in the two areas as given in the table below. 

Table 21 

Problems faced by Constables - A comparison between extremist and non extremist areas 

CONSTABLES 

State District Lack of Poor Lack of Wide gap 



updated 

equipment 

communication 

system 

manpower between police 

and public 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 29.5% 9.9% 2.8% 57.7%% 

Maharashtra Thane 41.9% 10.0% 26.0% 15.4% 
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Chart 1 

 

Chart 2 

 

 



 If we club together lack of updated equipments and poor   communication  system, it can 

be said that 39.4% of constables from Dantewada   district face problem of lack of updated 

equipments and proper  communication system  in extremist affected area.   But  in  extremist  

area  most  serious  problem  faced  by   constables  is the   wide  gap  between  police  and  

public  (57.7%)   

 

 In  Thane  the major  problem  was  lack  of  updated  equipment  (41.9%) with  another  

26%  considering  lack of manpower as a problem.  A  minimum  number  15.4%  think  the gap  

between  police  and  public  is  a  problem.  Thus  the  problem  faced  by  constables  in  

extremist  and  non  extremist  area  are  different. 

 

 Preparedness to counter insurgency:  

 The insurgents are equipped with sophisticated weapons; as such it is necessary that the 

police personnel are also well equipped to counter the insurgent and their activities. Therefore, 

opinion was sought from the officers about how well equipped they are to counter insurgents.   

Table below presents the details. 

Table 22 

Preparedness level of Police Officers to counter insurgent activities 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 

State  District Yes No                Reason for not being well equipped 

Not well 

trained 

Inadequate 

arms 

Restricted from 

using sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism related to 

economic 

backwardness 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada  74.5% 24.5% 4.3% 43.5% 43.5% 8.7% 

Maharashtra Thane 57.4% 42.6% 52.7% 36.8% 10.5% - 
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 It is interesting to note that more officers (74.5% ) from the extremist area replied police 

are  well equipped to counter  insurgency. 

 In  extremist  area,   out  of  the  one  fourth  who  were of the view that the police is not 

well equipped to meet the insurgent problem,  87% (43.5%+43.5%= 87%) also opined that  it is 

due to the   inadequacy  of  arms  and  restrictions  to   use  arms. 

 In  the non-extremist  area less than  half  (42.6%)  reported that the police is not well 

equipped to counter insurgency,  of whom 89.5%  were of the view that there  is  inadequacy  of  

arms  and  people  are  not  trained  for  it.   

 It is only 8.7%   from the extremist area who stated that  as extremism is related to 

economic backwardness it cannot be solved by arms alone but with economic development. On 

the other hand not being well trained, arms not being adequate and not having sophisticated 

weapon were all reasons given by the non extremist area officers as reason for inability to control 

insurgent activities.  

 Thus it appears that the view points of officers from both the regions regarding 

countering insurgency and the reasons for the police not  being well equipped to meet insurgency 

are more or less the same.  

 

 Question of Avoiding violence in dealing with insurgents: Possibility or 

impossibility? Police is the protector of common people. It is the responsibility of police to 

ensure the safety of the common people while dealing with the insurgents. Therefore, officers 

were asked about how far they are concerned about avoiding violence while arresting extremist 

taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain safe.  Table below presents their 

view.    

Table 23 

Police Officers View on Avoiding Violence in Dealing with Insurgents 

State  District Yes No  Methods 

With 

help of 

public 

By identifying 

hideouts and 

surrounding them 

without their 

knowledge 

By opening 

fire only if 

they did 

To disarm them 

with such 

suddenness that 

they are taken aback 



Chattisgarh  Dantewada  68.9% 31.1% 62.2% 16.2% 2.7% 18.9% 

Maharashtra Thane 79.8% 29.2% 59.8% 32.4% 5.9% 2.9% 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 

Two  third of the officers in extremist (68.9%) area said that they avoid violence in 

dealing with extremists. Most of them (62.2%) replied they    take  the  help  of  public.   

Remaining  18.9%   in the   extremist  area  said that they use  the  technique  of  disarming  

the extremists  suddenly. Another  technique  used  by  the  police  is  locating  the  hideout    

and  catching the extremists without  their  knowledge. 

In  non  extremist  area  also  majority  take  the  help  of  public.  Another   measure  

adopted  is  identifying  the  hideouts  to  catch  them  without their  knowledge.  Thus  the  

method  used   are  similar  in  both  the  regions 

Unified Command System:  

In insurgency affected areas, a unified command system consisting of police, army 

and civil administration exists as a measure of counter insurgency strategy and security 

system. The officers were asked whether they face any problem working under this 

system.  The responses given by them indicate that 74.4% officers in Dantewada and 

80.5% from Thane had indicated that there has been problems working under the unified 

system of command.  

 

Extremism and crime rate: We can find a certain relationship between the 

extremist activities and the other crime rates. There may be an increase or decrease in 

the crime rate according to the prevalence of the extremist activities and the security 

system that are employed in these extremist affected areas.  An attempt was made to 

find out whether such a relationship exists and if so the nature of this relationship.  The 

table below presents the details   

 

 



Table 24 

Police Officers View on Crime Rate and Insurgency and Their Reasons 

Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities 

State District Yes No If yes ,the reasons for the same 

Local criminals 

encouraged as they can 

blame insurgents 

Many times the extremists 

use the local criminals for 

criminal activities 

Both 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 98.0% 0.2% 34.8% 63.3% - 

Maharashtra Thane 61.7% 38.3% 71.4% 25.0% 3.6% 
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Almost   all officers from Dantewada ( 98.0% )  said that there is an increase in 

crime rate due to extremist activities. However   in  Thane , the  non extremist area  only 

61.7%  officers  were of  similar  opinion.  

To the question of why and how Crime has increased, the reason given by them is 

that local criminals were encouraged to do crimes as they can blame insurgents and many 

times the extremists use the local criminals for criminal activities. Looking at the views 

of the police officers it can be stated that the criminal  as well as the insurgents use the 

situation of insurgency to conduct their activities to their own advantage. 

Satisfaction with the present police performance: 

How far the police personnel are satisfied with the present police performance is of a 

great concern for understanding the performance of police in extremist and non 

extremist areas. Using certain indices to know their satisfaction level, police officers in 

our sample study were asked to give their opinion. The following table indicates their 

view.   

 

 

 

 

 



Table 25 

Perception of officers Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction in regard to Police Performance Level 

Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Highly satisfied Satisfied Average Not satisfied Totally dissatisfied 

Chattisgarh Dantewada - 18.4% 75.5% 6.1% - 

Maharashtra Thane 2.1% 54.2% 37.5% 6.3% - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

Figure 2 

 

  

From the above table it is seen that in Dantewada district 75.5% officers   find the police 

performance satisfactory at   average level. In comparison in Thane district only more than half 

the officers stated that they are satisfied with the police performance.  To this if we add highly 

satisfied, there are 56.3% officers from Thane who stated so.  There is no officer in the 

Dantewada region who stated highly satisfied with the police performance.  

 

 Very few officers from both the districts said they were not satisfied with the 

performance of police. 

 



 Thus, there is not much of a difference between extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to police performance. Officers from both the regions appear to be satisfied with the 

performance of police. 

 Human Rights Commission:  

 A positive relation between police and Human Rights Commission is almost a rare 

phenomenon. It is believed that the existence of Human rights Commission helps in protecting 

the rights of the people. On one hand, Police often think that Human Rights Commission 

interferes in their work and sometimes hampers in dealing with insurgents etc.  In this study an 

attempt was made to find out how far the officers think of Human Rights Commission is helpful.  

Table below  provides the details.  

Table 26 

Views of Police Officers on Human Rights Violations in relation to the existence of Human 

Rights Commission 

State District Yes , 

helpful 

Not 

helpful 

If no the reasons for the same 

Due to 

sheer 

callousness 

Lack of 

awareness 

*H.R. 

rules 

Many do not 

even know 

that human 

right have to 

be followed 

strictly. 

Many do 

not know 

the 

existence 

of **H.R. 

C 

No clear 

instructions 

 Human 

rights 

org. are 

biased 

towards 

crime 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 21.3% 78.7% 15.4% - 17.9% 23.1% 41.0%  2.6% 

Maharashtra Thane 41.7% 58.3% 43.3% 23.3% 30.0% 3.3% -  - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298. 

HR- Human rights, HRC- Human Rights Commission 

  

From the above analysis we may infer the following: 

 



 One fourth of the officers   in extremist affected area i.e. Dantewada   district expressed 

that the Human Rights Commission is helpful   in improving the human rights incidents. In 

Thane district (non extremist) less than half (41.7%) officers gave the same view.   

 

 The reasons given by those officers who said Human Rights Commission is not helpful, 

included the following: (i) no  clear instruction  about  the  commission’s role (41%) , (ii) a few 

do not know about the existence of Human Rights Commission(23%) and (iii)  no clear 

instructions are given on this matter (18%) .  In  non-extremist  area less  43%  think  it  is  due  

to  callousness  on  the  part  of  officers.  Almost  one  third  think  many  do  not  know  about  

the fact that the human rights have to be followed strictly.   

 Thus, there is considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to the Human Rights Commission is helpful or not and the reasons for their not being 

considered helpful.  

 Police performance (General) 

 Techniques used by police for crime prevention:  The police officers use different 

techniques to prevent crime. Crime prevention nowadays does not mean only to arrest culprits 

and to punish them. Crime prevention takes a wider sense with the police working in 

coordination with the public to root out crime.  Some of the techniques used by the police 

personnel for crime prevention are presented in the table  below.  

Table 27 

Techniques Used by Officers for Crime Prevention in Dantewada (extremist 

affected district) and Thane (non-extremist district) 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention 

State District Use 

educational 

method 

punishment Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

Informed 

public about 

crimes 

Organize camps/work 

shops 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada  - 12.5% 41.7% 20.8% 25.0% 

Maharashtra Thane 68.8% 22.9% 8.3% - - 
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 It appears from the above table that the perception regarding the techniques used to 

prevent crime by majority of the officers in the two districts is similar.    

 

 Two  third  of  the  officers from non extremist district   (68.8% )   said  that  they  will  

use  educational  method.   Rest  31.2%  stated that they used  the  method  of  ‘capture  culprit  

quickly  and  ‘punishment’  of  the  culprit . (Columns 4 & 5 are combined).  There was none 

from the extremist area who said that they used educational method.  

 In the extremist area, Dantewada 54.2% stated that they captured the culprit quickly and 

punished them.  Another  one  fourth  officers stated that they organized  camps  and  workshops, 

and less than  one  fourth  officers  said that they informed the public about the crimes so that 

they take precautions.   

 

 Thus, there is considerable difference in the methods used by officers of the two regions 

in prevention of crime.  

 

 The Issue concerned with  Manpower in Police System in the State: In extremist 

affected area often manpower in police force fall short  for activities like  security cover to 

safeguard and protect public properties such as monuments, markets, festivals etc.  To the query 

if they have sufficient man power,  the response given by the officers  are tabulated and 

presented in the table given below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 28 

Police Officers view on Sufficiency of Manpower in the Police Force 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of monuments 

State  District sufficient Not 

sufficient  

If no the reasons for the same 

Limited 

manpower 

During 

extremist 

activities very 

limited is 

available for 

these  

Police expect 

architecture 

and 

monuments 

department  

Chattisgarh 

 

Dantewada 

 

34.0% 66.0% 54.5% 39.4% 6.1% 

Maharashtra Thane 43.8% 56.3% 72.4% 20.7% 6.9% 
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 66% officers in the extremist area and 56% officers from the non extremist area said that 

the manpower is not sufficient to protect public properties etc. It is interesting to note that 55% 

officers from Dantewada said that they have limited manpower and this reason was given by 

more than 72% of officers from the non extremist region.  Also nearly 40% officers from 

Dantewada stated that during extremist activities very limited manpower is available, and this 

view was given only by 21% of officers from the Thane region. 

 

 Thus, there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist region in the 

percentage of officers stating about the sufficiency of manpower and the reasons for the inability 

to protect public properties. 

 

 Relationship between media and police:  

 Media plays a very important role by reporting the activities of police. However, we often 

come over the allegation that media become negatively biased when reporting on police 

performance and activities. To the query concerned with this issue, the responses given by the 

officers is presented below in the table. 



 

Table 29 

Views of Police Officers in Regard to Relationship between Police and the Media 

Officer 

Relationship between media and police 

State District Positive Negative If no the reasons 

No specific 

reason 

Media looks for 

sensational news 

Manipulate 

interview 

Never report 

good work of 

police 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 60.4% 39.6% 13.0% 65.2% 4.3% 17.4% 

Maharashtra Thane 89.5% 10.5% 62.5% 25.0% 12.5% 10.5% 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 

 As against only 60% of officers in the extremist area, who considered the relationship 

between police and the media as positive, there were nearly 90% officers in the non extremist 

area (Thane) who thought so. 

 As for those who considered the relationship negative, the reasons for such perception 

varied again between Dantewada police officers and the Thane police officers.  More than 65% 

officers from Dantewada stated that the media looks for sensational news and thus gives negative 

report.  Such a reason was given only by 25% of officers from Thane. In fact the few officers 

from Thane who said that the relationship between media and police was negative, also stated 

that they had no specific reason for such perception. 

 

 If we combine the last two columns together, it is interesting note that almost equal 

percentage of officers from both extremist and non extremist regions felt that the media 

manipulated the interview and never reported the good work of the police. 

 



 There is thus considerable difference between the percentage of officers between the two 

regions in regard to their perception of the relationship between the police and the media.  It 

appears that the non extremist district officers have more officers considering the relationship 

between media and police as positive.  

 

 Relationship between the police and the public:  Community policing is a policing 

strategy and philosophy based on the notion that community interaction and support can help 

control crime and reduce fear, with community members helping to identify suspects, detain 

vandals and bring problems to the attention of police. In order to find out the relation between 

police and public from the police side, through the questionnaire views of the police was 

obtained. The table given below describes their perceived views about the public’s views 

towards police.  

Table 30 

Views of Police Officers and constables about the relationship between Police and Public 

State District category Cordial  Strained Sense of 

fear by 

the 

public 

Mistrust 

of public 

by the 

police 

Public do not 

understand police 

and their police 

infrastructure 

Any other - 

Tribal 

people do 

not 

cooperate 

Chhattiasgarh Dantewada Officer  14.6% 20.8% 37.5% 18.8% 4.2% 4.2% 

Constables 21.1% 19.7% 21.1% 28.2% - 9.9% 

Maharashtra Thane Officer  95.7% 4.3% - - - - 

Constables 77.6% 11.0% 3.8% 7.6% - - 
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Figure 3 

 

From the above table the following inference may be drawn 

   Majority of the officers (95.7%) and constables (77.6%) from non extremist area said 

that there is cordial relation between police and public. The situation is quite opposite in 

extremist area. Only 14.6% officers and 21.4% constables from extremist area think that there is 

cordial relation. The rest of them talked about negative relationship i.e. strained (20.8%, 19.7%), 

sense of fear by the public (37.5%, 21.1%), mistrust of public by the police (18.8%, 28.2%). A 

few talked about no cooperation of the tribal people . 

 

 Thus there is a high difference between the police personnel of the extremist and non 

extremist districts in regard to the relationship between the police and the public. The officers 

and constables of the non extremist region perceive the relationship between police and the 

public more positive and very few from this region consider the relationship strained.  

 

 

 Reasons for strained relationship between police and public: 

 

 To the query why the police personnel considered the relationship between the police and 

public as strained, the responses given by the police personnel varied considerably and these are 

tabulated and presented in the table below. 



 

Table 31 

Police Officers views on strained relation between police and public 

 

Reason for strained relations between police and public 

State District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion of 

police by 

public 

Police is 

Ruled by 

political 

orders 

Police is 

Harsh to 

public 

Police considered 

as corrupt 

organization 

Chhattiasgarh Dantewada 7.7% 10.3% 25.8% 35.8% 20.5% 

Maharashtra Thane 77.8% 11.1% 11.1% - - 
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 In Thane district which is a non extremist area, out of the officers who advanced of 

having strained relationship the reasons given by them are (i)  the public do not understand 

police and its related infrastructure and sense of fear by public is there with them, majority  

stated that unsuccessful police is the reason for this.  

 In Dantewada, 36% police officers gave the reason that police being harsh to the public 

make the relationship between police and public strained.  

 About 26% of Dantewada officers stated that the public views the police to be ruled by 

politicians, and another 21% are of the view that the police is a corrupt organization. 

On the other hand, in the non extremist district, 78% officers feel that the public has the 

perception that the police is not successful in handling their work.  Very few officers in the non 

extremist region considered that the public views police as being ruled by politicians.  

 Thus, a difference of is seen between extremist area and non extremist area in regard to 

the reasons advanced for strained relations between police and the public.   

  



 

 The Support police get from the public:   

 As a part of community policing,   police gets different kinds of support from the public.  

These different supports (level) are tabulated and presented in the table below.  

Table 32  

Views of Officers towards the Level of Support police gets from the Public  

Support police get from public 

State District Public 

involve 

police in 

police- 

public 

interface 

Giving 

clue 

about 

culprit 

Following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helping 

police in 

road 

safety 

week 

Giving clue 

about  strange 

activities in the 

neighbourhood 

No 

support 

from 

public 

Chhattiasgarh Dantewada 2.1% 25.0% 10.4% 4.2% 45.9% 12.5% 

Maharashtra Thane 57.4% 29.8% 12.8% - - - 
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 Only a small percentage of officers from the extremist region said that they do not get 

support from the public.   

 

 When giving clue about culprit is combined with giving clue about things happening in 

the neighbourhood, it is interesting to note that 70.9% of officers from Extremist region   and  

only 29.8% from the non extremist area stated that public gives clue about the culprit and strange 

happening in the neighbourhood.   

 

 More than half of the officers from non extremist area said that  public involve police in 

police- public interface as a support.  

 



 Interestingly, the percentage of officers in the non extremist region considering the public 

giving help to the police is far higher than it is in the extremist region.  

 

 Mechanism for public cooperation:  

 The police officers were asked whether they have any mechanism for public cooperation.   

Table 33 

Police Officers view on Mechanism for police-public cooperation 

Mechanism for public cooperation 

State District Have any 

mechanism 

for public 

cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes No Joint 

committees 

with RWAs 

Police public 

cooperation 

committee 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme to 

reduce crime 

Police public 

cooperation in 

renting out 

premises with 

consent of police 

Chhattiasgarh Dantewada 46.9% 53.1% - 8.7% 78.2% 13.0% 

Maharashtra Thane 66.7% 33.3% 40.6% 46.9% 12.5% - 
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 According to two third of the police officers from Thane (66.7%) hey have  mechanism 

for police-public cooperation. The methods are mostly two viz Joint committees with RWAs and 

Police public cooperation committee.  

 In Dantewada less than half of the officers said that police have the mechanism. The 

method is mostly police public collaborative programme to reduce crime. 

 Thus, there is a difference in the percentage of officers stating that there is a mechanism 

for police public cooperation and the mechanism according to the officers of the extremist region 

is the police public collaborative programme, whereas according to officers of the extremist area 

it is joint committees and police public cooperation committees.  

  

 



Political interference in police duty:  

 One major factor affecting police performance is interference by politicians and political 

party/parties. Political parties and individual politicians may abuse the police to satisfy their self 

interest. As a result many things that police may do will reflect the lack of policing with people 

having muscle powers, guns, pistols etc. To the query if the police officers find that there is 

political interference when they carry out their duties, the responses given varied considerably 

and these are presented in the table below. 

Table 34  

Police Officers Views regarding political interference 

State  District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No  Demanding 

release of an 

accused 

Demanding 

no action 

Not to 

enforce 

punishment 

Police 

officers 

transferred  

Bringing in 

police 

officers 

loyal to 

politician 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada 

Officers  

42.6% 57.4% 17.4% 60.8% - 13.0% 8.7% 

Maharashtra Thane 

Officers  

56.3% 43.8% 42.9% 35.7% 17.9% 3.6% - 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada  

Constables 

59.6% 40.4%      

Maharashtra Thane 

Constables  

76.4%  23.6%      
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  More than half of the officers (56.3%) from Thane said they face political interference 

during their career. In extremist affected district it is only 42.6%. 

 Compared to the officers the percentage of constables stating that there is political 

interference is found to be more. Majority 76.4% constables from Thane said they face political 

interference during their career. In extremist affected district it is slightly less i.e. 59.6%.  

  Steps to minimize gap between police and public:  

 



As Police works for the public to maintain peace and control crimes, it is a much needed step to 

minimize the gap between the police and the public. To examine the steps taken by the police in 

minimizing this gap, question was asked to the police to measure the steps taken so far and if not 

proper steps have been taken, the study will indicate the lapse part as a feedback so as to make 

steps in future for better police functioning and public reliance.  

  Table 35 

Police Officers view regarding steps to minimize police-public gap and the initiatives taken 

Officer 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

State District Steps to 

minimize 

gap between 

police and 

public 

Constantly 

interacting 

with 

public 

through 

TV, radio, 

print 

media 

Regular 

interaction 

with 

RWA 

Get Feedback 

from public 

about the 

needed 

improvements 

Indicate 

number 

of cases 

solved 

Through 

community 

policing 

Yes No 

Chattisgarh Dtantewada 100% - 25.6% - 69.8% - 4.7% 

Maharastra Thane 53.2% 46.8% 55.6% 22.2% 22.2% - - 
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 From the above it is seen that all officers in Dantewada reported that the do have steps to 

minimize the gap between police and the public. On the other hand, only 53% of Thane region 

officers stated so with the remaining stating that there is no steps taken for minimizing the gap 

between police and the public.  

 

 When asked  about the exact steps taken, it is seen that in Dantewada, nearly 70% 

officers reported that they get feedback  from public about the needed improvements.    More 

than one fourth officers said that they interact with the public constantly through media, radio, 

TV etc.   

 



 If we combine columns 5 and 6 (interaction through media etc + regular interaction with 

RWA), in the Thane region, more than 78.8% officers stated that they interacted with the public 

through media etc. Only less than one fourth each stated that they got feedback from the public 

regarding the needed improvements .   

 

 Thus there appears considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist 

regions in regard to the measures / steps taken to interact with the public.  

 

 Need for attitudinal change of the Police:  

 It is a fact that attitudinal change of police is necessary in the eyes of the public. The 

question is how police attain this? What measures are to be adopted and how police finds space 

in public life to have a change of opinion? To find out this issue, we asked the officers to give 

their views and mechanisms that are adopted or to be adopted to effect this attitudinal change.     

Table 36 

Police Officers view on steps taken to have an attitudinal change in its relationship with the 

Public 

State  District More 

interaction 

with public 

Representation 

of public in 

police system 

Representation 

of police in 

public bodies 

Regular 

write up 

about 

important 

case 

Interactional 

melas  

Public to 

be made 

aware 

about 

police 

activities 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 65.9% 6.4% 19.1% 4.3% - 4.3% 

Maharastra Thane 61.7% 6.4% 19.1% 4.3% 4.3% - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

  

 If police have to have an attitudinal change than police need to have more interaction 

with public. This is the view of 65.9 % officers from Dantewada and 61.7% officers from Thane 

districts. Less than 1/4th of the officers from both district also expressed that the public should  



have representation in the police system.   There was no difference between the officers of the 

two regions in regard to the measures taken to have better relationship with the public. 

 

 Provision for public Awareness regarding police functioning: It is the responsibility 

of police to make the public aware of the rules and regulations of the police. The table given 

below indicates the steps taken by police to make the public aware of its functioning. 

Table 37 

Police Officers views on steps taken to make public aware of police functioning 

State  District Provision for 

public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods  

1 2 3 4 

Yes No  Issuing number 

of notifications in 

the newspaper 

Interacting with 

press and public 

once in a 

fortnight 

In serious 

case public 

is  involved 

By 

holding 

public 

meeting 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 87.0% 13.0% 29.3% 19.5% 9.8% 31.7% 

Maharastra Thane 61.7% 38.3% 59.3% 25.9% 14.8% - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 

 From the above table following inferences may be drawn: 

 Almost all except a few officers from Dantewada and about 62% officers from Thane 

stated that they have provision for making public aware about the functioning of the police 

system. To the query what methods did they use, the response given by 32% of officers from 

Dantewada was by holding public meeting.  This response was not given by any officer from 

Thane. 

 There were 59% officers from Thane who said they issued notifications about the police 

functions while only 29% of officers from Dantewada stated so.   

 

 Slightly more than one fourth officers stated that they interacted with the public and press 

once a fortnight and this was stated only by less than 20% officers from Dantewada. 

 

 Involving the public in some of the serious cases was told to be one of the methods used 

by 15% of officers from Thane but only by 10% of officers from Dantewada.  

 



 Thus there is considerable difference between the officers of the extremist and non 

extremist regions in regard to the methods used to involve the public with the police functioning.   

 

  Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquency:  

 

  Juveniles, if not prevented from committing crimes will later indulge in serious 

crimes. Therefore, it becomes essential that the Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be enforced 

effectively. This is an Act to provide for the care, protection, treatment, development and 

rehabilitation of neglected and for the adjudication matters relating to juveniles. Police officers 

were asked whether they take measures to help students to avoid anti-social activities/indulging 

in unlawful activities and the responses given by them are presented in the table below. 

 

Table 37  

Views of Police Officers on Provisions and Measures adopted to keep Juveniles (youths)  from 

anti-social activities 

Officer 

State  District Provision for 

helping students 

avoiding anti social 

activity 

If yes the methods  

  1 2 3 4 

Yes No  Organize through 

NGOs no. of 

programmese for 

youth 

 Youngster is not 

punished but let out 

with warning for 

first youngster 

offence 

No special 

programme 

for youth 

1&2 

Chattisgarh Dtantewada 93.3% 6.7% 100.0% - - - 

Maharastra Thane 70.8% 29.2% 58.8% 26.5% 5.9% 8.8% 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 



From the above table it is seen that except a few, all officers of the Dantewada region 

stated that they have provision to help juveniles.  All the officers were also of the view that 

they did this by organizing programmes for the youths through and with the help of NGOs.   

 

On the other hand only 70% officers of the Thane region stated they had provision to help 

the juveniles and the method that they used included organizing programmes for the youths 

through NGOs etc (59%) , and leaving the youngster to go free with a warning if it was the 

first offence (27%). 

Thus there is not much of a difference between officers of the extremist and non extremist 

regions in regard to the measures taken to help juveniles from indulging in crime related 

activities. 

Accountability to law:  

Accountability means answerability for proper performance of an assigned job. In 

democracy, police remain accountable for its performance to the people and to the law of the 

land. The officers were asked if they detain people illegally.  The answers given by them to 

this query are presented in the table below. 

Table 38 

Opinion of Police Officers regarding illegal detention and police reform measures for police 

accountability 

State District Justify detaining people illegally Does police reform 

measures help 

increasing police 

accountability 

Extremists and 

criminals are 

detained none else 

detained illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police follow 

rules and do  

not detain 

illegally 

Yes No 



Chattisgarh Dantewada 78.3% 19.6% 2.2% 97.9% 2.1% 

Maharastra Thane 94.3% - 5.8% 75.0% 25.0% 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

Looking at the above table, it can be seen that Officers in both the districts are 

accountable to the law of the land. In Thane district 94.3% of the officers said only extremist 

and criminals are detained following rules and no one is detained illegally and in Dantewada 

78.3% officers replied in a similar way.  19.6% officers from Dantewada said that police is 

always accountable. 

 As for the issue whether the police reform measures of the Government increase   the 

police accountability, almost all except very few officers replied in the affirmative in 

Dantewada, whereas only 75% officers from Thane said so. 

There appears a high degree of similarity in the responses given by officers in the two 

districts in regard to the accountability of the police.  

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police: Better performance from the 

police department also depends on the proper coordination among the three agencies that is the 

judiciary, executive and police. In this study we tried to elicit the opinion of the officers in regard 

to this issue and the responses are presented below. 

Table 39 

Officers views regarding Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police 

Officers 

Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very high High Average Poor Extremely poor 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 4.1% 30.6% 57.1% 8.2% - 

Maharastra Thane 18.8% 33.3% 41.7% 6.3% - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 



 More than half of the officers from Dantewada district said there is average cooperation 

between judiciary, executive and police. On the other hand less than half of the officers from 

Thane said the similar thing. Almost same percentage of officers from both the district said that 

there is high cooperation (30.6%, 33.3%). However, in non extremist area 18.8% officers i.e. 

more than four times than that of extremist area (4.1%) officers said there is very high 

cooperation amongst these three agencies. A very low percent of 4.2% in East Khasi 

supplemented this view (What is this?). A few officers from both the districts talked about poor 

relationship. No officers talked about extremely poor relationship. 

  

 Corruption:  Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient functioning 

of police department and many a times losing its credit in the eyes of the public. To know the 

opinion of the police officers on this issue, questions were asked to police Officers and 

constables to have an overall view. Table below presents the details. 

 

Table 40 

Views of Police Officers regarding Corruption in the Police department 

Officer 

State District It is in entire 

society not just 

in police 

Police is in vulnerable 

position so get the 

blame 

Since other corrupt persons 

don’t get punishment police get 

encouraged 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 33.3% 16.7% 47.6% 

Maharashtra Thane 88.9% 8.9% 2.2% 

Constables view point 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 58.5% 35.2% 6.4% 

Maharashtra Thane 86.4% 9.4 % 4.3% 

 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 Almost all except a few officers (88.9%) from Thane District said that corruption is in the 

entire society and not just amongst the police. Only one third (33.3%) of the officers in extremist 

area expressed this view.  

 



 Less than half of the officers from extremist area are of the opinion that since other 

corrupt persons does not get punished for corruption, police get encouraged to indulge in 

corruption. Only a couple of officers from Thane felt so. 

 

 Thus, there appears considerable difference in the two districts in regard to the percentage 

of officers who expressed their opinion about the corruption aspect in the police.   

 

  Majority of the constables from Thane district said everywhere there is corruption and 

not only in the police department. In extremist area more than half of the constables reported in a 

similar way. More than one third of them said that they are forced to take graft by politicians. 

 

 Thus though all of the constables from both the districts stated that there is corruption in 

the police, the reason forwarded for this is different in extremist and non extremist districts. 

 

 Infrastructure: 

 A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for efficient performance of the police 

department. To know the availability of infrastructure facilities l in the police department, 

questions were put  to the officers and constables to have an overall picture of infrastructure 

facilities available to them.  Table below presents the details. 

Table 41 

Views of Police Officers regarding Infrastructure availability in the police department 

State District Permanent 

house  

Sufficient 

vehicle and staff 

If No, the reasons for not having sufficient vehicles 

and staff. 

Yes  No  Yes  No  Low 

budget 

Vehicles 

destroyed in 

combat 

Need 

repair 

Don’t 

get fund 

in time 

Reason 

known to 

authority 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada  66.0% 34.0% 14.6% 85.4% 22.5% - 30.0% 7.5% 40.0% 

Maharashtra Thane 89.1% 10.9% 34.1% 65.9% 54.5% 6.1% 24.2% 9.1% 6.1% 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn 

 



 Majority officers (89.1%) from non extremist area said that provision for permanent 

house is adequate. Compared to this only 66.0% i.e. two thirds officers from Dantewada said 

there is adequate provision for Permanent House for the police. 

 

 Regarding vehicles and staff majority officers (85.4%) from Dantewada district stated 

that it is not sufficient.  On the other hand only 65.9% from Thane district stated that they do not 

have sufficient staff and vehicles.  

 

 As for the reasons advanced for such inadequacy in vehicles and staff, it is seen that  40% 

officers said that they had no idea, while 30% said that the vehicles needed repair, and remaining 

said that the budget allocated was low.  To this if we add don’t get funds on time, the percentage 

goes up to 30%. 

 As against this, in Thane district, (54.5% + 9.1%) 63.6% stated that the budget allocated 

was low and they don’t get funds on time.   Only 6% said that they have no idea and that only 

authorities know about the same. 

 

 Thus there is a distinct difference between the officers of the two districts regarding the 

availability of infrastructure facilities and the reasons for poor infrastructure. 

Table 42 

Views of Police Officers on Fund allocation 

State District  Sufficient 

Fund 

If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocation 

is less than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come in 

installments 

that too very 

late 

State 

does not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason 

known to 

authority 

Chattisgarh  Dantewada  54.2% 45.8% 17.4% 52.2% 17.4% 4.3% 8.7% 

Maharashtra Thane 46.8% 53.2% 74.1% 22.2% 3.7% - - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 



 

 More than half the officers from extremist area said that they have sufficient funds.  

However, slightly less than 50% officers in Thane felt that there is lack of funds.  

 

 If we combine the columns 6 & 7 that is, funds reach very late and funds come in 

installments and that too very late, then, of the officers in extremist area who said that there is 

lack of funds, there are 69.6% officers who gave the above reason that funds reach late. On the 

other hand, in the non extremist area (Thane) the above reason was given by only 25.9% officers. 

Another reason offered was that the allocation of funds was less than the demand and this was 

stated by 17.4% Dantewada officers and 74.1% of Thane officers. 

 

 Thus,   while some officers from both the districts opine that funds are inadequate, the 

reasons offered varied considerably with the extremist area officers stating that funds reached 

late and non extremist area officers feeling that the allocation of funds is far less than the 

demand.   

 Basic minimum facilities: For sound performance, the police stations should have the 

basic minimum facilities such as drinking water, sanitation etc. The following table indicates the 

availability of minimum needed facilities in the police districts where large number of officers 

and constables live in addition to others.  To the query concerning these issues, the responses 

given by the officers are presented in the table below. 

Table 42 

Officers Views on availability of basic facilities in Dantewada  (Chhattisgarh)and Thane 

district (Maharashtra)  

State District Presence of facilities 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Drinking 

water 

Sanitation Electricity Inverter/ 

generator 

Water for 

washing 

Having 

facilities 

mentioned 1,2 

& 3 

Having 

facilities of 

1,2,3,5, 

Having 

facilities of 

1,2,3,4,5, 



Chattisgarh Dantewada 15.2% 4.3% 8.7% 2.2% 13.0% 28.3% 28.3% - 

Maharashtra Thane 6.4% - - - - 40.3% 49% 4.3% 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 

From the above table it is seen that more than one fourth of the officers replied that they have 

drinking water, sanitation, electricity and water for washing etc facilities.  Same percentage of 

officers said they have drinking water, sanitation and electricity. No officer said that they have 

all the facilities. On the other hand slightly less than half of the officers in non extremist area 

said they have all the facilities except inverter. Another 40.3% officers said that they have 

drinking water, sanitation and electricity facilities.  

 

Thus it seems that the non extremist area is in a better position as compared to the extremist area 

in regard to the availability of basic minimum facilities. 

 

 Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments: In order to 

control emergency cases as well as to maintain law and order, the police need to have the 

necessary arms and equipments.   Whether it is so was ascertained from the officers of the two 

districts and the responses were analyzed and presented below. 

Table 43 

Police Officers view on availability of Infrastructure like Arms and Equipments in 

Extremist and Non-Extremist Districts 

OFFICERS 

State District Have arms and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

1 2 3 4 5 

yes No Arms and 

ammunition 

Latest , sturdy 

&computer 

assisted 

equipments 

Trained 

manpower 

Quarter for 

staff 

&vehicles 

Options 

1,2,3, 4, 



Chattisgarh Dantewada 66.7% 33.3% 5.6% 5.6% 22.2% 5.6% 61.1% 

Maharashtra Thane 46.7% 63.8% 50% 26.6% 3.3% 3.3% 16.6% 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

From the above analysis following observations can be made: 

Two third of the officers (66.7%) from Dantewada i.e. extremist affected district said that 

they have necessary arms and equipments. Whereas less than half of the officers (33.3%) from 

non extremist Thane said they do not have necessary arms and equipments. The table reveals 

that extremist affected area is in better position regarding availability of arms and equipments 

than non extremist district.  

Out of those officers who said they wanted more facilities 61.1% of the officers from 

Dantewada district wanted arms and ammunitions, latest equipments, well trained manpower, 

housing facilities for constables and officers and more vehicles as essential and  necessary 

facilities.  In Thane half of the officers want arms and ammunition. Only 5.6% officers from 

Dantewada wanted arms and ammunition. 

Again more than one fourth of the officers from Thane district wanted to have latest 

technology which are sturdy as well as computer assisted ones.  But 22.2% officers from 

Dantewada however wanted trained manpower. 

Thus the response to the possession of arms and equipments varied between the the 

officers of the two districts, so also the facilities that they wanted varied between the officers 

for the two districts.  

Cell to discuss problems of police and the periodic discussion: In both extremist and 

non extremist area the presence of a forum for discussing the problems of police is very 

necessary.  Whether such a facility was available was ascertained from the officers of the 

extremist and non extremist districts and the responses given are presented in the table below. 

Table 44   

Officers views on cells of police departments to discuss problems of the police 



State District Cell for police 

problem 

If no, the reasons 

Yes No Fully Partially To some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

Does not 

implement at all 

Chattisgarh Dantewada 40.4% 59.6% 8.0% 36.0% 32.0% 16.0% 8.0% 

Maharashtra Thane 95.8% 4.2% 27.5% 62.5% 10.0% - - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 

 More than half of the officers from Dantewada said that they do not have cell to discuss 

their problems. For an extremist area it is a very discouraging. Only 40.4% officers said that they 

have a cell. But only 8% out of them work fully for solving their problem.  

 

 However the situation is quite opposite in non extremist area. In Thane majority officers 

(95.8%) are of the view that there is a cell for discussing their problem. More than one fourth 

(27.5%) of the officers in non extremist area think that the cell fully works to solve their 

problems.  

 

 Thus, a very distinct difference can be seen between extremist and non extremist area. In 

extremist area where a cell is much more necessary very less importance has been given as 

compared to non extremist area. 

  

 Periodic Discussion: 

 Discussion improves functioning of any institution working in team. Therefore, it is 

necessary for police to have periodic discussion about the challenges/problems they face and find  

solution to them. To know whether police have these kinds of cells and if they have then how far 

matters regarding police problems are getting sorted out etc., were some of the questions that 

were asked of the officers of the two regions and their answers were analysed and presented 

below.  

Table 45 

Pattern of meeting for discussion within the police 



State District Discussion 

Once in a 

month 

Once in six 

month  

Once in  

year 

When need 

arises 

Chattisgarh Dantewada  62.2% - 4.4% 33.3% 

Maharashtra Thane 29.5% 20.5% 6.8% 43.2% 

                             Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

The system of periodic discussion of problems in the special cell,  seem to be better in the 

extremist affected as compared to what is obtained in the non extremist area.  In the extremist 

area there are more than 62% officers who stated that they meet once a month to discuss 

problem issues in the special cell.  As against this, only 29.5% officers from Thane said so.  

Also when need arises they meet to discuss the problems.  In this we find one third officers 

from Dantewada and more than 43% officers from Thane stating so. Thus there is a difference 

between the officers of the two regions in regard to discussing the problems in the special cell in 

order to sort out the same. 

Operational duty procedure: Operational duty procedure between senior police officers 

and constables also accounts for a proper coordination of the working of police. We all know 

that the structure of police system is a hierarchical one. Here, in matters of operational 

functioning the command structure is that of top-down. Police follow this procedure. However 

an attempt has been made to find out what system the officers follow in the operational duty 

pattern and whether there is any difference in regard to this between the two regions.  The 

officers basically mentioned two systems (i) direct contact system and (ii) chain of command 

system.  Thus there is a clear difference in the operational duty pattern followed in the extremist 

and non extremist districts.  

Relationship between officers with different levels of officers: An attempt was made to 

ascertain the nature of relationship that existed amongst the officers of different levels, that is 

junior, senior etc.  Table below presents the detail 

 



Table 46 

Relationship between different levels of officers 

State District Cordial 

relations  

Indifferent 

relations 

Strained 

relations 

Obediently 

following the 

officers command 

Average 

relations  

Extremely 

poor relations 

Chattisgarh Dantewada  40.9% - 36.4% 22.7% - - 

Maharashtra Thane 75.0% 12.5% - 12.5% - - 

Dantewada-OSS-49, CSS size-148, Thane- OSS-48, CSS-298 

 

 From the above table one could state the following: 

 

 In the extremist region, Dantewada 41% officers stated that they have cordial relations 

with their other level officers.  As against this, in the Thane district 75% officers stated so.  

 

 Strained relations were reported by 36.4% officers of Dantewada district whereas none 

from Thane district reported. 

 

 While nearly 23% officers fro Dantewada followed obediently the commands of senior 

officers, only 12.5% of Thane officers said so. 

 

 Thus a difference can be seen amongst officers in the two districts in regard to the  

relationship pattern between themselves and other level officers.  There are more percent of 

officers from non extremist area who have reported cordial relations as compared to the 

extremist district. 

 

 Intelligence collection:   

 Intelligence collection is a major task for the Superintendent of Police of a district. The 

following table indicates the availability of Intelligence collection mechanism  under the SP of a 

police district. The analysis showed that 100% , that is all the officers of Dantewada stated that 

they have mechanism for collecting intelligence.  As against this 87.5% of officers from Thane 



district reported so. Thus there exists mechanism for collecting intelligence in both extremist and 

non extremist districts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section III 

Findings and Recommedations 

Findings: 

1. In case of Dantewada (Extremist affected area) younger age group officers and 

constables are greater in number than in non extremist area.  

2. Education level of constables and officers is high in both Chhattisgarh and 

Maharashtra. 

3. Service to the country is the main reason for joining the service both for the 

officers and constables in both the area. 

4. Promotion of officers is much better in Dantewada and Thane. Number of officers 

got promotion twice or thrice. Regarding constables promotion is less and limited. 

5. Routine and no vacancy are the main reason for not getting promotion for officers 

and constable. 

6. No compensation and suffering of the family are the reasons for dissatisfaction 

with heavy duty hours. 

7. Officers and constables don’t get payment for extra duty hours. 

8. Welfare programmes are not sufficient. Demand for counseling and family welfare 

programme is more. 

9. Officers want training in arms and ammunition. 

10. Constables support various mode of punishment. 

11. In non extremist area talk about cordial relationship. In Dantewada majority 

believe that relationship is strained.  

12. Police are able to control extremist activities. 



13. According to both officers and constables police have been able to control 

extremism due to training and fearlessness.  

14. Need for rigorous training, lack of high tech instruments and gap between police 

and public are some of the important reason for not being able to control extremism 

according to those who talked about inability to control extremism. 

15. In controlling extremism keeping public at safe side is important. Various 

techniques like disarming extremists without notice and identifying their hideouts 

are some of the important measure. 

16. Majority of the officers are satisfied with police performance. 

17. Human Rights Commission has not been able to fulfill its duties regarding police 

as there are no clear instructions about the commission and lack of awareness on 

the part of the police. 

18. Officers of non extremist region are positive about media’s role. 

19. Manpower in police is not sufficient to control public properties. 

20. Majority officers and constables in non extremist region believe cordial relation 

between police and public. The situation is quite opposite in extremist area. 

21. Public don’t understand police and their infrastructure, police is considered as 

corrupt organization by the public and political interference etc. are the reasons 

behind strained relation.  

22. Political interference is there with both officers and constables. 

23. To have an attitudinal change police need to have more interaction with the public. 

24. Police officers are accountable to the law of the land. 

25. Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police are more in non extremist 

area. 

26. Corruption is a part of police system. 



27. In extremist area permanent house and vehicle are not available. Lack of sufficient 

fund in police department.  

28. In non extremist area better facilities are available like drinking water, sanitation, 

electricity, water for washing etc. 

29. Police always complain about not having sufficient equipments. 

30. SP has his own mechanism for getting intelligent information. 

Recommendations: 

1.  System of promotion should be made better for the constable. 

2. There should be effort to improve the police public relationship in extremist area. 

3. The duty hours should be made satisfactory to the police officers and constables. 

4. Training should be better in extremist area. 

5. Awareness regarding Human Rights Commission should be promoted. 
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Section I  

A brief introduction 

Uttar Pradesh often referred to as U.P. or Uttar Pradesh is a state located in the 

northern part of India. With a population of over 199 million people, it is India's most 

populous state, as well as the world's most populous sub-national entity. It has a population 

of 199, 581,477according to 2011 Census. Were it a nation in its own right, Uttar Pradesh 

would be the world's fifth most populous country ahead of Pakistan and even Brazil. Uttar 

Pradesh is the second largest state-economy in India contributing 8.34% to India's total GDP 

in the financial year 2010. 

 

Source: http://www.uttarpradeshlive.com/p/about-up.html 

 

 

 

http://www.uttarpradeshlive.com/p/about-up.html


 

With an area of 93,933 sq mi (243,290 km2), Uttar Pradesh covers a large part 

of the highly fertile and densely populated upper Gangetic plain. It shares an international 

border with Nepal to the north along with the Indian state of Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh to 

the north-west, Haryana, Delhi and Rajasthan on the west, Madhya Pradesh on the south, 

Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand on the south east and Bihar on the east. The administrative and 

legislative capital of Uttar Pradesh is Lucknow and the industrial capital is Kanpur. The state's 

high court is based at Allahabad with a bench in state capital Lucknow. It is home to many 

historical cities, including Allahabad, Varanasi, Kanpur, Lucknow, Agra. Kanpur is its largest 

city;other big cities are Luck now, Meerut, Agra, Aligarh, Bareilly, Ghaziabad, Noida and 

Gorakhpur. 

 The state can be divided into two distinct hypsographical regions. The larger 

Gangetic Plain region is in the north: it includes the Ganges-Yamuna Doab, the Ghaghra 

plains, the Ganges plains and the Terai. It has highly fertile alluvial soils and flat topography 

(slope 2 m/km) broken by numerous ponds, lakes and rivers. 

 The smaller Vindhya Hills and Plateau region is in the south: it is characterised by 

hard rock strata and varied topography of hills, plains, valleys and plateau; limited availability of 

water makes the region relatively arid. 

Reasons for selecting Uttar Pradesh for the study: Uttar Pradesh is a non extremist region. 

But the crime rate is very high as per the BPRD data. As the objective of the study is to see the 

performance of police in extremist and non extremist area, Uttar Pradesh has been selected to 

understand the functioning of police in a non extremist area. Another reason for selecting UP 

was that it has largest police force in the entire world. In Uttar Pradesh Lucknow has been 

selected as the study area.  

The study area: Lucknow is the capital city of Uttar Pradesh in India. Lucknow is the 

administrative headquarters of Lucknow District and Lucknow Division. Located in what was 

historically known as the Awadh (Oudh) region, Lucknow has always been a multicultural city, 

and flourished as a cultural and artistic capital of North India in the 18th & 19th centuries. 



Courtly manners, beautiful gardens, poetry, music, and fine cuisine patronized by the Persian-

loving Shia Nawabs of the Lucknow is popularly known as The City of Nawabs. It is also 

known as the Golden City of the East, Shiraz-i-Hind and The Constantinople of India. 

 Lucknow is placed among the fastest growing cities and now it is metropolitan 

city of India and is rapidly emerging as a manufacturing, commercial and retailing hub. This 

unique combination of rich cultural traditions and brisk economic growth provides Lucknow 

with an aura that refuses to fade away. 

Lucknow estate was established in 1838 by William Charles Wentworth. There 

was discovery of gold in the state. The state was sold to gold company in 1860. The city paid 

an important role both in first war of independence and freedom struggle. Whether it was 

Lucknow Pact of 1916 or Khilafat Movement, Lucknow was very active. After staying as the 

capital of Oudh since 1778, Lucknow with a population of 2, 64,049 were merged to the newly 

formed United Province. Of Agra and Oudh, it became provincial capital in 1920. Upon the 

Indian independence in 1947, Lucknow became the Capital of Uttar Pradesh, erstwhile United 

Province. 

 

The Police structure of UP:  

With an area of approx 236,286 sq. km and a population of over 16, 60 crores 

approx (Census 2001). UP has the distinction of being the largest single Police Force not only 

in the country but in the entire world. The DGP commando approximate 1.70 lakhs approx 

personnel spread of 72 district, 33 armed battalion and other specialized branches relating to 

Intelligence Investigation, Anti-Corruption, Technical Training, Forensic Science, etc. 

 

By recommendation of the Police Commision headed by Mr H. M Cocut in 

1860 led to the enactment of Police Act, 1861, which is in force even today. Mr Cocut became 

the first Inspector General of Police of then North West Province and Avadh which comprise 

the present territory of the present state of UP. Then the police structure was as follows: 

 

1. Provincial Police 



2. Government Railway Police 

3. Municipal Police 

4. Cantonment Police 

5. Town Police 

6. Rural and Road Police 

7. Barbandaj Ground (to protect the coal) 

The Civil Police continued to grow. It was the first police force in the country to receive 

colours on 13th November, 1952 by the first Prime Minister of the country. Since then 

specialized wings for combating organized crime, economic offence, etc have came into 

existence. 

Today, police force has been divided into several important units to strengthen 

efficiency. 

1) DGP Headquarters, 

2) Police Headquarter, personnel, 

3) State crime and Record, 

4) Crime Investigation Department, 

5) Vigilance and Intelligence 

6) Government Railway Police 

7) Fire Service 

8) Telecom 

9) Training 

10) Prosecution, 

11) Forensic 

12) Laboratory 



13) Finger Point 

14) Traffic Directorate 

15) Human Rights 

16) Police Technical Service, etc. 

 

UP now have 72 districts and 11 ranges. 

Organizational Setup: 

 

 DGP UP and HQR Lucknow; 

 Personnel, Law and Order and Crime 

 Special Task Force 

 Anti Terror Squad 

 Police Training Directorate, Lucknow 

 DR B Ambedkar Police Academy 

 Police Fire Service, UP 

 Police Traffic Directorate 

 Police Technical Service 

 Police Motor Transport 

 Forensic Science Laboratory 

 Police Computer Centre 

 Fingerprint Bureau 

 

(Note: As Lucknow is a non extremist area police officers and constable have chosen to 

answer the questions regarding non extremist areas. Therefore tables regarding extremist area 

are not incorporated here.) 

 

 

 

 

 



Section II 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

 

Socio-Demographic Profile:- The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police 

includes Age, Marital Status, educational Qualification, and Community. The data that have 

been able to gather as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for both the 

police (officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of the police in 

extremist and non-extremist affected areas. In the interpretation of the output, emphasis is 

given to finding out major similarities and differences that are significant for the study in terms 

of the socio demographic profile.   

 

Age:-In the Age category, in our question schedule we have categorized age 

into seven groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 for the police Officers as 

well as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped the Age category into three 

sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and Old age (50-59). For 

understanding to which community do the police officers and constables belong to , the 

community status has been categorized into General, OBC, ST and SC and an open ended 

question of “ Any other”. Single or married is the antonym used in the questionnaire to 

understand the Marital Status.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1  

Distribution of Police officers and constables in Lucknow in terms of Age Group, 

Community & Marital Status 

 

Officers’ Sample Size (OSS)-49, Constables’ Sample Size (CSS)-421 

 

The Interpretation arrived from this table explains that- 

 Considering the age group it is seen that the percentage of middle aged officers are 

majority in Lucknow (79.5%). Second big group is 50 and above (14.2%) Young age 

group is the minimum (6.1%).  

 Whereas the percentage of young constables (46.8%)  is  highest  and  next  group  is  

middle  aged   (39.4% )  and  unlike  officers minimum  number  is  in  old  age  group  

(11.9%)   it  is  encouraging  to  find   a  good number  of  young  constables. 

 

Educational Qualification: Education helps a person in taking proper decision in critical 

situations. For a police officer taking right decision in right time is very necessary, as he face 

many such situations during his career .For obtaining information on educational qualification 

of the Officers as well as constables the educational level has been categorized in four groups 

viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd, as the minimum 

educational qualification for police constable is Class Viii and there are officers who got the 

officer rank by promotion. 

  

 

 

State 

 

Distri

ct 

Categ

ory 

Age group percentage Community Marital status 

20-34 35-49 50 and 

above 

SC ST Gener

al 

OBC Single  Married  

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Luckn

ow 

Office

r 

6.1% 79.5% 14.2% 15.2

% 

- 60.9% 23.9% 2.0% 98.0 % 

Const

able 

46.8% 39.4% 13.8% 11.9

% 

47.

5% 

1.0% 39.7% 8.6% 91.5% 



Table 2 

Education Qualification of police Officers and Constables 

 

State District Category Education level 

Uttar 

Pradesh 
Up to 

Class X 

Class XII Graduate/ 

Diploma 

*PG/ 

Mphil 

/Phd 

Lucknow Officers - - 57.1% 42.9% 

Constables - 3.1% 72.0% 24.9% 

OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

 In  Lucknow,  educational  level  of  constables  and  officers  are  much higher in  

comparison  to  other  states  of  India.  

 We found that more than half officers in Lucknow are Graduates (57.1%). It is very 

encouraging to find other 42.9% are Post Graduates here. There is no officer below 

Graduate level in Lucknow.  

 Thus we may conclude that in the officer level the officers are directly recruited as all 

the officers fulfill the minimum qualification required for appointment at officer level. 

Even at post Graduate level we can find higher number of officers as compared to other 

sample states.  

 Among the constables 72.0% are Graduates. There are also 24.9% constables who are 

Post Graduates.   In   most  of  the  other  states  in  India  constables  are  up  to  twelfth 

standard    only.  Being a large state probably unemployed educated are many. Another 

reason may be youth might have attraction for police jobs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Date of joining: The following indicates the year of joining the police service 

by the officers and the constables. 

 

Table 3 

Date of joining the police service by Police Officers and Constables 

State District Category Date of joining 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

1965-1974 1975-1984 1985-1994 1995-2004 2005 and 

after 

Lucknow Officer - 4.1% 59.2% 36.7% - 

constable 1.4% 18.8% 70.5% 9.0% .2% 

OSS-49, CSS-421 

 No officer and 6 constables joined in the period of 1965-1974. 

 On the other hand if we merge 1985 to 2004 majority officers (59.2% + 36.7%=95.9%) 

were appointed in that period of fifteen years.  We can also gather the information that 

majority officers were directly appointed.  In the  period  of 1975  to  1984  only  2  

officers  from our sample were  appointed. 

 In Lucknow less than one fourth  constables joined (18,8%)  joined in  the  period  from 

1975  to  1984  and a big number (70.5%) joined in  1985  to  1994.  Thus  majority  of  

constables  were  appointed  (70.5%  +  18.8  %  =  89.3%) between  1975-1994.  

Unlike  some  other  states   majority  of   constables  were  not  very  old  and    had  

around  30  years  of  service. 

 No officer and negligible number of constables joined in the period of 2005 and after in 

Lucknow which indicates absence of new recruitment in last 6years.    

 In the period between 1965-1975 and in the period after 2005 there was minimum 

number of appointment both for the constables as well as officers. 

 

Reason for joining service:  

We made an attempt to know about the police officers attitude towards the 

police service. Therefore we asked them as to why they have selected police service as 

their career in particular. 



 

 

 

Table 4 

Reasons for joining police service (Officers & Constables) 

State District Category Reason 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Prestigio

us 

Opportun

ity to 

serve 

country 

Power 

and 

authority 

Generally 

undesirable 

elements in 

society are 

reduced 

Good 

salary 

Love for 

risky 

and 

challeng

ing job 

Financ

ial 

proble

m 

Luckno

w 

Officer 2.0% 51.0% 6.0% - - 26.5% 14.5% 

constable 7.8% 25.4% 2.8% 10.9% 1.9% .2% 37.9% 

OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn 

 In Lucknow out of the total samples slightly more than half officers declared the 

reason for joining the service is their desire to serve the country. Among the 

constables only 25.4% forwarded this as a reason for their joining in the service.  

 Compared to only 14.5% officers and more than one third (37.9%) constables said the 

reason for joining the service is financial problem. That may be the reason for Post 

Graduates joining as constables. 

  Again 26.5% officers joined due to their love for risky jobs, but for constables that 

was never the reason for joining the force. 

 In  another sphere Lucknow police was different, that is  neither the officers (2%)  nor 

a  big  number  of   constables  (7.8% ) joined the service because it was prestigious. 

There is clear distinction between officers and constables in their choice to join the 

service.  

 

Promotion: Police has the method of promotion for both the constable and officers; which is 

very important   for good performance of police department. Promotion as an appreciation of 



good service on seniority basis as an incentive  has an impact on the better performance of the 

police department.  In order understand the system of promotion in the police dept. number of 

questions have been incorporated in the questionnaire.  

 

Graph 1 

 

Table 5 

Distribution of Promotion pattern of police officers and constables in Lucknow  

State  Distric

t 

Catego

ry 

Promotion 

Uttar 

Prad

e

s

h 

Yes  Number of 

promotion 

No  Reason for no 

promotion  

Satisfaction with 

promotion 

On

ce 

Twi

ce 

Thri

ce 

Routin

e  

No 

vacanc

y 

Poor 

perf

orm

ance 

                                                      

High 

          

Averag

e 

Not   

satisfied 

Luckn

ow 

Officer 49.0

% 

95.

8% 

4.2

% 

- 51.0

% 

96.0% 4.0%                         

- 

                  

44.9% 

                 

55.1% 

constab

le 

31.7

% 

10

0% 

- - 68.3

% 

76.2% 22.8% 1.0

% 

7.6% 64.7% 27.7% 

OSS-49, CSS-421 
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The graph above reveals that  

 Slightly less than half of the officers replied that they got promotion. Compared to this 

less than one third constables reported about getting promotion that too for only once. 

From this it may be inferred that the system of promotion is better in officer’s category 

as compared to that of the constables.  

The Table shows that,  

 51.0% officers and 68.3% constables are not getting promotion. The reason according 

to 96% officers of the above category is routine. For the constables also the reason is 

routine for majority (76.2%) and for the other group (22.8%) it is lack of vacancy. Only 

4 constables out of 421 reported poor performance as the reason for not getting 

promotion.  

 Taking into consideration the Date of joining (table 6) for more than half of the officers 

and majority constables who joined in the periods from 1974 to 1995 (63.3% officers 

and 82.9% constables) are not getting promotion for fifteen years. Therefore it can be 

said that the system of promotion needs improvement. 

 More than half (55.1%) officers are not satisfied with the system of promotion. For the 

rest of the officers satisfaction is average. 

 Satisfaction with the promotion system is average for majority of the constables too. 

One fourth of the constables are not satisfied with the system of promotion, whereas 

only 7.6% constables are highly satisfied with the promotion.  

 

 

Duty hours:  

 A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. Through this 

study an attempt has been made to find out how satisfied the police personnel are with the duty 

hours.  Table below presents the details. 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 6 

Satisfaction Level of Police Officers & Constables in reference to duty hours and their 

Reasons 
State Distric

t 

Catego

ry 

Duty hours 

Satisfaction with duty 

hours 

Reason for no satisfaction 

High Aver

age 

Not 

satisfie

d 

Too 

heavy 

duty 

hour 

No 

compensa

tion 

for 

duty 

hours 

Famil

y 

suffer

s 

No 

appreciatio

n from 

superiors 

Lots of 

extra 

duty 

hours 

Uttar 

Prades

h 

Luckn

ow 

Office

r 

- 2.0% 98.0% 33.3% 4.2% 10.4

% 

- 52.1% 

Consta

ble 

5.7% 43.6

% 

50.7% 55.5% 7.7% 23.7

% 

1.6% 11.5% 

OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

The above table shows 

 Majority officers (98.0%) reported dissatisfaction with duty hours in Lucknow. The 

dissatisfaction is mainly due to extra duty hours (52.1%) and too heavy duty hours 

(33.3%) according to the officers. Being a   big  populous  city    crime  rate  is  high   

and  taking  care  of  political  leaders   also   take  lot  of  time. As a result the 

officers are overburdened with heavy duty and extra duty hours.  

 Half of   the   constables (50.7%) are dissatisfied with duty hours while 43.6% have 

average satisfaction. But there is an exception to 5.7% constables who are highly 

satisfied with the duty hours. 

 Too heavy duty hours lead to dissatisfaction according to the constables (55.5%). 

For another 23.7% constables they cannot give time to their family as result of 

heavy duty hours. As a result their family suffers. This adds to their dissatisfaction.  

 

Measure dealing with dissatisfaction with duty hours:   

In order to get over the problem related to heavy duty hours, what strategy the police personnel 

use so that they can feel comfortable, was the question that was put to them and the responses 

given by them are tabulated and presented below. 

  

Table 7 



Measures to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours- A comparison of officers and 

constables in Lucknow 
State District Category Measure to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Nothing Contemplati

ng 

leaving job 

Tell my boss 

not to give so 

much extra 

duty hours 

Will ask 

for 

posting 

in other 

regions 

Take 

long 

leave 

never to 

return 

Shift 

duty 

hours 

Lucknow Officer 89.8%  4.0% 2.0%  4.1% 

Constable 98.7% .5% .5% - .3%  

                                                                 OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

Despite heavy duty hours majority officers 89.8% officers of Lucknow district 

want to do nothing    and   almost hundred percent (98.7%) constables reported similar way.  

Compared to the officers constables are found to be more reluctant to take any measure to deal 

with their dissatisfaction. The reason for such inactiveness may be the fear of losing job if they 

complain. 

Only a few officers   (4.0%) think of requesting their officers to give less heavy 

duty or post them elsewhere. A few officers suggest that there should be shift duty hours. 

 

Duration of extra duty hours:  

One major problem in the police department is unspecified duration of duty 

hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make the police personnel frustrated which 

in turn affect their performance. 

Table 8 

Hours of Extra duty work done by the Police Officers and Constables and its 

payment pattern 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for 

extra duty 

More 

than 4 

hrs 

More 

than 8 

hrs 

More 

than 12 

hrs 

No 

definite 

time 

Yes  No  

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow Officer 4.2 47.9 14.6 33.3 - 

 

100 

Constable 13.8 33.0 39.9 14.3 1.9 

 

98.1 

OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

The above table reveals the following: 



 Slightly less than half (47.9%) officers stated  doing more than 8 hours of duty. 

Another 14.6% of the officers replied they conduct their duty for more than 12 

hours. One  third of them replied there is no definite time for duty hours.  

 Looking at the reply of the constables if we combine those who do their duty 

more than 8 and 12 hours (33+39.9=72.9%) , i.e. slightly less than 3/4 of them 

do more than 8-12 hours duty. Only a few of them (14.3%) replied of no 

definite time period.   

 To the question of payment for doing these extra duty hours hundred percent 

officers and almost all the constables (98%) replied they do not get any extra 

payment . 

 

Welfare programme: For better development   of their   body and mind along with the 

family members some kind of welfare programme is needed for police.  

 

Table 9 

Distribution Pattern of Welfare Programmes of the police with Indices like Counseling, 

recreational programmes etc. 
State District Category Officer 

Welfare 

Programme 

Kind of welfare 

programme they 

have 

In absence what they want 

Yes No Police 

Welfa

re 

Progr

amme 

Health 

Related 

Programm

e 

Counsel

ing 

Recreatio

nal 

Medical 

emergency 

help 

Outing 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow Officer 6.1% 93.9%   36.4% 56.8% 6.8%  

Constable 1.9% 98.1% 50.0% 50.0% 69.9% 27.2% 1.7% 0.7% 

                                                                 OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

The table reveals the following 

 It is surprising that more than 90% officers as well as constables said they have no welfare 

programme.  

 According to the few constables the programmes are Police Welfare Programme and 

Health Related Programme. 



 More than half officers in Lucknow suggested that recreational programme should be 

started as welfare programme. Probably the officers want some change in their 

monotonous life. Another36.4% officers want some kind of counseling as a welfare 

programme. These officers try to cope with the physical and mental stress they face in 

their day to day functioning with the help of counseling.  Among the constables also 

majority of them want counseling programmes. Only 27.2% want recreational 

programme. 

 

Training of the constables: Training is an indispensable part of better performance in police 

department. Training of the constables is indispensable as they are the grass root workers in the 

police department especially in extremist affected area.  

Table 10 

Training of constables 
State District  Satisfaction with training Provided 

Adequate 

training  

Need for update 

Satisfied  Not 

satisfied 

yes  No Use of 

new 

arms 

Techniques to 

fight against 

insurgency 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 85.7% 14.3% 53.2

% 

46.8% 10.1% 89.9% 

                                                                              OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

 Majority of constables (85.7%) of Lucknow are satisfied with the training provided 

to them at the time of their recruitment.  

 But the picture is different regarding there view about adequacy of the training   in 

later period to enhance their capability. Only slightly more than half of them 

(53.2%) are of the view that they are provided adequate training. The rest think the 

training is not adequate. Regarding the need to enhance performance with latest 

tools and techniques their opinion is that they need updating of   the  training in 

techniques to fight against insurgency. Though it is a non extremist area number of 

constables wanted the training to fight against insurgency. 

  

Punishment: It is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake of 

maintaining order erring constables are punished properly so as not err again.  Whether any 



system of punishment exists was the query put to the police personnel and the responses 

obtained are presented below. 

Table 11 

Punishment: Constable 
State District Punishment for erring 

constable 

Yes No 

Uttar Pradesh Lucknow 99.8% 0.2% 

                                          OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

Almost all  (98%) constables said that they have the system of punishment but they did not 

indicate the kind of punishment.  

 

Relationship between senior and junior officer:  

Coordination and cooperation is mandatory for any team effort to be successful. Therefore, the 

relationship between senior and junior officer is a very important factor for  better performance 

of police. Through the study an attempt was made to examine if the area of operation had any 

effect on the relationship between the senior and the junior officers. 

 

Table 12 

Relationship between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate superiors 

State District Category Cordi

al  

Indiffere

nt 

Straine

d 

Obediently 

following 

command 

Average  Extremel

y poor 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow Officer 98.0% - - 2.0% - - 

Constable 68.4% 6.7% 15.9% 7.4% - 1.7% 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 Out of the total sample,  98.0% officers said that the relation between senior and 

junior officers is cordial. Only two officers talked about obediently following 

officer’s orders. No officer talked about indifferent, strained, average or poor 

relations. So from this it can be said that in Lucknow police officers maintain a 

cordial relation between senior and junior officers. 

 But in case of constables we get a different picture. Here only 68.4% constables 

talked about cordial relations. We can find 6.7% constables talking about indifferent 



and another 15.9% about strained relation between them and their immediate 

superiors. This implies that though the officers are maintaining good relation with 

junior officers constables do not seem to have such cordial relations. 

To the query how they manage such strained relations, the responses given by the police 

personnel have been analysed and given in the table below.  

Table 13 

In dealing with indifferent or strained relation 
State District Category I just do my 

duty 

I talk it over my 

friends and family 

members 

I approach these 

persons with who 

I have negative 

relations 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow Officer - - - 

Constable 98.5% 1.6% - 

                                                                  OSS-49, CSS-421 

  

Amongst the constables who mentioned about strained relationship,  majority want to do 

nothing to improve the relation. Only 6 constables out of 421 said that they would talk it  over 

with friends and family members. The finding is that constables hesitate to approach the 

officers to resolve the problem as constables’ relationship with officers is far from cordial. 

 

Commitment to job: 

The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties whether risky or not reflects 

their commitment to the service. Therefore questions regarding readiness to accept risky 

assignment are included in the questionnaire. To the query why they accepted risky assignment 

the responses given by the officers and constables varied.  These are presented in the table 

below.  

Table 14 

Readiness to accept risky assignment 
State District Category RARA* Reason for accepting 

Yes No Enjoy 

risk 

Part of 

duty 

Cannot do 

anything 

Trained 

for it 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow Officer 100% - 13.6% 13.6% 20.5% 52.3% 

 

Constabl

e 

96.2

% 

3.8% 17.5% 32.4% 46.4% 3.7% 

                                    OSS-49, CSS-421, *Readiness to accept risky assignment 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge:  



 In Lucknow hundred percent officers said that they accept risky assignments. 

Compared to this,  slightly lesser percentage but almost all  constables (96.2%) are 

ready to accept risky assignments. 

 In case of officers more than half of them (52.3%) accept  risky assignment as they 

are trained for it and so will never refuse it. 

 In case of constables 46. 4% accept the risk unwillingly as they cannot do anything 

about it as   it is order received from their seniors. 

 Another 32.4% constables accept it because they think it is part of their duty. 

 A minimum percentage of constables said that they are not ready to accept risky 

assignment. Out of them majority of the constables would exchange duty   with 

another colleague to avoid that assignment. 

 

Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

 

Satisfaction with the present police performance: How far the police personnel are satisfied 

with the present police performance is of great concern for understanding the performance of 

police in extremist and non extremist areas. 

Table 15 

Police performance level 

Officer 

Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Highly 

satisfied 

Satisfied Average Not satisfied Totally 

dissatisfied 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

38.2% 61.8% - - - 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 

 

 

 



Graph 2 

 

 

More than half of the officers (61.8%) from Lucknow reported that they are satisfied with the 

present police performance. More than one third officers are highly satisfied. From this it can 

be concluded that all the officers are satisfied with police performance in Lucknow.  

 

Human Rights Commission: A positive relation between police and Human Rights 

Commission is almost a rare phenomenon. Police often think that Human Rights Commission 

interferes in their working.  Therefore police officers are asked for their view on the Human 

Rights Commission and how it helps or curbs rights violations etc. The Table below  reveals 

their views.  

Table 16 

Human Rights Commission 
Whether Human Rights Commission helped in improving human rights violation incidents 

State District Yes No If no the reasons for the same 

It is due to 

sheer 

callousness 

Lack of 

awareness 

H.R. rules 

Many do not 

know H.R. 

have to be 

followed 

No clear 

instructions 

Uttar Pradesh Lucknow 

 

94.6% 5.4% - 100% - - 

Officers Sample Size-49 
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 More than 90% officers said the existence of Human Rights Commission helped in 

improving the situation of   Human Rights violations in Lucknow.  

 Only a minimum percentage of officers (5.4%) said Human Right commission does 

not help due to lack of awareness about human right rules. The reason for this   is 

ignorance about its utility. 

 Compared to extremist area in a non extremist area like Lucknow   majority of 

police officers are found to be more positive about the role of Human Rights 

Commission. 

 

Police performance (General) 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention:  

The police officers use different techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime prevention  now a 

days does not mean only to arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime prevention takes a wider 

perspective, in that the police works in coordination with the public to root out crime. 

 

Table 17 

Techniques pattern Used by Officers for Crime Prevention in Lucknow 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention 

State District Use 

educationa

l method 

Punishm

ent 

Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

Informed 

public about 

crimes 

Special 

programmes 

are arranged 

for public so 

that they do 

not indulge 

in crime 

Organiz

e 

camps/

worksh

ops 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

45.8% - 52.1% 2.1% - - 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 From the above table following inferences may be drawn:- 

 More than half (52.1%) of the officers in Lucknow use traditional methods of capturing 

culprit quickly in order to prevent crime. 



 Less than half of the officers (45.8%)  use a more modern method for preventing crime 

that is educational methods. Only negligible number of officers talked about informing 

public about crime. 

Thus it is seen the police officers in non extremist area are comfortable with traditional 

methods. Only few are using modern methods for preventing crime. 

  

Manpower for activities such as protection of public properties etc. 

To what extent the police is able to spare its manpower to protect public property was a question 

put to the officers.  This is important especially in extremist affected area where often manpower 

in police force fall short for activities like security cover to safeguard and protect public 

properties such as monuments, markets, festivals etc.  The responses of the police officers have 

been tabulated and presented in the table below.  

Table 18 

Police Officers view on Sufficiency of Manpower in the Police Force 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of monuments 

State  District sufficient Not 

sufficient  

If no the reasons for the same 

Limited 

manpower 

During extremist 

activities very 

limited is 

available for 

these  

Police expect 

architecture and 

monuments 

department  

Uttar 

Pradesh 

 

Lucknow 

 

83.0% 17.0% 85.7% - 14.3% 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

The table reveals that 

 Officers are of the opinion that manpower in Lucknow is sufficient enough to 

safeguard the public properties. It is probably because it is a non extremist area. 

 Remaining 17% officers are of the opinion that manpower is not sufficient.  The 

reasons given for that in most cases was that there  is limited manpower and 

hence cannot spare for other activities.  A small percentage of officers stated 

that protecting the monument etc are to be done by other departments such as 

archaeological department etc.  



 As manpower shortage specially trained manpower causes problem in regard to 

the efficiency of the performance having sufficient manpower in a big city like 

Lucknow is an important feature. 

 

Relationship between media and police:  

Media plays a very important role by reporting the activities of police. 

However, we often come across the allegation that media becomes biased when reporting on 

police. To know the perception of the police towards media reporting, responses were elicited 

from police officers in this regard and their responses have been presented in the table below.  

 

Table 19 

Officers view point regarding Relationship between media and police 

Relationship between media and police 

State District Positive Negative If no the reasons 

No 

specific 

reason 

Media looks for 

sensationalism 

Manipulate 

interview 

Never 

report good 

work of 

police 

Any 

other 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

95.9% 4.1% 30.0% 70.0%   - 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 Majority officers from Lucknow said the relationship between media  and the 

police is positive.  Only a small percentage of officers stated that it is negative.  

Of those who stated that the relationship is negative, most of them said that 

Media looks for sensationalism and if the news is sensational they would give 

enough publicity. Or else they talk negatively about the police.  

 

Relationship between the public and police / Community policing:  

Community policing is a policing strategy and philosophy based on the notion 

that community interaction and support can help to control crime and reduce fear of crime and 

the police, with community members helping to identify suspects, detain vandals and bring 

problems to the attention of police. In  addition  community  policing  is  a  necessity  of the   

present  time  for  police  to  carry  out  their  objectives.  An attempt has been made in this 



study to find out the officers perception of the nature of relationship between the police and the 

public.  Responses given have been analysed and presented in the table below. 

 

Table 20 

Views of Police Officers and Constables about the relationship between Police and Public 

Relation between police and public 

State District Category Cordia

l 

Strained Sense of 

fear by the 

public 

Mistrust 

of public 

by 

police 

Public do 

not 

understand 

police and 

their 

infrastructur

e 

 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow Officer 71.4%. 21.4% - 4.8% 2.4%- 

Constable 85.3% 4.7% 8.5% 1.6%  

OSS-49, CSS-421 

 

 Regarding   relationship between police and public  majority of the constables (85.3%  ) 

reported about cordial police public relation. In case  of   officers (71.4%) reported so. 

According to 21.4% officers,  relationship between the police and the public   is  

strained. A small  number (8.5 % ) of constables  think  that there is a sense of fear in 

the public in regard to the police. None of  the  officers  have responded so.   

 While only very few  officers said that public does not understand police and their 

infrastructure, a few more stated that there is mistrust of the police by the public which 

is causing strained relationship between police and the public.   

 

Reason for Strained relation between police and public 

To the specific query what makes the public mistrust the police, the officers gave responses 

which are tabulated and presented below. 

 

 

 

 

 



 Table 21 

Police Officers views on mistrust of the police by the  public and reasons thereof 

Reason for mistrust between police and public 

State District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion 

by public 

Ruled by 

political 

orders 

Harsh to 

public 

Considered 

as corrupt 

organization 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

- 62.5% 25.0% 12.5% - 

                                                            Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 

 Reasons for mistrust  of police by the  public according to more than 60 percent 

of officers is   the suspicion of pubic about the activities of the police. In Lucknow, lots of 

crimes  take  place  and many go undetected and the public is apprehensive about this 

aspect perhaps and thus mistrusts the police. 

 

 One fourth of the officers stated that police is considered to be ruled by political 

orders. As such public do not take them in confidence. Another 12.5% officers think that 

police    is  harsh to public   as  police  need  to  take  strong  steps  to  maintain  discipline. 

There is need for more effort on the part of the police so as  to remove public suspicion of 

police. 

 

Support police get from public:  

 As a part of community policing police get different kinds of support from 

public.  To the query regarding the extent and type of help the police gets from the public, 

following responses were given as presented in the table below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 22 

Views of Officers towards the extent and type  of Support police gets from the Public  

Extent and type of Support police get from public 

State  District Public 

involve 

police in 

police 

public i 

nterface 

By 

giving 

clue 

about a 

culprit 

By 

following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helps 

police in 

special 

week 

such as 

road 

safety 

week 

By giving 

clue about 

any strange 

activities in 

neighborhood 

No 

support 

from 

public 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

18.8% 45.8% 27.1% 2.1 2.1% 4.2% 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 In  order   to   carry  out  their  duties  in  the  society  police  need  the  help  of  

the  public.  According to more than one fourth officers the public can help by following rules 

and regulations thereby making it easy for police to maintain law and order.  However largest 

percentage of officers (45.8%) felt that the public helps them b y giving clues about the 

extremist or the criminal, his whereabouts etc. Community policing is a two way process.  

Public tries to improve relation with police by involving them in police public interface 

according to 18.8% police officers.  

  

 Thus it is seen that except for a very few officers (2.1%) officers reporting   that  

there  is   no support from   the   public, all officers think public help them in different ways   

 

  

Mechanism for public cooperation:  

 The police officers were asked whether they have any mechanism for eliciting 

public cooperation. Responses are given in the table below. 

 

 



 

Table 23 

Officers view of the Mechanism for public cooperation: 

Mechanism for public cooperation 

State  District Have any 

mechanism for 

public 

cooperation? 

If yes, what kinds 

Yes  No  Joint 

committees 

with RWAs  

Police public 

cooperation 

committee 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme to 

reduce crime 

Police public 

cooperation 

to manage 

certain 

sensitive 

programmes  

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

55.3% 44.7% 3.8% - 96.2% - 

                                                 Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 Regarding the mechanism for public cooperation according to more than half 

police officers (55.3%) from Lucknow stated that they have a mechanism. The police public 

collaborative programme to reduce crime seems to be one of the main mechanisms for eliciting 

public cooperation.   But the number of officers (44.7%) reporting   that there is   no 

mechanism is also significant.  

Steps to minimize gap between police and public: 

 As for the measures taken to reduce the gap in the relationship between police 

and the public, many measures were suggested by the police officers which are tabulated and 

presented below. 

 

Table 24 

Police Officers view regarding steps to minimize the gap inpolice-public relationship  

State District Steps to 

minimize gap 

between police 

and public 

Constantly 

interacting 

with public 

through 

TV, radio, 

print media 

regular 

interactions 

with RWAs 

in their area 

they get 

feedback from 

the public in 

their area  as 

what 

improvements 

they require so 

that the same 

can be 

implemented 

they do 

indicate 

the 

number 

of cases 

they 

have 

solved 

through 

BPRD 

number of 

steps taken to 

interact with 

the public and 

others are 

disseminated 

through their 

journals 

Yes No 



Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

73.5% 26.5% 19.5% 17.4% 58.5% 4.6% - 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

As  is obtained from the table above, it is seen that  nearly three fourths of 

officers (73.5  %)  stated that they have taken  steps    to  minimize  the  gap  between  police  

and  public.   More  than  half  (58.5%  )  are  of  the  opinion  that  they  take  feed  back  from  

the  public  regarding  improving  situation    in   their respective  areas  and  accordingly  try  

to  improve  the  situation. 

 

Another  mechanism used is the   constant  interaction  with  the  public  

through  television,  radio  and  print  media.  19.5% officers stated this as a mechanism to 

elicit public cooperation. 7.5%  believe  that  regular  interaction  with  RWA  is  another  

important  mechanism.  Thus  in  Lucknow  different  mechanisms  appear to be    used  to  

have  better  understanding and cooperation from the   public.  

 

The type of attitudinal change required 

In order to elicit cooperation of the public, there is a need to change the very 

attitudes of the police.  In this regard the kind of attitudinal change required was spelt out by 

the officers which are presented in the table below.  

Table 25 

Police Officers view on steps taken to have an attitudinal change in its relationship with 

the Public 

State  District More 

interaction 

with public 

Representati

on of public 

in police 

system 

Represent

ation of 

police in 

public 

bodies 

Regular 

write 

about 

importa

nt cases 

Interac

tional 

melas  

Public be 

made aware 

about police 

activities 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 36.7% 57.1% 4.1% 2.0% - - 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

If police has to have an attitudinal change one of the things they have to do is to 

have more representation of public in police system.  From the above  



Table it is seen that this view is expressed by more than 55% officers (57.1 %) in Lucknow. 

More than one third officers think that more interaction with public will bring the necessary 

attitudinal change in the police. A minimum (4.1%) number of officers think that 

representation of police in public bodies is to be the means for attitudinal change in police.    

 

Provision for public Awareness: In  order  to  bring  about the attitudinal  

change   it  is  very  important  to  understand  each  other  These  are  mechanisms  of  

knowing  each  other. It is the responsibility of police to make the public aware of the rules and 

regulations of police. Table 26 indicates the steps initiated by police to make public aware 

about the police system and its functioning.  

 

Table 26 

Police Officers views on steps taken to made public aware of police functioning 
State District Provision for public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods 

Yes No  Issuing 

number of 

notifications 

in the 

newspaper 

Interacting 

with press 

and public 

once in a 

fortnight 

In serious 

case public is 

interacted 

and involve 

Inform 

public 

through FM 

about 

extremist 

activity and 

make aware 

By 

holding 

public 

meeting 

Tripura 

 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

8.2% 91.8% 75.0% - 25.0% - - 

                                                Officers Sample Size-49 

 

From the above table it is seen that more than 91.8% officers in Lucknow said 

they do not have provision for making public aware of rules and regulations of the police.  Out 

of the 8.2%   majority said that issuing  notice  in  news  paper is  a method they use to make 

public become aware of police rules and regulations   and  another  25%   believed  in  

interaction  with  public  through  different  media. 

  

This it appears as if in Lucknow police officers are not concerned about making 

people aware of the rules and regulations of the police.  

 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquency:  



Juveniles if not prevented from committing crimes will eventually graduate 

to serious crimes. Therefore it becomes essential that the Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be 

enforced effectively. This is an Act to provide for the care, protection treatment, 

development and rehabilitation of neglected youngsters and for the adjudication matters 

relating to juveniles. Police officers were asked whether they take measures to help 

youngsters avoid anti-social activities/indulging in unlawful activities. This is very 

important problem in places like Assam where there is so much of insurgency.  The replies 

obtained from the police are presented in the table below.  

 

Table 27 

Views of Police Officers of regarding Provisions and Measures adopted to keep Juveniles 

(youths) to keep away from anti-social activities 

 
State  District Provision for 

helping students 

avoiding anti 

social activity 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Organize 

through NGOs 

no. of 

programmes for 

youth 

Youngster 

is not 

punished 

but let out 

with 

warning for 

first offence 

No special 

programme 

for youth 

Usual  Any 

other 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

100% - - 53.1% 44.9% - - 

                                                     Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn.  

 Hundred percent officers in Lucknow said that they take measures so that youngsters 

are encouraged to avoid anti social activities. 

 Precaution has been taken so that youngster is not punished for his first offence but let 

out with warning so that they do not repeat this deviant behaviour and lead a normal 

life. This is the view of more than half of the officers. 

 The rest said that they do help students to avoid anti social activities and there is no 

special programme which is particularly meant for it. 

 

Political interference:  



One major factor affecting police performance is interference by political 

party/parties. Political parties and individual politicians may abuse the police to satisfy their 

self interest. As a result many things that police may do will reflect the lack of policing. To the 

query fegarding this issue, the responses received are presented below.  

  

Table 28 

Police Officers Views Regarding Political Interference 
State District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No Demanding 

release of 

an accused 

Demanding 

no action 

Not to 

enforce 

punishment 

Police 

officers 

transferred 

for not 

joining 

hands with 

politician 

Bringing 

in police 

officers 

loyal to 

politician 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

95.9% 4.1% 21.3% 27.7% 2.1% 2.1% 46.8% 

                                                        Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 

In Lucknow, majority (95.9%) officers said they face political interference 

during their career.  When asked about the kind of interference, slightly less than half   (46.8 

%) said that the politicians bring in police officers who are loyal to them. More than one fourth 

officers said that they face the problem of politicians demanding no action against a culprit.   

21.3% officers said that the politicians demand release of an accused.   Thus  there  are  

different  ways  of  politicians  interfering in police functioning.  This is one major  drawback 

in the Indian police system.  This from the above it appears that in non extremist area like 

Lucknow political interference is more common. 

 

Accountability to law:  

 Accountability means answerability for proper performance of an assigned job. 

In democracy, police remain accountable for its performance to the people and to the law of the 

land. To a specific query if they detain people illegally, and whether the police reform 

measures have increased the police accountability, the responses given by the officers are 

presented in the table below.  



 

 

 

 

 

Table 29 

Opinion of Police Officers regarding illegal detention and police reform measures for 

police accountability 
State  District Justify detaining people illegally Does police 

reform help 

increasing police 

accountability 

Extremists and 

criminals are 

detained none else 

detained illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police follow rules 

and do  not detain 

illegally 

Yes  No  

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

6.1% 89.8% 4.1% 97.9% 2.1% 

Officers Sample Size-49 

 

Police is always accountable according to majority (89.8%) officers in 

Lucknow.   Therefore, illegal detainment is not common.  Unlike  the  pre-  independence  

period  police  are  now answerable  to  the  public.  Every police reform committee suggests 

this. According to majority officers   (97.9 % ) police reform measures help  increasing police 

accountability. 

 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police: 

Better performance from the police department also depends on the proper 

coordination among the three agencies that is the judiciary, executive and police.  An attempt 

was made to find out from the police officers regarding their view of the three agencies 

cooperating with each other.  The responses given are tabulated and presented below. 

 

Table 30 

Officers views regarding Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police 
Officer 

Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very high High Average Poor Extremely 

poor 

Uttar Lucknow 27.1%  43.8% 29.2% - - 



Pradesh  

                                                   Officers Sample Size-49 

 

If we club very high and high categories, it is seen that (27.1%+43.8%=70.9%) 

according to almost three fourth officers cooperation is high amongst judiciary, executive and 

police, whereas only 29.2% of officers talked about average cooperation among the three 

agencies. 

Corruption:  

Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient functioning of 

police department .  To the query what their perception is in regard to corruption in the police 

department, the responses given are presented below.  

 

Table 31 

Views of Police Officers regarding Corruption in the Police department 
State District It is in entire 

society not just 

in police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so get 

the blame 

. People in the 

higher position 

pressurize and 

offer graft 

Since other 

corrupt 

persons don’t 

get 

punishment 

police get 

encouraged 

Uttar Pradesh Lucknow 20.8% 50.0% 2.1% 27.1% 

                                                        Officers Sample Size-49 

 

 Half of the officers in Lucknow are of the view that police is in a vulnerable 

position so get the blame for corruption. 

 A little more than one fourth of the officers replied that as other corrupt persons 

do not get punishment, police get encouraged to indulge in corruption 

 Another section (20.8%) of officers said that corruption is in the entire society not 

just in police. One officer said that people in the higher position pressurize and 

offer graft. 

 Thus it is seen that except 50% of the officers, the rest accepted corruption as a 

usual fact and give several excuses for indulging in corruption.  By  examining  

all  these  remarks   it  can  be stated    that    corruption  in  police  is  common.  

No reason can justify corruption.  It  is  not  a  question  of  getting  blame  but  it  

is  important  to  have  a  corruption  free  police  system. 



 

Infrastructure:  

A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better performance of the 

police department.  An attempt was made to find out what kind of insfrastructure facilities are 

available in the police stations and how do the officers perceive the same.  Responses have 

been analysed and presented in the table below.  

Table 32 

Views of Police Officers regarding Infrastructure availability in the police department 
State District Permanent house Sufficient vehicle 

and staff 

If No, the reasons for not having sufficient vehicles 

and staff. 

Yes No Yes No Low 

budget 

Vehicle

s 

destroye

d in 

combat 

Need 

repair 

Don’t get 

fund in 

time 

Reason 

known 

to 

authorit

y 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

44.9% 55.1% 52.1% 47.9% - 58.3% 4.2% 8.3% 29.2% 

                                                     Officers Sample Size-49 

 

As is obtained in the table above, the general  opinion  is  that  infra  structure  

facilities  in  Lucknow  is  not  sufficient. More than half officers  (55.1%) said that there is no 

adequate provision for permanent house.  Less  than  half  ( 44.9%  )  have  their  permanent  

house.  The police population is also large in Lucknow. 

But regarding vehicle and staff more than half   (52.  1%) of them said they 

have sufficient amount of staff and vehicle.  47.9% officers talked about insufficient vehicle 

and staff. The reason for this insufficiency is that many vehicles are destroyed in combat and 

remain unusable.  More  than  one  fourth  of  the  respondents    (29.2%  ) stated  that  the 

reason is best known to the authority .  Thus  it  can  be  concluded that  in  Lucknow  police  

infrastructure  facility  is  not  sufficient. 

 

Sufficiency of Fund:  

Many times fund remains inadequate to meet the needs of the police 

department. In Assam this is very important. But as the police department is non plan budget 

there is dearth of fund. 

  

Table 33 



Perception of sufficiency of funds by police officers 
State District 

 

 

Sufficient Fund If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocation is 

less than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come in 

installments 

that too very 

late 

Funds 

released 

towards the 

end of the 

financial 

year 

State 

does not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason known 

to authority 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

6.1% 91.8% 37.8% 13.3% 44.4% - 2.2% 2.2% 

                                                Officers Sample Size-49 

 

This   is very surprising for a big city like Lucknow to note that more than 90% 

of the officers said they don’t have sufficient funds to meet their needs.    Analyzing  the 

reason  behind this lack of funds,    it  has  been  observed   that funds come in installments and 

that too very late as a result  even essential items are not possible to purchase when the need 

arises. This is the view of 44.4% officers. For another 37.8% officer’s allocation is less than 

demand.  

Thus the problem lies with the low allocation of fund and delay in delivering the fund to 

the police in   general.  

  

Basic minimum facilities:  

For sound performance the police stations should have the basic minimum facilities such as 

drinking water, sanitation, electricity etc.  The perception of officers in regard gto this issue 

was explored and the responses are presented in the table below.  

Table 34 

Officer’s view on basic minimum facilities for day to day activities 

                                                              Officers Sample Size-49 

*DSE- Drinking water, Sanitation, Electricity 

 

Officer 

State District Presence of facilities 

Drinking 

water 

Sanitation Electricity Inverter/ 

generator 

Water 

for 

washing 

DSE* All 

Tripura 

 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

 

39.0%  14.8% 3.7% 3.7% - 24.8% - 



More than one third of the officers said the police stations have drinking water, 

sanitation and electricity.  In Lucknow 3.7% have inverter facility. But there is not a single 

officer who said that the police station has all the basic minimum facilities. 

The police stations in Lucknow need serious steps to improve the basic minimum 

facilities for day to day functioning. 

 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments:  

In order to control emergency case and maintain law and order police need to 

have the necessary arms and equipments.  When queried on this issue, the responses given by 

the officers have been analysed and presented in the table below.  

 

Table 35 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments 
Officer 

State District Have arms and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

Yes No  Arms and ammunition,  Latest equipments, 

Computer assisted technologies, trained 

manpower, Proper housing facilities 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

95.9% 4.1% 100% 

                                                               Officers Sample Size-49 

 

From the above analysis it may be stated that almost all officers except a few have stated that 

they have necessary arms equipments.  

 

The few officers (4.1%) who think the   facilities are insufficient require facilities like arms and 

ammunition, latest equipments, computer assisted technologies, trained manpower   etc.  

 

Cell to discuss problems of police:  

In both extremist and non extremist area the presence of a forum for discussing the problems of 

police is necessary.  Whether one such cell exists has been explored and the details are given in 

the table below. 

Table 36 

Officers views on cells for police departments to discuss problems of the police 



Officer 

State District Cell for police 

problem 

If no the reasons 

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To some 

extent 

Does not 

implement mostly 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

83.3% 16.7% 2.1% 47.9% 39.6% 10.4% 

                                        Officers Sample Size-49 

 

From the above, the following conclusions emerge: 

 To the quarry if they have any cell to discuss their problem with the concerned ministry 

majority officers (83.3%) said that they have cell/committee. 

 But only 2.1% officers are of the opinion that the cell fully work for solving police 

problem. Rest of the officers said they work either partially (47.9%), to some extent 

(39.6%) or does not implement mostly (10.4%) .  Thus  provision  for  the  cell  is  there  

but  it  has  not  been  able  to  serve  the  purpose  fully. 

 

 

Periodic discussion:  

Discussion improves functioning of any institution working in team. Therefore 

it is necessary for police to have periodic discussion about the challenges/problems they face 

and to solve them.  Whether such discussions take place and what is the frequency of the same 

was investigated and the answers are presented below. 

 

Table 37 

Officer’s view on periodic discussion 
State District Discussion 

Once 

in a 

month 

Once 

in six 

month  

When 

need 

arises 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

55.1% 44.9% - 

                                                         Officers Sample Size-49 

 

From the above it is seen that  

Police meet for discussion once in a month according to more than half officers. (55.1%), 

whereas 44.9% officers said that they meet to discuss once in six months,  

 



Operational duty procedure:  

Operational duty procedure between senior police officers and constables also counts for a 

proper coordination of the working of police. Direct contact system can result better in this 

respect than a chain of command system. Which of this is being followed in Lucknow was 

explored and the answer given by the officers are presented below. 

 

 

Table 38 

Operational duty pattern of police department 
State District Operational  duty procedure 

Direct 

Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command system 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

70.9% 29.2% 

                                                         Officers Sample Size-49 

 

From the above table it is seen that nearly 71% officers said that they follow direct contact 

system.  

 

Intelligence collection:   

 Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of a district. When questioned 

100% officers stated that they the mechanism for intelligence gathering. 

 

Performance index: In order to get an understanding of the police performance 

in extremist affected and non extremist affected area a number of performance indicators have 

been incorporated in the question schedule. Questions regarding their efficiency in preventing 

crime, complaint registration, public reassurance and community policing, record keeping, 

grooming, punctuality, regularity, personal qualities of officers, honesty, and commitment to 

the service have been asked to the officers. On the basis self assessment by the officers they 

have been categorized in four groups viz. “Poor”, “Average”, “Above Average”, “Good” and 

“Very Good”. We have also interviewed civil society persons in order to assess the 

performance of the police officers. We found general people satisfied the police performance. 

Just the behaviour of the police constables was disturbing according to them.  

 



Table 39 

Performance index of officers 
State District Good Very Good 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Lucknow 

 

64.7% 35.3% 

Officers Sample Size-49 

*Scores: Good- 234-262, Very Good-263-291 

 

Out of the 49 officers only 17 have given their performance index.  Some of them have 

refused. After analyzing the data it can be seen that in Lucknow 64.7% officers assess 

themselves good performers. Whereas more than one third officers think themselves as very 

good performer. 

 



Section III 

 

Observations and recommendations 

 

Observations: 

1. In  Lucknow of Uttar Pradesh socio-demographic study of police system indicates that  

young age group officers are minimum but constables at this age group are majority. 

2. Educational qualification of both constables and police officers are high in Lucknow  

in comparison to other states. 

3. Officers  joined  the  police  service  to  serve  the  country  but  constables  mainly  for  

financial  need. 

4. System  of  promotion  is  better  with  officers  category  than  the  constables Neither 

the officers  nor  the  constables  are   satisfied  with  the  promotion. 

5. Majority  of  officers  and  half  of  the  constables  are  not satisfied  with  duty  hours.  

They find duty hours too heavy. 

6. Regarding training constables are happy with the training programme at the time of  

recruitment but not satisfied with training in the service. 

7. Relation between senior and juniors officers is cordial. Regarding  the  constables  they  

obey senior officers as they have to follow. 

8. Officers accept risky job as they are trained for it. Constables accept the risk 

unwillingly. 

9. Majority of officers of Lucknow are of the opinion that media pay a positive  role. 

10. Police public relationship is cordial. At times due to fear for police strained 

relationship develops. There is mechanism for public co operation. Steps  are  taken  to  

minimize  gap  between police  and  public by  constant  interaction  with  television,  

print  media  etc. 

11. In Lucknow political interference in performance of their duties are very common. 

12. Lucknow Police are self sufficient with arms equipment.  There are certain gaps in 

infrastructure like staff quarters etc.  Funds  are  not  sufficient  and  fund  does  not  

come  on  time. 



13. Lucknow  police  have  cell  to  discuss  their  problem  but  these  cells  have  not  

been  able  to  solve  problems  as  they  do  not  meet  frequently 

 

Recommendation: 

1. Promotion system of constables  should  be  improved   so  that  more  young  efficient  

people are attracted to the service. 

2. As officers and constables  are  overworked  more  police  officers  &  constables  need  

to be recruited so that they are not overworked. 

3. It is important that police system should  be free from political interference. Political 

interference spoils the environment for functioning of the police. 

4. All  facilities  should  be provided to the police officials and constables such as staff  

quarter, welfare scheme etc. Government  should  take care to see that enough fund are  

provided on time. 

5. Facilities to discuss the problem of police should be more active. Inputs  from  different  

directions are necessary for proper functioning of the police system. 
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Section I  

 

A Brief introduction 

 

Tripura   is  the  smallest  state    in  North  East  India.  Tripura  is  surrounded  

by  Bangladesh  on  the  North,  south  and  west  The  Indian  state  of     Assam   and  

Mizoram  lie  to  the East.  It  was  formerly   an  independent  Tripuri  kingdom  and  

was  merged  with  independent  India  on  15 October  1949.The state extends between 

22°56'N and 24°32'N and 90°09'E and 92°10'E. Its maximum stretch measures about 184 

km (114 mi) from north to south and 113 km (70 mi) from east to west with an area of 

10,491.69 km. Tripura is the third smallest state of the country 

For administrative purposes, the state has been divided into 4 districts, 17 

subdivisions, 40 development blocks. The following table shows the districts, district 

headquarters, population and area of the districts 
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Table1 

Table showing the districts, district headquarters, population and area of the 

districts 

Districts 

   

Head-quarters Population Area (in km²) 

Dhalai Ambassa 307,417  2312  

North Tripura Kailashahar 590,655 2470 

South Tripura Udaipur 762,565 2624 

West Tripura Agartala 1,530,531  3544 

 

In the 2001 census of 

India, Bengalis represent 

almost 70% of Tripura's 

population and the native tribal 

populations represent 30% of 

Tripura's population. The tribal 

population comprises several 

different tribes and ethnic 

groups with diverse languages 

and cultures with the largest 

tribal group being the 

Kokborok-speaking tribes of 

the Tripuri (16% of the state's 

population), the Jamatia, the Reang, and the Noatia tribal communities. There is some 

tension between these native tribal populations and Bengali settlers in tribal areas.. The 

literacy rate of Tripura in 2011 was 87.75% which was higher than the national average 

of 74.04%. 
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Religious communities in Tripura 

 Table 2 

Religious communities in Tripura 

Religious community  Rate (in %)  

Hindu 85.6% 

Muslim 8.0% 

Christian 3.2% 

Buddhist 3.1% 

 Hinduism is the majority religion in the state, with 85.6% of the population 

following the religion. Muslims make up 8.0% of the population, Christians 3.2%, and 

Buddhists 3.1%. 

Insurgency in Tripura: a brief understanding of its rise and growth  

Prior  to  the  merger  Tripura was a princely  state  ruled  by  the  maharaja  who  

belonged to the indigenous tribal community of Tripura. In 1941 tribal population was  

more than 50%. Post merger with India the demographic scenario began to change until   

the  tribal  population  which  formed  majority  now  became  a minority due to large  

scale migration. 

Under King Bikram Singh there was Reservation Act under  which  in  1941   &  

1943  large tract of land was reserved for Tripuri tribe. No other person had any right to 

purchase or occupy any land in the reserved areas. The act was enforced to protect the 

socio, economic and political interest of the indigenous people. In spite of the assurance 

of the then Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru  the  infiltration  of Bengali    

population  took  place.  Moreover  in  the  name of construction of air port and hydel  

project  in early sixties and seventies   state  government  evicted  number  of  people  by  

using  police  forces  in the name of greater public interest. Whenever injustice occurs 

revolt took pace.  
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After  merger  with  India   tribal  parties  emerged   in  order  to  demand  socio-

economic  and  political  rights.  By now  tribal  population  decreased  to  31%  Against  

this  backdrop  ethnic  insurgency  made  its  presence  felt  in  Tripura    in  the  late  70s  

in the last century with  exclusively  tribal  based  hill  regional  parties  raising  demands  

for  deportation  of  aliens.  Thus   since early fifties there had  been  frequent  ethnic  

conflicts. Thus the situation in Tripura has been a cause of concern. Violent  activities  of  

tribal  militant  groups  including  NLFT (National  Liberation  Front   of  Tripura  )  and     

ATTF  (All  Tripura  Tigers  Force  ) continued unabated. The situation has become more 

dangerous with the emergence of Bengali militant groups’. 

Between 1992 and 2010 (till July 31), at least 3,479 insurgency related fatalities 

were reported from Tripura. Effective police action since late 2002, however, has 

managed to weaken the outfits, leading to a sharp decline in the insurgency related 

fatalities. Compared to 296 fatalities in 2003, the year 2009 recorded only 11 fatalities. 

Once known as the abduction centre of the Northeast, Tripura has reported abduction of 

only 11 civilians in 2009 and no abductions during the first seven months of 2010. In 

2006, 43 persons were abducted of whom 31 were released and one killed by the 

militants.  A report of Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) in June 2009 shows Tripura 

standing third lowest in insurgency-related incidents in the northeastern region after 

Mizoram and Meghalaya.  

Central government has deployed a large number of Central Para military forces.  

Besides, liberal assistance had been provided to the state for modernization of police 

forces, reimbursement of security related expenditure, sanction etc. Security forces 

fought back militant and other criminals in a forceful way. There have been many 

encounters leading to killing/ arrest of extremists, recovery of large number of weapons, 

rescue of kidnapped persons etc. Large number of weapons were recovered.  Police 

personnel received number of awards. Tripura, which has earned kudos in India for 

stamping out three decades of terrorism, which traces its history to 686 years back, has 

been conferred the President’s Colours in recognition of the distinguished service it has 

rendered in May 2011. ‘After India’s independence (in 1947), the Tripura Police will be 

the first police force in eastern India to be conferred the President’s Colours,’. The 
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Tripura Police’s most elite unit, the Tripura State Rifles (TSR), has earned kudos from 

the prime minister of India and many state governments, besides various central 

paramilitary forces, for successfully flushing out terrorism. 

Insurgent activities in Tripura during the last five years: the following tables 

show the trend of insurgent activities in Tripura during the last five years. Looking at the 

table we can find an improvement in the security situation in Tripura in  2010 compared 

to 2006. 

Table 3 

Profile of violence in the last 5 years in Tripura 

Head  

 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Incidents 87  94 68 19 30 

Extremists killed 196  303 382 308 155 

Security Forces killed 14  6 03 01 2 

Civilians killed 14  14 10 08 2 

Source: Annual Report of Ministry of Home Affairs (2010-11) 

The police structure in Tripura: 

Regarding the history of Tripura police Raja Ratna Manikya was considered to be 

the first king of Tripura who brought a considerable reform in the administration as well 

as in the indigenous police system in the line of Muslim administrative system of Bengal 

during his regime. Maharaja Radhakishore Manikya (1896-1909) brought about 

separation of Police and Revenue Departments. Before 1905 Police and Tehsil works of 

the state were performed by the Police officers. In 1907, the Raja thoroughly reorganized 

the Police Department relieving Police from revenue collection. During the regime of 

Maharaja Birendra Kishore Manikya Bahadur (1909-1923), reconstituted the State Civil 

Service on 31-03-1916 for recruitment of high officials of the state including the post of 

Police Superintendent and Deputy Superintendent of Police.  Maharaja Bir Bikram 

Kishore Manikya Bahadur was the last King who reigned from 1927 to 1947. This period 

was the most turbulent period in the history of Tripura and India also.  
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  After merger with Indian Dominion on 15th November 1949, the State of Tripura 

became a centrally administered Part C State under a Chief Commissioner. Tripura was a 

one District Territory with one District Magistrate (DM) & Collector and also one 

Superintendent of Police up to 31-08-1970. The territory was divided into 3 districts with 

appointment of 3 DM & Collectors from 01-09-1970. Accordingly, 3 Superintendents of 

Police were appointed and posted to the districts. Another post of Superintendent of 

Police, CID was created with Headquarters at Agartala. Tripura Armed Police was 

reorganized under a Commandant. After attainment of Statehood on 21st January 1972, 

the status of the Chief Secretary of Tripura was upgraded to the status of Joint Secretary 

of the Govt. of India. A common cadre of IAS, IPS & IFS cadres was created under the 

title of Joint Manipur-Tripura Cadre. The strength of IAS cadre was increased to 21, IPS 

to 08 and IFS to 04. The gradual expansion in Police setup has culminated into the 

present full-fledged shape which is now in the threshold of paradigm change towards the 

concept of community policing. 

The Tripura Police is often applauded across the Indian Nation for its modest 

approach towards a common man. It is regarded to be one of the most disciplined state 

police forces in India. Tripura Police has contributed a lot towards fighting insurgency in 

the state of Tripura.  The Tripura Police headquarters is located at Agartala, the capital of 

Tripura state. Entire Tripura Police is divided into two ranges, The Southern Range 

consisting of West District, South district and the Northern range consisting of North 

district and Dhalai district. It had in all 64 police stations across the state. Serving under 

Tripura police is a real challenging job for reasons like:- 

 The state is having 80 %( Approx) of its area with International border i.e 

Bangladesh from three sides. 

 Insurgency problems are still continuing in few pockets.  

 19 tribes, Bengalis and other minority community people are living together.  

 Hilly terrain covering approx 80% of the land mass.  

 High Literacy rate generating consciousness about rights and legalities.  
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There are approximately 28,031 strong police force of the state of Tripura in the 

Republic of India including Women Police, supported by a sanctioned strength of 3,036 

Home Guards Volunteers, 4,011 Special Police Officers (SPO) and 989 Ministerial 

Staffs.  

The State is divided into 4 Police Districts comprising 22 Police sub-divisions, 65 

Police Stations and 37 Police out Posts. The organization as of now have 1 Director 

General of Police, 5 Inspector General's of Police, 6 DIGsP and Superintendents / 

Commandants of various units. There are 13 Battalions of Tripura State Rifles of which 9 

are India Reserve Battalion.  

In a democratic nation, the main strength of the country is its people, its citizens. A 

democratic state provides all basic rights and privileges to its citizens including security 

so that they can prosper and in turn allows the country to flourish. Safety and security of 

the citizens in a country are guaranteed by the law of the land. The police personnel see 

to it that the law is properly followed and if not done so, the offenders are taken into 

account. But the duty of the police will become easier and their level of efficiency and 

success will reach newer and greater heights if people or the citizens co-operate with the 

police and participate actively in preventing occurrence of crime through community 

policing. In Tripura Community policing has proved to be very successful. 

  Community policing world over has proved to be a powerful instrument in 

enforcing the process of law. Prayaas is one such initiative of Tripura Police to forge a 

strong Police Public Partnership aimed at improving the delivery of law enforcement 

services to the community. This model of Policing aims to achieve the motto of Tripura 

Police ‘SEVA’‘VEERTA’ and ‘BANDHUTA’ through a transformational approach 

which calls for a change from reactive to proactive policing. 

Study Area: In  our  project  we  need  to  select  one   district each   as  sample  

from  extremist  affected  area  and  non-extremist  area.  It is  a difficult  job  specially  

in an area of low intensity conflict. Our method was to observe the conflict areas and 
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depending on the number of people affected by militancy we have selected  two  districts  

of   Tripura.   

South Tripura: South Tripura district is located between 22°56" and 24°32" 

Latitude and 91°59" and 92°22" Longitude. It covers an area of 2624, 35 Sq. km. The 

total population of South Tripura district is 762, 565 (as of 2001 Census). South Tripura 

has been selected for the study as a non extremist affected area as the number of 

insurgent activities is low according to records.. 

Dhalai: Dhalai District is the youngest district in Tripura. It is formed in 1995. it 

is covering an area of 2312.29 Sq. km. The total population of Dhalai district is 

3,36,491.(as of 2001 census). We have selected Dhalai as an extremist affected area as it 

had a large number of insurgent activities.  

  We have interviewed 38 officers and 87 constable from Dhalai district and 31 officers 

and 130 officers from South Tripura district. 

Table 4: 

Distribution of Police Officers and Constables in extremist and non-extremist areas 

in terms of Age group, community and marital status. 

Officers Sample Size (OSS)- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, Constables Sample Size (CSS)- 

Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

State 

 

Distri

ct 

Catego

ry 

Age group percentage Community Marital status 

20-34 35-49 50 and 

above 

SC ST General OBC Single  Married  

Tripura Dhala

i (E) 

Office

r 

10.5% 58% 31.6% 23.7

% 

39.5

% 

26.3% 10.5% 2.6% 97.4% 

Const

able 

71.1% 28.6% 4.6% 15.1

% 

29.1

% 

36.0% 19.8% 72.4% 27.6% 

South 

Tripur

a 

(NE) 

Officer 22.6% 64.6% 12.9% 32.3

% 

9.7% 51.6% 6.5% 6.5% 93.5% 

Consta

ble 

53.8% 30.7% 15.4% 20.8

% 

22.3

% 

38.5% 18.5% 73.8% 26.2% 
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Note: The Rows and Columns mark in Red indicates Extremist Area  

 

The Interpretation arrived from this table explains that- 

 As for the age group it is seen that the percentage of middle aged officers are high 

in both South Tripura (64.6%) and Dhalai (58%). Whereas the percentage of 

young constables are high in South Tripura (53.8%) as well as in Dhalai (71.1%).  

 In South Tripura district the officers from General Category is found to be high at 

51.6%. Whereas in Dhalai district Officers belonging to category ST are slightly 

higher with 39.5% as compared with the General category at 26.3%. 

 In both South Tripura and Dhalai Officers mostly belong to the married category. 

Whereas number of single constables are high in both South Tripura (73.8%) and 

Dhalai (72.4%) 

 

Educational Qualification: Education helps a person in taking proper decision in 

critical situations. For a police officer taking right decision in right time is very 

necessary, as he face many such situations during his career .For obtaining information 

on educational qualification of the Officers as well as constables the educational level has 

been categorized in four groups viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post 

Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd, as the minimum educational qualification for police constable is 

Class Viii and there are officers who got the officer rank by promotion. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 
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Distribution of officers and constables in terms of the educational level in the 

extremist and non extremist areas. 

State District Category Education level 

Tripura 

Up to 

Class X 

Class XII Graduat

e/ 

Diplom

a 

*PG/ 

Mphil 

/Phd 

Dhalai (E) Officers 26.4% 26.3% 42.1% 5.3% 

Constables 67.4% 17.4% 14.0% 1.2% 

South 

Tripura (NE) 

Officers 6.5% 35.7% 58.1% 19.4% 

Constables 70.7% 15.4% 12.3% 1.5% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

From the above table the following inference may be drawn 

 It can be seen that more than half of the police officers are Graduates in South 

Tripura and 19.4% officers are Post Graduate. 35.7% officers are Class XII and 

small number i.e. 6.5% is Class X. 

 In Dhalai which is an extremist affected area  higher degree holders are less than 

obtained in South Tripura. Only 42.1% of the officers are Graduate in Dhalai and 

5.3% officers is Post Graduate.  

 Similarly ¼ th officers are Class X and another 1/4th officers are Class XII. These 

are promoted from constables. Thus, education level in Dhalai is relatively lower 

than South Tripura.  

 In both South Tripura (70.7%) and Dhalai (67.4%) majority constables belong to 

the category of up to Class X. however where most constables are Class X to 

Class XII there are a few constables who are  Graduate and  Post Graduate in  

South Tripura (12.3%, 1.5%) and Dhalai (14.0%, 1.2%) respectively. 

Thus when we compare extremist with non extremist districts, the extremist district has 

more percentage of officers with class X and XII qualifications, whereas in the non 

extremist district more percentage of officers are graduates and post graduates. 
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Date of joining:  An attenmpt has been made to find out the date of joining of the 

police personnel so as to know when they were recruited and whether there is any 

difference in this regard between extremist and non extremist districts.   

Table 6  

Distribution of officers and constables in terms of the date of joining service.  

State  District Category Date of joining 

Tripura 

 

1965-

1974 

1975-

1984 

1985-

1994 

1995-

2004 

2005 

and 

after 

Dhalai 

(E) 

Officer 2.6% 47.4% 21.1% 26.3% 2.6% 

Constable  8.0% 13.8% 39.1% 39.1% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

Officer - 35.5% 41.9% 16.1% 6.5% 

Constable 6.9% 10.0% 13.8% 25.4% 43.8% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31,CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 Very few officers joined in the period  2005 and after in both South Tripura and 

Dhalai, which indicates that new recruitment of officers is less in Tripura. 

 Between 1985-1994 42% had joined in officer’s position in South Tripura (non 

extremist area). As for constables between these periods there were only about 

14% who joined service.  Only after 2005 more constables have been recruited.  

 In the constable category 43.8% constables from South Tripura and 39.1% 

constables joined the police service in 2005 and after.  

 Thus Tripura has majority of young and unmarried constables. 

 

Reason for joining service: We made an attempt to know about the police officers 

attitude towards the police service. Therefore we asked them as to why they have selected 

police service as their career in particular 
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Table 7 

State  District Category Reason for joining police service 

Tripura Prestigi

ous  

Opportuni

ty to serve 

country 

Power 

and 

authorit

y 

Generally 

undesirable 

elements  

in society 

are reduced  

Good 

salary 

Financi

al 

proble

m 

Dhalai 

(E) 

Officer - 71.1% 7.9% 10.6% - 10.4% 

Constable 15.7% 68.2% 2.4% 7.2% 6.0% - 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

Officer - 48.38% 6.5% 17.85% 17.85 9.5% 

Constable 8.5% 76.2% 3.1% 4.6% 7.7% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 In Tripura out of the total sample,  48.38% officers from the South Tripura and  

71.1% officers from the extremist affected area stated that they joined police 

services because of   their desire is  to serve the country.  

 Only a few officers from both South Tripura (9.5%) and Dhalai (10.4%) joined 

the service due to financial problem 

 Majority constables from both South Tripura (76.2%) and Dhalai (68.2%) also 

said that the reason for joining the service   is their desire   to serve the country. 

 

Promotion: Police as a prestigious service has certain method of promotion for both 

the officers and  constables which is very necessary for good performance of police 

department. Promotion can be routine or  an appreciation of good service and incentive is 

given  for better performance of the police department.  In order to understand the system 

of promotion in the police department a number of questions have been incorporated in 

the questionnaire. Whether the officers and constables get promotion on time etc., were 

ascertained.   Table 8 presents the details. 
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Table 8 

Promotional avenues for police officers and constables in South Tripura and Dhalai. 

State  Dis

trict 

 Promotion 

Tripu

ra Yes  Number of 

promotion 

No  Reason for no promotion  Satisfaction with 

promotion 

once twic

e 

thric

e 

Routin

e  

No 

vacanc

y 

Poor 

perfor

mance 

                                                      

High 

               

Avera

ge 

    Not   

satisfie

d    

Dh

alai 

(E) 

Offi

cer 

63.2

% 

64.0

% 

24.0

% 

12.0

% 

36.8

% 

38.5% 23.1% 38.5%                        

26.3% 

                  

47.4% 

                 

26.3% 

Con

stabl

e 

14.1

% 

84.6

% 

7.7

% 

7.7

% 

85.9

% 

74.6% 14.9% 10.5%                        

18.6% 

                  

62.8% 

                 

18.6% 

Sou

th 

Tri

pur

a 

(N

E) 

Offic

er 

58.1

% 

55.6

% 

38.9

% 

5.6

% 

41.9

%% 

36.4% 36.4% 27.3%                        

9.7% 

                  

67.7% 

                 

22.6% 

Cons

table 

10.0

% 

100

% 

- - 90.0

% 

83.8% 11.1% 5.2%                        

10.8% 

                  

76.2% 

                

13.1% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 The table clearly reveals that the system of promotion for officers  is better in 

Dhalai (63.2%) district as compared to South Tripura (58.1%). 

 Both in South Tripura and Dhalai, the  system of promotion for constables  does 

not seem to be  good among the constables as they all had promotion just once 

only after joining the service. .  

 In South Tripura only 10.0% constables got promotion that too for only once. 
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 We may assume that as the constables are young and they joined police service 

late and due to the routine nature of the system of promotion 90.0% constables 

from South Tripura did not get promotion. 

 In Dhalai only 14.1% constables got promotion. Out of them 84.6% got 

promotion for only once.  

 Poor performance was shown as a cause for non promotion in twice more cases of 

Dhalai as compared to South Tripura.  

 Satisfaction with the promotion system was stated by more officers in Dhalai than 

in South Tripura.  “Not satisfied” with the promotion system as a response is 

almost equal in both cases.  

 For majority of the constables there is no promotion and minimum (10%, 14.1%) 

got promotion only once. 

 Satisfaction with the promotion system is average amongst both officers and 

constables. 

 Duty hours 

 

 A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. Through  the 

study an attempt has been made to find out how satisfied are the Police Personnel with 

the duty hours. The replies given by them have been analysed and rpesented in the graph 

and table below.                     
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Figure 1 

 

Table 10 

Distribution of officers and constables in regard to satisfaction with duty hours in 

South Tripura and Dhalai. 

State  District Categ

ory 

Duty hours 

Satisfaction with duty 

hours  

Reason for no satisfaction  

High  Averge  Not 

satisfied  

Too 

heavy 

duty 

hour 

No  

compensa

tion  

 

Family 

suffers 

No 

appreci

ation  

Lots 

extra 

duty 

hours  

Tripura Dhalai 

(E) 

Officer 28.9% 57.9% 13.2% 31.3% - - 31.3% 37.6% 

Const 24.7% 64.7% 10.6% 20.0% 20.0% 48.0% 12.0% - 

South 

Tripura  

Officer 16.1% 61.3% 22.6% 3.5% 15.4% 7.7% 38.5% 15.4% 

Const 16.9% 81.5% 1.5% 13.5% 13.5% 48.6% 8.1% 16.2% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

From the above table it is seen that  
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 Almost equal percent of officers and constables (16%) said they were given lots 

of duty hours.  To this if we add the heavy duty hours, 18.9% of officers and 

29.7% of constables felt the duty hours being lot and heavy in South Tripura.  

 While ‘no appreciation’ was given as a cause of dissatisfaction by officers, only 

8% of constables felt no appreciation as a cause.  48% constables felt it was 

because of family reasons.  

 More than 80% of constables at South Tripura were average satisfied and to this if 

we add highly satisfied category, it is seen that except perhaps 1 person all others 

appear to be satisfied with their duty hours. 

 There were more than 60% officers  and 82% constables in South Tripura who 

reported average satisfaction with duty hours.  There were 23% who were 

dissatisfied with duty hours.   

 

Measure dealing with dissatisfaction with duty hours: 

 

Table 11 

Measures to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours- A comparison of officers and 

constables in South Tripura and Dhalai 

State  District Category Measure to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours 

Tripura Nothing  Contemplating  

leaving job 

Tell my boss 

not to give so 

much extra duty 

hours 

Will ask for 

posting in 

other 

regions 

Take long 

leave never 

to return 

Dhalai 

(E) 

Officer 83.3% 4.2% - 12.5%  

constable 50% 4.5% 11.4% 25% 9.1% 

 South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

Officer 86.9% 4.3% 8.7% -  

constable 69.2% 2.6% 6.4 15.4% 6.4% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 
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 Despite heavy duty hours majority officers and half of the constables from Dhalai 

an extremist affected district want to do nothing and just accepted it. Same is the 

case in South Tripura. In Dhalai 50% constables said that they would do nothing.  

But of the remaining 50%, 25% said they will ask for posting elsewhere and 9% 

said they will take leave and go for long periods.  

 A few constables said that they will ask for posting in another region.  

 As for officers in Dhalai and South Tripura, more than 80-85% said that they 

would do nothing regarding dissatisfaction with duty hours.  While a few officers 

in non extremist area said that they will ask their officers to reduce their duty 

hours, none from extremist area Dhalai said so.  

 It is interesting to note that in extremist region more constables wanted to take 

some measure or the other to reduce their duty hours, whereas in the non 

extremist area of South Tripura, larger number of constables and officers did not 

want to do anything about this duty hours.  

  

 Duration of extra duty hours: One major problem in the police department is 

unspecified duration of duty hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make the 

police personnel frustrated which in turn affected their performance 

 

Table 12 

The number of extra duty hours put in by officers and constables and payment for 

the extra duty – A comparison between South Tripura and Dhalai. 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for extra duty 

More than 

4 hrs 

More 

than 8 hrs 

>than 

12 hrs 

No defin 

ite time 

Yes  No  

Tripura Dhalai 

 (E) 

Officer 16.7% 36.1% 36.1% 11.1% 27.8% 72.2% 

Constable 28.2% 32.1% 9.0% 30.8% 22.4 77.6% 

South 

Tripura  

Officer 38.7% 19.4% 9.7% 32.3% 9.7% 90.3% 

Constable 53.9% 10.8% 7.7% 27.7% 26.9 73.1% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 
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From the above table it is seen that as  compared to constables the officers seem to be 

doing extra duty hours beyond 4,8, and 12 hours.   

Nearly one third of them had no definite duty hours.  

One third constables on the other hand said they had more than 2 hours duty as extra 

hours and the remaining constables had varying duty hours but the percent reporting 

more duty hours was far less than those of officers.  

In Dhalai similar pattern emerged but only 11% said they had no definite duty hours, 

where as in South Tripura (non extremist area) 33% had no definite time  of duty hours.   

As against South Tripura’s 90% reporting no extra payment for extra duty hours, in 

Dhalai only 72.% said so. As for South Tripura and Dhalai constables, there was almost 

equal percentage (73-77%) of constables reporting that they had no extra payment for 

extra duty hours. 

 

Welfare programme: For sound performance of body and mind some kind of welfare 

programme is needed for police.  

Table13 

Distribution of officers and constables in terms of the need for welfare programme-A 

comparison between South Tripura and Dhalai regions 
State District Categor

y 

Officer  

Welfare 

Programme  

Kind of 

welfare 

programme 

they have 

 In absence what they want 

Yes  No  - Coun

seling  

Recreation

al 

Other  

Tripura Dhalai 

(E) 

Officer 51.4% 48.6% - 25.0

% 

75.0% - 

constabl

e 

47.4% 52.6% - 42. 

6% 

35.2% 22.2% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

Officer 42.9% 57.1% - 35.0

% 

60.0% 5.0% 

constabl

e 

62.3% 37.7% - 47.7

% 

40.0% 3.1% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 
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From the above table it is seen that more than half of the officers in South Tripura said 

there is no welfare programme.   

In Dhalai slightly more than half officers said they have the welfare programme. 

Among the constables 62.3% from South Tripura said they have welfare programme on 

the other hand 52.6% constables from Dhalai said they have no welfare programme for 

them. 

However none mentioned about the kind of welfare programme they have. 

Officers in both the district suggested they want recreational programme as welfare 

programme is present in their department. 

 

Constables in both the districts want counseling and some recreational programmes. 

 

Training of the constables:  

Training is an indispensable part of better performance in police department. Training of 

the constables is indispensable as they are the grass root workers in the police department 

especially in extremist affected area.  

 

Figure 2 

 

CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 
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Figure 3 

 

CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

Figure 4 

 

CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 
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From the above figure following conclusions emerge: 

 Equal percentage (96%) of police personnel from South Tripura and Dhalai 

districts were satisfied with the training. 

 76% of personnel from Dhalai (extremist region) as compared to the 86% of  non 

extremist area (South Tripura) said that they were provided adequate training. 

 

When asked about the need for updating of techniques etc., more than 55% of Dhalai 

region said that they wanted training in technique to fight against insurgency.  Only 

26% of Dhalai as against 42% of South Tripura said they wanted training in the use of 

new arms.   

 

 

Adequacy of the training of the officers:  

Training is an indispensable part of police service. Training and refresher courses for the 

officers are must. 

 

Table 15 

Perception of officers regarding the adequacy of training provided to them-A 

comparison between South Tripura and Dhalai  

Officer 

Adequacy of training: 

State District Very 

adequate 

Adequate  Average Inadequate Extremely 

inadequate 

Tripura Dhalai (E) 13.2% 57.9% 26.3% - 2.6% 

 South 

Tripura (NE) 

3.4% 41.4% 48.3% 6.9% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31  

 

When adequate and very adequate categories in the above table are merged, it is seen that 

71% of officers in Dhalai as against only 45% of officers of South Tripura reported 
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adequate training.  Only a negligible section percentage (2.6%) from Dhalai said that the 

training is extremely inadequate.  This shows that the extremist area officers are very 

satisfied with their training and appear confident in the training.  They would of course 

like to get anything further newer or more advanced techniques as is seen in the data of 

the next table. 

 

Table 16 

Reasons advanced for inadequacy in training – A comparison of extremist and non 

extremist regions 

Reason for inadequacy of training: 

State District No 

training in 

latest 

methods 

Need 

updating 

of combat 

method 

Need to 

experience 

training 

foreign 

people get  

Need 

training in 

information 

gathering 

Need 

training in 

the latest 

methods of 

combats 

Tripura Dhalai (E) 12.5% 50.0% 37.5% - 2.6% 

 South Tripura 

(NE) 

9.1% - 18.2% 63.6% 9.1% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

From the above table it is clear that reasons advanced for inadequacy of training in 

general varied from no training in latest methods to need for training in the latest combat 

methods etc.  

 It was a small percent (6.9% earlier table-15) who stated that the training was 

inadequate.  However to the query in general if training is needed and if so in 

which areas, there were varying responses.  50% of Dhalai officers said that they 

needed training in combat and 37.5% wanted training as is given to foreigners.  

Thus a total of 87.5% of Dhalai personnel wanted training at advanced level. 

 On the other hand in South Tripura, non extremist region,  none wanted training 

in combat techniques, and only 18% wanted training as the foreigners get.  

However it is interesting to note that 64% of South Tripura officers wanted 
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training in information gathering technique whereas from Dhalai none asked for 

this.  

 Thus there is a great variation in the perception of training that they need between 

the extremist and non extremist region officers. While in the extremist region they 

want training in advanced techniques, in the non extremist region they wanted 

training in information gathering and not in advanced techniques.. 

 

Punishment:  

It is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake of maintaining 

order erring constables are punished  so as not to err again.  

Table 17 

Existing system of Punishment- Comparison of perception of constables from South 

Tripura and Dhalai regions. 

State  District Punishment for 

erring constable 

Type of punishment 

yes No  Punishment According  

to law 

Tripura Dhalai (E) 85.5% 14.5% 100% 

South Tripura 

(NE) 

80.0% 20.0% 100% 

CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 In both South Tripura (80.0%) and Dhalai (85.5%) majority constables said that 

they have the system of punishment. The erring constables are punished.  In fact 

100% constables from both South Tripura and Dhalai stated that the erring 

personnel were punished according to the law.. 

 

Relationship between senior and junior officer:  

Coordination and cooperation is mandatory for any team effort to be successful. 

Therefore, the relationship between senior and junior officer is a very important factor for 

a better performance of police. Through the study an attempt was made to examine if the 
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area of operation has any affect on the relationship between the senior and the junior 

officers 

 

Table 18: 

Relationship between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate superiors 

State District Category Cordi

al  

Indiff

erent 

Strain

ed 

Obediently 

following the 

officers command 

Avera

ge  

Extre

mely 

poor 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) Officer 39.5% 7.9% - 42.1% 10.5% - 

constable 81.2% 7.1% 10.6% 1.6% - - 

South Tripura  Officer 26.7% 25.0% - 30.0% 40.0% - 

constable 85.3% 4.7% 8.5% 1.6% - - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 

27% of South Tripura officers and 40% of Dhalai officers stated they had cordial 

relations. But more than 80% of constables in both the regions stated that they had cordial 

relations between constable and immediate superior officer.  It appears that the officers 

have problems with the juniors as compared to the constables, who seem to be having 

good relations.   

 

In The extremist area following the commands obediently was stated by 42% officers 

whereas in non extremist region only 30% officers reported so.   This trend is 

understandable because in the extremist region such obedience is required so as to deal 

with insurgency effectively. 

 

Strategies used in dealing with indifferent relationships 

To the query how and in what manner the officers and constables dealt with indifferent 

relationship, the responses given by the police personnel are tabulated and presented in 

the table below. 
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Table 19: 

Strategies used  by officers In dealing with indifferent or strained relation s- a 

comparison between extremist and non extremist regions 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 To the query how the officers managed the strained or indifferent relations, 88% 

of officers in the South Tripura region said that they did their duty, whereas 25% 

of Dhalai officers said they approached the persons who had negative relations 

and tried to sort the problem out. 56% only said that they did their duty as 

compared to the 88% in the non extremist region. 

 Thus when extremist region is compared with non extremist region, Dhalai 

(extremist) officers seem to be more enterprising and interested in getting over the 

problems.  Thus there is a difference in the strategies used to dealing with strained 

relations between officers of extremist and non extremist regions. 

 

Commitment to job:  

 

The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties whether risky or not 

reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore questions regarding readiness to 

accept risky assignment are included in the questionnaire. The results are presented in the 

table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Officer 

State District I just do 

my duty 

I talk it over my 

friends and 

family members 

I approach these persons 

with who I have 

negative relations 

Tripura Dhalai (E) 56.3% 18.8% 25% 

South Tripura (NE) 88.2% 11.8% - 
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Table 20:  

Readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Categor

y 

RARA* 

 

Reason for accepting 

Yes Enjoy risk Part of 

duty 

Cannot do 

anything 

Trained for 

it 

Tripura 

Tripura 
 

Dhalai (E) 

Officer 89.5% 

 

21.6% 75.7% - 2.1% 

consta

ble 

92.8% 11.1% 48.1% 7.4% 33.3% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

 

Officer 100% 

 

35.5% 45.2% 3.2% 16.1% 

constab

le 

87.0% 5.1% 46.6% 15.0% 33.0% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

                    *Readiness to accept risky assignment 

 100% officers of South Tripura as against 89.5% officers of Dhalai accepted risky 

assignment.  Here again one finds difference between extremist and non extremist 

region with lesser number accepting risky assignment in extremist region as 

compared to the non extremist region.  Also it is interesting to note that while 

more than one third officers from non extremist region enjoyed risk, only 21% 

officers from the extremist regions stated so.  In Dhalai 76% said they accepted 

risky assignment as part of their duty, whereas only 45% of South Tripura stated 

so.  As for constables, maximum percent accepted the risky work and 46% – 48% 

did it as part of their duty in both extremist and non extremist regions. There was 

no difference in this regard amongst the constables. 

 One may thus infer that as the officers in the extremist region are facing 

insurgency and risky work often, they do it as part of their duty than considering it 

enjoyable etc.  On the other hand in South Tripura the non extremist region they 

do not face everyday such risky situations and so when they get an opportunity 

they seem to enjoy the same. 

 

To the query as to why they were not ready to accept risky assignment, Table 21 presents 

the details. 
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Table 21: 

Non readiness to accept risky assignment and the strategies used by the officers 

State District Category RARA

* 

 

Strategies used to avoid accepting risky assignment  

No Take 

leave 

Exchan

ge duty 

Tell officer to 

postpone 

sending  

Point to more 

interested person 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai (E) Officer 10.5% 50%  50%  

constable 7.2% 15.4% 7.7% 46.2% 30.8% 

South 

Tripura (NE) 

 

Officer -     

constable 13.0% 10.0% 5.0% 30.0% 55% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge. 

 

 In the non extremist region no officer refuses to take up risky assignment so 

they don’t use any strategy to avoid risky assignments.  However in the 

extremist region 10.5% officers are not willing to accept risky assignment, out 

of these, 50% said they would take leave and go and another 50% said that 

they would ask the superiors to postpone sending them to the risky area for 

work.  

 

 As regards the constables in South Tripura 30% stated that they would tell 

their officers to postpone sending them, where as in Dhalai (extremist region) 

there were 46% constables who stated so.  31% also said that they would refer 

the officers to persons who are interested in doing such risky assignments.  

 

 Whether it is constables or officers, in the extremist region there appears to be 

a tendency to avoid accepting risky assignment by making a request to the 

superior officers. This tendency is seen lesser amongst the officers and 

constables of non extremist region. 
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 Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

 

Control of extremism:  

Police play a crucial role in extremist affected region. Police have to remain more 

effective and cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore we attempted to find out the 

opinion of Police from both South Tripura and Dhalai on the subject. Results are 

presented in the table below. 

 

Table 22 

Perception of officers and constables  in controlling extremist problem – A 

comparison between South Tripura and Dhalai 

State District Category Control 

very 

well 

Control 

to an 

extent 

Not at 

all able 

to 

control 

Extremist 

problem is 

not only 

the 

problem of 

the police 

Any 

other 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai 

(E) 

Officer 40.5% 18.9% 2.1% 40.5% - 

Constable 38.6% 16.9% 10.8% 33.7% - 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

Officer 35.5% 25.8% - 38.7% - 

Constable 31.0% 31.0% 5.6% 32.5% - 
OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 From the above table following conclusions emerge:  

 In the non extremist region (South Tripura) as compared to Dhalai (extremist 

region) the percentage of officers stating that extremist problem is very well 

controlled appears relatively lesser. That is in the extremist region there are more 

than 40% officers who felt that the extremist activities are well controlled. 

Negligible percent from the extremist region felt that the police were not able to 

control extremism.   
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 Almost equal percentage of officers from Dhalai and South Tripura said that the 

extremist problem is not only the problem of police indicating that there are other 

problems as well to deal with.  

 As for constables, slightly larger percentage in the Dhalai region said that the 

extremism is well controlled. However 11% of constables felt that the police is 

not at all able to control extremist activities.  Such a perception is only  from 5% 

of constables in the non extremist region. 

 There is definitely a difference between extremist and non extremist area officers 

and constables in regard to their perception of controlling extremist activities.  

The personnel from extremist region seem to perceive control to be very good as 

far as extremist activities are concerned. 

 

Table 23 

Reasons advanced by officers and constables for controlling well the extremist 

activities – a comparison between South Tripura and Dhalai. 

 

State District Category Police is 

very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

fearless Not 

afraid of 

death or 

injury 

Any 

other 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) Officer  80.0% 12.1% 21.2 % 20.0% - 

Constable  52.9% 15.7% 19.6% 11.7% - 

South 

Tripura (NE) 

 

Officer  38.5% 38.5% 23.1% - - 

Constable  25.4% 34.9% 14.3% 20.6% 4.8% 

 OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 The reason for controlling extremism very well is attributed to the efficiency of 

the police.  In fact 80% of officers from the extremist region felt so whereas only 

38.5% of officers of the South Tripura region felt so.  If we merge the categories 

“police very efficient” and “well trained” together, it is seen that 92% of Dhalai 
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district officers attribute their success to the efficient and well trained police.  On 

the other hand 77% of South Tripura officers felt so.  

 Since in the extremist region the officers are facing the problem directly and 

handle it almost every day they appear to know how well they control and how 

efficient the police personnel is.  Such a perception is amongst lesser percent of 

officers in the non extremist region which I think is not unusual as they are not in 

combat every day as are the officers in the extremist region.  

 More than 60% of constables from South Tripura and 68% of constables from 

Dhalai felt the police is very efficient and well trained and so are able to handle 

the extremist activities very well.  The percent of constables having such a 

perception is relatively lesser than the percentage of officers who perceive so. 

 

 

Reasons for not controlling extremism very well 

To the query, to those who stated that the extremism is not very well controlled,  about 

the reasons for not controlling the extremism very well, the responses given are presented 

below in the table.  

 

Table 24 

Reason for not controlling well the extremist problem – perception of officers and 

constables in South Tripura and Dhalai districts 

 
State District Category Defectiv

e recruit 

ment 

policy 

Need 

rigoros 

trainin

g 

Afraid 

of 

sudden 

death 

Lack of 

high tech 

instrumen

ts 

Non 

supportin

g local 

people 

Outfit stays 

in 

neighbouri

ng 

countries 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) Officer  7.7% 38.5% - 7.7% 38.5% 7.7% 

Constable  - 19.4% 12.9% 35.5% 32.2% - 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

Officer  50% 37.5% - - - 12.5% 

Constable  9.6% 21.2% 15.4% 19.2% 21.2% 13.5% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 
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 To the query as to the reason for the police not controlling the extremist activities, 

many reasons were given.  Officers in Dhalai felt more rigorous training is needed 

(38.5%) and they got no local support (38.5%) because of which the control has 

not been very good. On the other hand in the non extremist region there were 50% 

officers who said that the recruitment procedure was defective and another 37.5% 

(almost equal to Dhalai) said that the police needed more rigorous training.  

 As for constables 35.5% from Dhalai district felt that lack of high tech 

instruments was responsible for not controlling well the extremist activities.  On 

the other hand only 19% of constables from non extremist region stated so. 

 While no officer gave “afraid of sudden death” as a reason for not controlling 

very well, there were 13-15% constables in Dhalai and South Tripura who felt so. 

 Even amongst constables more than 30% from Dhalai felt lack of support from 

local people as a reason for not controlling extremist activities.  

Thus one finds considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist regions 

regarding the reasons advanced for non effectiveness in controlling extremist activities.  

While it is the need for rigorous training and lack of support from the locals as main 

reasons, in South Tripura it is the recruitment policy that is stated to be defective. 

  

Difference between extremist and non extremist affected area:  

There exist distinct differences between extremist affected area and non extremist 

affected area. During their career in police service the police personnel has to face 

different situations in extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. The study 

intended to find out the differences police feel.  Figure 5 presents the analysis. 
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Figure 5 

 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 

 From the above graph following inference may be drawn: 

 

 Almost equal percentage of officers in extremist and non extremist regions 

consider the extremist region as tense and the non extremist region as peaceful, and 

similarly almost equal percent of officers in the Dhalai and South Tripura felt that the  

police has to be fully alert in the extremist area.  

  

 As for constables, relatively more percentage from South Tripura as compared to 

Dhalai felt that the extremist area is tense and non extremist area is peaceful. Similarly 

lesser percent of constables from South Tripura as compared to Dhalai district felt that 

the police needs to be alert in extremist area.  
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 Thus, there is a difference in the percentage of officers and constables in the 

extremist and non extremist region in regard to their perception of the atmosphere in the 

extremist and non extremist regions.   

 

 Within officers, there is however almost equal percentage perceiving the 

extremist area to be tense etc. 

 

Major problem faced by police in extremist area: view of constables   

The objective of our study was to find out the problems that the constables face in 

extremist affected area. From the data we found the problem faced by police in extremist 

affected areas.  

Table 26 

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area 

State  District Lack of 

updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communication 

system 

Lack of 

manpower 

Wide gap 

between police 

and public 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai (E) 10.8% 47.0% 21.1% 21.1% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

24.8% 29.6% 27.2% 18.6% 

CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

Problem faced by the constables are:-  

a. Poor communication system (29.6%, 47.0%),  

b. Lack of manpower (27%, 21.1%)  

c.  24.8% constables of South Tripura think lack of updated equipment as problem 

but only 10.8% in Dhalai think this as a problem. Similarly wide gap between 

police and public is the problem according 18.6% constables from South Tripura 

and 21.1% constables from Dhalai 

In Dhalai 47.0% constables and 29.6% constables in South Tripura face problem 

of poor communication system.  
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Preparedness to counter insurgency:  

The insurgents are equipped with sophisticated weapons; as such it is necessary that 

the police personnel are also well equipped for counter insurgency activities. Therefore 

opinion was sought from the officers about how well equipped they are to counter 

insurgents.  

 

Table 27 

Perception of officers and constables in regard to the Preparedness to counter insurgents- 

A comparison between South Tripura and Dhalai 

Officer 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 

State  District Yes No  Reasons for being inequipped to counter 

insurgents 

Not 

well 

trained 

Arms 

not 

adequate 

Restricted 

from using 

sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardness 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai 

(E) 

78.9% 21.1% 30.8% 7.7% - 61.5% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

56.7% 43.3% 21.4% 28.6% - 50.0% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31,  

 

From the above table it is interesting to note that nearly 80% officers from the extremist 

area felt that they were well equipped to counter insurgents.  However in the non 

extremist area there were only 56% who felt so.   This difference in perception between 

extremist and non extremist area is noteworthy.  The personnel who are facing insurgent 

day after day seem to have confidence in their being equipped to counter insurgent, 

whereas those in the non extremist region who are not frequently facing such problem 

seem to have a negative view point in this regard. 

 

To the query about the reasons for not being equipped to counter insurgents, it is 

pertinent to note that more than 60% in the Dhalai district as compared to 50% from 

South Tripura felt that extremist activities are more due to economic backwardness and cannot be 

solved by arms alone.  
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31% of Dhalai officers felt that the police were not well trained and so in equipped to counter 

insurgents.  When this is compared with the South Tripura officers, there were only 21% of them 

who thought so.  

Thus there is a difference in the perception of preparedness and reasons for not being equipped to 

counter insurgents between the police personnel of extremist and non extremist regions.  More 

from the extremist area feel that they are well equipped to counter insurgency as compared to the 

non extremist area.   

 

Maintenance of peace:  

Police is the protector of common people. It is the responsibility of police to ensure the 

safety of the common people while dealing with the insurgents. Therefore, officers are 

questioned about how far they are concerned about avoiding violence while arresting 

extremist taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain safe. 

Table 28 

Avoiding violence in dealing with insurgents- officers view point 

State  District Yes No  methods 

With 

help of 

public 

By identifying 

hideouts and 

surrounding 

them without 

their 

knowledge 

By 

opening 

fire only 

if they 

did 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardn

ess 

Tripur

a 

 

Dhalai (E) 64.9% 35.1% 55.5% 43.5% 17.0% 17% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

86.7% 13.3% 40.7% 59.3% - - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

From the above analysis one may conclude as follows: 

There were far lesser percent of officers from Dhalai (extremist area- 64.9%) who said 

that they avoided violence while dealing with the insurgents.   On the other hand in South 

Tripura (non extremist area0 (87% said so.  It appears that more than one third from 

extremist region is unable to avoid violence even if they desire so.  They method by 

which they take precaution is by taking the help of the public (56% from Dhalai) and by 

identifying the hideouts and surrounding the militants (43.5%)  
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Here again one finds a difference between extremist and non extremist region officers in 

that large percent from extremist region take the help of the public while in the non 

extremist region, 59.3% said they identify hideouts and surround the extremist.  

 

Unified Command System:  

In insurgency affected areas, a unified command system consisting of police, army and 

civil administration exists as a measure of counter insurgency strategy and security 

system. The officers were asked whether they face any problem working under this 

system 

Table 29 

Views of Police Officers on Unified Command System 
Officer 

State District Problem working under unified command 

system 

Yes  No  

Tripura Dhalai (E) 61.1% 38.9% 

 South Tripura (NE) 88.9% 11.1% 

                                                OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

From the above analysis one may state the following: 

Unified command system does not seem to be very effective as both extremist region and 

non extremist region police personnel reported facing problems under the unified 

command system.  Within this non extremist region officers were far more in percentage 

(90%) who said they faced problem working under the unified system.  As against this 

only 60% officers of the Dhalai district said so.  It appears that under unified command 

system there is more pressure and tension and the officers find it difficult to work under 

such pressure and tension. 

 

Extremism and crime rate:  

We can find a kind of relationship between the extremist activities and the other crime 

rates. There may be increase or decrease in the crime rate according to the prevalence of 

the extremist activities. 
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Table 30 

Perception of officers regarding the relationship between crime rate and insurgency – A 

comparison between extremist and non extremist regions 
Officer 

Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District Yes No  If yes the reasons for the same 

Local 

criminals 

encouraged as 

they can 

blame 

insurgents 

Many times the extremists 

use the local criminals for 

criminal activities 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 63.2% 36.8% 69.2% 30.8% 

South Tripura 

(NE) 

58.6% 41.4% 37.5% 62.5% 

                                                OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

 

It is seen from the above table that according to 63% of Dhalai and 59% of South Tripura 

officers that increase in the crime rate is related to extremist activities.  While 69% of 

extremist region officers said that local criminals get encouraged to indulge in crime as 

they can blame the crime on the insurgents.  63% of South Tripura officers said that the 

extremists use the local criminals for criminal activities.   

 

Table 31 

Police Officers View on Decrease in Crime Rate and Insurgent Activities & Their 

Reasons 
Decrease of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District yes No  Even the 

criminals 

don’t dare 

come out 

People 

remain 

indoor due 

to fear of 

extremist 

Because of 

extremist police 

is always 

around 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 29.7% 70.3% 16.7% 43.3% 40.0% 

South 

Tripura 

 (NE) 

37.9% 62.1% 37.5% 18.8% 53.8% 

                                             OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

To the query if there had been a reduction in criminal activities as a result of insurgency , 

more than 60 to70% of officers from both regions reported in the negative.  The reasons 
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advanced for this was according to  more than 40% officers people remain indoors due to 

fear of extremists an d the police edealing with extremist activities is always on patrol.  

There is not much of a difference between the extremist andnon extremist regions in this 

regard. 

 

Satisfaction with the present police performance:  

How far the police personnel are satisfied with the present police performance is of a 

great concern for understanding the performance of police in extremist and non extremist 

areas. 

 

 

Satisfaction with Police performance level – A comparison between extremist and 

non extremist regions: 

Chart1 

 

OSS- Dhalai-38 
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Chart 2 

 

OSS- South Tripura-31  

 

 

 If satisfied and highly satisfied categories are merged together, it is seen that 

large percent of Dhalai officers (79%) are satisfied with the police 

performance.  On the other hand only 58% officers from South Tripura were 

satisfied.  In fact it is interesting to note that only 2.6% were totally 

dissatisfied with the police performance.  In terms of number it is a negligible 

number of officers who felt so.   

 There is thus a difference between extremist and non extremist areas  in 

regard to police performance.  Since in the extremist area the officers are 

facing the problem often perhaps they also are well versed with the police 

performance and thus there are larger number of officers who are satisfied 

with the performance of police. This may not be so in the non extremist region 

as these officers are not facing the problem of combat etc frequently.  
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Human Rights Commission:  

A positive relation between police and Human Rights Commission is almost a rare 

phenomenon. Police often think that Human Rights Commission interferes in their 

working.  Therefore police officers are asked for their view on the Human Rights 

Commission. 

 

 

Table 33 

Perception of the role of Human Rights Commission being helpful – A comparison 

between extremist and non extremist areas 
Officer 

Whether Human Rights Commission helped in improving human rights violation incidents 

State District Yes  No  If no the reasons for the same 

It is due to 

sheer 

callousness 

Lack of 

awareness 

H.R. rules 

Not aware  

H.R.  to be 

followed 

No clear 

instructions 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 57.9% 42.1% - 55.0% 20.0% 25.0% 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

33.3% 66.7% - 13.6% 9.1% 77.3% 

                                                     OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31,  

 

 In Dhalai (57.9%) more officers said the existence of Human Rights Commission 

helped in improving Human Rights violations both in extremist and non extremist 

affected area compared to South Tripura (33.3%) 

 Out of those with negative view on HRC majority (77.3%) officers from South 

Tripura said that the existence of HRC does not help rights violations due to no 

clear instruction about HR. More than half of officers from Dhalai said that it is 

due to the lack of awareness about the HR rules that rights are violated. 
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Police performance (General) 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention:  

The police officers use different techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime prevention 

in now a day does not mean only to arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime prevention 

takes a wider sense with the police working in coordination with the public to root out 

crime. 

 

Table 34 

Officers perception of techniques used by police for crime prevenetion 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention 

State District Use 

educational 

method 

Punishment   Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

Informed 

public 

about 

crimes 

Special 

programmes 

are arranged 

for public  

Organize 

camps/workshops 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai 

(E) 

18.9% 14.7% 21.6% 15.4% 5.4% 24.0% 

 South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

13.3% 23.3% 40.0% 6.7 6.7% 10.0% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31,  

 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 Officers from South Tripura (40.0%) believe in capturing culprit immediately 

in order to prevent crime.  

 Officers from Dhalai use all the methods like education, punishment, 

involving community etc. in almost equal proportion in order to prevent 

crime. 

 

Manpower:  

In extremist affected area often manpower in police force fall sort for activities like  

security cover to safeguard and protect public properties such as monuments, markets, 

festivals etc. 
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Table 35 

officer 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of monuments 

State  District suffici

ent 

Not 

sufficie

nt  

If no the reasons for the same 

Limited 

manpo

wer 

During 

extremist 

activities very 

limited 

architecture 

monuments 

department 

shd care 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 51.4% 48.6% 54.5% 45.5% - 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

31.0% 69.0% 78.9% 21.1% - 

                                     OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

From the above analysis, one may infer the following: 

 

 Only slightly more than 50% of Dhalai officers said that the man power is 

sufficient.  Remaining were of the view that manpower is insufficient. Such a 

response of manpower being insufficient was stated so by 69% of South Tripura 

officers.   

 The reasons for stating so was that limited manpower for combat etc. was stated as 

a reason by  54.5% of Dhalai officers, while the same reason was advanced by 

78.9% officers of South Tripura region. 

 Thus there is a difference in the reasons advanced for insufficient manpower 

between the officers of the extremist and non extremist regions.  
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Relationship between media and police:  

Media plays a very important role by reporting the activities of police. However we often 

come over the allegation that media become biased when reporting on police. 

 

Table 36 

Officers Perception of Relationship between media and police- A comparison 

State District Positiv

e  

Negativ

e  

If no the reasons 

No 

specif

ic 

reason 

Media 

looks for 

sensalisati

on 

Manipul

ate 

interview 

Never 

report good 

work of 

police 

Tripur

a 

 

Dhalai (E) 72.9% 27.0% 55.6

% 

9.1% 33.3% 11.1% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

23.3% 76.7% 40.9%   50.0% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

From the above table following inference may be drawn 

 Majority officers from South Tripura talked about a negative relation between 

police and media whereas majority officers from Dhalai said media is positive 

while reporting police activities.  

 A number of police officers (41.4%) from South Tripura and more than half of the 

officers from Dhalai think that for no specific reason media is negative while 

reporting police. 

 Half of the officers from South Tripura said that media never report the good 

works of police. 

 

Relationship between the police and the public. Community policing:  

Community policing is a policing strategy and philosophy based on the notion that 

community interaction and support can help control crime and reduce fear, with 

community members helping to identify suspects, detain vandals and bring problems to 

the attention of police. 
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Table 37 

Officers perception of Relation between police and public 

State Distric

t 

category Cordi

al  

Straine

d 

Sense of 

fear by the 

public 

Mistrus

t of 

public 

by 

police 

Public do not 

understand 

police and their 

police 

infrastructure 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai 

(E) 

Officer  89.2

% 

5.4% - - 5.4% 

constable 81.2

% 

7.1% 10.6% 1.2% - 

South 

Tripur

a (NE) 

Officer  37.9%

. 

37.9 3.4% 3.4% 17.2% 

constable 85.3% 4.7% 8.5% 1.6% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, 

From the above table following inference may be drawn:- 

Equal percentage of officers (37.9%) from South Tripura, which is non extremist region, 

stated that the relationship between police and the public was cordial and strained 

respectively. 

On the other hand 89.2% of Dhalai officers (extremist region) said that the relationship 

between police and the public is cordial.  However as for constable, in both the regions 

there were more than 80% constables who said that the relationship between police and 

the public is cordial.  

Thus there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist region officers in 

regard to their perception of the relationship between the police and public being cordial. 

Large percent of extremist region officers feel it is cordial while only around one third of 

non extremist region officers felt so. 

 

Reason for Strained relation between police and public:  

Table below presents the analysis fo the reasons for poor police public relationship.  
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 Table 38 

Officers perception of Reason for strained relations between police and public 

State  District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion 

by public 

Ruled 

by 

political 

orders 

Harsh to 

public 

Considered as 

corrupt 

organization 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai (E) 26.7% 36.7% 10.0% 10.0% 16.7% 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

30.4% 34.8% 30.4% 4.3% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, 

  

From the above the reasons advanced for strained relations is as follows:  

 

Out of that small number of officers who stated to have strained relation between police 

and public, the reason given by 34.8% officers from South Tripura and 36.7% officers 

from Dhalai is public having no faith in police. 

 

30% of non extremist region officers and 27% of extremist region officers felt that the 

police was not successful in creating the desired atmosphere for cordial relationship. 

 

Support police get from public: As a part of community policing police get different 

kinds of support from public. Table below presents the details. 

Table 39 

Officer 

Support police get from public 
State  District Public 

involve 

police in 

police 

public 

interface 

By 

giving 

clue 

about a 

culprit 

By 

following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helps police 

in special 

week such as 

road safety 

week 

By giving clue 

about any strange 

activities in 

neighbourhood 

No 

support 

from 

public 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai(E) 2.7% 59.5% 16.2% 5.4% 16.2% - 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

23.3% 46.7%  - 26.7% 3.3% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31,  
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It is interesting to note from the above analysis that when the column of giving clue about 

the culprit is combined with providing clue regarding strange activities by the public, 

more than 70% from Extremist (75.7%) and non extremist region (73.4%) stated so.  

Negligible percent of officers from the extremist region (2.7%) as compared to the non 

extremist region (23.3%) stated that there is no police public interface and involvement of 

the public. While small percentage (3.3%) of South Tripura said there was no support 

from the public, no person from Dhalai said so. 

  

Thus, there is a difference in the perception of the public being helpful in certain ways 

with the police between extremist and non extremist regions.  

 

Mechanism for public cooperation: the police officers were asked whether they have 

any mechanism for public cooperation. 

 

Table 40 

Officers perception of Mechanism for public cooperation 

Mechanism for public cooperation 
State  District Have any mechanism 

for public cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes  No  Joint 

committ

ees with 

RWAs  

Police 

public 

cooperatio

n 

committe 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme to 

reduce crime 

Police public cooperation 

to manage certain 

sensitive programmes 

such as renting out 

premises with consent of 

police 

Tripur

a 

 

Dhalai 

(E) 

70.3

% 

29.7% 3.4% 20.7% 65.5% 10.3 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

100% - 16.7% 33.3% 43.4% 6.7% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31,  

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge. 

As against 100% officers from South Tripura who stated that there is a 

mechanism for police public collaboration, only 70% of Dhalai area said so.   
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However if we merge the columns “joint committees with RWAs” “police public 

cooperation committee” and “the police public collaborative programme”, it is interesting 

to note that except very small percentage , the remaining around 90% and more officers 

were agreeing that there is a mechanism for police public cooperation. 

 

Thus, there is not much of a difference between extremist and non extremist region 

regarding their view on this matter. 

 

Political interference:  

One major factor effecting police performance is interference by political party/parties. 

Political parties and individual politicians may abuse the police to satisfy their self 

interest. As a result many things that police may do will reflect the lack of policing 

having people with muscles, guns, pistols etc.  

 

Table 41 

Perception of political interference in police functioning 
State  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes 

 

 

No  

 

 

 

 

Demanding 

release of 

an accused 

 

 

Dema

nding 

no 

action 

 

 

 

 

Not to 

enforce 

punishme

nt 

Police officers 

transferred for 

not joining 

hands with 

politician 

 

 

Bringing 

in police 

officers 

loyal to 

politician 

Tripur

a 

 

Dhalai (E) 48.6

% 

51.4

% 

43.8% - 18.8% 37.5% 26.7% 

South 

Tripura 

61.3

% 

38.7

% 

5.3% 21.1

% 

5.3%% 52.6% 15.8% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, 

 

From the above  analysis following emerge: 

 

Majority (61.3%) officers from South Tripura said they face political interference during 

their career. if they refuse to listen they are transferred.  
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Comparatively lesser number of officers from Dhalai (48.6%) said that they face 

interference. The interference they face is demanding release of an accused according to 

43.8% officers. 

 

Steps to minimize gap between police and public: 

An attempt was made to find out the various measures taken to reduce the gap between 

the police and the public relationship.  Table below presents the details. 

Table 42 
Officer 

State  District Steps to 

minimize gap 

between police 

and public 

Constantly 

interacting 

with public 

through TV, 

radio, print 

media 

Regular 

interactions 

with 

RWAs in 

their area 

Get feedback 

from the public 

in their area  as 

what 

improvements 

they require so 

that the same 

can be 

implemented 

they  

indicate 

the 

number 

of cases 

they have 

solved 

through 

BPRD 

number of 

steps taken 

to interact 

with the 

public and 

others are 

disseminate

d through 

their 

journals 

Yes No  

Tripura 

 

Dhalai 

(E) 

83.8% 16.2

% 

19.4% 38.7% 25.8% 6.5% 9.7% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

100% - 25.9% 19.4% 41.9% 12.9%  

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, 

 

If we merge columns “Interaction with public” + “regular interactions with RWA” 

+regular feedback from public”, it is seen that more than 80% of officers from the 

extremist and non extremist regions have stated that they do take steps to minimize the 

gap between the police and the public.  

 

Officers from both South Tripura (100%) and Dhalai (83.8%) said that they take steps to 

minimize gap between police and public.  

 

41.9% officers from South Tripura said that they get feedback from the public in their 

area as what improvements they require so that the same can be implemented. 
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On the other hand in Dhalai 38, 7% officers said they have regular interactions with 

RWAs in their area 

 

Change for police to have an attitudinal change:  

To the query regarding the measures to be taken to change people attitude towards, the 

police, following responses were obtained which are tabulated and presented below.  

 

Table 43 

Officers perception regarding measures for changing public opinion about police 

Officers Opinion 

State  District More 

interaction 

with 

public 

Representation 

of public in 

police system 

Representation 

of police in 

public bodies 

Regular 

write 

about 

important 

cases 

Interactional 

melas  

Public 

be made 

aware 

about 

police 

activities 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai 

(E) 

59.5% 2.7% 8.1% 6.4% 6.4% 16.2% 

 South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

67.7% - 3.2% 13.5% - 29.0% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

  

From the above table we may infer the following 

In both Dhalai and South Tripura the officers (60%and above) felt that there should be 

more interaction of the police with the public.  

A few officers felt that the public should be made  public aware of the rules and 

regulations of police and their activities. 

Very few were also of the view that the police should give information about some of the 

cases to the public to get them involved in the investigation work etc. 

 

Methods tomake the public aware of police functioning 

An attempt was made to find out from the officers whether they have any provision to 

make the public aware of the police activities etc.   The responses given in this regard are 

presented in the following table. 
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Table 44 

Officers perception of the measures for making public aware of police functioning 
State District Provision for 

public 

Awareness 

If yes, the methods 

Yes No Issuing 

number of 

notifications 

in the 

newspaper 

Interacting 

with press 

and public 

once in a 

fortnight 

In serious 

case public 

is 

interacted 

and 

involve 

Inform 

public 

through 

FM about 

extremist 

activity 

and make 

aware 

By 

holding 

public 

meeting 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai 

(E) 

75.0% 25.0% 3.4% 3.4% 3.4% - 

 

89.7% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

87.1% 12.9% 17.9% 7.1% 10.7% - 64.7% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

It is seen from the above that  

Majority officers from both South Tripura (87.1%) and Dhalai(75.0%) have provision for 

making people aware of their rules and regulations. 

Public is made aware of the rules and regulations by holding public meeting according to 

more than 65% officers from both areas. 

 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquents:  

Juveniles if not prevented from committing crimes only graduates to serious crimes. 

Therefore it becomes essential that the Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be enforced effectively. 

This is an Act to provide for the care, protection treatment, development and 

rehabilitation of neglected and for the adjudication matters relating to juveniles. Police 

officers were asked whether they take measures to help students to avoid anti-social 

activities/indulging in unlawful activities. This very important problem in places like 

Assam where there is so much of insurgency.  Table below presents the measures taken 

by the police in regard to prevengt delinquency. 
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Table 45 

Officers view regarding measures to prevent delinquency 

State  District Provision for 

helping 

students 

avoiding anti 

social activity 

If yes, the methods  

Yes No  Organize 

through 

NGOs 

programmes 

for youth 

Youngster 

is not 

punished 

but let out 

with 

warning 

for first 

offence 

No special 

programme 

for youth 

Usual  Any 

other 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai 

(E) 

83.8% 16.2% 43.8% 50.0% 3.1 3.1% 14.9% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

100% - 61.3% 19.4% 12.9% 6.5% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

 

From the above. We may infer the following. 

Majority officers from both South Tripura (100%)   and Dhalai (83.8%) said that they 

take measures so that youngsters can avoid anti social activities. 

 

Police organize through their NGOs number of programmes for the youth according to 

majority officers from South Tripura. Precaution has been taken in Dhalai district so that 

youngster is not punished for his first offence but let out with warning so that they do not 

repeat this deviant behaviour and lead a normal life. 

 

 

 

Accountability to law:  

Accountability means answerability for proper performance of an assigned job. In 

democracy, police remain accountable for its performance to the people and to the law of 
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the land. The officers were asked if they detain people illegally. The responses are 

tabulated below. 

 

Table 46 

Officers perception of accountability of the police to law and public 

State  District Justify detaining people illegally Does police 

reform help 

increasing 

police 

accountability 

Extremists 

and criminals 

are detained 

following law 

none else 

detained 

illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police 

follow rules 

and do  not 

detain 

illegally 

Any 

other 

Yes  No  

Tripura 

 
Dhalai (E) 48.4% 

 

16.1% 35.5% - 94.4% 5.4% 

South 

Tripura (NE) 

60.0% 3.3% 30.0% 6.7% 93.3% 6.7% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

From the above analysis following conclusions emerge. 

 

Extremists and criminals are detained following law none else detained illegally 

according to 60.0% officers from South Tripura and 48.4% officers from Dhalai. 

According to majority officers (South Tripura-93.3%, Dhalai-94.4%) from both the 

district police reform measures help increasing police accountability. 

  

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive and  police:  

Better performance from the police department also depends on the proper coordination 

among the three agencies that is the judiciary, executive and police. Whether the officers 

consider if such a cooperationexists amongst the three agencies was explored and the table 

below presents the details. 
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Table 47 

Officers perception of Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very 

high 

High Average Poor Extremely poor 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai (E) 10.8% 18.9% 70.3% - - 

South Tripura 

(NE) 

9.7% 19.4% 61.3% 9.7% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, 

 

From the above it may be stated that  

According to officers from South Tripura (61.3%) and Dhalai (70.3%)  the cooperation 

amongst the three agencies is average amongst judiciary, executive and police 

Whereas a few  officers (South Tripura-9.7%, Dhalai-10.8%) mentioned  about very high 

cooperation  among the three agencies.  Except 9.7% officers from  Tripura no one said 

that the cooperation amongst the three agencies is poor.   

There is thus a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in regard to 

the officers perception of cooperation amongst the three agencies. Slightly more officers 

from extremist region consider the cooperation satisfactory amongst the three agencies. 

 Corruption:  

Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient functioning of police 

department.  To the query regarding the eprcepiton of officers about corruption in the 

police, the following results emerged as given in table below.  

Table 48 

Perception of officers that corruption hampers the efficient functioning of police 

department 

State District It is in 

entire 

society 

not just 

in police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so 

get the 

blame 

People in the 

higher 

position  

   pressurize 

and offer 

graft 

Since other 

corrupt persons 

don’t get 

punishment 

police get 

encouraged 

Tripura 

 
Dhalai (E) 54.1% 40.5% 2.7% 2.7 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

51.6% 48.4% - -- 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 
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Chart-3 

 

CSS- Dhalai-87,  

 

Chart 4 

 

 

CSS-South Tripura-130 
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More than half of the officers from both South Tripura (51.6%) and Dhalai (54.1%) said 

that corruption is in entire society not just in police. Police is in vulnerable position so 

they get the blame. (South Tripura-48.4%, Dhalai-40.5%) 

 

Majority constables from both South Tripura (64.0%) and Dhalai (64.9%) said 

everywhere there is corruption not just in police 

 

Infrastructure: A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better performance 

of the police department. Table below presents the officers view point in this regard.  

 

Table 50 

Officers view point on infrastructure 
State District Permanent 

house  

Sufficient 

vehicle and staff 

If No, the reasons for not having 

sufficient vehicles and staff. 

Yes  No  Yes  No  Low 

budget 

Need 

repair 

Don’t 

get fund 

in time 

Reason 

known to 

authority 

Tripura Dhalai 

(E) 

83.3% 16.7% 28.6% 71.4% 8.3% 16.7% 8.3% 66.7% 

 South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

93.3% 6.3% 30.0% 70.0% 5.0% 10.0% - 85.0 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

In both South Tripura and Dhalai majority officers said that there is adequate provision 

for permanent house. But regarding vehicle and staff majority officers from South 

Tripura (70.0%) as well as Dhalai (71.4%) said they don’t have sufficient amount of staff 

and vehicles. 

 

The reason for this insufficiency is best known to the authority according to majority of 

the officers from both the districts. 

 

Sufficiency of Fund:  

Many times fund remains inadequate to meet the needs of the police department. In 

Assam this is very important. But as the police department is non plan budget there is 
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dearth of fund. To the query regarding the adequacy of funds in the police department, 

the following responses emerged which are tabulated and presented in the table below. 

Table 51 

Perception of sufficiency of funds- a comparison between extremist and non extremist 

Regions. 
State District 

 

 

Sufficient 

Fund 

If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocation 

is less 

than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come 

in 

installments 

that too 

very late 

Funds 

released 

towards 

the end 

of the 

financial 

year 

State 

does 

not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason 

known to 

authority 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 60.0% 40.0% 33.3% 6.7%  20.0% 40.0%  

South 

Tripura(NE) 

60.0% 40.0% 69.2% 15.4   15.4%  

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, CSS- Dhalai-87, South Tripura-130 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge. 

 

 Equal percentage (60.0%) of officers from South Tripura and Dhalai said they 

have sufficient fund to meet their needs. 

 When this is insufficient the reason given was that allocation is less than demand 

according to 69.2% officers from South Tripura. The state does not have enough 

fund according to 40.0% officers from Dhalai 

 Thus there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions 

regarding the reasons for insufficient funds. More of extremist regions officers as 

compared to non extremist region feel that the state does not have enough funds. 

 

Basic minimum facilities:  

For sound performance the police stations should have the basic minimum facilities such 

as drinking water, sanitation, electricity etc. (Table below  shows the availability of the 

basic minimum facilities). 
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Table 47 

Presence of facilities for day to day activities 

Officer 

State District Presence of facilities 

Drinking 

water 

Sanitation Electricity Inverter/ 

generator 

Water 

for 

washing 

DSE* All 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 16.7% 11.1% 5.6% 19.4% - 40.7% 2.8% 

South 

Tripura 

(NE) 

39.0%  14.8% 3.7% 3.7% - 24.8% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31, *DSE- Drinking water, Sanitation, Electricity 

 

It is seen from the above table the following: 

 40.7% officers from Dhalai have drinking water, sanitation and electricity. It is 

surprising to find that only 2.8% officers said that police stations in Dhalai have 

all the basis minimum facilities. For an extremist affected area like Dhalai this is a 

very threatening fact. 

 Majority of the police thanas do not have electricity sanitation etc. 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments:  

In order to control insurgency and extremism, as well as deal with emergency cases and 

maintain law and order, the  police need to have the necessary arms and equipments.  

Whether it is so was ascertained from the police officers and the table below presents the 

details.  

Table 48 

Perception of fficers regarding the Availability of arms and equipment 
State District Have arms and 

equipments? 

If no, what are the facilities required 

yes No  Arms and 

ammunition 

Latest 

equipments 

Computer 

assisted 

technologies 

Trained 

manpower 

Proper 

housing 

facilities 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 77.8% 22.2% 30.8% 9.5% 23.1% - 7.7% 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

34.6% 65.4% 33.3% - 4.8% 23.8 4.8 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 
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From the above the following conclusions emerge: 

 

 Majority officers from South Tripura (65.4%) said they do not have necessary 

arms equipments.  

 On the other hand Dhalai which is an extremist affected area majority officers 

(77.8%) said they have necessary arms equipments.  

 Officers from South Tripura (33.3%) and Dhalai (30.8%) want arms and 

ammunitions as necessary facility.   

 

Cell to discuss problems of police:  

In both extremist and non extremist area the presence of a forum for discussing the 

problems of police is very necessary. Whether they have such a cell and how often it 

functions was ascertained and the table below presents thedetail. 

 

Table 49 

Availability of Cell for police problems 
Officer 

State District Cell for police 

problem 

If no, the reasons 

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To 

some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 25.0% 75.0% 29.6% 11.1% 25.9% 33.3% 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

26.1% 73.9% 36.0% 16.0% 40.0% 8.0% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31  

 

From the table above, following emerge: 

 

 To the query if they have any cell to discuss their problem with the concerned 

ministry majority officers from South Tripura (73.9%) as well as Dhalai (75.0%) 

said that they don’t have any cell/committee. 

 Only a few officers from both the district said that they have a cell but it work 

either only to some extent for solving police problem or does not implement 

mostly the solutions. 
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 Police meet for discussion once in a month according to majority officers from 

South Tripura (62%). 

 Whereas in Dhalai an extremist affected area where periodic discussion is much 

more necessary officers meet to discuss only when need arises.  

 

Periodic discussion:  

Discussion improves functioning of any institution working in team. Therefore it is 

necessary for police to have periodic discussion about the challenges/problems they face 

and to bring solution to them. Table below presents the responses of officers in this 

regard. 

 

Table 50 

Periodic discussion 
State District Discussion 

Once 

in a 

month 

Once 

in six 

month  

When 

need 

arises 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 34.3% 5.7% 60% 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

62% 3.4% 31.0% 

                                            OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

  

From the above analysis we may state the following: 

Inspite of the fact that Dhalai is a extremist district yet the officers meet only when need 

arises. In contrast in South Tripura 62% officers said that they meet once in a month 

which is a non extremist area. Thus compared to extremist area periodic discussion is 

better in non extremist area. 

 

Operational duty procedure:  

Operational duty procedure between senior police officers and constables also counts for 

a proper coordination of the working of police. Direct contact system can result better in 

this respect than a chain of command system.  Which of the system being followed was 

ascertained and the details are given in the table below. 
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Table 51 

Operational duty procedure 

State District Operational  duty procedure 

Direct 

Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command 

system 

Both 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 68.1% 37.8% - 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

60.1% 43.3% - 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 It is interesting that majority 60% and above  officers from South Tripura and 

Dhalai (68.1%)said that they have direct contact system.   The remaining said they follow 

the chain of command system.  It appears that the direct contact system is more in the 

extremist area than in the non extremist area. 

 

Intelligence collection:    

Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of a district. Whether such a system 

exists was ascertained and the table presents the details. 

 

Table 52 

Intelligence mechanism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

Majority officers from both South Tripura and Dhalai said that the SP has the mechanism 

for getting intelligence. This is a must for extremist affected area. In the negligible cases 

State District Does the SP has mechanism 

for intelligence gathering 

Yes  No  

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 94.4% 5.6% 

South 

Tripura(N

E) 

82.8% 17.2% 
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where SP does not have own mechanism he manages through his own police officers 

whom he send for training.  Table 53 presents this issue  

Table 53 

Management of intelligence through alternative methods 

 

Officer 

State District If no, how does he manage 

Through some 

external agency 

Through his own police 

officers whom he send 

for training in 

Tripura 

 

Dhalai (E) 25.0% 75.0% 

South 

Tripura(NE) 

41.7% 58.3% 

OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

 Performance index: In order to get an understanding of the police performance 

in extremist affected and non extremist affected area a number of performance indicators 

have been incorporated in the question schedule. Questions regarding their efficiency in 

preventing crime, complaint registration, public reassurance and community policing, 

record keeping, grooming, punctuality, regularity, personal qualities of officers, honesty, 

and commitment to the service have been asked to the officers. On the basis self 

assessment by the officers they have been categorized in four groups viz. “Poor”, 

“Average”, “Above Average”, “Good” and “Very Good”. We have also interviewed civil 

society persons in order to assess the performance of the police officers. We found 

general people satisfied the police performance. Just the behaviour of the police 

constables was disturbing according to them.  

  

Figure 6 
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OSS- Dhalai-38, South Tripura-31 

 

*Scores : Poor-118-146, Average-176-204, Good- 234-262, Very Good-263-291 

 

 In case of South Tripura it is found that 41.9% assess themselves as good 

performing officers and 48.4% officers think they perform very well. 

 In Dhalai it is almost same (Good-39.5%, Very Good-44.7%) still compared 

to South Tripura it is less. 

 It is interesting to note that in the extremist region, 5.3% officers consider 

police performance poor. 

 

Findings and recommendations of Tripura Police: 

 

(1)  In Tripura, numbers of young unmarried constables are more. Officers in  South  

Tripura belong to general category whereas in Dhalai 39.5% belong to ST  

category. This is significant as Tripura has a large number of indigenous tribal  

population. 

 

(2) Education level of Officers in Tripura is high. In South Tripura as high as   19.4% 

and in Dhalai 5.3% are Post Graduate. Below this, 58.1% and 42.1% are graduate. 

But majority of constables in our study have read up to tenth standard only. 
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(3) Though recruitment of police officers in both the places are limited after 2005.  

Yet, recruitment of 39.1% constables in Dhalai and 43.8% constables in South 

Tripura constables after 2005 indicate new recruitment at constable level. 

 

(4)  In  Tripura, both officers and constables seem to be getting a good salary. Here, 

96.8% officers in South Tripura and 78.9 % officers in Dhalai are salary above 

9000. Constables (73.1% in South Tripura, 62.1 % in Dhalai) get good salary. But   

percentage of officers and constables getting higher salary in extremists area are 

lower than non-extremist areas. 

 

(5) Both officers and constables seemed to have joined the police department to   

serve  the  country. 

 

(6) System of promotion for officers is better in Dhalai than in South Tripura. 

Regarding constables however only 10 % (ST) & 14% (D) got promotion that too 

only once. 

 

(7) Majority of officers and constables are satisfied with duty hours.  Some  officers  

(38.5%  ) are unhappy for not getting appreciation from officers at higher rank. 

 

(8)  Majority of officers are unaware about the welfare programme. Constables know 

about these programmes and wanted more recreational programme. 

 

(9)  Constables  in  both  our  study  areas  are  happy  about  the  kind  of  training  

they  received.  63.6% of officer want better training for handling the extremists. 

 

(10) Regarding  relationship between senior and junior officers, constables (88.3% 

South Tripura ) (81.2% Dhalai ) are of the opinion that relationship is cordial. On  

the other hand officers (88.2%  South Tripura & 56.3% Dhalai ) expressed  that  

relationship is more of indifferent nature. 
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(11) Majority  officers  and  constables  are  prepared  to  accept  risky  assignment   

as  part  of  their  duty. 

 

(12) Regarding the control of extremism, few officers (35.5%-South Tripura, 

40.5% Dhalai) believe that they can address this issue well. Constables are of 

similar opinion. These groups also have faith in the efficiency of police.  

 

(13) Police officers in extremist area are of the opinion that there is lot of tension in 

extremist area. 

 

(14) Police specially constables face some problem in extremist affected area like 

lack of communication, lack of manpower, lack of updated equipments as well as 

gap between police and the public. 

 

(15) Police in Tripura believe that they are well prepared to counter insurgency. 

Officers are of the opinion along with law and order root cause of insurgency is 

also economic backwardness. 

 

(16) Community policing is great success in Tripura. Officers and constables take 

the help of the public to control extremism. 

 

 

(17) Regarding other crimes at the time of insurgency officers from Dhalai said that 

extremists use local criminals to carry out their activities which involve an 

increase in local crimes. 

(18) Regarding police performance, officers i.e. 58.1% from South Tripura say that 

they have average satisfaction. In comparison from the extremist district that is 

Dhalai 63.2% officers are satisfied and 15.8% are highly satisfied. 

 

(19) Regarding existence of Human Right Commission, officers from extremist 

affected district feel that HRC is helpful whereas77.3% officers from South 

Tripura   think that HRC is not helpful in protecting human rights. 
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(20) Regarding the technique use by police for crime prevention extremist and non 

extremist areas follow two different techniques. Officers from Dhalai use methods 

like educating, punishing, and most important involving the community. On the 

other hand in South Tripura 40% believe in capturing the criminals. 

 

(21) There is a difference between South Tripura and Dhalai regarding relationship 

between police and media. According to the police officers in Dhalai, relationship 

is positive whereas officers from South Tripura talked about a negative relation.   

 

(22) All the police officers are of the opinion that media reports more negatively for 

no specific reason about police. 

 

 

(23) Majority of officers from both the district think that relation between police and 

public is cordial. 

 

(24) Majority officers believe that public has the mechanism to help the police that is 

programme between the public and police to reduce crime. 

 

 

(25) Officers from South Tripura said that they get feedback from the public. 

Similarly 38.7% officers from Dhalai are of the opinion that they have interaction 

with civil society organisation. 

 

(26) Police in general are of the opinion to have attitudinal change police need to 

have more interaction with the public. 

 

 

(27) Regarding steps taken by police to deal with youngsters hundred percent 

officers from South Tripura and 83.8% from Dhalai are of the opinion that police 

organize number of programmes to attract the youngsters. There are juvenile 

courts in Tripura for this purpose. 
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(28) Regarding accountability of the police officers are of opinion that they take care 

to follow laws. Almost all the officers believe that police reform measure is 

helping them to increase their accountability. 

 

 

(29) Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police are supposed to be 

average. 

(30) Both the officers and constables in both areas have accepted corruption in the 

entire society. According to them as police is in a vulnerable position so they get 

the blame. 

 

(31) Regarding political interference officers from Dhalai are of the opinion that they 

face interference demanding the release of an accused, similarly majority officers 

from ST too said if they refuse to listen to the political leaders usually they are 

transferred.  

 

(32) Regarding infrastructure majority officers from both the areas are of the opinion 

that they have permanent house for police stations but not enough staff and 

vehicles. 

 

(33) Majority of the officers of both the district think that state does not have fund.  

 

 

(34) In spite of being an extremist area 2.8% officers said that police stations in 

Dhalai have all the basic minimum facilities. Majority of the thanas have neither 

electricity nor sanitation.  

 

(35) Officers in Dhalai 77.8% said that they have necessary arms and equipments. 

On the other hand 65.4% of South Tripura said the opposite. 

 

(36) Regarding cell to discuss the problems of police majority officers from both 

areas said they do not have any cell or committee.  
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(37) 62% officers from South Tripura said that they meet once in month. But in 

Dhalai it is reported they meet only when need arise. 

 

(38) Regarding intelligence necessary for collection of information SP has the 

mechanism otherwise he manages through his police officers. 

 

(39) Regarding their own assessment 41.9% from South Tripura assess themselves as 

good officers and 48.4% think they do very well. In Dhalai it is more or less the 

same. 

 

Recommendation 

1. Constables need to be more educated for confidence 

development. 

2.  Both constables and officers need to be appreciated 

whenever they perform well.  

3. Govt. of India may consider arming the Tripura police with 

necessary arms to maintain the international border and 

insurgency. 

4. Emphasis should be paid in police training. 

5. In places like Dhalai care should be taken to provide proper 

house to the police station with electricity, sanitation 

facilities etc.  
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Section I  

A brief introduction 

Jammu and Kashmir is in the northernmost state of India. It is situated 

mostly in the Himalayan Mountains. It shares a border with the states of 

Himachal Pradesh and Punjab to the South. Internationally, it shares border with 

People’s Republic of China and Pakistan administered territories of Azad 

Kashmir and Gilgit-Balistan, towards West and North West respectively. It was 

a Princely State of Jammu and Kashmir earlier, that governed the larger historic 

region of Kashmir. Currently, this territory is disputed among mostly between 

India and Pakistan. It consists of three regions: Jammu, the Kashmir valley and 

Ladakh. Srinagar is the summer capital, and Jammu is the winter capital.  

 

Political history of Jammu & Kashmir: A brief statement 

As a legacy of the partition of Indian sub-continent, the Kashmir valley 

today is mired in conflict. It had suffered repeated aggression in 1947, 1965 and 

again in 1971 and 1999 and has been in the grip of cross border terrorism. By 

August 15, 1947 most of the states acceded either to India or to Pakistan. The 

ruler of the State of Jammu & Kashmir, concluded a Standstill Agreement with 
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Pakistan where it was agreed to ensure continuity of administrative 

arrangements in respect of communications, posts and telegraph, central excise, 

etc. This agreement essentially was intended to maintain the status quo , and did 

not create or affect any rights or obligations that would arise from the act of 

accession. 

 

Pakistan repeatedly violated the Agreement and exercised pressure on 

J&K to secure its accession by imposing economic sanctions and banning 

supplies of product from Pakistan to Kashmir. It crossed its limit of the 

Agreement by sending tribesmen from its North West Frontiers to invade 

Kashmir on October 22, 1947. These tribesmen caused immense havoc to life 

and property. They overran large areas of the State and were at a striking 

distance of the State capital, Srinagar. Faced with this grave emergency, the 

Maharajah of Kashmir appealed to the Government of India for assistance and, 

on October 26, 1947, executed the Instrument of Accession, making Jammu & 

Kashmir an integral part of the Indian Union.  

It is apparent that Pakistan had embarked on an undeclared war in 

Kashmir. At the end of the war India controlled the most valuable parts of 

Kashmir.  The legislative elections in Jammu and Kashmir were first held in 

1951 and Sheikh Abdullah’s party stood unopposed. However, due to 
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differences with the Central government at Delhi he was often dismissed and 

reappointed again. This was a time of political instability in Jammu and 

Kashmir and it went through several periods of President's rule by the Federal 

Government. While there were sporadic periods of violence there was no 

organized insurgency movement. 

Insurgency in Jammu and Kashmir 

The disputed election of 1987 with Farooq Abdullah’s party winning the 

election in alliance with the ruling Congress party has been an important factor 

for the rise of insurgency movement in the state. A widespread armed 

insurgency began with some elements from the State's assembly forming 

militant wings.  Some groups demanded independence for the state of Jammu 

and Kashmir and others for union with Pakistan.  

Pakistan gave its "moral and diplomatic" support to the movement. The 

government of India maintained that Pakistan's support of the insurgency 

consisted of training and supplying weapons to militant separatists and 

repeatedly called for Pakistan to cease "cross-border terrorism". The insurgency 

in Kashmir has existed in various forms. Thousands of lives have been lost 

since 1989 due to the intensification of both the insurgency and the fight against 

it.1 

During the 1990s, several new militant groups emerged, most of which 

held radical Islamic views. The ideological emphasis of the movement shifted 

from a nationalistic and secularist one to an Islamic one. This was in part driven 

by the arrival in the valley of Kashmir of large numbers of Islamic "Jihadi" 

fighters who had fought in Afghanistan against the Soviet Union in the 1980s.  

                                                 
1  http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/static/in_depth/south_asia/2002/india_pakistan/timeline/1989.stm 
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To this, the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) of Pakistan has been 

accused by India of supporting and training Mujahideen. A number of reasons 

can be cited for rising insurgency and cross border terrorism in Jammu and 

Kashmir. One reason is the human rights abuses by the troops engaged in 

Jammu and Kashmir. It has been alleged that these troops have engaged in 

widespread humanitarian abuses and extra-judicial killings. This has led to 

support for the insurgency.2 Again, religion is another issue that has created 

ripples in the state which has Muslim majority in a Hindu majority India.  

In spite of the fact that Jammu and Kashmir is now the only state in 

India which enjoys special autonomy under Article 370 of the Constitution of 

India (according to which, no law enacted by the Parliament of India, except for 

those in the field of defense, communication and foreign policy, that to will be 

extendable in Jammu and Kashmir unless it is ratified by the state legislature of 

Jammu and Kashmir) the problem of insurgency, terrorism and alienation are 

still to be curbed. Subsequently, jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of India over 

Jammu and Kashmir has been extended  

The different insurgent groups maintain different aims in Kashmir. Not 

all, but some want complete independence from both India and Pakistan. 

Insurgent groups operating in Jammu and Kashmir includes JKLF, Harkat-ul-

Mujaheedin, Lasker-e-Toiba, Jaish-e-Mohammad, etc. 

Over the last two years, the militant group, Lashkar-e-Toiba has split 

into two factions: Al Mansurin and Al Nasirin. Another new group reported to 

have emerged is the Save Kashmir Movement. Harkat-ul-Mujahideen (formerly 

known as Harkat-ul-Ansar) and Lashkar-e-Toiba are believed to be operating 

from Muzaffarabad, Azad Kashmir and Muridke, Pakistan respectively. Other 

less well known groups are the Freedom Force and Farzandan-e-Milat. A 

smaller group, Al-Badr, has been active in Kashmir for many years and is still 

believed to be functioning. All Parties Hurriyat Conference, an organization that 

                                                 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insurgency_in_Jammu_and_Kashmir 
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uses moderate means to press for the rights of the Kashmiris, is often considered 

as the mediator between New Delhi and insurgent groups. However, it is 

unclear if Al Qaeda has a presence in Jammu and Kashmir. Over time the Indian 

government has increasingly relied on using security forces which includes 

military and police. 

A Brief history of Jammu & Kashmir Police: 

In order to re-organize the police and to make it a more efficient 

instrument for the prevention and detection of crime, His Highness the 

Maharaja Bahadur in council vide State Council Resolution No CXII, dated 

29th January, 1927, published in Government Gazette dated 22nd Chet, 1983, 

accorded sanction for the enactment of the Police Act, 1983 (1927 A.D) thereby 

repealing the Police Act No 1 of 1905. Under the Police Act, the administration 

of the Police throughout the general police district was vested in an officer to be 

styled as Inspector General of Police. The post of Inspector General of Police 

was subsequently up-graded w.e.f 25.05.1982 and as such, presently the 

administration throughout the general police district is now vested in an officer 

styled as Director General of Police. This Act is the for runner of the present 

day police structure of Jammu & Kashmir . 

The Jammu and Kashmir Police is the law enforcement agency for the 

state of Jammu and Kashmir in India. They work with the Indian Army, the 

Central Reserve Police Force, and other Paramilitary forces of India.. They 

investigate cases of alleged misconduct by other units of the security forces. The 

Jammu & Kashmir Police have prevented attacks in other Indian states by 

arresting terrorists en route from Pakistan. 

Organizational structure: 

Jammu and Kashmir Police comes under direct control of Department of 

Home Affairs, Government of Jammu and Kashmir and headed by Director 

General of Police (DGP). 
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For better administrative functioning of the police, the Jammu & 

Kashmir State has been divided into two (02) Zones, Jammu Zone and Kashmir 

Zone, each headed by a Zonal Inspector General of Police (IGP) who is overall 

In-charge of law and order situation in the respective zone. The two zones are 

further sub-divided into Ranges, each headed by an officer of the rank of a Dy. 

Inspector General of Police (DIG). Presently, there are six (07) Ranges, 

three(04) in Jammu Zone (Jammu-Kathua, Rajouri-Poonch, Udhampur-Reasi 

and Doda-Kishtwar Ranges) and three(03) in Kashmir Zone (Central Kashmir, 

North Kashmir and South Kashmir Ranges).3 

Reasons for selecting Jammu and Kashmir for study:- 

The gains in Jammu & Kashmir (J&K) over the past five years have 

been dramatic, and were consolidated even further through 2009. It may be 

mentioned of the spurt of terrorist attacks at the end of 2009 and the beginning 

of 2010. The New Year came as a grim reminder that these successes are far 

from unalterable. Terrorism related fatalities in the State have declined 

continuously since their peak of 4,507 killed in 2001, to the 377 killed in 2009. 

Nevertheless, a flurry of attacks in just over a fortnight – the killing of four 

Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) personnel in Sopore on December 30, 

2009; the fidayeen (suicide squad) attack at Lal Chowk in the heart of Srinagar 

on January 6, 2010; the encounter in Pulwama on January 8, in Thanola on 

January 10, in Kulgam on January 13; and the attack on the Sopore Police 

Station on January 15 – made it abundantly clear that efforts to revive militancy 

are far from being given up. Improvements in the security situation were, 

however, obvious, as fatalities continued to decline, and remained well below 

the ‘high intensity’ mark of 1,000 per year, for the third consecutive year. 

 

 

                                                 
3 http://jandkpolice.org/RTI-Act/RightToInfoActCh2.htm 
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Table 1 

Profile of violence in the last 6 years in Jammu & Kashmir 

Year Civilians SF Personnel Terrorists Total 

2004 534 325 951 1810 

2005 520 216 996 1732 

2006 349 168 599 1116 

2007 164 121 492 777 

2008 69 90 382 541 

2009 55 78 244 377 

Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal Database 

Figure 1 

 

http://www.satp.org/
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Section II 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

 

Socio-Demographic Profile: - The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police 

includes Age, Marital Status, educational Qualification, and Community. The data that 

we have collected as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for 

both the police (officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of 

the police in extremist and non-extremist affected areas. We have a separate 

performance for understanding the performance of the police.  

Age: In the Age category, in our questionnaire  we have categorized age into 

seven groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 for the police Officers 

as well as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped the Age category 

into three sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and Old age (50-

59). In order to understand about the socio economic background of the police officers 

and constables, the community status has been categorized into General,  ST, SC and 

OBC and an open ended question of “ Any other ". 

(Note: In all the Tables the Rows and Columns mark in Red indicates Extremist 

Area.)   

Table 2  

Distribution of  Police  officers and constables in Extremist and Non-extremist districts of 

Jammu & Kashmir in terms of Age Group, Community & Marital Status 

Srinagar :Officers Sample Size (OSS) -36, Constables Sample size (CSS) -400, 

Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

State 

 

Distric

t 

Catego

ry 

Age group percentage Community Marital status 

20-34 35-49 50-59 SC ST Gener

al 

OBC Single  Marrie

d  

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

Srinag

ar (E) 

Office

r 

25% 36.1% 38.9% - 2.8% 86.1% 11.1% 2.8% 

 

97.2% 

Consta

ble 

38.1% 58.3% 3.8% - 2.3% 89.5% 8.3% 11.8% 88.3% 

Jamm

u (NE) 

Office

r 

11.1%  55.6% 33.3% 2.8

% 

2.8% 86.1% 8.3% - 100% 

Consta

ble 

28.4%  57.5% 14% 11.9

% 

9.8% 71.6% 6.7% 4.9% 95.1% 
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 In Srinagar (extremist area) the percent of officers in the younger age group of 

20-34 years is twice more than that of Jammu (non extremist area). Thus we may 

conclude that in the extremist area there are younger age group officers as compared to 

the non extremist area that is Jammu.   

 

 However in Jammu, the percent of officers in the middle age group (35-49 

years) is twice more the percent of officers in Srinagar in the middle age group.          

As for the older age group the percentage of officers in both extremist and non 

extremist is almost the same. 

 As for constables there is almost equal percentage of constables in the younger 

as well as the middle age groups in both Srinagar and Jammu, that is non extremist and 

extremist regions. 

 There are three times and more percent of constables in the younger age group 

as compared to that of officers in the Jammu area whereas this difference between the 

percentage of constables and officers is only 1.5 times in the Srinagar area. In other 

words the police force in the younger age group is far more in the Srinagar (extremist) 

area as compared to Jammu (non extremist area).   

 

 As for community status, there is no officer or constable belonging to the SC 

category in Srinagar.  In Jammu 11.9% of constables are reported to belong to SC 

category in this region. 

 In Jammu & Kashmir majority officers (86.1% each) in both the district belong 

to the General category.  

 In the constable category though majority constables belong to the General 

Category in both Srinagar (89.5%) and Jammu (71.6%), it is seen that there is slightly 

higher percentage of constables in Srinagar belonging to this category as compared to 

Jammu. 

 Thus, there is a difference in the community status of officers and constables in 

the extremist and non extremist region. More OBC and general category persons are 

seen in Srinagar as compared to that of Jammu. 
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Educational Qualification: Education helps a person in taking proper decision 

in critical situations. For a police officer taking right decision in right time is very 

necessary, as he faces many such situations during his career .For obtaining information 

on educational qualification of the Officers as well as constables the educational level 

has been categorized in four groups viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, 

Post Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd. The minimum educational qualification for police constable 

is Class VIII and there are officers who got the officer rank by promotion. 

Table 3 

Education Qualification of police Officers and Constables 

State District Category Education level 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Up to 

Class X 

Class XII Gradu

ate/ 

Diplo

ma 

*PG/ 

Mphil 

/Phd 

Srinagar (E) Officers 27.8% 38.9% 33.3% - 

Constables 74.8% 23.1% 2.3% - 

Jammu 

(NE) 

Officers 27.8% 19.4% 36.1% 16.6% 

Constables 78.6% 18.2% 2.1% 1.1% 
Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 

While there are 16.6% officers from Jammu who are post graduates and above, there 

are no officers in Srinagar who have such high qualification.  

There is almost equal percentage of graduates amongst officers in both Srinagar and 

Jammu. 

Nearly twice the percent (38.9%) of Srinagar officers have studied upto class XII only 

as compared to the percentage (19.4%) of officers from Jammu.  
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(i)                 As for constables the percentages between Srinagar and Jammu do not vary much with 

almost equal percent of constables in Srinagar and Jammu having completed class XII. 

(Here we have merged class X and class XII. That is in constable category minimum 

qualification for constable is maintained and highly educated people do not seem to 

be opting for the job of constable. However we can find 1.1% Post Graduate 

constables in Jammu.  

Date of joining: An attempt has been made to ascertain the date of joining of the 

officers and constables.  The results are presented in the table below.  

Table 4 

Date of joining the police service by Police Officers and Constables 

State District Category Date of joining 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

1965-

1974 

1975-

1984 

1985-

1994 

1995-

2004 

2005 and 

after 

Srinagar 

(E) 

Officer - 47.2% 27.8% 25.0% - 

Constable - 10.3% 26.5% 61.3% 2.0% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

Officer - 25.0% 30.6% 38.9% 5.6% 

Constable 2.5% 20.7% 22.1% 53.7% 1.8% 

Srinagar: OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn:- 

 

1. In Srinagar slightly less than 50% officers have joined service between 1975 -

1984.  Compared to this only 25% officers have joined during this period in 

Jammu.  

2. Interestingly there is no officer joining in the years 1965 -74 or 2005 and after 

in Srinagar.  In Jammu however, 5.6% officers joined after 2005. But here is 

none who joined between 1965-74.  This needs to be explained as both in the 

extremist and non extremist region of J&K no officer has joined the service 

between 1965-1974.  
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3. In Jammu the non extremist region, 69.5% of officers have joined between 

1985-2004 and they are almost equally divided between 1985-94 and 1995 – 

2004.   

4. When compared to this in the extremist region , Srinagar, only 53.8% have 

joined service between 1985-2004  and within this period the officers 

percentage is almost equally divided between the two periods.   

5. As for constables, their joining is highest in Srinagar between the periods 1995 

and later. As compared to this in Jammu the constables joining is relatively 

lesser in percentage during this period.  

 

Thus, while there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to the date of joining service amongst officers, Srinagar has the maximum 

percent joining between 1975-84 whereas in Jammu maximum joined between 

1985-2004.  

 

Reason for joining service: We made an attempt to know about the police officers 

attitude towards the police service. Therefore we asked them as to why they have 

selected police service as their career in particular 

Table 5 

Reasons for joining police service (Officers & Constables)  

State  District Category Reason  

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Prestigi

ous  

Opportuni

ty 

 to  

serve  

country 

Power 

 And 

 authority 

Undesirab

le  

Elements 

 in society  

reduced  

Good 

salary 

Quarters 

to stay 

Love for 

risky and 

challenging 

job 

Financial 

problem 

 Srinagar 

(E) 

Officer 13.9% 55.6% - 2.8% - 2.8% 2.8% 22.2% 

Constable 15.0% 44% 1.3% 5.0% - - 3.5% 31.2% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

Officer 32.2% 32.2% - - - - 8.8% 20.6% 

Constable 28.8% 41.1% 6.3% 3.2% .4% .4% 16.5% 2.5% 

Srinagar: OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 
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 Police profession is prestigious was the reasons given by 14% officers of 

Srinagar (extremist region) whereas twice that percentage officers at Jammu (non 

extremist region) offered prestige as a reason.   

  

 More than half of the officers in the Srinagar said that they joined the service 

because it gave them an opportunity to serve the country.  This reason was given only 

by 32% officers of Jammu region.   

 

 As for constables, a similar picture as that of officers is obtained between 

Srinagar and Jammu with nearly twice more percentage of constables in Jammu stating 

prestige of the profession as a reason to join the police.  Opportunity to serve the 

country is being given by almost equal percentage of constables in the Srinagar and 

Jammu regions.  

 

 Thus, there appears a clear distinction between extremist and non extremist 

regions in J&K in regard to the attitude towards police profession amongst officers and 

constables. Those who are in the midst of attacks by extremists consider the 

opportunity to serve as a reason for joining the force as compared to those in Jammu 

who do not face such extremist problems frequently as the Srinagar police do. 

 

Promotion: Police as a prestigious service has the method of promotion for both the 

constables and officers. This is very necessary for good performance of police 

department. Promotion as an appreciation of good service on seniority basis is an 

incentive and has an impact on the better performance of the police department.  In 

order to understand the system of promotion in the police dept. number of questions 

have been incorporated in the questionnaire.  Table below presents the details.  
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Table 6 

Distribution of Promotion pattern of police officers and constables in Srinagar 

(Extremist) and Jammu (Non extremist affected district) 
State  District  Promotion 

Jammu 

and 

Kashm

ir 

 

Yes  Number of promotion No  Reason for no 

promotion  

Satisfaction with the 

system of promotion 

Once Twic

e 

thric

e 

Routi

ne  

No 

vacan

cy 

Confl

ict 

with 

office

rs  

High Avera

ge 

Not 

satisf

ied 

Srinagar

(E) 

Officer 61.1% 81.8% 4.5% 13.6

% 

38.9

% 

71.4% 28.6%  8.3% 41.7% 50.0

% 

Constab

le 

28.0% 90.2% 8.9% .9% 59.9

% 

77.1% 22.6% .3% 2.0% 23.5% 74.5

% 

 Jammu 

(NE)  

 

Officer 86.1 

% 

96.8% 3.2% - 13.9

% 

100% -  5.7% 68.6% 25.7

% 

Constab

le 

32.3% 83.8% 16.7% - 67.7

% 

57% 50% 6.2% 13.3% 36.5% 50.2

% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

Figure 2 

Officers and Constables Promotion Pattern 

 
 

 The Table and Figure clearly reveal that the system of promotion exists as  

reported by 86.1% officers of Jammu while only 61% of Srinagar officers said so.  

From this one may infer that the system of promotion seems better organized in Jammu 

than in Srinagar.  

 As for the opinion of constables in this regard, again there are more percentage 

of constables from Jammu reporting the system of promotion existing as compared to 

the percentage of constables from Srinagar.  
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 Table 6 and the graph clearly show that there is a high percentage of constables 

(90.2%) in Srinagar who reported that they have got promotion once as compared to the 

83.8% who got promotion in Jammu once. According to our data 61.3% constables of 

Srinagar and 53.7% of Jammu put in 15 years service and got promotion once. In 

second category 26.5% from Srinagar and 22.1% of Jammu put in 26 years of service. 

In non extremist area i.e. in Jammu 16.7% of the same group got promotion twice. But 

in extremist area half of them (8.9%) got this opportunity to be twice promoted. 1 

constable in extremist area got promotion thrice. 

 

Duty hours: A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. 

Through the study an attempt has been made to find out how satisfied are the police 

personnel with the duty hours? Table below presents the details. 

 

Table 7 

Satisfaction Level of Police Officers & Constables in reference to duty hours and 

their Reasons 
State  District Category Duty hours 

Satisfaction with duty hours  Reason for no satisfaction  

High  Average  Not 

satisfied  

Too 

heavy 

duty hour 

No 

compensa

tion for 

duty 

hours 

Family 

suffers 

No 

apprec

iation 

from 

superi

ors 

Lots of 

extra 

duty 

hours  

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinaga

r(E) 

Officer 11.1

% 

30.6% 58.3% 33.4% 25.0% 25.0% 4.2% 12.5% 

Constabl

e 

1.8% 31.0% 67.3% 40.4% 20.6% 24.8% 8.3% 5.9% 

 Jammu 

(NE)  

 

Officer 8.6% 31.4% 60.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 8.3% 20.8% 

Constabl

e 

10.9

% 

38.9% 50.2% 34.3% 13.0% 21.7% 13.8% 17.3% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

From the above table we may draw the following inference. 

 

 More than half the officers from Srinagar and 60 % from Jammu district are not 

satisfied with the duty hours. 
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 Among the constables more than two thirds in Srinagar are not satisfied with 

duty hours whereas in Jammu it is just about 50% who are dissatisfied with duty hours.  

 

 The reason for dissatisfaction with duty hours is that the duty hours are heavy. 

For example, more officers from Srinagar as compared to Jammu feel that the duty 

hours are very heavy.   As for constables there are 40% of them feeling that duty hours 

are heavy as compared to such reporting in Jammu only by 34% constables.  

 

 However when we combine the two columns, “Heavy duty hours” with Lots of 

extra duty hours”, then it is interesting to note that almost all officers and constables of 

the two regions have almost equal percentage (45%-51%) reporting so.  

 

 

Measure dealing with dissatisfaction with duty hours:  The police personnel were 

asked if they have heavy duty hours which is affecting them in some way, would they 

like to do something about it, whether they take some measures to reduce the duty 

hours.  To this the responses were given by officers and constables which are presented 

below.  

Table 8 

Measures to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours- A comparison of officers 

and constables in Srinagar and Jammu 

State District Category Measure to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Nothing Contemp 

lating leaving 

job 

Tell boss not 

to give  extra 

duty hours 

Ask for 

posting 

elsewhere 

Take 

leave & 

no return 

Shift 

duty 

hours 

Srinagar(E) Officer 68.0% 12.0% 4.0% 4.0% - 12.0% 

constable 72.6% 3.3% 10.0% 6.0% 3.3% 4.7% 

 Jammu NE) 

 

Officer 100% - - - - - 

constable 87.9% .4% 9.1% .4% - 2.3% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 It is interesting to note that 68% officers of Srinagar (extremist) region stated 

that they would do nothing and in contrast to this 100% officers of the Jammu (non 

extremist) region reported so. This difference between the extremist and non extremist 

region is indeed conspicuous. It is also worth noting that the extremist region officers 

and constables do have the guts to request their officers to post them elsewhere or give 
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less heavy duty or even threaten to leave the job etc. On the other hand no officer from 

Jammu reported so and very few constables even considered other options.  Perhaps in 

the extremist region there is a certain degree of indispensability of the police personnel 

involved in dealing with extremist activities.  This may not be so in Jammu. 

 

Duration of extra duty hours: One major problem in the police department is 

unspecified duration of duty hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make 

the police personnel frustrated which in turn affected their performance.  To the query 

regarding this issue, the responses given by the police personnel have been tabulated 

and presented below in the table.  

Table 9 

Hours of Extra duty work done by the Police Officers and Constables and its payment 

pattern 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for 

extra duty 

More 

than 4 

hrs 

More 

than 8 

hrs 

More 

than 

12 hrs 

More 

than 

one 

day 

No 

definite 

time 

Yes  No  

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

 

Srinagar(E) 

Officer 41.7% 30.6% 25.0% - 2.8% 5.6% 94.4% 

constable 24.0% 23.0% 43.3% 9.7%  6.8% 93.3% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

Officer 33.3% 57.6% 6.1% 3.0% - 5.6% 94.4% 

constable 12.3% 31.2% 50.5% 6.0% - 11.9% 88.1% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

Analysis of the responses in the above table show the following:  

 As compared to constables the officers seem to be doing extra duty hours 

beyond 4, 8, and 12 hours.   

 For 2.8 % officers from Srinagar there is no definite time for extra duty hours. 

9.7% constables from Srinagar work for more than one day.  

 If we combine the three categories  >4 hrs + >8 hrs + >12 hrs , it is interesting 

to note that those who are putting in more than 2 hours of extra work every day 

is  80% to 95% in the officers as well as constable levels.  Within this, officers 

from Srinagar are 94.5%, and 94% of Jammu officers and constables each.   
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Thus, there appears a typical difference between Srinagar (extremist region) and 

Jammu (non extremist region) in regard to the extra hours of duty that the police 

personnel are putting with officers putting in more duty hours than the constables.     

 

Welfare programme: For betterment of physical and mental health of the police 

personnel some kind of welfare programme is needed for them. To the question in 

regard to this issue gave responses which are presented below in the table.  

 

Table 10 

Distribution Pattern of Welfare Programmes of the police with Indices like Counseling, 

recreational programmes etc.  

State District Categor

y 

Officer  

Welfare  

Programme  

Kind of welfare 

programme 

 In absence what they want 

Police 

welfare 

fund 

Police 

welfare 

progra

m 

mme  

Unaw

are  
Yes  No  A* B* C*  D* E* F* 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmi

r 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

Officer 72.2

% 

27.8

% 

76.9% 23.1% - - - - - - - 

Consta

ble 

73.3

% 

26.8

% 

100% - - 67.3

% 

25.7

% 

2.0% - 2.0

% 

2.0

% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

Officer 79.3

% 

20.7

% 

100% - - - - - - - - 

Consta

ble 

40.4

% 

59.6

% 

68.2% - 31.8

% 

43.0

% 

36.1

% 

7.6% 8.2% 5.1

% 

- 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

*A-Counselling, B*-Recreational, C*-Education for child, D*- Medical emergency help, E*- Financial 
assistance, F*- Health insurance. 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn.  

 Majority of the officers and constables from Srinagar and majority officers from 

Jammu said that they have welfare programme.   

 However, more than half constables from Jammu said they do not have any 

welfare programme for them as such but they have a fund for welfare.   

 Among those having no welfare programme constables in both the district 

suggested that they want some kind of counseling programme but the officers 

did not specify any welfare programme that they needed.  
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Training of the constables: Training is an indispensable part of better performance in 

police department. Training of the constables is indispensable as they are the grass root 

workers in the police department especially in extremist affected area.  

 

Table 11 

Distribution of satisfaction/adequacy level of the Training provided to police Constables 

and areas where they need to be updated 

State District  Satisfaction with training Provided 

Adequate 

training  

Need for update 

Satisfied  Not 

satisfied 

yes  No Use of 

new 

arms 

In combat 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

97.0% 3.0% 81.4

% 

18.6

% 

74.7% 25.3% 

 

Jammu 

 (NE) 

93.7% 6.3% 60.7

% 

39.3

% 

54.8% 45.2% 

 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

 From the above table it is seen that almost all constables are satisfied with the 

training provided to the constables. Within this there are more percentage of constables 

who are satisfied with the training in Srinagar as compared to that of Jammu region.   

 At the same time when queried about the training being adequate, more than 

80% of Srinagar (extremist area) district said that the training was adequate whereas 

only 61% of Jammu region said so.  The difference between the extremist and the non 

extremist region in regard to this aspect may be due to the fact that in the extremist 

region obviously the personnel have to be trained more vigorously as compared to the 

non extremist region.  This is well brought out in the percentage of constables in 

Srinagar who have reported that raining is adequate.  

 As for the query if there is a need for updating the training, most of the Srinagar 

police constables (75%)  were of the view that they needed training in the use of new 

arms , while one fourth said they needed training in combat techniques.  When this 

picture is compared with that of Jammu constables’ statement, it is interesting to note 

that only 55% said that they needed training in the use of new arms and the remaining 

wanted training  in combat.  Obviously the difference comes about as a result of the 
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rigorous training the constables in the extremist region receive due to the nature of their 

duties. Such rigorous training is not needed in the non extremist region. Hence the 

difference in the constables stating their opinion regarding the update of training.  

 

Adequacy of the training for the officers: Training is an indispensable part of police 

service. Training and refresher courses for the officers are important.  To this issue 

about adequacy of training for officers, the responses obtained have been analysed and 

presented in the table below.  

Table 12 

Distribution of Adequacy Level of Training Provided to Officers and areas  

where the Training is Inadequate 
 

                                                                                     Adequacy of training: 

State District Very 

adequate 

Adequate  Average Inadequate Extremely 

inadequate 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

13.9% 61.1% 22.2% 2.8% - 

Jammu 

 (NE) 

8.3% 83.3% 8.3% - - 

                                       Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

Figure 3 

 

 

From the table and graph above following conclusions emerge: 
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When adequate and very adequate categories in the above table are merged, it is seen 

that 92.1% of officers in Jammu as against 75% of officers of Srinagar reported 

adequate training. There was none from Jammu saying that the training is inadequate. 

This shows that the non extremist area officers are more satisfied with their training as 

compared to officers in Srinagar area.   

 

Punishment: it is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake 

of maintaining order erring constables are punished properly so as not to repeat the 

same error again. To the query in regard to this issue, the officers and constables gave 

responses which are tabulated below.  

 

Table 13 

Provision for Punishment for Erring police Constables 

State District Punishment for 

erring 

constable 

Type of punishment 

yes No Parade 

drill 

Suspensi

on 

Accordin

g  to 

Police 

rule 

Departm

ental 

Punishm

ent 

Senior 

decide 

punishm

ent 

Disciplin

ary 

action 

Unaware 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmi

r 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

98.0% 2.0% .6% 5.9% 71.8% 3.8% .3% 17.6% - 

Jammu 

(NE) 

86.7% 13.3

% 

1.8% 3.6 71.4% 5.8% 6.5% 6.2% 4.7% 

Srinagar :CSS-400 Jammu: CSS -277  

 

 In extremist area 98.0% constables expressed that there is system of punishment 

.But in non extremist area 86.7% believe so which is slightly less. Equal number of 

constables from extremist and non extremist area believes police are punished 

according to law (71.4%).  

 

 Similarly in extremist area everybody is aware about p but in non extremist area 

only 47% constables are unaware about the punishment. In extremist area almost 6% 
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mentioned about suspension whereas in non extremist area only about 2% mentioned 

about this.  

 

 On the other hand in extremist area 2 to 3 persons only speak about parade drill 

as punishment but in non extremist 4.7% speak about this. From this data we can 

conclude punishment in extremist area seemed to be much more strict as  compared to 

non extremist area.  

 

Relationship between senior and junior officer: Coordination and cooperation is 

mandatory for any team effort to be successful. Therefore, the relationship between 

senior and junior officer is a very important factor for a better performance of police. 

Through the study an attempt was made to examine if the area of operation has any 

effect on the relationship between the senior and the junior officers.  Results are 

presented below in the table. 

 

Table 14 

Relationship between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate superiors 

State District Category Cordial Indiffere

nt 

Obediently 

following the 

officers 

command 

Average 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

Officer 47.2% 11.1% 36.1% 5.6% 

Constable 43.9% - 51.5% 4.5% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

Officer 63.9% - 36.1 % - 

constable 23.1% 5.8% 69.2% 1.9% 
Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277  

 

 It is interesting to note that 64% officers from Jammu as against only 47% 

officers of Srinagar who stated that they have cordial relationship with their other level 

officers.  

 At the same time there are almost equal percent of officers from both Jammu 

and Srinagar who said they obediently follow the commands. As compared to 

constables, this is far less a percentage.  
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 As for constables 69% from Jammu and 51.5% from Srinagar stated they 

obediently followed the command of their officers. Cordial relationship was mentioned 

only by 23% constables from Jammu whereas 44% constables from Srinagar reported 

so.  

 

 Thus, there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to the percent of officers and constables reporting cordial relationship with their 

other level officers. So also within the same region there is a difference between 

officers and constables in the perception of relationship being cordial or otherwise.  

 

Commitment to job: The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties 

whether risky or not reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore questions 

regarding readiness to accept risky assignment are included in the questionnaire. 

Table 15  

Readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Catego

ry 

RARA* 

 

Reason for accepting  

Yes Enjoy risk Part of duty Cannot do 

anything  

Trained for 

it 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

Officer 100% 11.1% 64.2% 19.4% 5.6% 

Consta

ble 

98.8% 8.4% 61.8% 22.3% 7.3% 

Jammu 

 (NE) 

Officer 97.1% 5.6% 58.3% 27.8% 8.3% 

Consta

ble 

94.4% 11.4% 37.9% 29.0% 21.7% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

*Readiness to accept risky assignment 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 In extremist area all the officers and in non extremist area almost all but one or 

two officers (97.1%) officers are ready to accept risky assignment. The situation is the 

same in regard to constable category also. Here also slightly more percent of constables 

from extremist area (97.1%) compared to non extremist area (94.4%) said they accept 

risky assignment.  
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 Thus, one might state that almost all officers in both extremist and non 

extremist regions accept risky assignment.  Even though a similar trend is noted 

amongst police constables, slightly lesser number of constables as compared to officers 

accept risky assignments and their number is lightly less in the non extremist region.    

 
 Reasons for accepting risky assignments has been that of enjoying risk taking, it 

is part of duty and cannot do anything about it etc. If we combine part of duty and 

cannot do anything columns, it is interesting to note that more than 80% from both 

extremist and non extremist regions stated that they take up risky assignment as part of 

their duty.  Fewer officers and constables considered such risky assignments as 

enjoyable.   

 Thus from the above data we can draw the conclusion that officers of extremist 

area are ready to accept risky job. Majority of them did it as a part of their duty. 

We can find a difference between extremist and non extremist area constables 

regarding the reason for accepting the risk. That is,  61.8% constables from Srinagar 

said they accepted risky assignment as part of their duty, whereas only 37.9% 

constables from Jammu a  non extremist area  stated so. 

 

 There were a few who were unwilling to accept the risky job.  To the query as 

to the reasons for non acceptance of risky jobs, the following responses were obtained 

as tabulated below in the table.  

 In extremist area all the officers and 98.8% constables like to accept risky 

assignment. In non extremist area only 2.9% officers and 5.6% constables refuse risky 

job. This group either leave or request officers to postpone the assignment. Thus it is 

seen that  

 Minimum percent of the constables refuse to take risky assignment and they talk 

about different kind of strategies to avoid it. 

 However, in the non extremist region , Jammu, out of the 2.9% officers refusing 

risky assignment 40% said they would take leave and go  and another 40% said 

that they would ask the superiors to postpone sending them to the risky area for 

work. 20% officers will shift the duty to more interested person. 
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 In Srinagar only 1.3% constables refuse risky assignment and said that will shift 

the duty to more interested person. 

 In Jammu 5.6% constables refuse risky assignment and said that they would 

take leave and go  (46.7%), would ask the superiors to postpone sending them to 

the risky area for work (33.3%) 13.3% constables will shift the duty to more 

interested person. 

 

Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

 

Control of extremism: Police played a crucial role in extremist affected region. Police 

have to remain more effective and cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore we 

attempted to find out the opinion of Police from both Srinagar and Jammu on the 

subject.  To the query about their perception if the police is able to control extremism, 

the responses given were analysed and presented in the table below.  

 

Table 16 

Perception of officers and constables in controlling extremist problem – 

 A comparison between Srinagar and Jammu 

State District Category Control 

very well 

Control to 

an extent 

Not at 

all able 

to 

control 

Extremist 

problem is 

not only 

the 

problem of 

the police 

Any 

other 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

Officer  69.4% 5.6% 5.6% 13.9% 5.6% 

Constable  56.8% 19.5% 3.3% 20.5%  

Jammu 

 (NE) 

Officer  54.3% 42.9% - 2.9% - 

Constable  63.9% 23.9% 7.0% 5.3% - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 
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Graph 1 

 

 

Graph 2 

 

 

 If we combine the columns, control very well with control to an extent, except 

for very few officers and constables in Srinagar all others are of the view that the police 

control extremism satisfactorily.  As compared to this, except for a very few constables 

in Jammu all officers and other constables feel that the police is able to control 

extremism quite well. Whether it is extremist affected area or non extremist area the 
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image of police being able to control extremism is present in both officers and 

constables of the extremist region. 

 

 The difference between the two regions is seen only when we consider the 

category “extremism is not a problem of the police only”,  it appears that nearly 14% of 

officers in Srinagar expressed this view as against a couple of officers in the Jammu 

region.  More than one fifth of constables in the extremist region expressed this view as 

against only 5% from the Jammu, the non extremist region. 

 

 Thus one may conclude that in the extremist region there is larger percentage of 

officers who have a more favourable perception of the police controlling the extremist 

activities as compared to the non extremist region police personnel. 

 

Table 18 

Reason for controlling well (of extremism) 

State District Category Police is 

very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

fearless Not afraid 

of death or 

injury 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

Officer  57.6% 23.1% 19.2% - 

Constable  56.9% 29.3% 5.3% 8.4% 

Jammu 

 (NE) 

Officer  29.0% 32.3% 6.5 % 32.3 

Constable  28.3% 31.5% 20.1% 20.1% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 When asked why they thought that police controlled extremism very well, the 

responses varied from police being very efficient to the police being well trained etc.  If 

we combine the categories “police is very efficient” and “well trained” 80% and more 

of officers and constables from extremist region stated that the police is efficient and 

trained and hence are able to control extremism.  As against this 60% and more of 

officers and constables of the non extremist region stated the reasons as above.   
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 Furthermore, fearlessness and not being afraid of death were reasons advanced 

for controlling extremism well by the police which included twice more of Jammu 

officers as compared to Srinagar officers.  A similar proportion was noted amongst 

constables too in these regions. 

 

 Thus, there appears to be definite differences between extremist and non 

extremist regions in regard to the reasons for controlling extremism well by the police. 

While extremist region police personnel feel it is the efficiency of the police and their 

training, the non extremist officers and constables feel it is the fearlessness of the police 

that has led to the control of extremism. 

Table 19 

Reason for not controlling well extremist problem  

State District Category Defective 

recruit 

ment 

policy 

Need 

rigorous 

training 

Afraid 

of 

sudden 

death 

Lack of high 

tech 

instruments 

Non 

supporting 

local 

people 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmi

r 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

Officer  - 60.0% - 40.0% - 

Constable  14.0% 42.0% 2.0% 21.0% 22.0% 

Jammu 

 (NE) 

Officer  - 50.0% - 50.0% - 

Constable  6.3% 25.0% 1.0% 38.5% 29.2% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

 When those who said the police is not controlling very well, though a few, did 

give reasons for their view point. officers and constables here from Srinagar and from 

Jammu separately were of the view that it was defective recruitment policy while a few 

opined that there was a need for rigorous training and a still more said it was due to 

lack of high tech instrument and some were of the view that the local people do not 

support the police.   

 

Difference between extremist and non extremist affected area: There exist 

distinct differences between extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. 

During their career in police service the police personnel has to face different situations 

in extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. The study intended to find 
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out the differences in their perception of the situation being tense, peaceful etc.  Table 

16 presents the details. 

Table 20 

Difference between extremist and non extremist area 

State District Category tense in 

extremist , 

peaceful in 

non extremist 

Police need 

to be fully 

alert in 

extremist 

area 

General 

people 

hardly 

move 

freely in 

extremist 

region 

Too 

much 

bloodsh

ed in 

extremis

t region 

No 

difference 

Jamm

u and 

Kashm

ir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

Officer  27.8% 5.6% 33.3% 22.3% 11.1% 

Constable  41.5% 28.6% 11.8% 17.5% 0.8% 

Jammu 

 (NE) 

Officer  36.2% 16.7% 25.0% 19.4% 2.8% 

Constable  24.9% 33.7% 21.4% 18.2% 1.8%  

Srinagar :OSS -36, CSS-400, Jammu: OSS -36, CSS -277 

 

 From the above table we wanted to find out the perspective of police posted in 

extremist area and non extremist area regarding their existing situation in both the 

areas. 

 

 Only around 28% of officers in the extremist area, Srinagar, perceived the 

extremist area as tense and non extremist area as peaceful.  As for the remaining 

officers their perception varied considerably. However when we consider the category 

that the police has to be alert all the time, the public cannot move around freely or too  

much bloodshed etc as ‘tense ridden’ areas, it may be stated that barring 11% of the 

remaining officers,  all others (61%) felt the extremist area as tense. 

 

 In Jammu the non extremist area, more than one third officers perceived the 

extremist area as tense and the non extremist area as peaceful.  Of the remaining, except 
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a few officers all others (73.3%) considered the extremist area as tense.  This latter 

figure is considerably more than that of officers in Srinagar.   

 

 As for constables, slightly more than 57% in the Srinagar area and more than 

72% from Jammu area feel that the extremist area is tense. 

 

 If we combine “Police need to be fully alert in extremist area” with “General 

people hardly move freely in extremist region” and the “Too much bloodshed in 

extremist region”,  and consider these  as indicative of tension in the area,  it is seen 

that more than 60% of Officers in the extremist and non extremist areas are of the 

above view point that extremist area is tense.    

 

 Thus ,when we compare the two regions, the officers who consider the 

extremist area as tense, their percentage appears higher than that of the percentage of 

officers in the extremist (Srinagar) region.  Perhaps of the very fact that the officers in 

Srinagar are facing the extremist problem in reality makes lesser number of them 

perceive it as  tense as compared to the officers of the non extremist area.   

 
Major problem faced by police in extremist area -views of the constables: objective 

of our study was to find out the problems that the constables face in extremist affected 

area. From the data we found the problem faced by police in extremist affected areas. 

Table 17 presents the detail. 

 

Table 21 

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area 

State  District Lack of 

updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communication 

system 

Lack of 

manpower 

Wide gap 

between 

police 

and 

public 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

5.5% 10% 35.0% 49.5% 

Jammu(NE) 18.3% 17.6% 39.9% 24.2% 

Srinagar: CSS-400, Jammu: CSS -277 
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Chart 1 

 

 

 

Chart 2 

 

 

 It is seen from the above that more than one third constables in both Srinagar 

and Jammu are of the view that there is  lack of manpower which is an important 

problem faced by them. 

 While in the Jammu (non extremist) area there are relatively more number of 

constables who stated that there is lack of updated equipments and poor communication 
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system, such an opinion was given only by very few constables in the Srinagar 

(extremist) area.   

 It is however interesting to note that nearly 50% Srinagar constables indicated 

the gap between the police and public as a problem faced by them whereas this was 

stated so  by nearly half of the percentage (24%) of constables in Jammu. 

 

 From this one may conclude that there is a difference in the perception of 

problems faced by the constables in the extremist and non extremist areas.  While in 

both the extremist and non extremist area it is lack of manpower and wide gap between 

police and the public, in the non extremist area the number of constables saying so is 

far lesser than in the extremist area.  

 

Preparedness to counter insurgents: The insurgents are equipped with sophisticated 

weapons, as such it is necessary that the police personnel are also well equipped to 

counter the insurgency activities. Therefore opinion was sought from the officers about 

how well equipped they are to counter insurgents.  

Table 22 

Preparedness to counter insurgents 

Officer 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 

State  District yes No  Reason for inequipdness 

Not well 

trained 

Arms not 

adequate 

Restricted 

from using 

sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardness 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

100% - - - - - 

Jammu(NE) 61.1% 38.9% 14.3% 28.6% 50.0% 7.1% 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 In the extremist area hundred percent officers state that they are well equipped 

to counter insurgency activities, as against only 61% of Jammu officers stating so. This 

may be due to the fact that as the officers in extremist affected area continuously face 

insurgent activities they are prepared for it, while in Jammu this may not be necessary. 
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 Among the 39% officers from Jammu who said they are not prepared, half of 

them were of the view that they are restricted from using sophisticated weapons and 

29% said that they do not have adequate arms. Perhaps in this district police officers do 

not get so much of opportunity to use sophisticated weapons. 

 

 Thus we can see considerable difference between the extremist and non 

extremist area regarding their preparedness to counter insurgency. 

 

Maintenance of peace: Police is the protector of common people. It is the 

responsibility of police to ensure the safety of the common people while dealing with 

the insurgents. Therefore, officers were asked about how far they are concerned about 

avoiding violence while arresting extremist taking shelter in villages so that the 

common people remain safe.  Table 21 gives the answer.  

Table 23 

Police Officers View on Avoiding Violence in Dealing With Insurgents taking shelter in 

villages. 

Avoiding violence in dealing  with  insurgents 

Officer 

State  District Yes No  Methods 

With 

help of 

public 

By 

identifying 

hideouts 

and 

surrounding 

them 

without 

their 

knowledge 

By 

opening 

fire only 

if they did 

so 

otherwise 

use 

persuation 

To disarm 

them with 

such 

suddenness 

that they are 

taken aback 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

72.2% 27.8% 53.8% 30.8% 15.4% - 

Jammu(NE) 81.3% 18.8% 32.0% 16.0% 52.0% - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 Attempt was to find out police officer’s view on avoiding violence in dealing 

with insurgents taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain safe.   
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 Both in extremist and non extremist area police don’t use violence to 

capture extremist taking shelter in village so that the common people are 

safe. Lesser number of officers from Srinagar (72.2%) that is extremist 

affected area said that they take care not to hurt common people while 

dealing with extremists. Whereas the number in Jammu is higher i.e. 

81.3% believe in a similar way. 

 More than half of the officers from Srinagar (53.8%) said that they arrest 

the extremist without violence with the help of public. But in 

comparison 32.0% officers of Jammu take help of public. 

 In non extremist area they try to persuade the insurgents.  On the other 

hand more than half officers from Jammu (52.0%) said they open fire on 

the extremists if they had to so otherwise they tried to persuade them. 

But in extremist only 15.4% said this. 

 But the interesting finding here that in extremist area taking the help of 

the public is more common. Thus community policing seems to be more 

success in extremist area. 

 

Unified Command System: In insurgency affected areas, a unified command 

system consisting of police, army and civil administration exists as a measure of 

counter insurgency strategy and security system. The officers were asked whether they 

face any problem working under this system. 

Table 24 

Views of Police Officers on Unified Command System 

Officer 

State District Problem working under unified 

command system 

Yes  No  

Jammu and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

41.7% 58.3% 

Jammu(NE) 2.8% 97.2% 

 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 
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Chart 3 

 

Chart 4 

 

 

 It is seen from the above table, barring one or two officers in 

Jammu all the others say that they have no problem working 

under the unified command system. As compared to this in 

Srinagar less than 60% officers said they had no problem while 

more than 40% reported to be having problem under the unified 

command system.   
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 These differences between the extremist and non extremist 

regions is to be noted.  

 

Extremism and crime rate: It has been noted that when there is extremist activities  in 

a certain region, the crime rate  in that region also gets affected due to various reasons.  

In some the extremists themselves will indulge in crime, and in some the local 

criminals will get encouraged to indulge I crimes so that they can put the blame on the 

extremists etc.  An attempt was made in this study to find out if there is any relationship 

between extremist activities and crime rate and if such relationship exists, does it vary 

between extremist and non extremist areas.  Analysis of the responses given by the 

police officers and the constables in the two regions are tabulated and presented in the 

table below.   

Table 25 

Police Officers View on Crime Rate and Insurgency and Their Reasons 

Officer 

Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District yes No  If yes the reasons for the same 

Local criminals 

encouraged as they 

can blame 

insurgents 

Many times the 

extremists use the 

local criminals for 

criminal activities 

 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

61.1% 38.9% 64.3% 35.7% 

Jammu(NE) 30.6% 69.4% 51.7% 48.3% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 From the above table it is seen that slightly more than 60% officers of Srinagar 

and half that percentage from Jammu area hold the view that there is a relationship 

between crime rate and insurgency. The reasons advanced include that the local 

criminals get encouraged to indulge in crime as they can put the blame on the 

insurgents.  This view was expressed by 64.3% officers of Srinagar and 51.7% 
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officers of Jammu.  The other view point that the extremists use the local criminals 

and themselves indulge in crime has more percentage of officers from Jammu as 

compared to from Srinagar.  This means that the extremist area officers being in the 

midst of insurgency and tackling it find that the crime rate increases and there is a 

relationship between insurgency and crime rate in the local area.   

 

  Satisfaction with the present police performance: How far the police 

personnel are satisfied with the present police performance is of a great concern for 

understanding the performance of police in extremist and non extremist areas. 

Table 24 

Police performance level 

  Officer 

Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Highly 

satisfied 

Satisfied Average Not satisfied Totally 

dissatisfied 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

19.4% 47.2% 25.0% 8.3% - 

Jammu(NE) 11.1% 86.1% - 2.8% - 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 
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Figure 4 

 

 

 Regarding police performance,  if we club the ‘highly satisfied’ and ‘satisfied’ 

category, it is seen that  as high as 97.2% officers from Jammu are found to be satisfied 

with the performance level of police officers. Hardly one or two officers seem to be not 

satisfied with the performance of police.   

 

 In contrast to this, only two-thirds officers from Srinagar appear to be satisfied 

with the police performance. Average satisfaction and not satisfied together make 

33.3%.  Perhaps because the officers in the extremist area face the insurgency everyday 

and do face both successes and failures are of such opinion as they are in touch with 

ground level reality and know the performance at the extremist levels.  

 

 Thus, we can see a clear difference in the satisfaction level of police in 

extremist affected and non extremist area.  

 
 

Human Rights Commission: A positive relation between police and Human 

Rights Commission is almost a rare phenomenon. Police often think that Human Rights 

Commission interferes in their working. Therefore police officers are asked for their 
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view on the Human Rights Commission in their work performance.  Table 25 provides 

the details.  

Table 25 

Views of Police Officers on Human Rights Violations in relation to the existence of 

Human Rights Commission 

State District Yes No Unawa

re 

Undec

ided 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

77.8

% 

19.4

% 

- 2.8% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

87.1

% 

6.5% 6.5% - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 In non extremist area i.e. Jammu 87.1% officers think that the existence of 

Human Rights Commission helps in reducing the human rights violation incidents. 

Whereas in Srinagar, slightly lesser percentage of officers (77.8%) are of similar view 

point. Thus there is not much of a difference between extremist and non extremist areas 

in regard to the view that the officers hold about whether Human Rights commission 

helps in reducing human rights violation incidents.  

 

 As for those small number of officers who said that HRC does not reduce the 

human rights violation incidents, equal number of officers stated that it is due to sheer 

callousness, and lack of awareness of the existence of Human Rights Commission and 

not knowing the rules of human Rights Commission 

 

Police performance (General): 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention: The police officers use 

different techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime prevention in now a day does not 

mean only to arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime prevention takes a wider sense 

with the police working in coordination with the public to root out crime.  Some of the 
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techniques used by the police personnel for crime prevention are presented in table 24 

below.  

Table 26 

Techniques pattern Used by Officers for Crime Prevention in Srinagar (extremist affected 

district) and Jammu (non-extremist affected district) 

Officer 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention 

State District Use 

educational 

method 

Punishment Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

Informed 

public 

about 

crimes 

Special 

programmes 

are arranged 

for public so 

that they do 

not indulge in 

crime 

Organize 

camps/ 

workshops 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

36.1% 13.9% 36.1% 8.3% 5.6% - 

Jammu 

(NE) 

52.8% - 8.3% 16.7% 22.2% - 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

Capturing the culprits quickly and punishing them is a technique used by nearly 50% of 

the officers of Srinagar area.  

 

If we combine the educational method with the special programmes arranged for public 

and also informing the public, it is seen that nearly 50% of officers use educational 

method, interaction with public and arranging special programmes for them etc so that 

crime could be prevented.  

 

Thus there is not much of a difference in this regard between the extremist and non 

extremist areas.  
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The Issue of Manpower in Police System in the State: In extremist affected area 

often manpower in police force fall short  for activities like  security cover to safeguard 

and protect public properties such as monuments, markets, festivals etc.   To the query 

if they have sufficient man power the response given are tabulated and presented in the 

table below.  

Table 27 

Police Officers view on Sufficiency of Manpower in the Police Force 

Officer 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of monuments 

State District sufficient Not 

sufficient 

If no the reasons for the same 

Limited 

manpower 

During 

extremist 

activities 

very 

limited is 

available 

for these 

Police expect 

architecture and 

monuments 

department 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

25.0% 75.0% 55.6% 40.7% 3.7% 

Jammu (NE) 5.6% 94.4% 42.9% 40.0% 17.1% 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

Barring a few officers in the Jammu area most officers opined that the manpower is 

inadequate to protect the public property and monuments as part of their duty. In 

Srinagar area however one fourth personnel said the manpower is adequate even though 

75% said it is inadequate for the above task.  In Jammu the non extremist area there 

were a few officers who said that protecting the public property and national 

monuments are the responsibilities of the Archeology department.   

No specific differences have been obtained in this regard between the extremist and non 

extremist regions. 
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Relationship between media and police: Media plays a very important role by 

reporting the activities of police. However we often come over the allegation that media 

become biased when reporting on police. 

Table 28 

Relationship between media and police 

Officer 

State District Positive Negative If no the reasons 

No 

specific 

reason 

Media looks 

for 

sensationalism 

Manipulate 

interview 

Never report 

good work of 

police 

 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

19.4% 80.6% 13.8% 37.9% 6.9% 41.3% 

 

Jammu 

(NE) 

20.0% 80.0% 19.4% 67.7% - 12.9% 

 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 It is interesting to note that in Jammu & Kashmir majority of police officers 

from both extremist affected and non extremist areas perceive the media negatively and 

state that they report all police activities negatively.  

 

 The reasons advanced for such negative reporting varied between no reasons to 

sensationalizing tendency of the media, to manipulating the interview and never report 

the good work of the police.   

 

 It is worth noting that 41% of Srinagar officers were of the view that the media 

never reports the good work of the police.   Such a view point of the media not 

reporting the good work of the police was mentioned only by 13% of Jammu police 

officers.   
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 68% Jammu officers on the other hand were of the view that media resorts to 

sensationalism and thus exaggerates many incidents sensationalizing it.  Good work of 

the police does not come into the category of sensationalism.  

 

 Thus though equal percentage of officers from both the extremist and non 

extremist area think media as negatively reporting the police activities, their perception 

of the reason for the same differ considerably 

 

Community policing: Community policing is a policing strategy and 

philosophy based on the notion that community interaction and support can help control 

crime and reduce fear, with community members helping to identify suspects, detain 

vandals and bring problems to the attention of police. 

Table 29 

Views of Police Officers about the relationship between Police and Public 

Officer  

State District Category Cordial  Strained Sense of 

fear by 

the public 

Mistrust of 

public by 

police 

Public do not 

understand police 

and their police 

infrastructure 

AO

* 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

Officer  19.4% 25.0% 11.1% 27.8% 16.7% - 

Constabl

e 

30.1% 23.0% 22.3% 24.6% - - 

Jammu 

(NE) 

Officer  55.8%. 20.6% 2.9% 5.9% 11.8% 2.9

% 

Constabl

e 

28.1% 17.5% 36.5% 17.9% - - 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

*AO-Any Other-Tribal people do not cooperate. 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 In Srinagar (extremist) area only 19.4% officers and 30% constables said that 

the relationship between the police and the public is cordial.  As against this, in Jammu 

(non extremist) area nearly 56% officers and 26% constables were of the view that the 

relationship between police and the public is cordial.  
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 If we combine the categories “sense of fear in the public” and “mistrust of the 

police by the public”, it is seen that nearly 39% of officers in Srinagar area have this 

perception.  As compared to this, there are only around 9% of officers in Jammu who 

have similar opinion.   

 

 In Jammu (non extremist) area, there are more than 50% who consider that the 

public mistrust the police and they are afraid of the police.  As against this in Srinagar 

there are about 47% constables who hold this opinion.   

 

 Thus, one may state that there is a difference between the extremist and non 

extremist areas in regard to the perception of officers about the relationship between the 

police and the public.  In other words, as compared to the non extremist region, there 

are more officers in the extremist region who think the relationship between the police 

and public being negative.  

 

Table 30 

Police Officers views on strained relation between police and public 

officer 

Reason for mistrust between police and public 

State  District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion 

by public 

Ruled by 

political 

orders 

Harsh to 

public 

Considered as 

corrupt 

organization 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

- 16.7% 16.7% 8.3% 58.3% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

12.5% 37.5% 25.0% 25.0% - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 Nearly 60% of the officers of Srinagar district said that the reason for strained 

relations between police and public is that police is considered as a corrupt 

organisation.  But this view is not found in non-extremist area. 
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 In Jammu the non extremist area, 37.5% officers think that ‘suspicion on police 

by public’ has led to the strained relation between police and public.  

 

 While one fourth of the police officers each consider that police is ruled by 

politicians and their behaviour is harsh towards public, about 13% consider that police 

not being successful is also a reason for the strained relations between police and the 

public.   

 

 There is thus a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to the reasons advanced for the strained relationship.  While the officers in the 

extremist region consider that the public image is that police is a corrupt organization, 

in Jammu the officers are of the view that the police is suspected by the public and that 

is the reason for strained relations. 

 Support police get from public: As a part of community policing 

police get different kinds of support from public.  These different supports are tabulated 

and presented in Table 29 C below.  

Table 31 

Views of Officers towards the Level of Support police gets from the Public  

Officer 

Support police get from public 

State  District Public 

involve 

police in 

police 

public 

interface 

By 

giving 

clue 

about 

a 

culprit 

By 

following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helps 

police 

in 

special 

week 

such as 

road 

safety 

week 

By giving clue 

about any 

strange activities 

in neighborhood 

No support 

from public 

other 

Jammu 

and 

Srinagar 

(E) 

30.6% 13.9% 2.8% 8.3% 22.2% 16.7% 5.6%       
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Kashmir 

 

 

Jammu 

(NE) 

27.2% 21.2% 9.2% 3.0% 39.4% - - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

Mechanism for public cooperation: the police officers were asked whether they have 

any mechanism for public cooperation. 

 

 
Table 32 

Views of Officers towards mechanism for public cooperation  

 

Officer 

Mechanism for public cooperation 

State  District Have any 
mechanism 
for public 

cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes  No  Joint 
committee
s with 
RWAs  

Police 
public 
cooperati
on 
committe
e 

Police 
public 
collaborativ
e 
programme 
to reduce 
crime 

Police 
public 
cooperat
ion to 
manage 
certain 
sensitive 
program
mes such 
as 
renting 
out 
premises 
with 
consent 
of police 

No 
response 

Jammu 
and 
Kashmir 
 

Srinagar 
(E) 
 

69.4% 30.6% 16.0% 28.0% 36.0% 8.0% 12.0% 

Jammu 
(NE) 

100% - - 45.2% 41.9% 12.9% - 
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After analysing the situation it is found that public help police in many  different  ways, 

such as they are involved in the interface with the police, Public helps police by 

following rules and regulations, by giving clues about a culprit, informing about  

strange activities in the neighbourhood etc.    

 

In regard to the level of help the Srinagar police gets from the public, 30.6% officers 

mentioned that the public involved themselves in police public interface.  On the other 

hand in Jammu 27.2% officers reported so.    

 

If we take the categories “gives clue about a culprit” and “gives clue about strange 

activities in the neighbourhood”, it is seen that 36.1% officers from Extremist area 

(Srinagar) and 60.6% of officers from the Jammu district reported so.   

 

While “public follows rules and regulations” and “public helps police in special 

programmes” have been stated by very few officers from both the extremist and non 

extremist regions.   

 

Thus on the whole the analysis reveals that there is a good deal of difference between 

the extremist and non extremist region in regard to the level of support that opolice 

officers get.  It is clear that the non extremist region seems to getting better support as 

perceived by the Jammu officers as compared to the level of support perceived by the 

Srinagar region police officers. 

 

Table 33 

Views of Officers towards mechanism for public cooperation  

Officer 

State  District Have any 

mechanism for 

public cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes  No  Joint Police public Police Police No 
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committees 

with RWAs  

cooperation 

committee 

public 

collaborati

ve 

programm

e to 

reduce 

crime 

public 

cooperat

ion to 

manage 

in 

sensitive 

program

mes  

Response 

Jammu 

and 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

 

69.4% 30.6% 16.0% 28.0% 36.0% 8.0% 12.0% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

100% - - 45.2% 41.9% 12.9% - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

In non extremist area i.e. Jammu 100% stated that there is a mechanism for police 

public collaboration, whereas in extremist Srinagar area only 69.4% officers said that 

they have mechanism for police public cooperation.     

 

Within this, it is seen that almost equal percentage (42-45%) of officers in Jammu (non 

extremist area) reported that they have a police public cooperation committee and there 

is also police public collaborative programmes.  As against this percentage, there were 

only 28% and 36% officers from Srinagar reported so.   

 

However in Srinagar, there were a few officers only (16%) who said that they have 

joint committees with Resident Welfare Associations. There was none from Jammu 

who reported so. 

 

If we combine joint committees with RWA, police public cooperation committee and 

the police public cooperation for sensitive issues, then it is seen that Jammu the non 

extremist area has more officers having such cooperative arrangement with the public 

as compared to the percentage of officers from Srinagar reporting so.  
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Thus the overall picture of the mechanism to elicit public cooperation seems to be 

existing more in the non extremist area as compared to the extremist area as perceived 

by the officers in the two regions.  The difference between the two regions could be due 

to insurgency activities in the extremist area which has led the public to have minimal 

interaction with the police or it could be that the police here do not also have enough 

time for such extra duty activities.  

 
 
 Steps to minimize gap between police and public: As Police works for 

the public to maintain peace and control crimes, it is a much needed step to minimize 

the gap between the police and the public. To examine the steps taken by the police in 

minimizing this gap, question was asked to the police to measure the steps taken so far 

and if not proper steps have been taken, the study will indicate the lapse part as a 

feedback so as to make steps in future for better police functioning and public reliance. 

Table 34 

Police Officers view regarding steps to minimize police-public gap and the initiatives 

taken 

Officer 

State  District Steps to minimize 

gap between 

police and public 

Constantly 

interacting 

with public 

through TV, 

radio, print 

media 

Regular 

interacti

on with 

RWA 

Get  

Feedback 

 from  

public  

about  

the  

needed imptro 

vements 

Indica

te 

numb

er of 

cases 

solved 

Steps 

throug

h 

BPRD Yes No  

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 94.4% 5.6% 54.3% 11.4% 28.6% 2.9% 2.9% 

Jammu (NE) 97.2% 2.8% 77.3% 2.9% 17.1% - - 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 
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 It is seen from the table above that except for very few officers in both Srinagar 

and Jammu districts; all others (94-97%) stated that they have taken steps to minimize 

the gap between the police and the public.  

 

 In both the regions, large percentage of officers reported that they keep in touch 

with the public through TV, radio and print media.  

 

 In regard to the steps taken to bridge the gap between the police and the public 

there is not much of a difference between the extremist and the non extremist regions.  

 

Political interference: One major factor effecting police performance is interference 

by political party/parties. Political parties and individual politicians may abuse the 

police to satisfy their self interest. As a result many things that police may do will 

reflect the lack of policing having people with muscles, guns, pistols etc.  

 

Table 35 

Police Officers Views regarding political interference 

State  District Existence of political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No  Cannot 

say 

Demanding 

release of 

an accused 

Demanding 

no action 

Not to 

enforce 

punishment 

Police 

officers 

transferred 

for not 

joining 

hands with 

politician 

Bringing 

in police 

officers 

loyal to 

politician 

Jammu 

& 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar(E) 80.6% 19.4% - 60.0% 16.7% 13.3% 6.7% 3.3% 

Jammu(NE) 38.9% 52.8% 8.3% 21.4% 35.7% - 28.6% 14.3% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn 
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Political interference has been reported by nearly 81% of officers in Srinagar area and 

only by 39% officers in the Jammu area. 

 

The kind of political interference reported by 60% officers of Srinagar (extremist area) 

is that of demanding release of an accused. Only 21% officers of Jammu have made 

this statement. 

 

Demanding no action against the accused has been reported by nearly twice the 

percentage of officers in Jammu region as compared to that of officers in Srinagar.  

 

The overall picture that emerges in regard to the type of political interference is that not 

only there is greater interference being reported by Srinagar officers, but also the kind 

of interference is the demand for the release of the accused.  In the non extremist area 

not only the percent of officers reporting political interference is less but the type of 

interference is the demand for not to take any action against the accused. 

These differences need an explanation. Perhaps in the extremist area the culprit is 

apprehended and punished immediately and thus is in jail and hence the demand for 

release of the accused is more here.  In Jammu area however the accused is till to be 

punished and hence the request not to take action against the person is more. 

 

Table 36 

Police Officers view on steps taken to have an attitudinal change in its relationship with 

the Public 

State  District More 

interacti

on with 

public 

Representati

on of public 

in police 

system 

Representatio

n of police in 

public bodies 

Regular 

write 

about 

important 

cases 

Interaction

al melas  

Public 

be made 

aware 

about 

police 

activities 

Jammu 

& 

Kashmir 

Srinagar 

(E) 

47.2% 5.6% 19.4% 8.3% 5.6% 13.9% 

Jammu 58.8% 11.8% 2.9% 5.9% 14.7% 6.1% 
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 (NE) 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 If police have to have an attitudinal change than police need to have 

more interaction with public. This is the view of 58.8% officers from 

Jammu and 47.2% officers Srinagar. There are different means  to carry  

out these activities. Police can have more interaction with public by  

nominating police in certain civil society organisation. Similarly in  

police system police should have access by being a member. Only  5.6%  

of  police  in  extremist  area  and  13.9%  in-  extremist  area  supported  

this. Less than 3% from both extremist and non-extremist area support  

of having police in public bodies. 

Provision for public Awareness: It is the responsibility of police to make the 

public aware of the rules and regulations  of  police. The table given below indicates the 

steps taken by police to make the public aware of its functioning. 

Table 37 

Police Officers views on steps taken to made public aware of police functioning 

State  District Provision for 

public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Issuing 

number of 

notifications 

in the 

newspaper 

Interacting 

with press 

and public 

once in a 

fortnight 

In serious 

case 

public is 

interacted 

and 

involve 

Inform 

public 

through 

FM 

about 

extremist 

activity 

and 

make 

aware 

By 

holding 

public 

meeting 
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Jammu 

& 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

91.7% 8.3% 39.4% 18.2% 21.2% - 21.2% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

94.4% 5.6% 20.7% 14.7% 17.6% 14.7 32.4% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 Majority officers from both Srinagar (91.7%) and Jammu (94.4%) have 

provision for making people aware of their rules and regulations. 

 Public is made aware of the rules and regulations by different methods like 

issuing number of notifications in the newspaper, interacting with press and 

public once in a fortnight, interacting and involving public in serious cases, 

informing public through FM about extremist activity and make aware and  

holding public meeting according to officers from both area. 

 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquents: Juveniles if not prevented from 

committing crimes will later indulge in serious crimes. Therefore it becomes essential 

that the Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be enforced effectively. This is an Act to provide for 

the care, protection treatment, development and rehabilitation of neglected and for the 

adjudication matters relating to juveniles. Police officers were asked whether they take 

measures to help students to avoid anti-social activities/indulging in unlawful activities.  

 

Table 38 

Views of Police Officers of regarding Provisions and Measures adopted to keep Juveniles 

(youths) to keep away from anti-social activities  

Officer 

State  District Provision 

for helping 

students 

avoiding 

anti social 

activity 

If yes the methods  
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Yes No  Organize 

through 

NGOs no. of 

programmese 

for youth 

Youngster 

is not 

punished 

but let out 

with 

warning 

for first 

offence 

No special 

programme 

for youth 

Usual  Any 

other 

Jammu 

& 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

100% - 41.7% 52.8% 2.8% 2.8% - 

Jammu 

(NE) 

100% - 66.6% 27.8% 2.8% 2.8% - 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 Hundred percent officers from both districts said that they take measures so that 

youngsters can avoid anti social activities.   

 

 As for the specific  measures, in the  extremist affected area 52.8% officers said 

that the youngsters are not punished for his first offence but let out with warning so that 

they do not repeat this deviant behaviour and lead a normal life.  As against this, only 

about 28% officers from the non extremist area said so. 

 

 However the programme offered by the officers of the non extremist area was 

youth programmes organized through NGOs.  Two third officers from this region stated 

these as the main programme. As against this 42% officers of the extremist region 

stated so.  

 

 A couple of officers from both the regions stated that there was no special 

programme for the youth.   

 

 Thus, there is a slight difference in the programmes for the youth as stated by 

officers of the extremist and non extremist region.  
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Accountability to law: Accountability means answerability for proper 

performance of an assigned job. In democracy, police remain accountable for its 

performance to the people and to the law of the land. The officers were asked if they 

detain people illegally. 

 

Table 39 

Opinion of Police Officers regarding illegal detention and police reform measures for 

police accountability 

State  District Justify detaining people illegally Does police reform help increasing 

police accountability 

Extremists 

and 

criminals 

are 

detained 

none else 

detained 

illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police follow 

rules and do  

not detain 

illegally 

Yes  No  Cannot 

say 

No 

respons

e 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 66.7% 8.3% 25.0% 91.7

% 

8.3%   

Jammu 

(NE) 

88.9% - 11.1% 69.4

% 

2.8% 22.2% 5.6% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 Extremists and criminals are detained following law none else 

detained illegally according to 88.9% officers from Jammu and 

66.7% officers from Srinagar. 

 So in both districts officers feel they don’t detain anyone 

illegally.  
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 According to majority that is 91.7% officers from extremist 

affected area and 69.4% from non extremist area believe police 

reform measures help increasing police accountability. 

 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police: Better 

performance from the police department also depends on the proper 

coordination among the three agencies that is the judiciary, executive and 

police. 

Table 40 

Officers views regarding Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police 

Officer 

Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very high High  Average Poor  Extremely 

poor 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 8.3% 30.6% 58.3% 2.8% - 

Jammu (NE) 2.8% 47.2% 47.2% 2.8% - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 Co-operation amongst the judiciary, executive and police is 

important. In our data we do not find very high relationship  

between  three  organizations. 

 58.3% officers from Srinagar said that the cooperation is average 

among the three agencies. In Jammu 47.2% officers said so. 

 47.2% officers said high cooperation among the three agencies in 

Jammu. 

 A minor section of officers from both districts talked about very 

high cooperation. 

 

Corruption: Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient 

functioning of police department and many a times losing its credit in the eyes of the 
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public. To know the opinion of the police officers on this issue, questions were asked to 

police Officers and constables to have an overall view. 

 

Table 41 

Views of Police Officers regarding Corruption in the Police department 

Officer 

State District It is in 

entire 

society 

not just 

in police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so 

get the 

blame 

Police in 

higher 

position 

pressurize 

and offer 

graft 

Since other 

corrupt 

persons don’t 

get 

punishment 

police get 

encouraged 

No 

response 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 58.4% 19.4% 22.2 - - 

Jammu (NE) 40% 60.0% - - - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

Table 42 

Views of Police Constables regarding Corruption in the Police department 

Constable 

State District Everywhere 

corruption not 

only in police 

Forced to take 

graft by 

politicians 

Find senior 

officers taking 

graft 

encouraged to 

do the same. 

Less salary, so 

they are 

obviously 

involved in 

corruption 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 81.5% 4.6% 10.6% 3.3% 

Jammu (NE) 48.8% 21.4% 29.5% .4% 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 

 Whether corruption exists in the police system was ascertained from the officers 

and constables of both extremist and non extremist regions.   
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 As for officers, it is seen that 58.4% from Srinagar area and 40% from Jammu 

area stated that corruption is in the entire society and not just in the police.   

 

 At the same time quite a few officers of Srinagar region and 60% officers of 

Jammu region were of the view that police being in a vulnerable position get the blame 

for corruption. A few more officers of the Srinagar region said that sometimes the 

lower level officers are pressurized by higher level officers to take bribes. This was not 

stated by anyone in the Jammu region.  

 

 As for constables, majority (81.5%) from Srinagar supported the view that 

corruption is in the whole society and not in the police only. Very few offered other 

reasons.  On the other hand there were less than 50% constables who gave the above 

reason and about 29% said that at times seniors pressurize them to take bribes.  

 

 Thus, there appears a clear difference in regard to the existence of corruption in 

the police system between the extremist and non extremist regions, with the former 

considering that corruption is everywhere and not just in the police.  Larger percent of 

Jammu officers feel that police being in a vulnerable position gets the blame easily. 

 

Infrastructure: A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better 

performance of the police department. To know the availability of infrastructural level 

in the police department, questions were raised to the officers and constables to have an 

over all picture of infrastructure provision. 

 

Table 43 

Views of Police Officers regarding Infrastructure availability in the police department 

State District Permanent 

house  

Sufficient 

vehicle and staff 

If No, the reasons for not having sufficient vehicles 

and staff. 

Yes  No  Yes  No  Low 

budget 

Vehicle 

destroyed 

in combat 

Need 

repair 

Don’t 

get fund 

in time 

Reaso

n 

known 
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to 

authori

ty 

 

 

Jamm

u & 

Kashm

ir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

94.4% 5.6% 41.7% 58.3% 9.5% 4.8% 4.8% 9.5% 71.4% 

 

 

Jammu 

(NE) 

88.9% 11.1% 38.9% 61.1% 9.1% - - - 90.9% 

 

 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

From the above table the following inference may be drawn: 

 

 Almost all officers except a few from Srinagar and Jammu regions have stated 

that they have permanent housing facility to stay. 

 

 Only about 40% officers stated that they have sufficient vehicle and staff at their 

disposal. In fact in Jammu more than 60% said they do not have sufficient vehicle and 

staff whereas 58% of Srinagar officers reported so. 

 

 When asked if they know the reasons for such lack of facilities, most of them 

replied that they do not know.   

 

 There is no specific conclusion one could arrive at based on this analysis except 

that in both regions there appears to be a lack of infrastructure facilities especially in 

the form of lack of vehicles and staff. 

 

Sufficiency of Fund: many times fund remains inadequate to meet the needs of 

the police department. In Assam this is very important. But as the police department is 

non plan budget there is dearth of fund. 
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Table 44 

Perception of sufficiency of funds -a comparison between extremist and non 

extremist Regions 

State District 

 

 

Sufficient Fund If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocation 

is less than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come in 

installments 

that too very 

late 

Funds 

released 

towards 

the end of 

the 

financial 

year 

State 

does not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason 

known 

to 

authorit

y 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 33.3% 66.7% 41.7% 4.2% - 29.2% - 25.0% 

Jammu (NE) 52.8% 47.2% 31.3% 12.5% 6.3% 6.3% - 43.8% 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 It is strange to find that regarding the fund necessary for maintaining the 

needs of the police station majority officers from Srinagar (66.7%) said they 

do not have sufficient fund to meet their needs despite being an extremist 

area. On the other hand more than half officers from Jammu said they have 

necessary fund (52.8%). 

 According to 41.7% officers in extremist area explain that demand is more 

than allocation. The reason for this insufficiency is best known to the 

authority according to (31.3%)% officers from Jammu too demand is more. 

 In Jammu & Kashmir it is found that extremist area is starved of fund. 

 

Basic minimum facilities: For sound performance the police stations 

should have the basic minimum facilities such as drinking water, sanitation  
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Table 45 

Availability of Basic Facilities 

Officer 

State District Presence of facilities 

D/E D/S/E D/S/E/W

W 

All 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 5.7% 34.3% 60.0% - 

Jammu 

(NE) 

5.6% 8.3% 83.3% 2.8% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

*D-Drinking Water, E- Electricity, S-Sanitation, WW-Water for Washing, I or G- Inverter or 

Generator, All-D,E,S,WW, I or G 

 

 There is difference opinion regarding minimum facilities in police 

stations in extremist affected area and non extremist area. In Jammu 

83.3% officers said the police stations have Drinking water, 

Sanitation, Electricity and Water for Washing. In Srinagar 60.0% 

officers said so. That is most of the police stations do not have the 

alternative to electricity i.e. inverter or generator. Otherwise they 

have the necessary facilities. 

 Police officers in Jammu are positive about the basic minimum 

facilities. 

 It is surprising to find that only 2.8% officers from Jammu replied 

that the police stations have all the basis minimum facilities. No 

officer from Srinagar expressed the same view. 

 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and 

equipments: in order to control emergency case and maintain law and order 

police need to have the necessary arms and equipments 
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Table 46 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments 

Officer 

State District Have arms and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

yes No  Arms and 

ammunition 

Latest 

equipments 

More 

study 

equipment 

Trained 

manpower 

Quarter 

for 

staff 

Jammu 

& 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

75.0% 25.0% 10.0 30.0% 20.0% - 40% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

100% - - - - - - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 Majority officers from extremist (75.0%) and hundred percent 

officers from non extremist are happy and said they have necessary 

arms and equipments.  

 From extremist area 40% officers speak about not having sufficient 

quarter for the staff. 

Thus, it has been found that either from the point of view of fund or from  the 

arms and ammunitions in extremists area also there are certain loopholes. 40% officers 

said that there is no quarter for the staff. 30% officers say that  there is lack of latest 

equipment as insurgent group are well equipped it creates  problem for police. 

Cell to discuss problems of police: In both extremist and non extremist area 

the presence of a forum for discussing the problems of police is very necessary. 

  

Table 47 

Officers views on cells for police departments to discuss problems of the police 

State District Cell for police 

problem 

How concerned they are  

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

Does not 

implement 
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mostly at all 

Jammu 

& 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

61.1% 38.9% 11.1% 50.0% 16.7% 11.1% 11.1% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

82.9% 17.1% 3.1% 40.6% 56.3% - - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 To the query if they have any cell to discuss their problem with the 

concerned ministry majority officers from Jammu (82.9%)   said that they 

have the same. Whereas in Srinagar where the presence of such cell is much 

more necessary only 61.1% officers said that they have. But majority are of 

the opinion that the cell only partially work for solving police problem. 

(50.0% officers from Srinagar and 40.6% officers from Jammu).  This is an 

indication that cell alone is not sufficient. 

 Other platforms are necessary for open discussion regarding various    

problems. 

 

Periodic discussion: Discussion improves functioning of any institution 

working in team. Therefore it is necessary for police to have periodic discussion about 

the challenges/problems they face and to bring solution to them. 

 

Table 48 

Periodic Discussion 

State District Discussion 

Once 

in a 

month 

Once 

in six 

month  

Once 

in a 

year 

When need 

arises 

Jammu 

& 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar 

(E) 

27.8% 8.3% 5.6% 58.3% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

26.4% 8.8% 64.7% - 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

Police meet to discuss once in a year in Jammu (64.7%) according to 

majority officers  and  in  both  the  area  they  also  have  monthly meeting  
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(27.8%-26.4%). Whereas in Srinagar where periodic discussion is much more 

necessary more than 58.3% police officers meet only when need arises.  

 

Operational duty procedure: Operational duty procedure between senior 

police officers and constables also counts for a proper coordination of the working of 

police. Direct contact system can result better in this respect than a chain of command 

system.  

Table 49 

Operational duty pattern of police department-Officers Views 

State District Operational  duty procedure 

Direct 

Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command 

system 

Both  

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 30.6% 69.4% - 

Jammu (NE) 17.6% 82.4% - 

Srinagar: OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

 In Jammu & Kashmir prevalence of chain of command system seen in 

both the district. However direct contact system is more in extremist 

area (30.6%) compared to non extremist area (17.6%). 

Intelligence collection:   Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of a 

district. 

Table 50 

Views of Officers regarding availability of Intelligence Collection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

State District Does the SP has mechanism 

for intelligence gathering 

Yes  No  

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 94.4% 5.6% 

Jammu 

(NE) 

97.2% 2.8% 
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 Majority officers from both Srinagar (94.4%) and Jammu (97.2%) said 

that the SP has the mechanism for getting intelligence. This is a must for 

extremist affected area. In the negligible cases where SP does not have 

own mechanism he manages through his own police officers whom he 

send for training or through some external agency. 

 

Table 51 

How the SP manage in case of unavailability of intelligence mechanism 

Officer 

State District If no how does he manage 

Through some 

external 

agency 

Through his own police officers whom he 

send for training in 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 

Srinagar (E) 33.3% 66.7% 

Jammu (NE) 50.0% 50.0% 

Srinagar :OSS -36, Jammu: OSS -36 

 

Performance index: In order to get an understanding of the police performance 

in extremist affected and non extremist affected area a number of performance 

indicators have been incorporated in the question schedule. Questions regarding their 

efficiency in preventing crime, complaint registration, public reassurance and 

community policing, record keeping, grooming, punctuality, regularity, personal 

qualities of officers, honesty, and commitment to the service have been asked to the 

officers. On the basis self assessment by the officers they have been categorized in four 

groups viz. “Poor”, “Average”, “Above Average”, “Good” and “Very Good”. We have 

also interviewed civil society persons in order to assess the performance of the police 

officers. We found general people satisfied the police performance. Just the behaviour 

of the police constables was disturbing according to them.  
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Figure 5 

 

*Scores : Good- 234-262, Very Good-263-291 

 

o In case of Jammu & Kashmir majority officers in  both Srinagar 

and Jammu assess themselves as very good performers. 91.7% of 

Srinagar and 97.2% of Jammu consider themselves as very  

good. 
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Findings: 

1. In Jammu and Kashmir, neither constables nor officers belonged to the 

younger group. 

2. One important feature of Jammu and Kashmir Police Officers is that 

most of them are graduates and in both the places there are few Post 

Graduates. However, most of the constables are school dropout. Only 

1.1% is Post Graduate which is rare. 

3. Recruitment of constables in the period 1995-2004 is more. 

4. Officers seemed to have joined the Police Service because the post of 

police is associated with prestige in the society and also the desire to 

serve the country. 

5.  System of promotion is better in Jammu district than Srinagar. 

Constables are not promoted frequently which is supposed to be routine. 

6. Both officers and constables are not satisfied with duty hours. Like 

many other extremist affected area they do not want to do anything 

about it. They never get any payment for extra hours. 

7. Most of the respondents belonging to both categories said that they have 

welfare fund. Constables suggested for the programme of counselling. 

8. Officers and Constables were satisfied with the kind of training provided 

to them. Majority of them are even eager for taking training for 

sophisticated weapon. 

9.  In Jammu, majority of the officers and a small percent of constables are 

of the opinion that they have cordial relations with their seniors.  

Majority of the constables believe that they follow their seniors because 

they are obedient. 

10.  Both from officers and Constables point of view, police on the whole 

said that they accept risky assignment as a part of their duty. In extremist 

area 61.8% accept it as a part of their duty whereas in non extremist area 

the percentage who said so is 37.9%. 
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11.  In extremist area risky assignment are accepted by officials and 

constables but in non extremist area some of them refuse and adopt a 

strategy to avoid the risky job.  

12.  Officers and constable from both extremist and non extremist area 

believe that police controls extremism very well. In extremist area, both 

officers and constables believe that they are very efficient. On the other 

hand, in non extremist areas, 29% and 28% of officers and constables 

respectively, thinks in similar way. 

13.  As expected, the extremist region is considered as tense and non-

extremist as peaceful. Constables at Srinagar (41.5%) believe in the 

same concept. 33.3% officers in Jammu are of the opinion that Police 

need to be extremely alert. Regarding problems faced by Constable from 

a place like Srinagar they express that in extremist affected area there 

are two main problems  

           (a)      Insufficient man power; 

           (b)     Wide gap between police and public 

14. In Srinagar, all the officers are prepared for counter insurgency 

programme. Being in extremist area, they are always ready to deal with 

the situation. But, 50% of the officers from Jammu which is supposed to 

be a non-extremist area said that they are not used to using sophisticated 

weapons. 

15.  Majority of the officers in Srinagar and Jammu believe that they take 

precautions to keep common people at safe distance from violence while 

dealing with extremists.  On the other hand, more officers in extremist 

area like to take the help of civil society members. 

16. Officers from Srinagar face problem working under Unified Command. 

But in Jammu only 2.8% mentioned about this problem.  

17. Majority of officers in extremist area believe that crime rate increase due 

to the extremist activities. They also believe that extremist use local 
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criminals for anti-social activities. Most of the respondents believe that 

there is no decrease in crime rate due to insurgent activities. They 

believe probably due to the alertness of police force in extremist area.  

18.  Both from Srinagar and Jammu, majority officers are satisfied with 

performance level of police in extremist areas. 

19. In non extremist area, majority feels the need of the Human Rights 

Commission but there is also a group who are of the opinion that this 

commission is not necessary. 

20.  Majority officers from Jammu express that they do not have sufficient 

man power to protect public property. Reason for having limited 

manpower is mainly because concentration on controlling extremists. 

21. Number of officers from both the places consider media’s role as 

negative. According to this group, media likes sensationalism so draw 

public attention. Another group (41.3%) believes that media create a 

negative impression of police and they exaggerate shortcomings of 

police. 

22. Regarding communities’ attitude towards police in Jammu, half of them 

talk about cordial relation. But in Srinagar only 19.4% believe in cordial 

relation. Need for community policing is more in extremist affected 

area. An officer from Srinagar point out police is considered as corrupt. 

So it is responsible for strained relationship. Some gets help from the 

public in combating terrorism whereas they do not enjoy that co-

operation. Therefore, majority of the officers believed that there is a 

mechanism for police public collaboration. 

23. In our study, it was found that majority of the officers in extremist areas 

face political interference. 

24.  It’s important to have an attitudinal change regarding relationship with 

the public.  Majority of them believed that it is the responsibility of the 

police to make the people aware of the rules and regulations. 
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25. Cent percent officers say that they take measure so that youngsters do 

not get involved in anti-social activities. Police in fact, organized 

number of programmes with NGOs to involve the youth. 

26. According to the police nobody whether extremists or criminal are 

detained illegally. 

27. Another finding was that police reform measures help in increasing 

police accountability. 

28. Better police performance depends on proper co-ordination among three 

agencies, that is, judiciary, executive and police. 

29.  Corruption is a major factor which hampers police performance. 

Officers in Srinagar believe that corruption is in the entire society so it  

is with the police. On the other hand, they are of the opinion that police 

is in a vulnerable position. 

30. Regarding infrastructure, majority police stations have permanent house. 

Majority say they do not have sufficient amount of staff and vehicle. It is 

mostly due to lack of fund. The police stations do not have minimum 

facilities like drinking water, sanitation and electricity. 

31.  Majority officers from Srinagar and cent percent officers from  Jammu 

said that they have necessary arms and ammunitions. 

32. Mostly officers from both the districts said that individual SPs have the 

technique for collecting Intelligence Report. Others collect it through 

their officers. 

33. In order to understand the police performance in extremist and non 

extremist affected areas, a number of performance indicators have been 

incorporated. On the basis of self assessment, they have categorized in 

four groups namely,  

a) poor; 

b) above average; 

c) good and  

d) very good 
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In Jammu and Kashmir, majority officers both from Srinagar and Jammu consider 

themselves as very good performers. 

 Recommendation: 

1. In extremist affected area like Srinagar young and energetic constables 

are needed.  

2. The education level of the constables should not be school dropout.  

3. Increasing manpower is necessary in extremist area. This will lessen the 

duty hours of the existing constables.  

4. Government should take care to provide police with sufficient fund so 

that minimum infrastructure can be maintained to deal with the 

extremists. 

5. The police come in contact with extremists more often so they need to 

be careful in handling the upcoming extremists.  

6. Greater weight age must be accorded to reduce at lower rank by 

providing them better opportunity for promotion.  
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Section I 

A Brief Introduction 

 

 Orissa also known as Odisha, is a state of India, located on the east coast of 

India, by the Bay of Bengal. It is surrounded by West Bengal to the north-east, 

Jharkhand to the north, Chattisgarh to the west and north-west and Andhra Pradesh to 

the south. The state has an area of 155,820 km2 and extends for 800 kiometres from 

north to south and 500 kilometers from east to west. Its coastline is 480 kilometer 

long. The state is divided into 30 districts which are further subdivided into 314 

blocks. Odisha has a relatively unintended coastline (about 480 km long ) and lacks 

good ports, except for the deepwater facility at Paradip. The land has   the Hirakud 

Dam, near Sambalpur the longest earthen dam in the world. Odisha has several 

popular tourist destinations.  
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 It is the ninth largest state by area in India, and the eleventh largest by 

population. As per Official Census of India 2011, Population of Orissa is now 4.19 

crore showing change of 13.97% from the last decade. Reports of Census 2011 

suggest that Orissa feeds 3.47 percent of total population of India. Odia is the official 

and most widely spoken language with 93.33% Odia speakers according to linguistic 

survey. The Orissa people belong to a variety of different social and cultural 

backgrounds. The tribal groups of people of Orissa form a significant part of the total 

population of the state. The different origins of the inhabitants of Orissa contribute to 

the socio-cultural richness of the place. As per report of Census 2011, Orissa has 

literacy rate of 73.45 which is below national average of 74.04percent.  The state has 

a mixture of different castes and creeds with a high concentration of Hindus. In the 

census report of 1971, Hindus comprised 92 percent of the total population. 

 

 A brief political history of Orissa: 

 

  Congress has ruled the land for a long time. Presently Orissa has two major political 

parties – the BJP-BJD alliance and the Congress. The former is running the government 

since last 8 years.  

Social Condition in Orissa: 

  Orissa is one of the poorest provinces in India, with 47.15 per cent of its 

people below the poverty line, as against a national figure of 26.10 per cent. The 

incidence and persistence of poverty is even higher in Southern Orissa, which 

comprises Kandhamal, Gajapati and Koraput, Balangir, and Kalahandi (KBK) 

districts. The southern districts have remained underdeveloped largely because of a 

lack of political involvement and bureaucratic apathy.  The State Per Capita Income is 

way below the national average. The gap between the State Per Capita Income and 

the corresponding National Per Capita Income is alarmingly increasing from 

Rs.2,901/- during 1993-94 to Rs.5,067/- during 2000-01 as per quick estimates.  

 

 Compared to the coastal region, the incidence of poverty is greater in the 

southern and western of the State. Furthermore, the percentage of rural families living 
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below the poverty line is substantially higher in the State (66.37 per cent, as per 

estimate made by the Panchayati Raj Department, Government of Orissa, in 1997) as 

compared to the rest of the country (34 per cent). 

 

  Orissa has the highest crime rate in India because of the exploitation of tribal 

and Dalit people there, say Church people in the eastern Indian state. The National Crime 

Records Bureau reported in early June that crimes have shot up especially in districts 

dominated by tribal and low-caste people. Orissa now has the highest crime rate in India, 

the New Delhi-based federal body said. 

  

  Such crises were sufficient enough to create conditions or social movement. At 

extreme cases these movements turned violent and Maoism is one such practice which is 

prominent in Orissa. 

 

 Maoism in Orissa: 

  The Naxalite movement in Orissa emerged in the early 1960's as a peasant 

movement in the Gunpur Subdivision of the then undivided Koraput District, under the 

banner of the Communist Party of India (CPI).  

 

  According to the 1961 Census, 83 per cent of the population of undivided) 

Koraput district and 85 per cent of the population of the Ganjam district lived in rural 

areas.  These areas are characterized by low levels of literacy, few roads and little by way 

of other infrastructure. Ownership of land was restricted to a few landlords and the rest 

were landless, marginal or tenant farmers. 

 

  By 1962, the Communists had succeeded in mobilizing the tribals into forming 

their own associations and a project called ‘food liberation' was launched in the Gunpur 

sub-division of Koraput district. Initially, the movement was confined to Gunpur and the 

Paralakhimundi area of Ganjam district. Subsequently, the movement spread to tribal 

pockets in these districts, resulting in protests against discrimination in access to non-

timber forest produce and alienation of tribal land.  

http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/publication/faultlines/volume17/nihar.htm#_ftn17
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  The movement suffered a setback in 1962 when large numbers of Communist 

leaders were arrested under the Defense of India Rules during the Sino-India War. The CPI 

split in 1964, with the Communist Party of India-Marxist (CPI-M) emerging as a 

breakaway faction. The Communists of Koraput and Gajapati regions joined the CPI-M. In 

1967, the CPI-M itself split and the All India Coordination Committee of the Communist 

Revolutionaries, which later became the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) or 

CPI-ML, came into being.  

   

  The Communists of Orissa joined the latter and formed the Orissa State 

Coordination Committee(OSCC) on March 14, 1968 with D.B.M. Patnaik as convenor. The 

others in the Committee were Jaladhar Nanda, Rabi Das, Kundan Ram, Nagabhushan 

Patnaik, Dinabandhu Samal and Jagannath Tripathy. 

   

  The ‘movement', which had initially started with poor peasants and tribals 

spread quickly to the disadvantaged classes, college students, intellectuals and landless 

people.The State Government reacted sharply to the escalation of violence. Between 1969 

and 1971, the Orissa Government, with the help of Andhra Pradesh Police, attempted to 

suppress the Naxalite movement. The movement remained inactive during the Emergency,  

and only after it was lifted in 1977, and following a large-scale protest movement 

organized by various human rights groups, were the Naxalites released from prison. 

However, on release, the movement splintered, as different factions found an opportunity to 

form their own groups and to chart their own course of action. Consequently, between 1972 

and 1996, the CPI-ML was virtually eliminated in Orissa. It was involved in only a few 

‘land liberation' actions in the chaotic southern part of the State. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/publication/faultlines/volume17/nihar.htm#_ftn22
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Naxalite-affected areas, 1996-2005 

 

 

 

Source:http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/publication/faultlines/volume17/nihar.htm 

 

 There have clearly been major changes in the Naxalite strategy and even 

ideology, as their influence spreads to new areas in the State. 1Simultaneously, they 

appear to be losing some support in their traditional tribal and peasant base. In the early 

years, the Naxalites had concentrated on tribal's, whom they used as couriers and foot 

soldiers; while this served the immediate purposes of the rebels, the impact on the lives of 

the tribal's was minimal. They clung faithfully to Mao's dictum of relying “on the force of 

the popular masses, for it is only thus that we can have a guarantee of success. The 

support of the masses offers them great advantages as regards transport, assistance to 

wounded, intelligence, disruption of the enemy positions, etc.  

 

  There is no doubt that the Naxalites are taking advantage of the prevailing socio-

economic problems of the tribal's in southern Orissa, particularly those living in the forest 

areas. At the other end, Naxalite attacks on Government officials and a forcible levy of 

                                                 
1 http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/publication/faultlines/volume17/nihar.htm 
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taxes on construction contractors have affected development-related projects in the various 

blocks of Naxalite-affected districts. Across the entire country, it is estimated that nearly 

10.03 million hectors of forests are under the control of Naxalites. These are “primarily 

tribal dominated areas, (and) the presence of  the armed cadres and  the police have 

affected people's lives. Government officials hardly venture  into villages inside the 

forests. The result: little signs of governance. Whenever governance fails, Naxalites step 

in.” In Koraput, according to the 1991 Census figures, small and marginal  landowners, 

constituting 69 per cent of all landowners, owned only 34 per cent of the land, while 31 per 

cent of big farmers owned 66 per cent of the land. These socio-economic conditions led to 

the beginnings of an agrarian revolution. The producer of food had no food, while the non-

producing landlords had surpluses of paddy and other food grains; the tillers of land had 

little or no land, and non-tillers owned large tracts. 

   In 1996, the dormant movement was revived by Sabyasachi Panda, and 

 returned to violence. He was an active member of the CPI-ML Liberation party, one 

 of the various groups that had emerged in the post-1977 era. Advocating armed struggle 

and non-participation in elections, Panda also formed an organization called the Kui 

Labanga Sangha (Kui Youth Association), which later became a front organisation for the 

Andhra Pradesh-based People's War Group (PWG).  

 

  Violence increased after the PWG formed the Andhra-Orissa Border Special 

Zonal Committee (AOBSZC) in 2001. The AOBSZC covers the four north coastal Districts 

of Andhra Pradesh – East Godavari, Visakhapatnam, Vijayanagaram and Srikakulam – and 

the five Districts of southern Orissa-Malkangiri, Koraput, Rayagada, Gajapati and Ganjam. 

Since then, there has been evidence of the growth of Naxalite power and a continuous 

increase in the resort to violence. Between 1982 and 1991, seventeen Naxalite-related 

incidents occurred in which two persons were killed. In 2001 alone, the number increased 

to 21 incidents, with 10 persons killed, the majority of who were police personnel. In 2002, 

the number of incidents rose to 39 with 11 deaths. In 2003, there were 41 incidents with 20 

fatalities, and some 208 persons were arrested in Naxalite-related cases from nine districts. 

While the number of incident decreased to 20 with six deaths in the year 2004, the Koraput 

incident demonstrates the potency of the Naxalite outfits in southern Orissa. In the 1960's, 
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the Naxalites had targeted only landlords. Now, they also target police personnel, 

contractors, forest officers and any person who, according to them, ‘exploited the people'. 

 

   Here we can take an example to understand their brutality. On 15 February, 2008 

Maoists had attacked the jails and armouries of Nayagarh town of Orissa state. They 

attacked at ten o’clock in the evening and took 3 police stations, a police training school 

and 2 armouries into their control. They had looted the arms and ammunitions from the 

armouries and left with truckload of ammunitions. The resistance by police at the time of 

attack was feeble and the Maoists killed about 15 people including 14 policemen during the 

attack and loot drama. Although attacking jails and armouries has become a regular 

practice by the Maoist outfits operating in Orissa, Chhatisgarh, Bihar and Jharkhand, 

Nayagarh incident is the second attack by naxal outfits on government armoury in Orissa. 

The first occurred on February 6, 2004 when PWG members attacked the Koraput District 

armoury and looted the arms and ammunitions. 

 

 

Sources of Manpower /Arms Available/Funding 
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The Orissa Naxalites have undergone constant mutation since the 1960s. There have 

been major changes in their strategy, training and firepower, with the result that they 

now have more and better arms and ammunition, advanced forms of training in using 

sophisticated weapons, and are capable of launching surprise attacks. According to 

Ranjit Kumar Gupta, the modern day Maoists have studied Mao's thoughts carefully. 

They have also studied the actions of Ernesto ‘Che' Guevara, who has left behind very 

practical and detailed instructions for launching a guerilla war. The changes in Orissa 

became more pronounced in 1996 when Sabyasachi Panda joined the PWG. Since then, 

all major attacks have been carried out under his leadership.  

 

In Orissa, the squads recruit locals or tribals and send them to the training 

centers in Andhra Pradesh. The Naxalites today recruit children, between 12 and 16 

years old, as couriers. This is the first stage of recruiting cadres. After that, they 

indoctrinate them in regular classes, held in secret places by specialized senior cadres, 

on books of Maoist philosophy. The third stage is physical exercise and armed training, 

especially given to those who perform well in earlier two stages. 

Now they also resort to extortion for ransom from farmers, teachers, 

contractors, businessman and whosoever comes handy in their area of operation. The 

presence of Naxalites in the tribal areas has created problems for the District 

administration in the implementation of various development projects. As a result, the 

essence of Orissa Police indeed needs a mention in order to understand their 

performance in such socio-political crisis. 
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Section II 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

 

Socio-Demographic Profile: - The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police 

includes Age, Marital Status, educational Qualification, and Community. The data that 

we have collected as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for both 

the police (officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of the 

police in extremist and non-extremist affected areas. We have a separate performance for 

understanding the performance of the police.  

 

Age: In the Age category, in our questionnaire  we have categorized age into seven 

groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 for the police Officers as well 

as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped the Age category into three 

sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and Old age (50-59). In 

order to understand about the socio economic background of the police officers and 

constables, the community status has been categorized into General,  ST, SC and OBC 

and an open ended question of “ Any other 

 

Table 2:  

Distribution of  Police  officers and constables in Extremist and Non-extremist 

districts of   Orissa in terms of Age Group, Community & Marital Status 

 

Nayagarh:Officers Sample Size (OSS) 63-, Constables Sample size (CSS) -93 

                   Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

State Distri

ct 

Categ

ory 

 

Age group percentage Community Marital status 

20-34 35-49 50-59 SC ST Gene

ral 

OBC Single  Marrie

d  

Orissa Nayag

arh 

(E) 

office

r 

23.8% 47.6% 28.6% 19.0

% 

4.8

% 

57.1

% 

19.0% 19.0% 81.0% 

consta

ble 

22.6% 64.6% 13% 12.9

% 

12.9

% 

35.5

% 

38.7% - 100% 

Khurd

a(NE) 

Office

r 

- 53.4% 46.6% 13.3

% 

- 66.7

% 

20.0% 7.1% 92.9% 

Const

able 

30.0% 50.0% 20.0% 10.0

% 

15.0

% 

55.0

% 

20.0% 10.0% 90.0% 
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Note: The Rows and Columns mark in Red indicates Extremist Area and the others in black 

indicates non-extremist area  

 

 

In analyzing the age group our finding is that in both the districts of Orissa middle age 

group officers and constables are highest in number. Officers in extremist and non 

extremist districts and constables in both the districts belong to that age group. However 

the percentage of officers in the middle age group is more in Khurda (53.4%) than in 

Nayagarh (47.6%). 

 

Old age group officers are more in non extremist area compared to extremist area. As for 

the old age group in non extremist area it is almost twice  more (46.6%) in comparison to 

the extremist area where it is only 28.6%. Thus in non extremist area,  officers in the 

middle age group as well as higher  group are more than in the extremist area. 

 

In Nayagarh (extremist area) the percentage of officers in younger age group is 23.8%, 

whereas in Khurda (non extremist area)  there is not a single officer in this age group. 

Thus we may conclude that probably care has been taken to appoint younger age group 

officers also in the extremist area as compared to the non extremist area. 

 

Community status 

As for community status there is no officer belonging to the ST category in Khurda. In 

Nayagarh too very few officers  belong to this category. Regarding constables belonging 

to SC or  ST    Category,  the percentage is almost equal in both the places. In Nayagarh 

12.9%+12.9%=25.8% and in Khurda 10.0%+15.0%=25%. 

 

Both in extremist and non extremist area General Category officers are more. In non 

extremist area it is more than two third (66.7%),   whereas in the extremist area it is more 

than half (57.1%).  

 

Officers belonging to the SC Category is 19.0% in extremist area whereas in non 

extremist area it is 13.3%.  
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Almost equal number of officers in both the extremist and non extremist regions belong 

to the OBC Category.  

 

Thus we can see that General Category officers are  higher in  number. Similarly General 

category constables are more in non extremist area (55.0%) than in extremist area 

(35.5%). OBC Category is more in extremist area as compared to non extremist area. 

Majority of officers and constables are married in both the districts. 

 

Educational Qualification:  

Education helps a person in taking proper decision in critical situations. For a police 

officer taking right decision in right time is very necessary, as he faces  many such 

situations during his career. For obtaining information on educational qualification of the 

Officers as well as constables the educational level has been categorized in four groups 

viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd,   The 

minimum educational qualification for police constable is Class VIII. Table below 

presents results of the analysis of data. 

 

 

Table 3 

Education Qualification of police Officers and Constables 

State District Category Education level 

Orissa 

 Up to 

Class X 

Class 

XII 

Graduate/ 

Diploma 

*PG/ 

Mphil 

/Phd 

Nayagarh (E) Officers 9.5% 19.0% 47.6% 23.8% 

Constables 77.4% 12.9% 9.7% - 

Khurda(NE) Officers 6.7% 33.3% 53.3% 6.7% 

Constables 45.0% 25.0% 30.0% - 
Nayagarh:Officers Sample Size (OSS) 63-, Constables Sample size (CSS) -93 

                   Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn 

 

In extremist area i.e. in Nayagarh 23.8% officers are Post Graduates whereas in non 

extremist area it is only 6.7%. If we combine graduate and PG categories and term it as 
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“Graduation and above”, it is significant to note that 71.4% officers in the extremist area 

as compared to 60% officers at that level of education.   

It is equally significant to note that amongst constables, 30% in Khurda (non extremist) 

and only 9.7% in Nayagarh (extremist area) are graduates.   

 

Thus there is a difference in the educational level of police personnel in the two regions. 

Officers are more educated in extremist area as compared to non extremist area. In the 

case of constables however, they are more educated in non extremist area  as  compared 

to extremist area. 

 

Date of joining: An attempt was made to find out the date of joining service and the 

number of years of experience that the police personnel have. The table below presents 

the details. 

 

Table 4 

Date of joining the police service by Police Officers and Constables 

State  District Category Date of joining 

Orissa 1965-1974 1975-

1984 

1985-

1994 

1995-

2004 

2005 and after 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

Officer 9.6% 38.1% 23.8% 4.8% 23.8% 

constable - 22.6% 58.1% 19.4% - 

Khurda(NE) Officer 13.3% 46.7% 33.3% 6.7% - 

constable 5.0% 30.0% 35.0% 25.0% 5.0% 
 Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn 

 

In the extremist area, more than 60% (61.9%) officers joined service between 1975-1994.  

In the non extremist region during the same period one finds 80% officers joining the 

service. 
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While 23.8% officers were recruited in the extremist region between 2005 and later, no 

recruitment of officers took place during this period in the non extremist region.  

 

Thus there is a significant difference between the extremist and non extremist regions, in 

regard to the officers’ date of joining the service. 

 

As for constables, 80.7% were recruited between 1975-1994 in the extremist region, 

whereas in the non extremist region during that period only 65% constables were 

recruited.   

 

While no constable in the extremist region joined service 2005 and after, a few constables 

have joined service in the non extremist region.  

 

Thus there appears a considerable difference in the recruitment of constables between the 

extremist and non extremist regions. 

 

 

Reason for joining service:  

We made an attempt to know about the police officers attitude towards the police service. 

Therefore we asked them as to why they have selected police service as their career. The 

responses obtained are tabulated and presented below in the table.   

 

Table 5 

Reasons for joining police service (Officers & Constables)  

 
State  District Category Reason  

Orissa Prestigious  Opportunity 

 to  

serve  

country 

Power 

 And 

 

authority 

Undesirable  

Elements 

 in society  

are reduced  

Good 

salary 

Quarte

rs to 

stay 

Love for 

risky and 

challengin

g job 

Financia

l 

problem 

Nayag

arh 

Officer - 65.0% 5.0% 10.0% - 10.0

% 

5.0% 5.0% 
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(E) constable 16.7% 66.7% - - - 3.3% 13.3% - 

Khurd

a 

(NE) 

Officer 16.6% 58.4% - -   8.3% 16.7% 

constable 18.2% 45.5% - -   18.2% 18.2% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 

 

 

More than two third officers (65.0%) in extremist area said that they joined the service 

because it gave them an opportunity to serve the country.  This reason was given by more 

than half of the officers (58.4%) in non extremist area. 

 

As for constables, a similar picture as that of officers is obtained. More than two third 

(66.7%) of the constables in Nayagarh joined the service as it gave them opportunity to 

serve the country whereas in Khurda slightly less than half (45.5%) of the constables 

joined the service for the same reason. 

 

Thus a clear distinction is seen between extremist and non extremist area. Police 

personnel in extremist area are more keen to serve the country as compared to non 

extremist area.  

 

Only very few officers (5%) in Nayagarh joined the service due to financial problem 

whereas three times the percentage in non extremist area (16.7%) joined for the same 

reason.   

 

So the conclusion is that majority of the officers and constables joined the service for 

their desire to serve the country. 

 

 

Promotion System 
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Police as a prestigious service has the method of promotion for both the constables and 

officers.   This is very necessary for good performance of police department. Promotion 

as an appreciation of good service on seniority basis is an incentive and has a positive  

impact on the  performance of the police department.  In order to understand the system 

of promotion in the police dept. number of questions have been incorporated in the 

questionnaire.  Responses from the officers and constables to this question were analysed 

and are presented in the table below.  

 

Table 6. 

Distribution of officers and constables in extremist and non extremist areas in regard to 

promotion system 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

Graph 1 

Distribution of officers and constables in extremist and non extremist areas in 

regard to promotion system 

Stat

e  

District  Promotion 

Oris

sa Yes  Number of promotion No  Reason for no promotion  Satisfaction with 

the system of 

promotion 

Once Twice thrice Routi

ne  

No 

vaca

ncy 

Failu

re in 

exam 

for 

prom

otion  

Confli

ct  

with 

officer 

No 

spe

cifi

c 

rea

son 

Hig

h 

Av

era

ge 

Not 

satisfi

ed 

Nayaga

rh (E) 

Office

r 

57.

1% 

100

% 

- - 42.

9

% 

77.7

% 

11.1

% 

22.3

% 

- - 23.

8% 

33.

3% 

42.9

% 

consta

ble 

6.5

% 

50.0

% 

50.0

% 

 93.

5

% 

41.2

% 

29.4

% 

 5.9% 23.

5

% 

3.6

% 

35.

7% 

60.7

% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Office

r 

86.

7% 

69.2

% 

30.8

% 

- 13.

3

% 

50.0

% 

50.0

% 

- - - 46.

7% 

53.

3% 

- 

consta

ble 

5.0

% 

100

% 

- - 95.

0 

44.4

% 

22.2

% 

 - 33.

3

% 

20.

0% 

20.

0% 

60.0

% 
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The table reveals the following: 

 

100% officers in the extremist area reported to have got promotion once after they joined 

service. In the non extremist area (Khurda) 69% got promotion once and 31% got 

promotion twice after they joined service.  

 

Let us now see the statement from the constables. 50% constables from the extremist area 

said that they got promotion once, and another 50% said they got promotion twice.   On 

the other hand 100% constables in the non extremist area (Khurda) stated they got 

promotion once.   There was no constable who reported to have got promotion more than 

once. 

 

Though no specific conclusion could be arrived at as regard to the difference in regard to 

the promotion system between extremist and non extremist area, it is significant to note 

that in the extremist area 100% officers got one promotion and in non extremist area 

100% constables got one promotion.  

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

80.00%

90.00%

100.00%
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 %
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Get Promotion
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In regard to two promotions, 50% constables got two promotions in the extremist area 

and 31% officers got two promotions in the non extremist area.  

Thus there is a contradiction and no specific conclusion can be stated. 

 

As for reasons regarding not getting promotion and non existence of a system of 

promotion, one could state that out of those officers not getting promotion in extremist 

area, majority said the reason for no promotion is “routine”. In non extremist area 50.0% 

officers pointed out the reason as routine too. Another 50.0% officers stated “no 

vacancy” as the reason for no promotion.   

Constables in the extremist area put forward various reasons for not getting promotion. 

For instance 41.2% constables in the extremist area stated that “Routine” was the reason 

followed by 29.4% constables stating “No vacancy” as the reason.  Less than one fourth 

constables did not give any specific reason and very few stated conflict with their officers 

as a reason for not getting promotion. 

A similar trend was obtained even in the non extremist region where in 44.4% constables 

gave “routine” as a reason followed by 22.2% constables saying “No vacancy” as a 

reason.   

 

 

 

 

Duty hours:  

A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. Through   the study an 

attempt has been made to find out how satisfied are the police personnel with the duty 

hours.  Responses given are tabulated and presented in the table below.   

 

Table 7 

Satisfaction Level of Police Officers & Constables in reference to duty hours and 

their Reasons 

 

State  Distric

t 

Categ

ory 

Duty hours 
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Satisfaction with duty hours  Reason for no satisfaction  

High  Average  Not 

satisfied  

Too 

heavy 

duty 

hour 

No 

compensatio

n for duty 

hours 

Family 

suffers 

No 

appre

ciatio

n 

from 

super

iors 

Lots of 

extra 

duty 

hours  

Orissa Nayag

arh 

(E) 

Office

r 

15.0% 30.0% 55.0% 36.4

% 

18.2% - 9.1% 36.4% 

consta

ble 

53.3% 20.0% 26.7% 23.5

% 

23.5% 23.5% 17.6

% 

11.8% 

Khurd

a (NE) 

Office

r 

42.9% 35.7% 21.4% 20.0

% 

40.0% - - 40.0% 

consta

ble 

40.0% 60.0% - - 50.0% - - 50.0% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

From the above table we may draw the following inference. 

 

More than half of the officers from extremist area (55%) are not satisfied with the duty 

hours whereas a lesser number i.e. 21.4% officers in non extremist area reported to be 

dissatisfied with duty hours. It is probably there is no definite time for duty hours in 

extremist area which leads to dissatisfaction.  

 

Among the constables more than half of them in extremist area are highly satisfied 

whereas in non extremist area less than half are highly satisfied.  

This contrast between officers and constables in the extremist region is noteworthy and 

needs further exploration. 

 

More than one third of constables in extremist area are not satisfied because of heavy and 

extra duty hours. Equal number (23.5%) of constables put forward the reasons for their 

dissatisfaction as (a) no compensation and (b) their family suffers 
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There is considerable difference between extremist and non extremist area regarding 

average satisfaction. In non extremist area 60% officers have average satisfaction 

whereas only 20% officers in extremist area said they have average satisfaction. If we 

combine average and high satisfaction together, it is interesting to note that only 45% 

officers in the extremist area are average to high satisfied.  In the non extremist areas 

77% officers are average to high satisfied with the duty hours.  Thus one can deduce that 

there is a significant difference between the extremist and non extremist region regarding 

officers satisfaction with duty hours.  

 

When we take the case of constables, it is again significant to note that in the extremist 

area only 73% constables are average to highly satisfied whereas in the non extremist 

area 100% constables are average to highly satisfied.  

 

Of those who stated that they were not satisfied with duty hours, 73% officers from the 

extremist area reported heavy and lots of duty hours.  As against this only 60% officers in 

the non extremist region gave the above as reason for dissatisfaction.  

 

Thus there is a clear difference between extremist and non extremist areas in regard to 

satisfaction with duty hours and the reasons advanced by them for dissatisfaction with 

duty hours. The differences are also conspicuous between officers and constables also. 

 

 

Measures dealing with dissatisfaction with duty hours 

If they are dissatisfied with the duty hours do the officers and constables do something 

about it and whether there is any difference in this regard between extremist and non 

extremist areas. The responses are presented in the table below. 

 

Table 8: 

Measures to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours- A comparison of officers and 

constables in Nayagarh and Khurda   

 

State  District Category Measure to deal with dissatisfaction with 

duty hours 
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Orissa  Nothing  Contemplating 

leaving job 

Shift duty 

hours 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

Officer 80.0% - 20.0% 

constable 88.9% 11.1% - 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Officer 100% - - 

constable 100% - - 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

It is interesting to note that most (80.0%) officers of Nayagarh (extremist) region stated 

that they would do nothing to deal with dissatisfaction.  In contrast to this figure, there 

were 100% officers from the non extremist area who said that they would do nothing to 

overcome the dissatisfaction with heavy duty hours. Though not much, there appears to 

be some difference with relatively lesser number of officers from the extremist region 

stating that they would not do anything to overcome the dissatisfaction with the duty 

hours.   At the same time in the extremist area 20.0% officers mentioned about shift duty 

hours in order to lessen the burden of extra duty.  

 

A similar trend as above was noted amongst the constables also. 88.9% constables from 

the extremist area and hundred percent constables from non extremist area stated that 

they would do nothing to overcome the dissatisfaction. The remaining few constables 

said that they are contemplating to leave the job. 

 

 

 

Duration of extra duty hours:  

One major problem in the police department is unspecified duration of duty hours. Lack 

of rest and no payment for extra duty make the police personnel get frustrated which in 

turn affect their performance. The responses to this issue have been tabulated and 

presented below. 

 

 

Table 9 
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Hours of Extra duty work done by the Police Officers and Constables and its 

payment pattern 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for 

extra duty 

> 4 

hours 

.>8 

hours 

>12 

hours 

More 

than 

one 

day 

No fixed 

time 

Yes  No  

Orissa  Nayagarh 

(E) 

Officer 10.5% 31.6% 52.6% 5.3% - - 100% 

constable 3.3% 23.3% 53.3% 10.0% 10.0% - 100% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Officer 8.3% 41.7% 25.0% 16.7% 8.3% - 100% 

constable 10.5% 42.1% 47.4% - - - 100% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

In Nayagarh more than half (52.6%) officers worked for more than 12 hours. 42.1% 

officers worked for more than four  hours and a few officers (5.3%) even worked for 

more than a day as extra hours.  

 

In non extremist area half of the officers (8.3%+41.7%=50%) worked for more than 4 

hours of extra duty.  

 

While more than 50% officers in the extremist area said that they gave duty beyond 12 

hours, only 25% officers of the non extremist area reported so.  

 

Thus there appears to be a difference between extremist and non extremist areas in regard 

to the extra duty hours put in by officers. That is larger percent officers reported extra 

duty hours being put in by them in the extremist area as compared to the officers in the 

non extremist area. 

 

All the officers and constables irrespective of extremist or non extremist area stated that 

there is no payment for extra duty hours. 
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Welfare programme:  

For betterment of physical and mental health of the police personnel some kind of 

welfare programme is needed for them.   To find out the existing welfare programme and 

what the officers and constables desired to have as welfare programmes were ascertained 

and the responses given by officers and constables  are tabulated and presented in t he 

table below. 

 

 

Table 10 

Perception of officers and constables regarding the Welfare Programmes for the 

police personnel- a comparison between extremist and non extremist areas. 

 
 

State 

 

District 

 

Categor

y 
Welfare  

Programme  

 In absence what they want 

Yes  No  Counselin

g 

Recre

ation 

 Other  

Orissa  Nayag

arh (E) 

Office

r 

5% 95.0%% 31.3% 68.8% - 

consta

ble 

16.

1% 

83.9% 57.1% 28.6

% 

14.3

% 

Khurd

a (NE) 

Office

r 

- 100% 25.0% 75.0% - 

consta

ble 

10.

5% 

89.5% 26.3% 47.4

% 

26.3

% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

 

In comparison to many other state majority of officers and constables from extremist and 

non extremist areas are of the opinion that there is no welfare programme for the police 

personnel. More than two thirds (68.8%) officers asked for recreational programme, and 

the remaining requested for counseling as one of the welfare programmes. It was worth 
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noting that there were relatively more constables asking for counseling services in the 

extremist region as compared to constables of the non extremist region.  

No specific difference between the two regions was noted. 

 

Training of the constables:  

Training is an indispensable part of better performance in police department. Training of 

the constables is very important as they are the grass root workers in the police 

department especially in the extremist affected area.  

 

 

Table 11 : 

Distribution of police personnel in accordance with satisfaction/adequacy level of 

the Training provided to police Constables and areas where they need to be updated 

 

 

State District  Satisfaction with 

training after 

recruitment 

Provided 

Adequate 

training  

Need for update 

Satisfied  Not 

satisfied 

yes  No Use of 

new 

arms 

In 

com

bat 

Oth

er  

Orissa  Nayagar

h (E) 

75.0% 25.0% 32.

3% 

67.7

% 

57.7% 23.1

% 

19.2

% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

64.5% 35.5% 25.

0% 

75.0

% 

56.3% 43.8

% 

- 

Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

 

From the above table it is seen that majority (75%) constables in Nayagarh and more than 

half of the constables in Khurda (64.5%) are satisfied with the training provided to the 

constables. Within this there are more percentage of constables who are satisfied with the 

training in Nayagarh as compared to that of Khurda region.   

 

Regarding training for enhancing their performance in service 75% in Khurda, slightly 

less i.e. 67.7% in Nayagarh said that they do not think the training is adequate. Almost 
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similar number 56.3% in Khurda and 57.3% in Nayagarh said that they need more 

training for the use of arms. 

 

43.8% constables in non extremist area want training in combat whereas only 23.1% 

constables in extremist area want the same. 

 

There is not much difference between extremist and non extremist area regarding 

training. Probably as a precaution they want more training in combat. 

 

Adequacy of the training for the officers:  

Training is an indispensable part of police service. Training and refresher courses for the 

officers are must.  Whether the officers are satisfied with the training and refresher 

courses that are given to them was ascertained and the responses are analysed and 

presented in the table below.  

 

Table 12:  

Adequacy  of Training Provided to Officers and areas where the Training is 

Inadequate- Perception of officers in the extremist and non extremist regions 

 

Officer 

Adequacy of training: 

State District Very 

adequate 

Adequate  Average inadequate Extremely 

inadequate 
Orissa  Nayagarh (E) 5.3%% 10.5% 47.4% 36.8% 36.8% 

Khurda (NE) 7.1% 28.6% 35.7% 21.4% 7.1% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

Graph:2 
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 When adequate and very adequate categories in the above table are merged, it is 

seen that of 35.7% officers in Khurda as against officers of Nayagarh (15.8%) 

reported adequate training.  

 When inadequate and extremely inadequate are combined, nearly 74% officers of 

the extremist region are of the view that the training is inadequate.  As against this 

only 28.5% of the officers of non extremist regions opined so. 

 

Thus there appears considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist 

regions, in the percentage officers who considered the training adequate or   

inadequate. 

The general scenario is that more officers from the extremist as compared to the non 

extremist area feel the training to be inadequate. 

 

Reasons for inadequacy in training 

When queried about why they thought the training was inadequate the reasons given by 

the officers are tabulated below. 

 

Table 

Reasons advanced for inadequacy in training – A comparison of extremist and non 

extremist regions 
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Officers 

Reason for inadequacy of training: 

State District No 

training 

in latest 

methods 

Need 

updating 

of 

combat 

method 

Need to 

experience 

training 

foreign 

people get  

Need training 

in information 

gathering 

Need training 

in the latest 

methods of 

combats 

Orissa  Nayagarh (E) 44.4% 22.2 11.1% 11.1% 11.1% 

Khurda (NE) 60.0% - - - 20.0% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

The reason for considering the training for officers inadequate include no training in 

latest methods (44.4%)  

Half this percentage felt that they needed updating in combat technique. 

Equal number but a few officers from the extremist region were of the view that they 

need training as the foreigners get, need training in information gathering and need 

training in the latest methods.  

 

In the non extremist region, 60% dealt that they needed training in the latest methods and 

another 20% wanted training in the latest methods of combat. 

 

Thus there appears to be considerable difference between the officers of the extremist and 

non extremist regions in regard to the reasons advanced for inadequate training. 

 

Punishment: It is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake of 

maintaining order erring constables are punished properly so as not to repeat the same 

error again.  
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Table 13 

Provision for Punishment for erring police Constables- perception of the constables 

in the two regions.  

State  District Punishment for 

erring constable 

Type of punishment 

yes No  Suspension Departmental 

Punishment 
Orissa  Nayagarh 

(E) 

61.3% 38.7% 80.0% 20.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

47.1% 52.9% 25.0% 75.0% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

In extremist area 61.3% constables expressed that there is a system of punishment, but in 

the non extremist area only 47.1% believed so.  

 

In case of extremist area 80.0% of the constables said that the punishment for erring 

constable is suspension, whereas only 25.0% officers from non extremist area said so.  

 

According to 20.0% constables from extremist area the punishment is departmental 

punishment. In comparison 75.0% constables from non extremist area reported so.   

 

Thus in extremist area mode of punishment is more severe as compared to the non 

extremist area.  

 

Relationship between senior and junior officer:  

Coordination and cooperation is mandatory for any team effort to be successful. 

Therefore, the relationship between senior and junior officer is a very important factor for 

better performance of police. Through the study an attempt was made to examine if the 

area of operation has any affect on the relationship between the senior and the junior 

officers.  The results are presented in the table below. 

 

 

Table 14: 
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Relationship between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate superiors 

State District Category Cordia

l  

Indifferen

t 

Obediently 

following the 

officers 

command 

Average  

Orissa  
 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

Officer 65.0% 15.0% 20.0% - 

constable 58.1% - 35.5% 6.5% 

 Khurda 

(NE) 

Officer 93.3% - - 6.7% 

constable 85.0% - 15.0% - 

 
 Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

From  the  table  we  can  see  that  there  is   none  from Nayagarh and Khurda who 

stated that their relation with junior, senior or other officer is extremely poor or strained. 

 

Of the remaining categories it is interesting to note that 93.3% from non extremist area 

and only 65% from extremist area stated that they have cordial relationship with other 

level officers. 

 

A minimum number (6.7%) in non extremist area are of the opinion that the relationship 

is average. On the other hand 20.0% from Nayagarh are of the opinion that they 

obediently follow the officer’s command. 

 

As for constables it is interesting that 85.0% from non extremist area and only 58.1% 

from extremist area think that their relation with immediate superior is cordial. 

 

More than one third (35.5%) of the constables in extremist area said that they obediently 

follow the officer’s command whereas half that number (15.0%) from non extremist area 

had similar view.  

 

6.5% constables from extremist area think the relation is average whereas in non 

extremist area no constable reported average relation. 
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The constables talking about average relation want to do nothing to improve the relation. 

 

In conclusion, one can state that there is a considerable difference between the extremist 

and non extremist areas in regard to the relationship between the junior and senior level 

officers. For instance in the non extremist area the relationship is more cordial both for 

officers and constables. 

 

Commitment to job:  

The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties whether risky or not 

reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore questions regarding readiness to 

accept risky assignment are included in the questionnaire. 

 

 

Table 15:  

Readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Cate

gory 

RA

RA* 

 Reason for accepting  

Yes No  Enjoy  

risk 

Part of duty Cannot do 

anything  

Trained for 

it 
Orissa  
Orissa  

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

Offic

er 

100

% 

- 10.0% 70.0% 5.0% 15.0% 

Cons

table 

95.0

% 

5.0% 24.0% 60.0% 16.0% - 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Offic

er 

93.3

% 

6.7% 14.3% 64.3% - 21.4% 

Cons

table 

71.0

% 

29.0

% 

5.0% 60.0% 20.0% 15.0% 

*Readiness to accept risky assignment 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

In extremist area all officers and in non extremist area almost all (93.3%) officers are 

ready to accept risky assignment.  
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Regarding constables the situation has lot of similarity. Almost all ( 95.0%) constables in 

the extremist area and  more than seventy percent (71%)  constables in the non extremist 

area  are ready to accept risky assignment.  

 

Thus one might state that almost all officers and constables in both extremist and non 

extremist area accept risky assignment.  

 

As noted above, amongst police constables, slightly lesser number of constables as 

compared to officers accept risky assignment.  

 

Reason for accepting risky assignment has been for 60 % constables of both extremist 

and non extremist regions, it is a part of their duty.  

 

In officers level in extremist area the reasons for accepting risky assignment by 70% 

officers is part of their duty. If we combine these three majority of officers (90.0% in 

extremist, 85.7% in non extremist) and 76% constables in extremist and almost all 

constables in non extremist area accept risky assignment as a part of their duty. Only very 

few officers and constables accept because they find the risk enjoyable. 

  

Very few officers and constables refused the risky assignment and also stated that they 

will exchange duty with another colleague. 

 

Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

 

Control of extremism:  
Police played a crucial role in extremist affected region. Police have to remain more 

effective and cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore we attempted to find out the 

opinion of Police from both Nayagarh and Khurda. 

 

Table 17 

Perception of officers and constables in controlling extremist problem – A comparison 

between Nayagarh and Khurda 

State District Category Control 

very well 

Control 

to an 

extent 

Not at 

all able 

to 

control 

Extremist 

problem 

is not 

only the 

problem 

Other  
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of the 

police 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

Officer  20.0% 35.0% 10.0% 35.0% - 

Constable  19.4% 19.4% 6.5% 54.8% - 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Officer  14.3% 50.0% 7.1% 21.4% - 

Constable  - 50.0% 5.0% 35.0% 10.0% 

 

Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

Graph 3 

Perception of officers and constables in controlling extremist problem – Nayagarh (E) 
 

 

 

Graph 4 

Perception of officers and constables in controlling extremist problem – Khurda 
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From the above table it is seen that while 55% officers from the extremist area (control 

very well = 20% + control to an extent = 35%) are of the view that the police is able to 

control extremism, there appears more officers from Khurda (non extremist) region who 

say so.  The percentage of constables considering the police as being able to control 

extremism is far lesser than that of officers and this is all the more lower in the extremist 

area as compared to non extremist area.  

 

At the same time it is interesting to note that more than one-third officers in the Nayagarh 

region and slightly more than one fifth officers from the Khurda region are of the view 

that the extremist problem is not the problem of police only.   

 

A similar trend of percentage is seen amongst constables from the two regions with more 

percentage (54.8%) of constables from extremist area as compared to the non extremist 

(35%) region stating that the extremist problem is not of only police.   

 

Thus there are significant differences between the extremist and non extremist police 

personnel in regard to the police controlling the extremist problem.  More from the non 

extremist region   appear to consider police being capable of controlling extremism as 

compared to the extremist region police personnel. 
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Reasons for controlling extremist problems well  

 

To the query about the reasons as to why the police is able to control extremism very 

well, the responses given by the police personnel were analysed and the results are 

presented in the table below. 

 

Table 18 

Reason for controlling well (of extremism) 

State District Category Police is 

very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

fearless Not 

afraid 

of 

death 

or 

injury 

Any 

other 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

Officer  20.0% 20.0% 40.0% 20.0% - 

Constable  30.8% 23.1% 46.2% - - 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Officer  - - 50.0% 25.0% 25.0% 

Constable  - - 66.7% 33.3% - 

Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While the reasons for the police being able to control extremism  varied from,  the police 

being very efficient to police being well trained and fearless and not being afraid of death 

etc., within this 40% officers from Nayagarh stated that the police is fearless, followed by 

20% each of the other three reasons. On the other hand 50% officers from the non 

extremist region stated fearless and net being afraid of death as reasons for the police 

being able to control extremism well.   

 

As for constables efficiency and well trained status of the police were given reason for 

controlling extremism well. Together these two categories added to nearly 54% of 

constables in the extremist region.  Remaining 46% advanced ‘fearlessness’ as the reason 

for the police being able to control the extremism.   As against this two thirds constables 

in the non extremist region stated ‘fearlessness’ as a cause for the police being able to 
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control extremism. Remaining one third stated that not being afraid of death was the 

reason. In fact the latter two reasons if taken together as fearlessness, 100% constables 

from the non extremist region have stated that the fearlessness in the police led to 

controlling of extremism well. 

 

Between the two regions not much of difference in the causes advanced for control of 

extremism is seen. 

 

Reasons for not being able to control extremism 

Since some police personnel also said that the police are not able to control extremism 

very well, they were asked to state the reasons for their view.  The responses are given 

below in the table.  

 

Table 19 

Reason for not controlling well extremist problem  

 

State District Category Defecti

ve 

recruit 

ment 

policy 

Lack of 

rigorous 

training 

Afraid 

of 

sudden 

death 

Lack of 

high 

tech 

instrume

nts 

No 

suppor

t from 

local 

people 

Out

fits 

stay

s in 

neig

hbo

ur 

cou

ntri

es 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

Officer  - 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 62.5% - 

Constabl

e  

- 22.2% 11.1% 11.1% 44.4% 11.

1% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Officer   40.0%  30.0% 20.0% 10.

0% 

Constabl

e  

- - - 42.9% - 57.

1% 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 
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From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 

There appears considerable difference between extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to the reasons advanced for the police not being able to control extremism well.  

More than 62% of police officers and 44.4% of constables from the extremist region are 

of the view that they get no support from the public and hence the police is unable to 

control extremism well. When the police personnel of non extremist region is compared 

with the above figures, it is seen that only 20% officers believed so and there was no 

constable who gave that reason. 

 

When high tech instruments and rigorous training are considered together, 70% of 

officers from the non extremist area consider this as the reason for the police not being 

able to control extremism well. As compared to this in the extremist region there are only 

25% officers who were of the above view.   

 

Also in the non extremist region about 43% constables said that high tech instruments are 

not available to them. 

Thus there is a difference between the two regions and also differences between the 

officers and constables in regard to the causes for the police not being able to control 

extremism well.  

 

 

 

Difference in the atmosphere between extremist and non extremist regions (Peaceful 

or tense) 

There may be distinct differences in the atmosphere that exists between extremist and 

non extremist areas.  The study intended to find out the differences in the perception of 

the police personnel regarding the atmosphere of the extremist and non extremist areas.  

That is, according to them is the atmosphere peaceful, tense etc. The responses are 

presented in the table below.  
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Table 20 

Difference between extremist and non extremist area 

State District Category tense in 

extremist , 

peaceful in 

non 

extremist 

Police need 

to be fully 

alert in 

extremist 

area 

Gener

al 

people 

hardly 

move 

freely 

in 

extrem

ist 

region 

Too much 

bloodshed 

in 

extremist 

region 

No 

difference 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

Officer  50.0% 40.0% - 5.0% 5.0% 

Constable  50.0% 20.0% 10.0% 15.0% 5.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

Officer  46.2% 38.5% - 15.4% - 

Constable  36.0% 36.0% 20.0% 15.0% 8.0% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 

 

50.0% officers in extremist area and 46.2% officers in non-extremists area are of the 

opinion that the situation is tense in the extremist area and peaceful in non-extremists 

area. If we combine “police need to be fully alert in the extremist area” with “general 

people hardly move freely in extremists area” and “Too much bloodshed in extremists 

region as indicative of tension in the area, it is seen that 45.0% of officers from extremist 

and 53.9% from non extremist area are of the view that  extremist region is tense.   

More than half constables (61.0%) in non-extremist area and less than half (45.0%) in the 

extremist area are also of similar view point. Thus more officers and constables of non 

extremist area appear to believe that in the extremist area the situation is tense.   There 

does not seem to be much of a difference between the police personnel of the two regions 

in regard to considering the area as peaceful or tense.  

 

Problems faced by police constables in the extremist area 
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To the query regarding the problems faced by the police constables in the extremist 

region, it is seen that the responses are distributed amongst the four different reasons as 

given in the table below. 

 

Table 21 

Problem faced by constables in the extremist Area 

State  District Lack of 

updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communication 

system 

Lack of 

manpower 

Wide 

gap 

between 

police 

and 

public 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh (E) 

 

20.0% 10.0 30.0% 40.0% 

Khurda(NE) 30.0% 20.0% 30.0% 20.0% 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1 

Problem faced by constables in the Nayagarh (E) District 
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Chart 2 

Problem faced by constables in the Khurda(NE) District 

 

 

It is seen from the above that 30.0% constables from both Nayagarh and Khurda are of 

the view that there is lack of manpower which is an important problem faced by them.  

 

In Nayagarh double the number (40.0%) than in Khurda (20.0%) consider wide gap 

between police and public as one of the important problems faced by them.   
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Another problem faced by the constables is the lack of updated equipment which is felt    

by larger percentage of constables in non-extremist area. 

 

There does not seem to be much of a difference between extremist and non extremist 

areas in regard to the view of the constables about the problems faced by them, except 

that more constables in the extremist area stated that the wide gap between the police and 

the public as an important problem.   

 

Preparedness to counter insurgency:  

The insurgents are equipped with sophisticated weapons, as such it is necessary that the 

police personnel are also well equipped to counter the insurgency activities. Therefore 

opinion was sought from the officers about how well equipped they are to counter 

insurgents.   Table 22 presents the details 

 

 

Table 22 

Preparedness to counter insurgents 

Officer 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 

State  District yes No  Reason for inequipedness 

Not well 

trained 

Arms not 

adequate 

Restricted 

from using 

sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardness 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh (E) 

 

33.3% 66.7% 42.9% 42.9% 7.1% 7.1% 

Khurda(NE) 35.7% 64.3% 11.1% 44.4% 11.1% 44.4% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

 

In Orissa both in the extremist region (Nayagarh) one third officers stated that they are 

equipped to deal with insurgents while 66.7% said that they are not equipped.  A similar 

picture is obtained even in the non extremist region.  
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In analyzing the reason for not being prepared it is surprising to find 42.9% officers each 

from extremist area are not prepared because they are not well trained and arms are not 

adequate.  

In comparison to this, in the non extremist area 44.4% officers said that arms are not 

adequate while only 11.1% officers here stated that they are not well trained.  

 

Interestingly 44.4% officers from non extremist region Khurda stated that extremism is 

related to economic backwardness.  Very few officers from the extremist region said so.  

 

Thus we can see that considerable number of officers think that preparedness to counter 

insurgency is limited. But the reason for the same is different in extremist and non 

extremist area. 

 

 

Maintenance of peace:  

Police is the protector of common people. It is the responsibility of police to ensure the 

safety of the common people while dealing with the insurgents. Therefore, officers were 

asked about how far they are concerned about avoiding violence while arresting extremist 

taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain safe. An attempt was made to 

find out the police officer’s view in regard to avoiding violence in dealing with insurgents 

taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain safe. Table below presents 

the details. 

 

 

Table 23 

Police Officers View on Avoiding Violence in Dealing With Insurgents taking shelter 

in villages. 

Avoiding violence in dealing  with  insurgents 

Officer 

State  District Yes No  Methods to avoid violence 

With 

help of 

public 

 identifying 

hideouts and 

surrounding 

them 

suddenly 

Opening 

fire only if 

they did . 

Otherwise 

use 

persuasion 

Disarm them 

with such 

suddenness 

that they are 

taken aback 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

40.0% 60.0% 50.0% 50.0% - - 

Khurda (NE) 64.3% 35.7% - 70.0% 20.0% 10.0% 
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Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above analysis, it is seen that   40.0%   officers in the extremists   region stated 

that they avoided violence in dealing with insurgents so that the general public is not 

inconvenienced. In the non-extremist area this figure was 64.3%. Thus a greater number 

of officers in non extremist   area appear to avoid violence than the percentage officers 

stating so in the extremist area. 

 

In  extremists  area  half  of  the  officers  arrest  the insurgents   with  the  help  of  public  

and the other half identify hideout and arrest them without their knowledge. In non 

extremist area 70.0% identify hideouts and surround them without their knowledge.   

 

Thus in extremist areas 50.0% officers take help of public but in non extremist area it 

appears that no one takes the help of the public for this work. In non extremist area    

20.0% officers believed in persuading the insurgents to give up arms and a few more 

officers (10%) stated that they disarm the insurgents suddenly. 

 

Thus there appears considerable difference in the methods used by officers in extremist 

and non extremist regions area in dealing with insurgents without resorting to violence.   

It is worth noting that more officers from extremist region take the help of public to deal 

with insurgents, while more officers in the non extremist region reported using 

persuasion with the insurgents.                   

 

Unified Command System:  

In insurgency affected areas, a unified command system consisting of police, army and 

civil administration exists as a measure of counter insurgency strategy and security 

system. The officers were asked whether they face any problem working under this 

system.  The responses received are tabulated and presented below.  

Table 24 

Views of Police Officers on Unified Command System 

 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

Officer 

 

 

State 

District Problem working under unified 

command system 

 

Yes  No  

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh (E) 

 

64.3% 35.7% 

Khurda(NE) 60.0% 40.0% 
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Chart 3 

Problem working under unified command system in Nayagarh (E) District 

 

 
 

 
Chart 4 

Problem working under unified command system in Khurda(NE) District 
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It is seen from the above table that almost equal number of officer from extremist and 

non extremist area i.e.  64.3% and 60.0% said that they have no problem working under 

Unified command. As a result one could say that there is no difference between the two 

areas in this regard. 

 

 

Extremism and crime rate:  

We can find a certain relationship between the extremist activities and the other crime 

rates. It is possible that there may be an increase or decrease in the crime rate according 

to the prevalence of the extremist activities. 

 

Table 25 

Police Officers View on Crime Rate and Insurgency  

Officer 

Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District yes No  If yes the reasons for the same 

Local 

criminals 

encouraged 

as they can 

blame 

insurgents 

Many times the 

extremists use the 

local criminals for 

criminal activities 

 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh (E) 

 

28.6% 71.4% 66.7% 33.3% 

Khurda (NE) 7.1% 92.9% 100% - 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above table it is seen that in non extremist area very few officers (7%) and in 

extremist area more than one fourth officers reported a relationship between increase of 

crime rate and insurgent activities.  

On the other hand 92.9% from non extremist and 71.4% from extremist area are of the 

opinion that there is no relationship. 
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Most of them believed that local criminals are encouraged during extremist activities as 

they can blame insurgents for their crimes. 

 

 

Satisfaction with police performance:  

How far the police personnel are satisfied with the level of police performance has been 

ascertained   from both officers and constables and are presented below in the table. This 

of a great concern for understanding the performance of police in extremist and non 

extremist areas. 

 

Table 25: 

   Police performance level:  Perception of officers and constables in  

extremist and non extremist areas 

Officer 

Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Satisfied  Average Totally 

dissatisfied 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh (E) 

 

71.4% 28.6% - 

Khurda (NE) 73.3% 20.0% 6.7% 

Constable 

Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Satisfied  Average Totally 

dissatisfied 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh (E) 

 

61.3% 38.7% - 

Khurda (NE) 47.1% 52.9%  

                                       
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

Graph 5 

Police performance level (Officer) 
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Graph 6 

Police performance level (Constable) 
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From the above table it is seen that  

71% officers and 61% constables in the extremist region have reported satisfaction with 

the police performance level. In the non extremist region slightly more percent of officers 

and far lesser percentage of constables (41.7%) only reported satisfaction with the level 

of performance of the police.  

 

In contrast, in the data regarding constables our finding shows that in the extremist area 

more than half the constables are satisfied with the police performance but in non 

extremist area less than half of the constables (47.1%) are satisfied. Thus in case of 

constables there is a difference between these two areas.    

 

 

Human Rights Commission:  

A positive relation between police and Human Rights Commission is almost a rare 

phenomenon. Police often think that Human Rights Commission interferes in their 

working.  Therefore police officers were asked for their view on the Human Rights 

Commission in their work performance.  Table below provides the details.  

 

Table 26 

Views of Police Officers on Human Rights Violations in relation to the existence of 

Human Rights Commission 

State District Yes  No  If no the reasons for the same 

Lack of 

awareness of 

H.R.C. rules 

No clear 

instructio

ns 

Human 

Rights org 

are  biased 

towards 

crime  

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

50.0% 50.0

% 

30.0% 60.0% 10.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

35.7% 64.3

% 

- 77.8% 22.2% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  
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The above table shows that in extremist area half the officers are of the opinion that the 

existence of Human Rights Commission helps in protection of human rights and the other 

half does not appear to think so.  In non extremist area slightly less than two third of the 

officers think negatively about HRC while the remaining think positively about it. Thus 

there are differences of opinion regarding the HRC amongst officers belonging to the 

extremist and the non extremist areas.  

 

In the extremist area out of those who speak negatively about HRC, 30% believe that 

there is lack of awareness regarding HRC itself, and another 60% are of the view that 

there are no clear instructions to the police regarding the HRC rules and regulations.  

In non extremist area however, more than three fourths of those who thinks negatively 

about HRC, are of the view that there is no clear instruction and in addition to it they 

believe that Human Rights organisations are biased towards the police and generally 

support the culprits and those who commit the crime. 

 

Police performance (General) 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention:  

The police officers use different techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime prevention 

does not mean only to arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime prevention involves the 

police working in coordination with the public to root out crime.  Some of the techniques 

used by the police personnel for crime prevention are presented in the table below.  

 

 

 

Table 27 

Techniques Used by Officers for Crime Prevention in Nayagarh (extremist affected 

district) and Khurda (non-extremist district) 

 

State District Use 

educational 

method 

punishment Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

Organize 

camps/ 

workshop

s 

Correct 

detection 

of crime 

Orissa  Nayagarh 5.9% 5.9% 35.3% 35.3% 11.1% 
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 (E) 

 

Khurda 

(NE) 

- - 46.2% 46.2% 7.7% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

 

 

Capturing the culprit quickly and punishing them is a technique use by 41.2% officers of 

Nayagarh. If we combine educational methods with organizing camp etc.  41.2% officers 

in extremist area use them. 

 

In case of non extremist area equal percentage of officers (46.2% each) used (a) capture 

the culprit quickly and (b) organize workshops. Thus slightly more percent of officers in 

non extremist area use both educational methods and capturing culprit quickly.  Thus 

there is not much of a difference in techniques used in both extremist and non extremist 

area for crime prevention. 

 

The Issue of Manpower in Police System in the State:  

In extremist area often manpower in police force fall short for activities like security 

cover to safeguard and protect public properties such as monuments, markets, festivals 

etc.   To the query if they have sufficient man power the response given are tabulated and 

presented in the table below.  

Table 28 

Police Officers view on Sufficiency of Manpower in the Police Force 

Officer 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of monuments 

State  District suffici

ent 

Not 

sufficien

t  

If no the reasons for the same 

Limited 

manpo

wer 

During 

extremist 

activities very 

limited man 

power availabl 

for these  

Police expect 

architecture and 

monuments 

department to 

look after them 

Orissa  Nayagarh (E) - 100% 70.0% 20.0% 10.0% 
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Khurda (NE) - 100% 73.3% 26.7% - 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

Cent percent officers from Nayagarh and Khurda are of the opinion that manpower is 

inadequate to protect the public property and monuments as a part of their duty. More 

than 70% officers from both extremist (70.0%) and non extremist area (73.3%) think 

limited manpower is the reason for it. One fifth officers in both regions reported that 

during extremist activities, the availability of police personnel is very limited for other 

purposes (20.0%-26.7%).  Thus there is not much difference in this regard between 

extremist and non extremist areas.  

 

Relationship between media and police:  

Media plays a very important role by reporting the activities of police. However we often 

come over the allegation that media become negatively biased when reporting on police 

activities 

. 

Table 28 

Relationship between media and the police 

Officers 

Relationship between media and police 

State District Positive  Negative  If no the reasons 

Media looks for 

sensationalism  

Never report good work of police 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

70.0% 30.0% 40.0% 60.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

86.7% 13.3% - 100.0% 

 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  
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It is interesting to note that both in Nayagarh and Khurda more than 70% police officers 

are positive about the relationship between media and the police .  Within this there is a 

higher percentage of officers in the non extremist district who think positively about the 

relationship media and the police.  

 

Thus out of the small percentage who consider the relationship between media and the 

police as negative, it is seen that 40% of extremist area officers felt that the media looks 

for sensationalism and thus don’t report correctly about police activites.  On the other 

hand 100% non extremist district police officers were of the view that the media never 

report good things about the police activities.  

 

By and large there does not seem to be much of a difference between the extremist and 

non extremist region officers in regard to their positive perception of relationship 

between media and the police as well as the reasons given by those who felt the 

relationship is not positive.  

 

 

Community policing:  

Community policing is a policing strategy and philosophy based on the notion that 

community interaction and support can help control crime and reduce fear, with 

community members helping to identify suspects, detain vandals and bring problems to 

the attention of police.  The table below gives the results of the analysis.  

 

Table 29 

Views of Police personnel about the relationship between Police and Public 

Relation between police and public 

State District categor

y 

Cordial  Straine

d 

Sense of 

fear in 

the 

public 

Mistrust 

of public 

by police 

Public do not 

understand police and 

their police 

infrastructure 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

Officer  65.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 20.0% 

constabl

e 

80.6% 3.2% 3.2% 12.9% - 

Khurda Officer  80.0% - - - 20.0% 
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(NE) constabl

e 

85.0% - 5.0% 10.0% - 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge 

 

In Nayagarh 65.0% officers and 80.6% constables said that relationship between police 

and public is cordial. As against this, in Khurda more officers i.e. 80.0% and 85.0% 

constables are of the view that the relation between police and public is cordial. In non 

extremist area no officer or constable mentioned any strained relationship between police 

and the public, whereas in the extremist area a negligible percent said so. 

 

20.0% officers each from both extremist and non extremist area believe that public does 

not understand police and their infrastructure. 

 

If we combine ‘sense of fear’ in the public about police and the  ‘mistrust of the public’ 

of the  police we find only 10.0% of officers from Nayagarh think about fear and mistrust 

of the public and no officer from Khurda think so. Regarding constables 16.1% from 

Nayagarh and 15.0% from Khurda have reported similar feeling. 

 

Thus our data reveal that there is a difference between extremist and non extremist areas 

in regard to the perception of officers about the relationship between police and the 

public.    

 

Support police get from public:  

As a part of community policing police get different kinds of support from public.  These 

different supports are tabulated and presented in the Table below.  

 

Table 30 
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Views of Officers towards the Level of Support police gets from the Public  

Officer 

Support police get from public 

State  District Public 

involve 

police in 

police 

public 

interface 

By 

giving 

clue 

about 

a 

culprit 

Helps police in 

special week 

such as road 

safety week 

By giving clue 

about any 

strange 

activities in 

neighbourhood 

No 

support 

from 

public 

 

Orissa  

 

Nayaga

rh (E) 

 

29.4% 17.6% 5.9% 29.4% 11.8% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

64.3% 21.4% 7.1% - 7.1% 

 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

 

Police public interface involvement and public giving clue about strange activities to the 

police have equal percentage of officers reporting so from the extremist region. 

As compared to this 64% officers from the non extremist district reported Police public 

interface involvement.  There was no officer from the non extremist district who said that 

public helped by giving clue about strange activities in the neighbourhood. 

 

If we combine giving clue about culprit and giving clue about strange activities, it is seen 

that in the extremist region 23.5% officers reported so as against 21.4% officers from the 

non extremist region. 

 Thus there does not appear much of a difference between extremist and non extremist 

region in regard to this issue.  

 

 

Mechanism for public cooperation: 

The police officers were asked whether they have any mechanism for public cooperation.  

The following responses were obtained as is given in the table below. 
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Table 31 

Views of Officers towards mechanism for public cooperation  

 

Officer 

Mechanism for public cooperation 

State  District Have any 

mechanism 

for public 

cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes  No  Police 

public 

cooperation 

committee 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme to 

reduce crime 

Police public 

cooperation to 

manage certain 

sensitive 

programmes 

such as renting 

out premises 

with consent of 

police 

Police 

public 

relationshi

p 

programm

e 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

70.0

% 

30.0

% 

25.0% 43.8% 31.3% - 

Khurda 

(NE) 

66.7

% 

33.3

% 

- 66.7% - 33.3% 

 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

In extremist area 70.0% officers stated that there is mechanism for police public 

cooperation. In non extremist area it is slightly less i.e. 66.7% are of similar opinion. 

 

Regarding the mechanism in existence, the police public collaborative programme to 

reduce crime seems to be the most popular mechanism for 66.7% in non extremist and 

43.8% in extremist area. 

 

If we combine the mechanism police public cooperation committee and police public 

relationship programme 25.0% officers from Nayagarh and 33.3% officers from Khurda 

mentioned about this programme. 
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There is minor difference in the perception of available mechanism for police public 

cooperation between the two regions.  

 

Steps to minimize gap between police and public:  

As Police works for the public to maintain peace and control crime, it is a much needed 

step to minimize the gap between the police and the public. To examine the steps taken 

by the police in minimizing this gap, questions were  asked to the police to mention the 

steps taken so far and if not proper steps have been taken, the study will indicate the lapse 

part as a feedback so as to make steps in future for better police functioning and public 

reliance. 

Table 31 

Police Officers view regarding steps to minimize police-public gap and the initiatives 

taken 

Officers 

State  District Steps to 

minimize gap 

between police 

and public 

Regular 

interaction 

with 

RWA 

Get  

Feedbac

k 

 from  

public  

about  

the  

needed 

imptro 

vements 

Indicate 

number of 

cases 

solved by 

police 

Steps 

throug

h 

BPRD 

Thro

ugh 

com

muni

ty 

polic

ing 

prog

ram

me 

Yes No  

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

90.0% 10.0% 28.6% 50.0% 14.3% - 7.1% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

71.4% 28.6% 25.0% 12.5% 25.0% 12.5% 25.0

% 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

 

It is interesting to note that more than 90% officers from extremist district and slightly 

lesser 71.4% take steps to minimize gap between police and public.  
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Different steps are taken to minimize the gap in the extremist area. 50.0% officers from 

extremist area reported that they get feedback from the public about their requirement.  

 

In non extremist area one fourth officers each reported that they used methods like 

regular interaction with RWAs, or indicated to the public the number of cases solved by 

the police, or involve themselves in the community policing programme.  

 

Thus mechanism used to minimize gap between police and public appears to differ 

between the extremist and non extremist region officers’ perception. 

 

 

Table 32 

Police Officers view on steps taken to have an attitudinal change in its relationship 

with the Public 

State  District More 

interacti

on with 

public 

Representati

on of public 

in police 

system 

Representati

on of police 

in public 

bodies 

Interaction

al melas  

Public be 

made aware 

about police 

activity   

Oriss

a  

 

Nayaga

rh (E) 

 

75.0% 10.0% 10.0% 5.0% - 

Khurda 

(NE) 

80.0% 6.7% 6.7% - 6.7% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

Majority of officers in Nayagarha and Khurda (75.0% and 80.0%) support more 

interaction with public to have attitudinal change in police. Rest 25% mentioned  about 

having representation of police in public and  holding  interactional melas.  There is not 

much of difference in the officers of the extremist and non extremist region regaring the 

steps to be taken to have more cooperation with the public. 

 

 

Political interference:  
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One major factor effecting police performance is interference by political party/parties. 

Political parties and individual politicians may abuse the police to satisfy their self 

interest. As a result the general public may be wary of the police and the image of the 

police will also come down. In order to ascertain whether it is so, a few questions were 

put to the police officers and the responses given by them is presented in the table below.  

 

 

Table 32 

Police Officers Views regarding political interference 

State  District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No  Demanding 

release of an 

accused 

Demanding 

no action 

Not to 

enforce 

punishmen

t 

Police 

officers 

transferred 

for not 

joining 

hands with 

politician 

Bringin

g police 

officers 

loyal to 

politici

ans 

Orissa  

 

Nayagar

h (E) 

 

47.6

% 

52.4% 30.0% 20.0% 10.0% 20.0% 20.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

7.1% 92.9% - - - 50.0% 50.0% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn 

 

Political interference has been reported more from the officers of the extremist area 

(47.6%) compared to the percentage officers (7.1%) from the non extremist area  

 

Regarding the kind of interference in non extremist area it appears to be either 

transferring a police officer (50%) who does not join hands with politicians and also 

bringing in loyal police officers who will bide their instructions (50%).   
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In extremist area other than these two methods 30.0% also mentioned that the politicians 

demanded the release of an accused of their interest and another 20.0% demanded that no 

action be taken against their people.  

Thus the kind of interference by political parties appear to vary between the extremist and 

non extremist areas. 

 

 

Provision for making police functions for knowledge of the public:  

It is the responsibility of police to make the public aware of its rules and regulations and 

also its functions. The table given below indicates the steps taken by police to make the 

public aware of its functioning. 

 

Table 33 

Police Officers views on steps taken to make public aware of police functioning 

State  District Provision for 

public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Interacting 

with press 

and public 

once in a 

fortnight 

In serious 

case public 

is interacted 

and 

involved 

Inform 

public 

through 

FM 

about 

extremist 

activity  

By 

holding 

public 

meeting 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

40.0% 60.0% 12.5% 37.5% 12.5% 37.5% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

33.3% 66.7% - 33.3% 16.7% 50.0% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

Almost equal number of officers from Nayagarh and Khurda (40.0%) and (33.3%) have 

provision for making people aware about their rules and regulations. This indicates that 

more than 60% are of the opinion that provision for making people aware is almost 

absent in both the places. 
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. 

Public is made aware of the rules and regulations by different methods like issuing 

number of notifications in the newspaper, interacting with press and public once in a 

fortnight, interacting and involving public in serious cases, informing public through FM 

radio about extremist activity and make aware and  holding public meeting according to 

officers from both area.   

In Nayagarh if we combine involving public in serious cases and by holding public 

meeting 75.0% use this method. Remaining 25.0% interact with press and public and 

inform them about extremist activities. 

 

In Khurda 50.0% believe in holding public meeting to make pubic aware. Another one 

third use the method of involving people in serious cases. Thus in extremists and non-

extremists area police appear to use similar kind of methods to make people aware about 

their activities. 

 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquents:  

Juveniles if not prevented from committing crimes will later indulge in serious crimes. 

Therefore it becomes essential that the Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be enforced effectively. 

This is an Act to provide for the care, protection treatment, development and 

rehabilitation of neglected and for the adjudication matters relating to juveniles. Police 

officers were asked whether they take measures to help students to avoid anti-social 

activities/indulging in unlawful activities.  

 

Table 34 

Views of Police Officers of regarding Provisions and Mesaures adopted to keep 

Juveniles (youths) to keep away from anti-social activities  

 

Officer 

State  District Provision for 

helping students 

avoiding anti 

social activity 

If yes the methods  
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Yes No  Organize 

through NGOs 

no. of 

programmese 

for youth 

Youngster 

is not 

punished 

but let out 

with 

warning 

for first 

offence 

No special 

programme 

for youth 

Usual  

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

100% - 8.3% 58.3% 8.3% 25.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

60.0% 40.0% - 80.0% 10.0% 10.0% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

 

Hundred percent officers from Nayagarh district and 60.0% from Khurda said that they 

take measures so that youngsters can avoid anti social activities.   

Precaution has been taken in extremist affected area according to 58.3% officers so that 

youngster is not punished for his first offence but let out with warning so that they do not 

repeat this deviant behaviour and lead a normal life. In non-extremists district 80.0% do 

the same. 

 

Officers from both extremist and non extremist area said that by organizing different 

programmes through their NGOs number of programmes to keep them involved. 

 

Thus officers in both extremist and non extremist districts in general take measures by 

various means to keep the youth away from antisocial activities. 

 

Accountability to law:  

Accountability means answerability for proper performance of an assigned job. In 

democracy, police remain accountable for its performance to the people and to the law of 

the land. The officers were asked if they detain people illegally. 
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Table 30 

Opinion of Police Officers regarding illegal detention and police reform measures 

for police accountability 

State  District Justify detaining people illegally Does police 

reform help 

increasing 

police 

accountability 

Extremists 

and 

criminals 

are 

detained 

none else 

detained 

illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police 

follow rules 

and do  not 

detain 

illegally 

Yes  No  

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

20.0% 30.0% 50.0% 100

% 

- 

Khurda 

(NE) 

13.4% 13.4% 73.3% 93.3

% 

6.7% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

If  we  combine  extremists and criminals are detained following law none else detained 

illegally    and  police  follow  rules ,  our  data  show  70.0%  in  Nayagarh  and   86.7% 

officers from   Khurda  feel  that  police  officers  in  both  the  places  follow  rules    and   

do not  detain anyone illegally.  

 

According to   cent percent   officers from extremist affected area and   93.3%    officers 

from non extremist area the police reform measures help increasing police accountability. 

Thus  regarding  illegal  detention  and  police  reform  measure larger percent of  police 

officers   in the   extremist  area  appear to be more  careful  about the juveniles  and also   

majority  of them follow  rules  and  regulations. There is not much of a difference in 

regard to this issu3e in   both the districts. 

 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police:  
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Better performance from the police department also depends on the proper coordination 

among the three agencies that is the judiciary, executive and police. 

 

Table35 

Officers views regarding Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police 

Officer 

Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very 

high 

High  Average Poor  Extremely 

poor 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh (E) 

 

15.0% 45.0% 30.0% 10.0% - 

Khurda (NE) 6.7% 73.3% 13.3% - 6.7% 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

If we club high and very high cooperation categories, it is seen that 60% of the officers 

from extremist area and 80% officers from the non extremist area considered cooperation 

amongst the judiciary, executive and police to be high to very high.  

 

30% of officers from the extremist district stated that the cooperation is average and this 

was mentioned so only by 13% of the non extremist area officers. 

 

Fewer officers from both the districts have said the cooperation is poor or very poor. 

 

There is definitely a difference between the extremist and non extremist region police 

officers in regard to their perception about the cooperation amongst the judiciary, 

executive and police and the percentage saying so is higher in the case of non extremist 

region.  

 

 

Corruption:  

Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient functioning of police 

department and many a times losing its credit in the eyes of the public. To know the 
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opinion of the police officers on this issue, questions were asked to police Officers and 

constables to have an overall view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 36 

Views of Police Officers regarding Corruption in the Police department 

Officer 

State District It is in 

entire 

society 

not just 

in police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so 

get the 

blame 

Police in 

higher 

position 

pressurize 

and offer 

graft 

Since other 

corrupt 

persons 

don’t get 

punishment 

police get 

encouraged 

No 

response 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

45.0% 45.0% 5.0% - 5.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

20.0% 40.0% 14.3% - 26.7% 

Constable 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

89.3% - -       -                    10.7% 

Khurda 

(NE) 
45.0% 5.0% -       -                    50.0% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63-, CSS -93,Khurda: OSS-45, CSS -60 

 

 

From the above table one may state the following: 

Equal percentage of officers from the extremist and non extremist region have stated that 

police is in a vulnerable position and so is blamed as corrupt.   

 

Another 45% officers from the extremist region said that corruption is in the entire 

society and not just in police.  Such a view was expressed only by 20% officers of the 

non extremist region.  
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Thus there does not appear to be much of a difference between the officers from the two 

districts regarding corruption in the police system. 

 

Regarding constables majority (89.3%) from the extremist region said that there is 

corruption everywhere and not just in police. However such a response was given only by 

45% of constables in the non extremist region.    

 

There appears to be a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in 

regard to the perception of corruption by the police personnel (both constables and 

officers)  

 

 

Infrastructure: A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better performance of 

the police department. To know the availability of infrastructure facilities in the police 

department, questions were asked of the officers and constables on this issue so as to 

have an over all picture of infrastructure existent in the police department. Table below 

presents the details. 

 

 

Table 37 

Views of Police Officers regarding Infrastructure availability in the police 

department 

State District Permanent 

house  

Sufficient 

vehicle and 

staff 

If No, the reasons for not having sufficient 

vehicles and staff. 

Yes  No  Yes  No  Low 

budget 

Vehicle 

destroy

ed in 

combat 

Need 

repair 

Don’t 

get 

fund in 

time 

Reason 

known 

to 

authorit

y 

 

 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

94.7

% 

5.3% 23.8% 76.2% 20.0% - 13.3% 20.0% 46.7% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

73.3

% 

26.7% 33.3% 66.7% 11.1% - 11.1% - 77.8% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  
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In both the districts, extremist and non extremists, majority officers said that there is 

adequate provision for permanent house.  In Nayagarh such a response was given by 

nearly 95% officers, that is barring a few officers, the others stated that they have 

provision for accommodation.  On the other hand in the non extremist district, only 73% 

stated so.  

 

As for sufficiency of vehicles and staff, it is seen that in the extremist area 76.2% said 

that they do not have sufficient number of vehicle and staff.  This figure when compared 

with that of the non extremist region, it is seen that the 67% of officers of the non 

extremist region stated so.  

 

Thus there appears to be not much of a difference between the extremist and non 

extremist region regarding accommodation or staff and vehicle.  Both the districts appear 

to face similar problem.   

 

When queried regarding the reasons for this insufficiency, financial reasons were given 

by 40% officers of the extremist region (low budget 20% + don’t get fund on time 20% = 

40%). As against this only 11% of officers of the non extremist region gave this reason. 

 

It is interesting to note that 78% of non extremist region officers stated that the reason is 

known to the authorities. Similar response was given by 47% of non extremist region 

officers. This response has largest number of officers in both the regions.  In other words 

it indicates that these officers do not even know the reasons for poor infrastructure 

available with them. 

 

There is thus not much of a difference between the two regions in regard to the available 

infrastructure and also in regard to the reasons advanced for the same. 
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Sufficiency of Fund:  

Many times fund remains inadequate to meet the needs of the police department. In 

Orissa this is very important.  

Table below present the results of analysis. 

  

Table 38 

Perception of sufficiency of funds: A comparison between extremist and non 

extremist Regions 

 

State District 

 

 

Sufficient 

Fund 

If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocatio

n is less 

than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund 

come in 

installmen

ts that too 

very late 

Reason 

known to 

authority 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

35.0% 65.0% 66.7% 8.3% 16.7% 8.3% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

46.7% 53.3% - 66.7% 16.7% 16.7% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

 

It is strange to find that regarding the fund necessary for maintaining the needs if the 

police station majority officers from Nayagarh (665.0%) said that they do not have 

sufficient funds to meet their needs despite being an extremist area. On the other hand 

more than half officers (53.3%) from Khurda are of the same opinion. 

 

According to 66.7% officers in extremist area, there is less funds release than required 

and demanded by the department. This reason is not given by any officer in the non 

extremist area.  
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In the non extremist area more than two thirds officers (66.7%) are of the opinion that   

funds do not reach them on time. But in the extremist area only a few officers (8.3%) said 

so.   

 

Thus there appears to be considerable difference in the reasons advanced for lack of 

funds in the two districts. In the extremist area the funds allocated is less that what they 

require while in the non extremist area the funds are not released on time and hence reach 

late. 

 

Basic minimum facilities:  

For sound performance the police stations should have the basic minimum facilities such 

as drinking water, sanitation etc.  Table below presents the details 

 

Table 39 

Availability of basic minimum facilities in the police department 

                              

Officer 

State District Existent facilities  

D/E D/S/E/I D/S/E/W

W 

All 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

18.2% 45.5% 36.4% - 

Khurda 

(NE) 

35.0% 45.0% 20.0% - 

*D-Drinking Water, E- Electricity, S-Sanitation, WW-Water for Washing, I or G- 

Inverter or Generator, All-D,E,S,WW, I or G 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

From the above table we can infer the following: 

 

If we combine D/E (Drinking water and electricity) and D/E/S/I (drinking water, 

electricity, sanitation and inverter) facilities together, it is clear that in the extremist 

region 63.7% officers reported to have these facilities. In the non extremist region 

Khurda 80% officers said that these facilities are available in their police stations.  
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From the analysis it appears that the extremist region does have problems about the basic 

minimum facilities as compared to the non extremist region. 

 

 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments:  

 

In order to control emergency situations and maintain law and order police need to have 

the necessary arms and equipments.  Whether this is present was queried and the officers’ 

responses are tabulated and presented below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 40 

Availability of basic arms, ammunition and equipment facilities  

Officer 

State District Have arms and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

Yes No  Arms 

and 

amm

unitio

n  

Latest  

equipments 

Comput

er 

assisted 

technolo

gies 

Trained 

manpow

er 

More 

study 

equip

ment 

Qu

art

er 

 

Fo

r 

 

sta

ff 

Nee

d 

mor

e 

veh

icle

s 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

16.7% 83.3% 28.6

% 

14.3% - 14.3% 7.1% 7.1

% 

28.

6% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

7.1% 92.0% 7.1 14.3 7.1 21.4 14.3 21.

4 

14.

3 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

From the above table it is seen that  
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Majority officers from extremist (83.3%) and non extremist (92.0%) regions, said that    

they do not have necessary arms and equipments.  

 

When queries as to what facilities are required, the officers from the extremist area 

(28.6%) stated that they need arms and ammunitions. 28.6% said that they needed more 

vehicles. Equal percentage (14.3% each) of officers stated that they needed latest 

equipments and trained manpower respectively. 

 

As against this, the officers in the non extremist region stated that they needed trained 

manpower (21.4%) and quarter for staff (21.4%). 

Cell to discuss problems of police:  

In both extremist and non extremist areas, the presence of a forum for discussing the 

problems of police is very necessary.   Discussion improves functioning of any institution 

working in team. Therefore it is necessary for police to have periodic discussion about 

the challenges/problems they face and find solution to the same.  In regard to this query, 

the responses were given by officers of both the regions which are presented in the table 

below.  

Table 41 

Officers views on cells for police departments to discuss problems of the police 

 

State District Cell for police 

problem 

How concerned they are  

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To 

some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

Does not 

implement at all 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

 

 

85.0% 
8.3% 8.3% 58.3% 8.3% 16.7% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

7.1% 92.9% - 20.0% 40.0% 20.0% 20.0% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 
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To the query if they have any cell to discuss their problem with the concerned ministry, 

majority officers from both extremist (Nayagarh) and non extremist (Khurda) regions 

stated that they have such a cell. 58.3% officers from the extremist region were of the 

opinion that the cell only works to some extent and such an opinion was given by 40.0% 

officers from the Khurda district.   

 

If we combine “does not implement mostly” and “does not implement at all” it is seen 

that 25% of officers from the extremist district and 40% officers from the non extremist 

region said so.  

Some differences are present between the two districts but not very conspicuous.  

 

Periodic Discussion 

Being an extremist area in Nayagarh need of this discussion is very important. But 

80.0/% of officers said that they meet only when need arise. Even in non extremist area 

90.9% officers are of the similar opinion. The system of periodic discussion is very 

limited in both the places.  

 

Table 42 

                        The system periodic discussion of problems in the cell 

State District Discussion 

Once in 

a month 

Once 

in six 

month  

Once 

in a 

year 

When 

need 

arises 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

 

5.0% 5.0% 10.0% 80.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

- - 9.1% 90.9% 

 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

It is seen from the above table that mostly discussion takes place when need arises.  This 

is so in both the districts. 

 

Operational duty procedure:  
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Operational duty procedure between senior police officers and constables also counts for 

a proper coordination of the working of police. Direct contact system can result better in 

this respect than a chain of command system.  

 

Table 43 

Operational duty pattern of police department 

 

State District Operational  duty 

procedure 

Direct 

Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command 

system 

Orissa  

 

Nayagarh 

(E) 

66.7% 33.3% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

93.3% 6.7% 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45, 

 

 

 

 

In Orissa prevalence of direct contact system is existent according to more than two third 

officers of the extremist region and all but a few officers in the non extremist region.  

 

However, chain of command system is existent in extremist districts according to one 

third officers of the extremist region.   In the non extremist region, very few officers have 

stated so. 

 

Thus there is a clear distinction between the extremist and non extremist regions in regard 

to the operational duty pattern. In the non extremist area most officers feel it is only 

direct contact while chain of command is prevalent in the extremist region.  

 

Intelligence collection:    

Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of a district. To the query if the 

superintendent of police has the mechanism to collect intelligence, most officers 

answered in the affirmative. The table presents the details 
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Table 44 

Views of Officers regarding availability of Intelligence Collection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

 

Majority officers from both Nayagarh (81.0%) and Khurda (93.3%) said that the SP has 

the mechanism for getting intelligence. This is a must for extremist affected area. In 

negligible cases where SP does not have own mechanism he manages through his own 

police officers whom he send for training or through some external agency. 

 

 

Performance index:  

In order to get an understanding of the police performance in extremist affected and non 

extremist areas, a number of performance indicators have been incorporated in the 

question schedule. Questions regarding their efficiency in preventing crime, complaint 

registration, public reassurance and community policing, record keeping, grooming, 

punctuality, regularity, personal qualities of officers, honesty, and commitment to the 

service have been asked to the officers. On the basis self assessment by the officers they 

have been categorized in four groups viz. “Poor”, “Average”, “Above Average”, “Good” 

and “Very Good”. We have also interviewed civil society persons in order to assess the 

performance of the police officers. We found general people satisfied with the police 

performance. Just the behaviour of the police constables was disturbing according to 

them.  

Table 40 

Performance index of officers 

State District SP has mechanism for 

intelligence gathering 

Yes  No  

Orissa  

  

Nayagarh 

(E) 

81.0% 19.0% 

Khurda 

(NE) 

93.3% 6.7% 
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Officer 

State District Above 

Average 

Good Very Good 

Orissa  

  

Nayagarh (E) 

 

- 38.1% 61.9% 

Khurda (NE) 6.7% 13.3% 80.0% 
Nayagarh:OSS 63,Khurda: OSS-45,  

 

 

Graph: 7 

 

 

 

*Scores 

Good- 234-262, Very Good-263-291 

 

Majority in Khurda and more than half officers in Nayagarh consider themselves as very 

good. In Nayagarh more than one third are of the view that they are good performers.  As 

compared to the extremist district, more  officers of the non extremist district have rated 

their performance as very good.   

 

Findings  
 

1. In both the district of Orissa middle aged group officers and constables are 

more in number. In the non-extremist area, middle aged group and old age 

group officers are more. Comparatively, in the extremist area, younger age 

group (23.8%) officers are more than the non-extremist. 
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2. In General category, officers and constables are more in number in non-

extremist area than in extremist area. Regarding constables, SC and ST 

category number are equal in both the districts being only one-fourth. Further, 

OBC is more in extremist area in comparison to non-extremist area. 

 

 

3. In extremist area i.e. in Nayagarh 23.8% officers are Post Graduates whereas 

in non extremist area it is only 6.7%. If we combine graduate and PG 

categories and term it as “Graduation and above”, it is significant to note that 

71.4% officers in the extremist area as compared to 60% officers at that level 

of education. 

 

 

4. Majority of the officers and constables had joined the service to serve the 

country. For example, in the extremist area of Nayagarh as high as 65% of 

officer have joined reasons for this purpose. Near similar response had come 

from the constables (66.7%) who responded on the same wavelength. Even in 

non-extremist area of Khurda, majority officers (58.4%) and constables 

(45.5%) had joined to serve the country. Other reasons are also there like for 

the power, authority and prestige attached to the job, quarters to stay, etc. But 

all other reasons are even less than 20% in both extremist and non-extremist 

area. 

 

 

5. All officers have been promoted at least once. But majority constables do not 

get promotion regularly. The reason forwarded for this is routine.  

 

6. Officers and constables especially in extremist area are not happy with extra 

duty hours.  In spite of the fact that they work sometimes for more than one 

day, they neither get compensation nor appreciation from the seniors.  
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7. So far as welfare programme is concerned, 95% of the officers in the 

extremist area commented that there is no welfare programme. Similar answer 

was provided by the constable (83.9%) in the same area. This response in the 

non extremist area is also in higher degree. Out of this majority of the officers 

and constables were in need of counseling. 

 

8. In both the extremist and non-extremist area, majority of the officers are 

satisfied with the training. But, at the same time it was found that training in 

enhancing performance like in latest tools and techniques, particularly in 

Nayagarh is not adequate. The reasons for this inadequacy are lack of training 

in information gathering, and updating in combat method and the like. 

 

9. Punishment is more severe in extremist area. To this, we can refer that as high 

as 80% of the punishments are through suspension in extremist area but, in 

non extremist area there are more of departmental punishment. But, one thing 

that is common that punishment system exists in both the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

10.  As it is mentioned above that majority of the officers and constables have 

joined police to serve the country, it was but, natural for majority to be ready 

to accept any risky assignment. However, more than 60% of officers and 

constables in both extremist and non-extremist area also considered that it is a 

part of their duty. 
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11. A limited number of officers and constables believe that police can control 

extremism very well. However, a higher margin believes that police can 

control only to an extent.  

 

 

12.  Majority of the officers (66.7%) in the extremist area are of the opinion that 

they are not equipped to counter extremism. Reasons for inequippedness 

include being not well trained, not with adequate arms, etc. More or less, 

similar response had come from the officers in the non-extremist area. 

 

13. Cent percent officers in both extremist and non-extremist area mentioned that 

there is lack of man power to protect the public property like monuments, etc, 

particularly during extremist activities. A very small percentage of officers 

(10%) believed that these monuments must be taken care of by department for 

architecture and monuments. 

 

14. It is very satisfactory to find that in both extremist and non extremist area the 

police personnel viewed the relationship between police and public to be 

cordial. However, a minimal numbers also had their opinion of existence of 

strained relation. 

 

15. There is insufficiency of funds for maintaining the needs of the police stations 

according to officers and constables in both extremist and non extremist area. 

In many cases, the allocation was less than demand. To resolve this they 

wanted funds to be according to the demand and also to be released on time. 

 

16. Regarding availability of arms and ammunition as high as 83% of officers in 

the extremist area had pointed out that there is a dearth of it. The same is 92% 

in the non extremist area. They reported that there is the need of facilities like 

arms and ammunitions, latest equipments, computer assisted technology, 

trained man power etc. 
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SECTION I 

Brief Introduction about Nagaland and Meghalaya 

 

Nagaland: Nagaland is a hill state located in the extreme Northeastern region of 

India with its capital at Kohima sharing an international border with the adjacent country of 

Myanmar on the extreme south-east. It is bounded by the states of Arunachal Pradesh on the 

North, Manipur on the South, and Assam on the West. The state lies between 250 6’N and 

270 4’N latitudes and between 950 20 ‘E and 950 15 ‘E longitudes. It became the 16th state 

of Indian Union on 1st December 1963. The state is divided into 11 administrative districts: 

Kohima, Dimapur, Phek, Wokha, Mokokchung, Tuensang, Mon, Zunheboto, Longleng, 

Peren and Kiphere.  

 

 

 The major communities (tribes) of the state are the Angami, Ao, Chakhesang, 

Chang, Khemungan, Konyak, Lotha, Phom, Pochury, Rengma, Sangtam, Sema, 

Yimchunger and Zeliang. The Distinctive character and identify of each tribe in terms of 

Tradition, custom, language and dresses is clearly discernible to the visitors. Agriculture is 

the main important economic activity in Nagaland. More than 90% of the population is 

employed within it. As per  Census 2011 (provisional) , the population of the state stands at 

1,980,602 which is approximately 0.16% of total Indian Population. Out of this the male 

population is 1,025,707 and female numbers stands at 954,895. Literacy rate in Nagaland 



has seen upward trend and is 80.11% as per 2011 population census. Of that, male literacy 

stands at 83.29% while female literacy is at 76.69%.1 

Naga insurgency: 

Among all the ethnic groups and tribes living in the North East, the Nagas were the 

first to raise the banner of revolt against the Indian government, on August 14, 1947, under 

the aegis of the Naga National Council (NNC) led by Angami Zapu Phizo. The NNC 

publicly resolved to establish a sovereign Naga state. In July 1948, Phizo was arrested along 

with some of his associates. They were released in 1949 and Phizo became the President of 

NNC in 1950, where the movement of the Naga people for self–determination became more 

consolidated, defined and stringent. In May 1951, the Council held a ‘referendum’ in which 

it claimed that 99 per cent of the Naga people supported independence for Nagaland, though 

this has never been accepted by the government. The NNC boycotted the first general 

election of India in 1952 and launched a violent secessionist movement, with Naga 

insurgents raiding several villages and police outposts. On March 22, 1956, Phizo created an 

underground government called the Naga Federal Government (NFG) and a Naga Federal 

Army (NFA) (satp.org).  In April that year, the Central government inducted the army to 

crush the insurgency in what was, till then, the Naga Hills District of the State of Assam. 

 

After Nagaland attained Statehood on December 1, 1963, a serious attempt was 

made to bring about a political settlement. In April 1964, a Peace Mission was formed with 

Jai Prakash Narayan, B.P. Chaliha and Rev. Michael Scott as its members and an 

Agreement for Suspension of Operation (AGSOP) was signed with the insurgents on 

September 6, 1964. However, the insurgents continued to violate the agreement by 

indulging in various acts of violence. Six rounds of talks between the insurgents and the 

Centre resulted in a deadlock and the Peace Mission was dissolved in 1967. In 1972, the 

Centre banned the NNC, the NFG and the NFA as "unlawful associations" under the 

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act of 1967. After a lot of probing through coercion and 

political dialogues an agreement known as the Shillong Accord was signed between the 

Centre and a section of the NNC and the NFG on November 11, 1975.  According to the 

terms of the Accord, the NNC-NFG accepted the Indian Constitution and agreed to come 

over ground and surrender their weapons. However, a group of NNC activists, who had 

                                                           
1 http://www.census2011.co.in/census/state/nagaland.html 



gone to China for training, repudiated the Shillong Accord and refused to surrender for they 

regarded it as betrayal to a genuine demand of the Naga sovereignty.  They formed a new 

underground organisation called the National Socialist Council of Nagaland (NSCN) under 

the leadership of Thuengaling Muivah, Isak Chisi Swu and S.S. Khaplang on Myanmarese 

(Burmese) soil in 1980. With the passage of time, the NSCN emerged as the most radical 

and powerful insurgent group fighting for the Naga cause. 

 

In 1988 the NSCN vertically split into two factions NSCN-IM (Isak-Muivah, a Sema 

and Tangkhul) and NSCN-K (Khaplang, a Hemi Naga from Myanmar) because of divisions 

along clan and tribal lines. The NSCN-IM lays primary emphasis on the point that the Naga 

region was never a part of India and that Nehru’s argument was fallacious when he said that 

India had "inherited" the Naga area from the British. Both Swu and Muivah argue "the fate 

of a people cannot be passed on like an inheritance from one party to another". The NSCN-

IM has taken an inflexible stand on this point and insists that their demand is not for 

‘secession’ because they have never been a part of the Indian Union.  At present, through 

slow and untiring negotiations, a ceasefire is there between both the factions of the NSCN 

group and Government of India, the fate of the negotiation lies in the hands of future 

developments.  

Though insurgency related violence have diminished since 2009 from a peak of 201 

fatalities in 2008 overwhelmingly resulting from fratricidal clashes between the various 

militant factions - fell to just 17 in 2009. Nevertheless, even at this diminished intensity, 

Nagaland retains its third place in terms of violence among the States of India's troubled 

Northeast. The following table reveals the incidents related with insurgency in the state. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Insurgency-related Fatalities in Nagaland: 2001-2009  
 

Year 
Civilians 

casualties 

Security Forces 

casualties 

Insurgents 

casualties 
Total 

2001*  16  01 65 
82 

 

2002* 16 03 71 
90 

 

2003*  13 03 70 
86 

 

2004* 42 00 55 
97 

 

2005* 28 1 70 
99 

 

2006* 29 02 116 
147 

 

2007 * 44 01 109 
154 

 

2008 * 68 03 130 
201 

 

2009***  7 0 10 
17 

 

*Union Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), Government of India 

**MHA and South Asia Terrorism Portal (SATP) combined 

***SATP - Data till November 1, 2009  

 

About Nagaland Police: Nagaland Police at present has 13 Battalions. The 1st NAP 

Battalion was raised on 1-4-64 vide Govt. of Nagaland, Home Deptt. Order 

NO.14/5/POL/63 dated 22-4-64 with Headquarter at Chumukedima, Dimapur. Later the 2nd 

Battalion was raised by converting the Mokokchung District Wing of the then V.G.(Village 

Guard) on 1st August 1964. Initially, the Unit was named as 2nd Battalion. Special 

Nagaland Armed Police, but later it was renamed as 2nd NAP Battalion. The 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 

7th and 8th were raised in the years 1967, 1968, 1970, 1981, 1985 and 1986 respectively. 2 

 

Organisation set-up:  As per Police Department Citizens Charter 2003,  the 

Nagaland Police is headed by the Director General of Police, assisted by Additional 

Directors General, Inspectors General of Police, Deputy Inspector General of Police and 

Assistant Inspectors General of Police who function from Police Headquarters, (PHQ) 

                                                           
2 http://nagapol.gov.in/ 



located at Kohima. In addition, there are several other field level senior Police Officers as 

follows:  

 

1. IGP (Range) Kohima. Nagaland,  

2. IGP (NAP), Nagaland, Kohima.  

3. IGP (Training), Kohima, Nagaland,  

4. IGP (INT), Kohima. Nagaland  

5. IGP (Crime), Kohima,  Nagaland. 

6. DIGP (Range), Kohima.  

7. DIGP (Range), Mokokchung.  

8. DIGP (NAP), Kohima.  

9. DIGP (NAP),Tuensang.  

10. DIGP (Range/NAP), Dimapur.  

11. DIGP (Mod & Plg), Kohima.  

12. DIG (H & SJ), Kohima.  

District level:  Nagaland Police has Eleven Police Districts, each of which is headed 

by a Superintendent of Police (SP). These are as follows.  

 District   

1. SP Kohima                                                  

2. SP Dimapur  

3. SP Mokokchung                                           

4. SP Tuensang  

5. SP Phek                                                       

6. SP Mon     

7. SP Zunheboto                                         

8. SP Wokha  

9. SP Peren                                                  



10. Kiphire  

11. Longleng  

 

In additional to the above, Nagaland Police also has two State level Police Station, 

i.e., State Crime Police Station with S.P (Crime) as Officer-in-Charge and State Narcotic 

Police Station with S.P (Narcotics) as Officer-in Charge. Both these Police Stations are 

located at Lerie, Kohima. In the Office of the IGP (Crime) Nagaland. There is a wireless 

set-up known as Nagaland Police Radio Organisation (NPRO) headed by a DIGP with HQ 

at Kohima. NPRO has Police Radio Stations (PRS) at all District HQs and Radio Telephone 

Stations (RTS) at all Police Stations and NAP Outposts. Citizens can avail of these facilities 

for emergency communications. 

 

 

 

Section II 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

Socio-Demographic Profile:- The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police 

includes Age, Marital Status, Educational Qualification, and Community. The data that we 

have collected as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for both the 

police (officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of the police in 

extremist and non-extremist affected areas. We have a separate Performa for understanding 

the performance of the police using indexes. . In all the tables, the Rows and Columns mark 

in Red indicates Extremist Area and the others in black indicates non-extremist affected 

district. 

Age, Community & Marital Status: In the Age category, in our questionnaire  we 

have categorized age into seven groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 

for the police Officers as well as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped 

the Age category into three sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and 

Old age (50-59). In order to understand the socio-economic background of the police 



officers and constables, the community status has been categorized into General, ST, SC and 

OBC and an open ended question of “Any other”.    

Table 2 

 

Dimapur: Officers Sample Size (OSS) -31, Constables Sample size (CSS) -53, East Khasi Hills: 

OSS -24, CSS -63 

From the above table the following conclusions emerge: 

 Considering the age group it is seen that the percentage of officers in middle 

aged category are high in both Dimapur, extremist affected district of Nagaland 

(74.2%) and East Khasi Hills–non-extremist district (62.5%).  Also, in the 50-59 

age group, there are relatively lesser percent of officers in both the areas. 

However, the percentage of officers in the young age group 20-34, it is higher in 

non-extremist district of Meghalaya (29%) as compared to extremist district of 

Nagaland (16%).  

 In case of constables in East Khasi Hills district the number of Constables in the 

younger age group (71.4%) is more as compared with Dimapur (18.8%). In 

Dimapur district more than half of the Constables (56.6%) are found to be in the 

middle age category as compared with East Khasi Hills with 23.8%. In the older 

category age group of 50-59, the percentage of officers is higher (24.5%) in 

Dimapur district of Nagaland as compared with (4.8%) in East Khasi Hills 

district of Meghalaya.   

State Distrci

t 

Categor

y 

Age group percentage Community Marital status 

 

 

Nagal

and 

 

 

Dimap

ur (E) 

20-34 35-49 50-59 SC ST Genera

l 

OBC Single Marrie

d 

Officer 16.1% 74.2& 9.7% - 100.0% - - 9.7% 90.3% 

Constab

les 

18.8% 56.6% 24.5

% 

- 100.0% - - 92.2% 7.5% 

Megha

laya 

East 

Khasi 

Hills 

(NE) 

Officers 29.1% 62.5% 8.3% 8.3

% 

50.0% 33.3% 8.3% 87.5% 12.5% 

Constabl

es 

71.4% 23.8% 4.8% 1.6

% 

52.4% 22.2% 1.6% 41.3% 58.7% 



 

 In Dimapur district cent percent officers and constables belong to the ST 

category. However, in East Khasi Hills district of Meghalaya though more than 

half  the Officers and constables belong to the ST group, around one third  

officers  and ¼ th  constables belong to General category. Besides, a few 

Officers and constables belong to SC and OBC groups. 

 

 Looking at the marital status of Officers and constables in Dimapur and East 

Khasi Hills districts, contrasting features can be seen. Majority of officers in 

Dimapur are married (90.3%) and Constables are Single (92.2%) whereas in 

contrast maximum number of the officers in East Khasi Hills are single (87.5%) 

and constables are married (58.7%) though more than one third (41.3%) are 

single.  

 

 

 

Educational Qualification: Education helps a person in taking proper decision in 

critical situations. For a police officer taking right decision in right time is very necessary, 

as he faces many such situations during his career .For obtaining information on educational 

qualification of the Officers as well as constables the educational level has been categorized 

in four groups’ viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd.  

The minimum educational qualification for police constable is Class VIII and there are 

constables who got the officer rank by promotion.  

Table 3 

Education Qualification of police Officers and Constables in Extremist and Non-

extremist districts of Nagaland and Meghalaya state 

State District Category Education level 

Up to 

Class X 

Class XII Graduat

e/ 

*PG/ 

Mphil/Ph

d 



Diploma 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officers 22.6% 16.1% 51.6% 9.7% 

Constables 92.6% 7.5% - - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills 

(NE) 

Officers 8.3% 29.2% 54.2% 8.3% 

Constables 42.9% 36.5% 19.1% 1.6% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

From the above table the following inference may be drawn: 

(i) Looking at the educational level of the officers in Dimapur (extremist 

affected) district of Nagaland and East Khasi Hills (non-extremist) district of 

Meghalaya, it is seen that most of the Officers (above 50% in both the 

districts) are graduates. Looking at the other categories of the educational 

level in both the districts, it can be said that the level of class XII pass 

officers are higher in East Khasi Hills (29.2%) as compared to Dimapur 

(16.1%). From this analysis it can be stated that in the non-extremist district, 

that is East Khasi Hills district of Meghalaya, the officers have slightly 

higher educational qualification than Officers of Dimapur. 

(ii) In Dimapur district, majority of the constables (92.6%) are Class X passed. 

In East Khasi Hills 42.9% of them are class X pass, 36.5% are Class XII 

passed and around 19% are graduates/diploma holders. The data indicates 

that in terms of educational qualification, constables in the non-extremist 

area that is East Khasi Hills district are more qualified than extremist affected 

district of Nagaland.  

 

Date of joining the police Service: The following indicates the year of joining the police 

service by the officers and the constables. 

Table 4 

Date of joining the police service by Police Officers and Constables of Dimapur 

district (extremist), Nagaland and East Khasi Hills (non-extremist affected) district, 

Meghalaya 



State District Category Date of joining 

1965-

1974 

1975-

1984 

1985-

1994 

 1995-

2004 

2005 

and 

after 

Nagaland Dimapur Officer 3.2% 19.4% 29.0% 45.2% 3.2% 

Constable - 45.3% 24.5% 22.6% 7.5% 

Meghalaya Meghalaya Officer 4.2% 16.7% 41.7% 12.5% 25.0% 

Constable 3.2% 4.8% 14.3% 28.6% 49.2% 

             

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

 In Dimapur district of Nagaland officers and constables who joined the 

service are very few in the period of 2005 and after. Majority of the Officers 

(45.2%) joined the service in the period1995-2004 and for the constables it is 

in the period 1975-1984.  

 In case of East Khasi Hills of Meghalaya most of the officers joined the 

service in the period of 1985-1994 whereas in case of the constables most of 

them joined the service from 1995 (28.6%) till 2005 and after (49.2%) which 

indicates the recruitment of constables are highest in these years.  

 An analysis of the constables’ data with the years of joining the service with 

Dimapur district of Nagaland and East Khasi Hills of Meghalaya indicates 

interesting features. For Meghalaya, the data reveals an increasing trend of 

constables joining the police service from 1965 to 2005 and after whereas in 

case of Dimapur district there is a decreasing trend of constables joining the 

service.  

 Knowing that Dimapur is an extremist affected district and East Khasi Hills is a non-

extremist area, the contexts of these trends in both the areas need further exploration.  

 

From the table above it is seen that in between the years 1965-1974 the number of 

officers and constables joining the police service is very few in the average of 3.2%. Here, 

it is pertinent to mention that in the years 1962 and 1975 Nagaland and Meghalaya 

attained statehood. 



 

Reason for joining service: We made an attempt to know about the police officers 

attitude towards the police service. Therefore we asked them as to why they have selected 

police service as their career in particular. The following table 5 (A) and (B) indicate the 

reasons given by the police officers and constables of Dimapur district and East Khasi Hills 

district.  

Table 5  

Reasons for joining police service (Officers & Constables) Dimapur district, Nagaland and  

East Khasi Hills district, Meghalaya 

State District Category Reason  

Prestigi

ous  

Opportuni

ty to serve 

country 

Power 

and 

authorit

y 

Generally 

undesirabl

e elements 

in society 

are 

reduced  

Good 

salar

y 

Love for 

risky and 

challengin

g job 

Financi

al 

proble

m 

Nagala

nd 

Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer - 51.6% 6.5% 9.7% - 16.1% 6.5% 

Constabl

e 

7.5% 45.3% - 5.7% - 5.7% 25.5% 

Meghal

aya 

East Khasi 

Hills(NE) 

 

Officer 8.3% 50.0%  4.2%  20.0 12.5% 

Constabl

e 

23.8% 1.6% 4.8% - - 3.2% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

`From the above table it is seen that more than 50%  of officers (51.6%) in extremist 

affected Dimapur of Nagaland and non extremist East Khasi Hills (50%) district of 

Meghalaya, joined the police service to serve the country. Around 16.1% in Dimapur and 

20% in East Khasi Hills joined the service for love of risky and challenging job. A few of 

them joined for the love of power, authority and financial problem. Here, it is seen that the 

number of Officers who joined the police service for reasons of financial problem is more in 

Meghalaya (12.5%) compared with Nagaland (6.5%). Besides, few of the officers joined the 

service for different reasons. Indicative of the options that are being supplied through the 

questionnaire  an equal percentage of 3.2% (round about 9.6%) joined police service for 



being a prestigious job, love risky and challenging, undesirable elements of the society can 

be reduced, opportunity to serve country and financial problem.  

 

Regarding constables like the officers in Dimapur district, 45.3% of them joined the 

police service to serve the country whereas in East Khasi hills district (66.7% as shown in 

Table 5 (B), maximum number of officers joined the service for reasons of stable 

government job, respect shown by people and the urge to be in police service. Around one 

third (23.8%) also joined the police for being a prestigious job whereas in Dimapur district 

around 25.5% of the constables join police service for financial problem.   

 

Here, the striking findings regarding the constables is that in the non-extremist East 

Khasi Hills district constables joined the police service for reasons of job stability in the 

government department besides other few reasons. In Dimapur- extremist affected district 

more than one third of constables join it for financial problem. It is indicative that job 

stability eventually leads to financial stability. So, it can be arrived that regardless of being 

affected or not by extremism many of the constables in these two areas see the police 

service as a department providing job and financial stability.  

 

Table 6 

Reasons for joining police service (Officers & Constables) Dimapur district, Nagaland 

and East Khasi Hills district, Meghalaya 

State District Category Reason  

Prestigious 

& 

opportunity 

to serve the 

country & 

love risky 

and 

challenging 

job 

Prestigious, 

& 

Opportunity 

to serve 

country &  

undesirable 

elements in 

society are 

reduced  

 It gives 

opportuni

ty to 

serve my 

country 

& 

Financial 

problem 

Prestigious  

opportunity 

to serve the 

country  

good salary 

& 

availability 

of quarter 

( Others) 

Stable 

govt. job, 

urge to 

join 

police 

force, 

respect 

from 

people 

etc. 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% - - 

Constable 1.9% 3.8% 1.9% 1.9% - 



 

Meghalay

a 

East 

Khasi 

Hills(NE) 

 

Officer -  - - 4.2% - 

Constable - - - - 66.7% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

Promotion: Police as a prestigious service has the method of promotion for both the 

constables and officers; this is very necessary for good performance of police department. 

Promotion as an appreciation of good service on seniority basis is an incentive and has an 

impact on the better performance of the police department. In order to understand the 

system of promotion in the police department a number of questions have been incorporated 

in the questionnaire. Table 6 –A, B and C presents the details.  

Table 7 

            Promotion system: Perception of Officers and Constables in Dimapur 

(extremist), and East Khasi Hills (Non-Extremist affected district) 

State 

 

District 

 

Category Promotion  

Yes Number of Promotion No 

 Once Twice Thrice 

 
 

Nagaland Dimapur (E) Officers 51.6% 81.3% 18.8% - 45.2 

Constables 7.5% 100.0% - - 92.5 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

Officers 62.5%    68.8% 18.8% 12.5% 37.5 

Constables 12.7%    75.0% 25.0% - 87.3 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1 

 

Table No.7,  shows that 51.6 of Officers in Dimapur (extremist) affected district 

have got promotion in the category of once and twice. In the non-extremist East Khasi hills 

district of Meghalaya 62.5% of them have got promotion. It can be said that more than half 

of the officers in both the districts have got their promotion. In terms of the number of 

promotions that they have got , the percentages of officers who have got promotion once is 

higher in Dimapur district with 81.3% as compared with East Khasi Hills of Meghalaya at 

68.8%. But around 12.5% of officers in East Khasi Hills have got their promotion thrice 

whereas in case of Dimapur district there were no officers who have got their promotion 

thrice. In both the districts equal percent of Officers (18.8%) have got their promotion twice.  

Regarding the constables in both the districts, promotion level is very less. In the 

extremist affected Dimapur district of Nagaland a small percent of 7.5% have got their 

promotion. In case of East Khasi Hills of Meghalaya, slightly higher percentage than 

Dimapur district with 12.7%  have got their promotion. Among these constables who have 

got their promotion, most them have got their promotion once only i.e. cent percentage in 

Dimapur and 75% in East Khasi Hills districts. 

  

Table 8 

Percentage of Officers and Constables in Dimapur (Nagaland) and East Khasi 

Hills  (Meghalaya) who have not got promotion and their reasons  

State District Category Number

s 

Reason for No Promotion 

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

Officers Constables Officers Constables

in
 %

Dimapur (E)                     East Khasi Hills (NE)

Get Promotion 

Yes

No



Nagaland Dimapur  Routine No 

Vacancy 

Others No 

Response 

Officers 14 28.6% 50.0% 21.4%  

 

- 

Constabl

es 

49 - 40.8% 59.2%  

Meghalay

a 

East Khasi 

Hills 

Officers 9 11.1% 

 

22.2% 55.6 11.1 

Constabl

es 

55 98.2% - 

 

1.8%  - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

 Looking at Table 8 it can be stated that the number of Officers not getting 

promotion is higher in Dimapur district (14 numbers) of Nagaland as 

compared with East Khasi Hills of Meghalaya (9).  

 With regard to reasons for not getting promotion, out of the 14 officers who 

have not got promotion,50% in Dimapur district of Nagaland replied it is due 

to reasons of no vacancy and more than one third also gave the answer due to 

routine promotion process whereas in case of East Khasi Hills out of the 9 

officers who have not got their promotion,  most of the them (55.5% in “ 

Others” category) did not get their promotion due to reasons  of not attaining 

the required years to get promotion, a usual fact, new posting, joined the 

service newly . Also, in Dimapur district, around 21.4% as shown in the 

(“Others” category) of officers were not able to get promotion due a usual 

fact to physical incompatibility, as per police rules (height problem), less 

qualification, do not opt for promotion, not able to get through promotion 

test, due to early service in terms of years after joining the department, health 

problem and changing of branch, no help from higher authority, no political 

backing, partiality by higher authorities in terms of giving recommendation 

and for not opting for promotion to avoid transfer due to family problem.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 9 

Satisfaction Level of Promotion among Officers and constables in Dimapur 

(Nagaland) and East Khasi Hills district (Meghalaya) 

State District Category Satisfaction Level of Promotion 

High Average  Not at all satisfied 

Nagaland Dimapur Officers 16.1% 45.2% 38.7% 

Constables 26.4% 37.7% 35.8% 

Meghalaya East Khasi Hills Officers 20.8% 66.7% 12.5% 

Constables - 90.5% 9.5% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

In analyzing satisfaction level of officers and constables regarding the promotion 

system, two thirds of non extremist area officers and 45% officers from the extremist area 

reported that their level of satisfaction regarding the promotion system is “average”.   

When we compare the above with regard to the constables level of satisfaction,  it is 

interesting to note that more than 90% constables  from the non extremist region stated that 

their satisfaction level was “average” regarding the promotion system.  As against this only 

37 % constables in the extremist region stated so. 

Thus, there  is not only difference between the extremist and non extremist regions 

regarding the level of satisfaction of the police personnel in regard to the promotion system, 

but there is also difference between the perception of officers and constables in regard to the 

promotion system.  

If we combine High satisfaction with average satisfaction, it is seen that in the 

extremist region 61.3% officers had average to high satisfaction.  In the non extremist 

region 87.5% officers had average to high satisfaction.  Thus when these two levels of 

satisfaction are combined, again there are significantly more percentage officers having 

average to high level of satisfaction in regard to the promotion system in the non extremist 

region as compared to the percentage of officers thinking so in the extremist region.  

So, also in regard to the constables, though the percentage of constables having 

average to high level of satisfaction is higher than that of officers, within constables across 

the extremist and non extremist regions, there is considerable difference in the percentage of 

officers having average to high level of satisfaction about the promotion system. While in 



the extremist region there are only 64.1% constables thinking so, in the non extremist region 

there are 90.5% constables thinking so.  

Duration of extra duty hours: One major problem in the police department is unspecified 

duration of duty hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make the police 

personnel frustrated which in turn affected their performance and their obligation to the 

service. 

Table 10 

Hours of Extra duty work done by the Police Officers and Constables and its payment 

pattern 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for 

extra duty 

More 

than 4 

hrs 

More 

than 8 

hrs 

More 

than 

12 hrs 

More 

than one 

day 

No 

definite 

time 

Yes  No  

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer 8.3% 25.0% 33.3% 8.3% 25.0% 3.2% 96.8% 

Constable - - 25.4% 74.6% - - 100.0% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

 

Officer 35.5%  16.1% 22.6% 25.8% - 100.0% 

Constable 37.2 9.8% 2.0% 19.6% 31.4% - 100.0% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

 If we take the baseline as more than 8 hours extra duty, as 8 hours means 

almost one more day’s work, then we can have two categories.  (i) Less than 8 

hour’s duty (ii) More than 8 hours duty. The third category will be no definite time. 

Table 11 

Police personnel giving duty more than 8 hours, less than 8 hours etc. 

State Police personnel < 8 hours  8 

hours 

No fixed time 

Dimapur Officers 8.3% 66.6% 25.0% 

Constables - 100.0% - 

East Khasi 

Hills 

Officers 35.5% 38.7% 25.8% 

Constables 37.2 31.4% 31.4% 

 



From the above tables (10&11) it is seen that in the extremist area 66.6% officers were 

giving more than 8 hours duty, and one fourth (25%) officers replied they have no fixed 

time for doing their duties. In the non-extremist area more than one third of the officers do 

less than 8 hours of duty, and another 38.7% of them do more than 8 hours of duty. Only 

one fourth has no fixed time for doing their duty hours. 

 

Thus, there is a difference between extremist and non extremist area in regard to giving duty 

for more than 8 hours. Looking at the table it can be ascertained that the officers from 

extremist area appear to have put in more duty hours as compared with officers from non-

extremist area. 

 

As for constables, 100% reported that they were giving more than 8 hours duty in the 

extremist area. On the other hand, there were only 31% of constables who were giving more 

than 8 hours duty in non extremist area and at the same time, more than 31% constables said 

that there was no fixed time duty for them and they were called to come any time.  Besides, 

37.2% of constables do less than 8 hours of duty in the non extremist area.  

 

Mostly the officers and constables did these extra hours of duty without getting any extra 

remuneration.  A few (3.2%) officers from extremist affected Dimapur district of Nagaland 

replied that they get extra payment. How and why these officers get the extra payment when 

the rest 96.8% were not paid and on what basis the payment is made, etc.,  need further 

probing as it might impact on the quality of service. 

 

As per the reply of both the Officers and Constables, it is seen that the pattern of extra duty 

hours seem a little better in non-extremist area than the extremist affected area. 

 

  

Welfare programme: For sound performance of body and mind some kind of welfare 

programme is needed for police. The table given below indicates the availability of welfare 

programmes of the police.  

 

 

 

 

 



Table 12 

Perception of officers and constables of the existent type of welfare programme- A 

comparison between Dimapur and East Khasi Hills districts 

State District Categor

y 

  

 

 

Counselling 

Welfare 

Programme  

Kind of welfare 

programme available 

Medical 

camp 

Recreational 

Yes  No  

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer 35.5% 64.5% - - - 

Constabl

e 

60.4% 39.6% 75.0% 3.1% 21.9% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills 

(NE) 

Officer 41.7% 58.3% - - - 

Constabl

e 

 100.0% - - - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

 To the question of availability of welfare programmes of the police department most 

of the officers in Dimapur (64.5%) and East Khasi Hills (58.3%) said that  there are no 

welfare programmes. However, around 35-40% officers in both these districts said that they 

do have welfare programmes.   

 With constables we find stark differences between these two districts of extremist 

affected and non-extremist area of Nagaland and Meghalaya. Majority of the constables 

(60.4%) of Dimapur district replied that  there are welfare programmes. In contrast to this, 

100% of the constables of East Khasi Hills said there are no welfare programmes. 

Table 13 

Welfare programmes needed for police personnel in Extremist and non extremist 

areas  

Nature of Welfare Schemes needed 

State districts Category Counseling Recreation Counselli

ng and  

recrea 

tion 

Health 

Check 

up  

Don’t 

know 

Nagaland Dimapur Officers 23.5% 64.7% 

 

11.8% - - 

Constables 23.8% 19.0% 14.3% 

 

33.3% 9.6% 

Meghalaya East 

Khasi 

Hills 

Officers 42.9% 28.6% 28.6% - 

 

- 

Constables 23.8% 

 

44.4% 19.0% - 12.7% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

 It is seen from the above table that almost equal percentage (24%) of officers and 

constables of the Extremist region and constables of non extremist region, stated that they 



wanted counselling programmes.  Nearly twice the percentage (46%) of officers of non 

extremist region asked for these services. 

 

Varying percentage of officers and constables asked for recreational services.  The highest 

percentage (64.7%) were officers of Dimapur, the extremist region, followed by 44.4% of 

constables from non extremist region asking for these services,  with 28.6% officers of the 

non extremist region and only 19% of constables from Dimapur  asking for these services. 

 

Both counselling and recreation facilities were asked for by lower percentage of police 

personnel belonging to extremist and non extremist regions. 

 

Only constables of the extremist region and that too one third of them asked for health check 

up facilities. 

  

Thus there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in regard to the 

perceived need for different welfare activities for the police personnel. 

 

 Training of the constables: Training is an indispensable part of better performance in 

police department. Training as well as refresher course of the officers and constables is 

required as they are indispensable in maintaining law and order of the state. Besides, proper 

training of the constables is necessary as they are the grass root workers in the police 

department especially in extremist affected area. The table below indicates the opinion of 

the police. 

 

Table 14 

Distribution of satisfaction/adequacy level of the Training provided to police 

Constables and areas where they need to be updated 

Constables 

State District  Satisfaction with 

training 

Provided 

Adequate 

training  

Need for update 

 Satisfied  Not 

satisfied 

yes  No In handling 

arms and 

ammunition 

In 

combat 

dealing 

with 

extremist

& latest 



technolog

y 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

98.1% 1.9% 90.6

% 

9.4% 100.0% - - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

73.0% 27.0% 28.6% 71.4% 73.3% 8.9% 17.8% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

  

 Almost all but a few constables from Dimapur and three fourths  officers from East 

Khasi Hills reported that they are satisfied with the training provided to the police 

constables. Almost all of them from the extremist area also felt that the training provided 

was adequate.  

 

 However only 29% of constables from the non extremist district reported that the 

constables training was adequate. In fact those who stated that the training was not adequate, 

said also that the constables should get training in handling arms and ammunition.   

 

 There is thus considerable similarity between the extremist and non-extremist 

regions in regard to the satisfaction about the training and the adequacy of the training 

provided and the type of training that they needed etc.  

 

 

Punishment: It is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake of 

maintaining order erring constables have to be  punished so that they do not  repeat the 

same error again and thereby maintain discipline in the police force.  Whether there exists 

a system of punishment and if so is there a difference in the same between the extremist 

and non extremist regions, was ascertained from the officers.  The response given were 

analysed and it was noted that 100% officers  from Dimpaur and almost all except a couple 

of officers from East Khazi Hills mentioned that there was a system of punishing erring 

constables. The punishment given was according to the law laid down in the police 

manual. 

 



Relationship between senior and junior officers: Coordination and cooperation is 

mandatory for any team effort to be successful. Therefore, the relationship between senior 

and junior officer is a very important factor for a better performance of police. Through the 

study an attempt was made to examine if the area of operation has any affect on the 

relationship between the senior and the junior officers. 

Table 15 

Relationship pattern between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate 

superiors 

State District Category Cordial  Indifferent Strained Obediently 

following 

the officers 

command 

Average  Any 

other 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer 48.4% 3.2% - 41.9% 6.5%  

constable 83.0% - - 9.4% 1.9% 5.7% 

Meghalay

a 

East 

Khasi 

Hills 

(NE) 

Officer 66.7% - - 33.3% - - 

constable 47.6% 14.3% 14.3% 19.0% - 4..8% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

 Around half of the officers from Dimapur (48.4%) and 66.7% of officers from East 

Khasi hills districts said that they have cordial relations between senior and junior officers.  

 

 Similarly, there are 83% of constables from the extremist region who stated to have 

cordial relations.  Only a few (9.4%) said they obeyed the command.  However, in the non 

extremist district less than half of the constables (47.6%) stated to have cordial relations and 

less than ¼ (19%) followed the command of officers. Compared with extremist area we find 

that in the East Khasi Hills district around 28.6% i.e. more than one  fourth of the constables 

have indifferent and strained relationship with the officers.   

 

 If we take the aspect of cordial and following command, we could state that more 

than 90% of officers had cordial relations in both extremist and non extremist regions. For 

the constables the percentage of having this positive aspect is higher in the extremist district 

as compared with non extremist area. It will be an important thing to further probe about 



having strained relations between officers and constables in East Khasi Hills district of 

Meghalaya.   

  

  To the query what they would do if they had poor relations with their 

officers, the following replies were given as tabulated and presented in the table below.  

Table 16 

Dealing pattern of relationship between Officers and constables in cases of indifferent 

or strained relation 

State District Category  I just do 

my duty 

I talk with 

my friend 

& family 

I approach the 

person and talk 

about the 

problem 

 Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer  75.0% - 25.0% 

constable 100.0% - - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills(NE) 

 

Officer 66.7% 33.3% - 

constable 100.0% - - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 Among the officers who said they have strained or indifferent relationship,   three 

fourths (75%)  officers of Dimapur district and 66.7% of Officers in East Khasi Hills were  

of the opinion that they just do their duty when they have strained relation between senior 

and junior police personnel.  

 

 Another ¼ from the extremist affected district said they approached the concerned 

person with whom they have strained relations and talk about the matter. Whereas in case of 

the non extremist district  one third (33.3%)  officers said that they talked about the problem  

with friends or family members.  

 

 In case of the constables hundred percent of them from both the districts replied they 

also just do their duty and do nothing to improve the relationship.  

 

 There is thus very little difference between the extremist and non extremist districts 

in regard to the strategies used to deal with problem relationships. 



 

 

Commitment to job: The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties 

whether risky or not reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore, questions regarding 

readiness to accept risky assignment are included in the questionnaire to test their 

commitment to police service. 

Table 17  

Police Officers and Constables readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Category RARA* 

 

Reason for accepting  

Yes NO Enjoy 

risk 

Part of 

duty 

Enjoy 

risk 

also 

part of 

duty 

Can not 

do any 

thing 

Trained 

for it 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer 96.8% 3.2% 13.3% 50.0% 6.7% - 30.0% 

Constable 86.8% 13.2% - 73.9% 4.3% 10.9% 10.9% 

Meghalaya East 

Khasi 

Hills(NE) 

Officer 100.0% - 4.2% 91.7% - - 4.2% 

Constable 100.0% - - 48.3% - 22.4% 29.3% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

                                *Readiness to accept risky assignment  

 To the question of readiness in taking risky assignment most of the Officers and 

the constables in both the extremist and non-extremist affected district of 

Nagaland and Meghalaya gave the reply that they were ready to take any risky 

assignment. Only a few constables from the extremist district replied that they 

were not ready to take any risky assignment. 

 

 When asked why they are ready to take risky assignment, around one third of the 

officers from extremist affected Dimapur district said that they are trained for it 

and majority of the officers (91.7%) in non extremist East Khasi Hills District 

said that it is part of their duty. For the constables, slightly less than ¾ from 

Dimapur and around half (48.3%) from East Khasi Hills district replied it is a 

part of their duty. Again more than ¼ of constables in the non extremist region 



replied that they are ready to take risky assignment because they are trained for it 

which is also supplemented by 10.9% of constables from the extremist affected 

district.  Again less than 1/3 of the constables from non-extremist area said they 

have to take the risky assignment as it is orders from the superior and they 

cannot do anything about it.   

Among the few officers and constables who were not ready to take risky 

assignment, the reply given by them is tabulated in the table given below. 

Strategies used to avoid risky assignment by Officers and constables: 

Table 18 

Dealing pattern of Non readiness to accept risky assignment by Officers and constables 

State District Category RA

RA

* 

Reason for accepting  

No Take 

leave 

Exchang

e duty 

Tell officer 

to postpone 

sending  

 

Any Other( Being 

risky have to think 

twice, only earning 

member cannot 

take risk, being in 

administration 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer 1 - 100.0%   

Constable 7   14.3% 85.7% 

Meghala

ya 

East 

Khasi 

Hills 

(NE) 

 

Officer - - - - - 

Constable 1 100.0

% 

 -  

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

It is seen from the extremist region data that there was only one officer who did 

not want to take up risky assignments and he said that he will exchange his duty with 

another person if he was asked to take up risky assignment. 

 Of the 7 constables in the extremist region data one said that he will request the 

officer to postpone sending him for the risky assignment and the remaining said that they 

cannot take a risk because of their family and because they are in the administration 

work.  

 

 



Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

Control of extremism: Police play a crucial role in extremist affected region. They 

have to remain more effective and cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore, we made 

an attempt to find out the opinion of Police from both Dimapur and East Khasi Hills 

district on the subject to assess the performance level of police in extremist affected 

areas as compared to non-extremist affected areas.  

Table 19 

View of Police Officers and Constables in controlling Extremism Nagaland & 

Meghalaya 
State District Category Control 

very well 

Control to 

an extent 

Not at all 

able to 

control 

Extremist problem 

is not the problem 

of police only 

Any 

other 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer  6.5% 54.8% - 38.7% - 

Constable  3.8% 69.2% 11.5% 9.6% 5.7% 

Meghalaya East 

Khasi 

Hills  

Officer  45.8% 29.2%  25.0% - 

Constable  11.1% 88.9% - - - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

In the above table if we merge the columns, “control very well” with “control to an 

extent”, it is seen that 61.3% officers and 73% of constables of the extremist region 

stated that they are able to control the extremist activities.   In the non extremist 

region, 75% officers and all the (100%) constables of non extremist region (East 

Khasi Hills) felt that the extremist activities are controlled well by the police.   

 

  Thus, there is not much of a difference between the extremist and non 

extremist regions in regard to the officers and constables’ perception of the police being able 

to control the extremists.  However within this broad category, the personnel belonging to 

the extremist region (Dimapur) have fewer officers who state that the police is able to 

control the extremists very well.  In this regard there is a difference between the extremist 

and non extremist region. 



  It is also noteworthy that 25% officers from East Khasi Hills and 39% 

officers and about 10% constables from Dimapur said that the extremist problem is not a 

problem of the police only and that many other agencies may also be involved.   

 Thus, one may state that by and large there is a feeling that the police are able to 

control the extremist activities to an extent amongst both officers and constables.  However, 

there is also the feeling that extremist problem is not the problem of the police only. 

Graph 1 

Police Officers and Constables in controlling Extremism in Dimapur, Nagaland  

 

 

The above graph very clearly shows that compared to officers more constables say that they 

control extremism very well in Dimapur district of Nagaland. Almost 40% of the officers 

are of the opinion that police is not at all able to control extremism. Very few constables are 

of the similar opinion 
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Graph 2 

Police Officers and Constables in controlling Extremism in East Khasi Hills, 

Meghalaya  

 

  From the above graph it is seen that in East Khasi Hills district of Meghalaya 

more officers think they can control extremism very well compared to constables. 90% 

constables think police can control extremism to an extent. According to one third of the 

officers think that extremism is not the only problem of police, they have other works do 

also. 

Table 20 

Perception of Police Officers and Constables regarding the reasons  for controlling 

extremism well  in Nagaland and Meghalaya- comparison between extremist and non 

extremist areas 

State District Category Police is 

very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

Fearless Not afraid 

of death 

or injury 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer  50.0% - - 50.0% 

Constable  - 20.0% 20.0% 60.0% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

hills(NE) 

 

Officer  40.0% 40.0% 20.0% - 

Constable  28.6% 71.4% - - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 
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 It is interesting to note that an equal percentage (50%)  of the officers from extremist 

region (Dimapur) stated that the reasons for controlling the extremist problem very well  is 

due to the efficiency of the police and their not being afraid of death or injury. Similarly,  

officers from non-extremist region (East Khasi Hills) replied that it was because of  police 

efficiency, well trained personnel  and fearlessness among the police that have curbed 

extremist activity.   

 

 Well trained and efficient police being responsible for controlling extremist activities 

has been advanced by officers of both extremist and non extremist regions. However, all the 

officers of Dimapur (extremist affected) said that it is efficiency and fearlessness among the 

police that has controlled extremist activities. 

 

 Thus , there is not only no difference between  the police personnel of the extremist 

and  non extremist regions regarding the perception of police personnel in controlling 

extremism well,  there is also not much difference between officers and constables in regard 

to the reasons given by them for controlling extremist activities.  

 

 To the query if the extremist activities is not controlled effectively what could be the 

possible reason, the responses given by the officers and constables from the two regions are 

tabulated and presented in the table (21)   

 

Table 21 

View of Officers and Constables for not controlling well the extremist problem  

State District Category Defectiv

e recruit 

-ment 

policy 

Need 

rigorous 

training 

Afraid 

of 

sudden 

death 

Lack 

of high 

tech 

instru

ments 

Lack 

of 

manp

ower 

Non 

supporti

ng local 

people 

Lack of 

ammuni

tion 

Any 

Other 

Militant 

outfits  

Nagaland Dimapu

r (E) 

Officer  - 33.3% 5.6% -  - 27.8% 5.6% 

Constable  2.9% 2.9% 5.7% - - 25.7% 20.0% 22.9% 

Meghala

ya 

East 

Khasi 

Hills 

Officer  - 14.3% - - - 28.6% 28.6% 14.3% 

Constable  - - - 17.4% 31.7 30.2% - 9.5% 



(NE) % 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

  

 From the above table it may be stated that there is a difference between the extremist 

and non extremist regions in regard to the perception that the extremists are not being 

controlled very well. Lack of training is given by the officers in the extremist region as a 

cause for not being able to control the extremist very well.  The constables feel that it is the 

lack of support from local people and foreign outfits in the neighbouring countries being the 

reason for not being able to control the extremist activities. In this there is a difference 

between constables and officers as well as across the two regions. 

Table 22 

Officers and Constables Having Multiple Views for not Controlling Well of Extremist 

Problem  

State District Category Defective 

recruit -

ment 

policy & 

lack of 

ammunitio

n 

Need for 

More 

rigorous 

training 

& lack of 

ammuniti

on 

Defective 

recruitment, 

Need 

rigorous 

training , No 

support from 

local people 

& Afraid of 

sudden death 

Lack of 

ammunition 

& no support 

from local 

people & 

unpredictabil

ity of sudden 

violence 

Nagaland Dimapur Officers 5.6% 11.1% 11.2% - 

 

Constables 2.9% 2.9% 2.9% 14. 

4% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills 

Officers - - 14.3%  

- 

Constables - 1.6% 4.8%  

- 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

  

 Adding up need for rigorous training and lack of ammunition, it is seen that 72.2% 

of officers from Dimapur (extremist region) said these factors are responsible for non 

effective control of extremism in Nagaland. Also, less than ¼ officers said extremism could 

not be controlled well due to Defective recruitment, not getting support from the local 

people and being afraid of death. A few officers (5.6%) replied due to militant outfits 

staying in neighbouring countries. 



 Similar to the views of constables of extremist affected district of Dimapur, 71.5% 

of the officers from the non extremist region East Khasi Hills district of Meghalaya said 

wide gap between police & public, not getting support from the local people, lack of 

ammunition, unpredictability of sudden violence and militant outfits staying in neighbouring 

countries are responsible for non efficient control of extremism.  

 Nearly 1/3 of the officers of non extremist region said due lack of rigorous training, 

defective recruitment, lack of ammunition, no support from local people, afraid of sudden 

death and Militant outfits staying in neighbouring countries as responsible for non effective 

control of extremism.    

 On the other hand the view of majority of the constables (79.3%) of non extremist 

region for not controlling effectively of extremist problem is due to lack of high tech 

equipments, lack of manpower and wide gap between police & public. Only a few of them 

said about (9.5%) said about militants staying in neighbouring countries. 

 We can see that in the extremist region there are differences in the views of the 

officers and constables in regard to the reasons for non effective control of extremism in the 

area. The Officers emphasized on lack of rigorous training and ammunition,  whereas the 

constables emphasized on lack of support from local people, unpredictability of sudden 

violence and militant outfits staying in neighbouring countries. The common issue amongst 

officers and constables is lack of ammunition. In case of the non extremist region, the 

officers’ view is similar to those of constables of extremist region. However, the constables 

emphasized on lack of high tech equipment, lack of manpower and wide gap between police 

and public. 

 

Difference in the atmosphere between extremist and non extremist affected area:  

 There exist distinct differences in the perception of atmosphere being peaceful or 

tense between extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. During their career in 

police service the police personnel has to face different situations in extremist affected area 

and non extremist affected area. The study intended to find out the differences in their 

perception of the situation being tense, peaceful etc.  Table below presents the details.                                                                  

                                                           

 



Table 23 

Perception of Police personnel of the atmosphere being tense or peaceful in the 

extremist and non extremist areas 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

State District Category Tense in 

extremist , 

peaceful in 

non 

extremist 

Police need 

to be fully 

alert in 

extremist 

General 

people 

hardly 

move 

freely in 

extremist 

region 

Too much 

bloodshed 

in 

extremist 

region 

No 

differe

nce 

Tense in 

extremist 

region , 

too much 

blood 

shed & 

police 

need to be 

alert, 

people do 

not move 

freely 

Nagalnd Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer  50.0% 20.0% - 16.7% 6.7% 6.7% 

Constable  62.3% 9.4% 5.7% 5.7% - 17.0% 

Meghalay

a 

East 

Khasi 

Hills 

(NE) 

 

Officer  59.1% 9.1% 13.6% 13.6% - 4.5% 

Constable  17.5% 42.9% 7.9% 30.2% 1.6% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31, CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24, CSS -63 

 

o Half of the officers from Dimapur district feel that the atmosphere is tense in 

extremist regions but peaceful in non-extremist region. Same is the view of 

62.3% constables in Dimapur .This view is also expressed by 59% officers 

and a small percent of 17.5% in East Khasi hills district. 

o A small percentage of officers in Dimapur “No Difference” regarding the 

situation whereas officers gave no views and minimum 1.6% constables gave 

the same view in non extremist district.  

o 20% Officers from extremist said police need to be fully alert in extremist 

affected area. This view is endorsed by a few 9.4% of constables from the 

same district. Whereas 43% constables and a small percent of 9% officers 

acknowledge this view in the non extremist district.  



o To the option of having too much bloodshed in the extremist area a few 

percent of officers (16.7%) and constables (5.7%) agreed to this view from 

Dimapur district.  In East Khasi Hills district slightly less than 1/3rd (30.2%) 

agreed there is too much bloodshed .But a few 13.6% of officers from the 

same district have this view. 

o A few percent of officers and constables from both extremist and non 

extremist districts replied it is tense in extremist region as well as too much 

bloodshed, so police need to be alert and people hardly move freely. 

 

Thus, we can say that most of the officers and constables from extremist and non 

extremist area but lesser percent of constables from non extremist agreed that it is tense in 

extremist area.     

Major problem faced by the police in extremist area:-views of the constables  

The objective of our study was to find out the problems faced by the police (all 

categories) in the non extremist and extremist affected area. From the data given below we 

found the problem faced by police constables in the two areas as given in the table below. 

Table 24 

Distribution pattern of Problem faced by Constables in extremist Area 

CONSTABLES 

State  District Lack of 

updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communica

tion system 

Lack of 

manpowe

r 

Wide gap 

between 

police and 

public 

Any other Lack of 

updated 

equipment, 

communic

ation 

system & 

manpower  

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

17.0% 9.4% 26.4% 7.5% 11.3% 28.3% 

- 

Meghalaya Esat Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

19.1% 1.6% 31.7% 30.2% 9.5% 8.0% 

 

Dimapur: CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills:  CSS -63 



The above table indicates that 28.3% of constables face the problem of lack of updated 

equipments and manpower from Dimapur which is an extremist affected area which is also 

endorsed by 8% officers from East Khasi Hills (non extremist district).  

  

Slightly more than 1/4th (26.4%) of officers in the extremist district replied of facing 

problem due to lack of manpower. This is similar with the view of 31.7% officers from non 

extremist district. 

 In the context of having wide gap between police and public we see differences in 

the extremist and the non extremist area. More percentages of officers (30.2%) saying there 

is wide gap between them and the public as compared with only 7.5% of officers saying this 

from the extremist area. This indeed is notable as perceive by many that in extremist area 

there is wide gap between police and public. 

Almost equal percent of around 17% of officers from extremist and non extremist area said 

there is lack of equipment.  

 

Chart 1 

Problem faced by Constables in extremist Area Nagaland Dimapur (E) 
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The above chart reflects that lack of updated equipment and lack of manpower are the 

problem faced by 28% and 27% constables respectively Dimapur of Nagaland. Lack of 

updated equipment is the next serious problem faced by the constables in extremist area 

Chart 2 

Problem faced by Constables in extremist Area (Meghalaya, East Khasi Hills (NE)  

 

   

Lack of manpower is the problem according to almost one third of the constables 

from East Khasi Hills of Meghalaya. This is followed by wide gap between police and 

public. Third problem faced by the constables is lack of updated equipments. 

 

 Preparedness to counter insurgents: The insurgents are equipped with 

sophisticated weapons; as such it is necessary that the police personnel are also well 

equipped to counter the insurgent and their activities. Therefore, opinion was sought from 

the officers about how well equipped they are to counter insurgents. Table 25 presents the 

details. 
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Table 26 

Preparedness level of Police Officers to counter insurgent activities 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 

State  District Yes No  Reason for unequipped 

Not well 

trained 

Inadequ

ate arms 

Restricted 

from using 

sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardn

ess 

Not well 

trained & 

inadequat

e arms 

Nagaland Dimapur(E) 38.7% 61.3% 5.6% 61.1% 5.6% 27.8% - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

58.3% 41.7% 20.0% 50.0% - 20.0% 10.0% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

o It is interesting to note that more officers (61.3%) from the extremist area 

replied police is not well trained to counter the insurgents. Far lesser 

percentage of officers (41.7%) in non extremist district had similar view.   

o More than half 58.3% from non extremist area opine that police officers are 

well equipped adequately to counter insurgent activities. However, only 

38.7% of officers from extremist area replied they are well equipped to 

counter insurgents. 

Thus, there are considerable differences between the extremist and non extremist 

region officers in regard to being well equipped to counter insurgency. 

 As for reasons as to why they think the police is not equipped to counter the 

insurgents, 61% officers said that the inadequacy of arms and ammunition is the reason 

followed by 28% of officers who stated that extremism is related more to the economically 

backward classes and they are given better facilities for food, clothing shelter etc by the 

extremists and hence it is not so easy to counter insurgency.  The latter point was mentioned 

by 20% of officers from the non extremist region that is Khasi Hills. At the same time 

nearly 80% officers felt that lack of training and inadequacy of arms separately and together 

make the police fail to counter extremism.  



 We can say most of the views of officers from both extremist and non extremist 

areas differ considerably in regard to the reasons why police is not well equipped to counter 

insurgency.  

 

Question of avoiding violence in dealing with insurgents taking shelter in 

villages: 

Police is the protector of common people. It is the responsibility of police to ensure 

the safety of the common people while dealing with the insurgents. Therefore, officers were 

asked about how far they are concerned about avoiding violence while arresting extremist 

taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain safe. Table 23 presents their 

view.  

Table 27 

Police Officers View on Avoiding Violence in Dealing with Insurgents 

State  District Yes No  Methods 

With 

help of 

public 

By surroun 

ding their 

hideouts 

without the  

knowledge 

By 

opening 

fire only 

if they 

did 

To disarm 

them with  

suddenness 

that they are 

taken aback 

Nagaland Dimapur (E) 61.3% 38.7% 21% 63.2% - 5.3% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

50.0% 50.0% 25.0% 50.0% 25.0% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 Nearly two thirds officers in the extremist (61.3%) area said that they avoided 

violence in dealing with extremists taking shelter in villages so that the villagers are safe. 

The manner in which they did so was by identifying the extremists’ hideouts and 

surrounding them without their knowledge.  Just about one fifth officers said that they used 

the help of public in capturing the extremists. 

 As against this in the non extremist area, 50% of officers said that they avoided 

violence and another 50% said they did not avoid violence.  To the query how they captured 

the extremists without violence, 50% officers of the non extremist area said they identified 

the hideouts like in the extremist region and surrounded them without their knowledge.  



25% said they took the help of public and another 25% said they opened fire only if the 

extremists did.   

 Thus, there is a clear difference between the extremist and non-extremist regions in 

regard to the officers statement regarding use of violence and the manner in which they 

captured the extremists.  It is understandable because in the extremist region they are facing 

these problems frequently and hence are aware of the strategies and its effectiveness. 

Unified Command System: In insurgency affected areas, a unified command system 

consisting of police, army and civil administration exists as a measure of counter insurgency 

strategy and security system. The officers were asked whether they face any problem 

working under this system.  It was noted that nearly 55% officers from the extremist area 

and 71% officers from the non extremist area said that they had no problems working under 

the unified command system. 

 

Extremism and crime rate: We can find a certain relationship between the extremist 

activities and the other crime rates. There may be an increase or decrease in the crime rate 

according to the prevalence of the extremist activities and the security system that are 

employed in these extremist affected areas. 

Table 29 

Police Officers View on Crime Rate and Insurgency and Their Reasons 

Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District Yes No  If yes ,the reasons for the same 

Local 

criminals 

encouraged as 

they can 

blame 

insurgents 

Many times the 

extremists use 

the local 

criminals for 

criminal 

activities 

Both 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur(E) 87.1% 12.9% 48.1% 40.7% - 

Meghalaya East Khasi Hills 

(NE)  

41.7% 58.3% 40.0% 50.0% 10.0% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 



o 87.1% officers from Dimapur i.e. extremist affected area said that there is an 

increase in crime rate due to extremist activities. However, 58.3% officers 

from East Khasi Hills non extremist area said there is no increase in crime 

rate because of extremist activities. Only 41.7% said crime has increased. 

o To the question of why and how Crime has increased, the reason given by 

them is that local criminals were encouraged to indulge in  crimes as they can 

blame insurgents and escape being caught by the police. Another aspect to 

this is that many times the extremists use the local criminals for criminal 

activities. Both these views were expressed by the officers in the extremist 

and non extremist regions.  The percentage varied between 40% to 50%.  

o While there is a significantly high percentage of officers in the extremist area 

stating that crime rate has increased, the reasons stated by the officers of the 

two regions have almost equal percentage.   

 

Table 30 

Police Officers View on Decrease in Crime Rate and Insurgent Activities & Their 

Reasons 

Decrease of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District yes No  If yes the reasons for the same 

Even the 

criminals are 

scared and do 

not come out 

People 

invariably 

remain indoors 

due to fear of 

extremist 

Because of 

extremists, the 

police force is 

always around 

Any other 

Nagaland 

 

 Dimapur 

(E) 

9.7% 90.3% 33.3 - 66.7% - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

20.8% 79.2% 12.5% 50.0% 25.0% 12.5% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

  Only 9.7% officers from Dimapur and 20.8% officers from East Khasi hills district 

said that there is a decrease in crime rate due to extremist activities.  

 

 



Satisfaction with the level of police performance: How far the police 

personnel are satisfied with the present police performance is of a great concern for 

understanding the performance of police in the extremist and non extremist areas. 

Police officers in our sample study were asked to give their opinion. In this regard, 

the following table indicates their view.  

Figure 1 

 

 In Dimapur district more than 50% of officers are found to be satisfied and less 

than find it average with regard to their performance. 

 In East Khasi Hills district majority of the officers, that is more than 70% 

officers are satisfied and more than 15% find average satisfaction with the 

present police performance. Though few less than 10% of officers are highly 

satisfied with their performance  

The data in the above table indicates that the police officers are quite satisfied with 

the performance of the police as minimal percent of 4.2% in non extremist area replied 

of not being satisfied with the performance level of the police.   

Human Rights Commission:  

A positive relation between police and Human Rights Commission is almost a rare 

phenomenon. It is believed that the existence of Human rights Commission helps in 

protecting the rights of the people. On one hand, Police often think that Human Rights 

Commission interferes in their work and sometimes hampers in dealing with insurgents etc.  

Therefore, police officers are asked to give their views on whether the existence of Human 

Rights Commission helps in reducing Human Rights violations of the people and whether it 

hampers in their functioning. Table 27 provides the details.  
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Table 31 

Views of Police Officers on the role of Human Rights Commission in reducing human 

rights violations 

 
State District Yes  No  If no the reasons for the same 

Lack of 

awareness 

H.R. rules 

No idea of 

existence 

of H.R. C  

No clear 

instruction

s 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur 

(E)  

58.1% 41.9% 60.5% 15.4% 23.1% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills 

79.2% 20.8% 20.0% 20.0% 60.0% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

HR- Human rights, HRC- Human Rights Commission 
 

 More than half (58.1%) officers in the extremist affected area i.e. Dimapur 

district expressed that the Human Rights Commission helps in reducing the 

human rights violations.  In East Khasi Hills district (non extremist) 79.2% 

officers gave the same view. However, 41.9% replied inspite of the existence of 

Human rights Commission there has been no improvement in human rights 

violations. 

The reasons given by those officers who said “No” include the following: 

(i) lack of awareness Human Rights rules  

(ii) a few do not know about the existence of Human Rights Commission and 

(iii) no clear instructions are given on this matter.  

Of these three reasons 60.5% of the officers from the extremist region stated lack of 

awareness regarding human rights rules and around one third from the same region stated no 

clear instructions exist in regard to the role of Human Rights Commission. Similar views 

were also expressed by 60% of officers from non extremist area. 

Thus, one finds that there are similar views among the officers about the Human 

Rights Commission’s help in the two regions.   

Police performance (General): Techniques used by police for crime prevention- 

 The police officers use different techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime 

prevention nowadays does not mean only to arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime 

prevention takes a wider sense with the police working in coordination with the public to 



root out crime.  Some of the techniques used by the police personnel for crime prevention 

are presented in the table given in the next page.  

Table 32 

Techniques Used by Officers for Crime Prevention in Dimapur (extremist affected 

district) and East Khasi Hills (non-extremist affected district) 

Techniques used by police officers for crime prevention 

State District Use 

educatio

nal 

method 

Punishm

ent to 

the 

offender 

Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

and 

punish 

Inform 

public 

about 

crimes 

Organize 

camps/work 

shops for the 

public 

Using 

education

al method 

& 

punishme

nt 

Any 

Other 

(Correc

t 

detectio

n of 

crime) 

Nagaland Dimapur 

(E) 

9.7% 6.5% 38.7% 25.8% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

4.2% - 50.0% 16.7% 25.0% - 4.2% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 Fifty percent of the officers from non extremist district and 38.7% from extremist 

affected district said that they quickly captured and punished the culprit. Regarding 

informing the public about the crimes ¼ of the officers use this technique in the extremist 

region whereas only 16.7% of the officers in non extremist district use this strategy. 

Organising workshops/camps for prevention of crime method is used by 25% of police 

officers in non extremist area whereas in the extremist area it is very minimal with just 6.5% 

stating so.  

If we combine “punishment to the offender” and “Capture culprit quickly and punish” , it is 

seen that in the extremist region 45.2% officers saying so and 50% officers of the non 

extremist region saying so.  Thus in regard to this strategy there is no difference between the 

officers of the two regions. 

 In all other categories we find that the percentage is too small to compare across the 

regions.  



 

  The Issue concerned with Manpower in Police System in the State:  

  In the extremist affected area often manpower in police force fall short  for activities 

like  security cover to safeguard and protect public properties such as monuments, markets, 

festivals etc.   To the query if they have sufficient man power the response given by them 

are tabulated and presented in the table given below.  

Table 33 

Police Officers view on Sufficiency of Manpower in the Police Force 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of public monuments etc 

State  District sufficient Not sufficient  

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur (E) 19.4% 80.6% 

Meghalaya East Khasi Hills (NE) 20.8% 79.2% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

  

 Majority of the officers in both extremist and non extremist area replied that 

manpower is not sufficient to safeguard public properties.    

 

Relationship between media and police: Media plays a very important role by 

reporting the activities of police. However, we often come over the allegation that media 

become biased when reporting on police.   Table below presents the detail 

  



Table 34 

Views of Police Officers in Regard to Relationship between Police and the Media 

Officer 

Relationship between media and police 

State District Positive  Negati

ve  

Neutral If no the reasons 

No 

specific 

reason 

Media 

looks for 

sensationa

l news  

Manipulate 

interview 

Never report 

good work 

of police 

Nagalan

d 

 

Dimapur(

E)  

19.4% 19.4% 61.3%  50.0% - 50.0% 

Meghala

ya 

East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

12.5% 33.3% 54.2% 12.5% 25.0% 12.5% 50.0% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

  Slightly, more than 60% officers (61.3%) from the extremist region that is 

Dimapur and East Khasi Hills (54.2%) non extremist said that media is neutral while 

reporting police activities.  

  At the same time, the percentage of officers from non extremist area with 

33.3% saying media is negative towards police is higher than extremist area with 19.4%. 

  Of the few officers who said that media is negative towards the police, equal 

percentage of 50% each of police officers from Dimapur said media looks for sensational 

news and it never reports good work of police. In East Khasi Hills district fifty percent of 

the officers replied that media never reports good work of police. 

  By and large there is not much of a difference between the officers of the two 

regions in regard to their views about the relationship between the media and the police.  

Very few in both districts have indicated positive relationship, while mostly it is either 

neutral or negative.  

Community policing:  

Community policing is a policing strategy and philosophy based on the notion that 

community interaction and support can help control crime and reduce fear, with community 



members helping to identify suspects, detain vandals and bring problems to the attention of 

police. In order to find out the relation between police and public from the police side, 

through the questionnaire views of the police was obtained. The table given below describes 

their perceived views about the public’s views towards police.  

Table 35 

Views of Police Officers about the relationship between Police and Public 

State District category Cordial  Straine

d 

Sense of 

fear by 

the 

public 

Public do not 

understand 

police and 

their police 

infrastructur

e 

Any Other 

( tribal 

people do 

not 

cooperate 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur 

(E) 

Officer  32.3%  12.9% 54.8% - 

Constable

s 

96.2% 1.9% 1.9% - - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

Officer  62.5% 8.3% 4.2% 20.8% 4.2% 

Constable

s 

50.8% 14.3% 14.3% 20.6% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 

 Police officers perceiving the relationship between the police and the public as 

cordial vary between the extremist and non extremist areas. As against only 32% officers of 

the extremist district stating that the relationships is cordial 63% (nearly twice the number) 

from the non extremist region says that the relationship is cordial between the police and the 

public. 

 It is interesting to note that in the extremist region more constable (thrice) are there 

as compared to officers who stated that the relationship between the police and the public is 

cordial. In the non extremist region far lesser percentage of constables are there as compared 

to officers who felt so. 

These differences between the two regions are also important to note. 



 To the query why there is strained relations between the police and the public, the 

responses given by the police personnel is tabulated and presented in the table below. 

Table 36 

Police Officers views on strained relation between police and public 

Reason for strained relations  between police and public 

State  District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion of 

police by 

public 

Police is 

Ruled by 

political 

orders 

Police is 

Harsh to 

public 

Police 

considered as 

corrupt 

organization 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur (E) 16.7% 25.0% 16.7% 16.7% 25.0% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

20.0% 40.0% 20.0% 6.7% 13.3% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 From the above it is seen that the percentage of officers who advanced reasons for 

strained relationship between the police and public were distributed almost equally amongst 

(i) police considered corrupt (ii) suspicion of police by the public (iii) not so successful 

police (iv) police ruled by politicians (v) police harsh to the public.  

 

 If we combine suspicion of police by public + police ruled by politicians + police 

considered corrupt organisations, it is worth noting that more than 67%  officers in the 

extremist region have given this reason.  On the contrary, in the non extremist region,  

73.3% gave this reason.  

 

 Perception of police being harsh toward the public was advanced by very few 

officers in the extremist and non extremist regions. 

 

 Thus, there is not much of a difference in the reasons advanced by the percentage of 

officers from the extremist and non extremist districts.  

 

  The Support police get from the public:  As a part of community policing,   

police gets different kinds of support from the public.  These different supports (level) are 

tabulated and presented in Table 37 given below.  

  



Table 37 

Views of Officers towards the Level of Support police gets from the Public  

Support police get from public 

State  District Public 

involve 

police in 

police- 

public 

interface 

Giving 

clue 

about 

culprit 

Following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helping 

police in 

road 

safety 

week 

Giving clue about  

strange activities 

in the 

neighbourhood 

No 

support 

from 

public 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur (E) 6.9% 44.8% 13.8% 3.4% 6.8% 10.3% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

4.2% 41.9% 4.2% 8.4% 33.4% 8.3% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

  

 Only a small percentage of officers from the both the extremist and non extremist 

region said that they do not get support from the public.   

  

 When giving clue about culprit is combined with giving clue about things happening 

in the neighbourhood and also helping police in different activities like road safety week 

etc.,  it is interesting to note that 55% of officers from Extremist region and 83.7% officers 

from the non extremist region had said so.   

  

 Thus it appears that there are more officers from the non extremist region who 

perceive the public to be helpful and assisting the police in all ways possible.  This 

perception of public being very helpful was stated by relatively lesser percent of officers in 

the extremist region. 

 

 

 Mechanism for public cooperation: the police officers were asked whether they 

have any mechanism for public cooperation. 

  



Table 38 

Police Officers view on Mechanism for police-public cooperation 

Mechanism for public cooperation 

State  District Have any 

mechanism for 

public 

cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes  No  Joint 

committees 

with 

RWAs  

Police 

public 

cooperation 

committee 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme 

to reduce 

crime 

Police public 

cooperation 

in renting out 

premises with 

consent of 

police 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur 

(E) 

71.0% 29.0% 4.5% 40.9% 45.4% 9.1% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills 

65.2% 34.8% - 20.0% 73.3% 6.7% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 According to majority of police officers from both Dimapur (71%) and East Khasi 

Hills (65.2%) Police  have the mechanism for police-public cooperation.  

 

 In Dimapur district about 41% officers said the police have the mechanism for 

cooperation with the  public, and these include police-public cooperation committees .  To 

this if we add the last column police public cooperation, it is seen that there are 50% officers 

in the extremist area who stated so.  

 

 As against the above, in the non extremist area, only 26.7% who said that they have 

the mechanism of police public cooperation committees etc.  

 

 45.4% officers from Dimapur and 73.3% from East Khasi Hills said the mechanism 

they have for public cooperation is police-public collaborative programme to reduce crime.  

Here too there are lesser percent of officers who think so as compared to the non extremist 

region officers.   



Thus there is a difference between the two regions in regard to the type of  mechanism for 

eliciting public cooperation with the police, while there is not much of a difference in their 

stating that they have mechanism for eliciting police public cooperation. 

 

 Political interference in police duty: One major factor affecting police 

performance is interference by politicians and political party/parties. Political parties and 

individual politicians may abuse the police to satisfy their self interest. As a result many 

things that police may do will reflect the lack of policing with people having muscle powers, 

guns, pistols etc.  

Table 39 

Police Officers Views regarding political interference 

State  District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No  Demandin

g release 

of an 

accused 

Deman

ding no 

action 

Not to 

enforce 

punish

ment 

Police 

officers 

transferre

d for not 

joining 

hands 

with 

politician 

Bringing in 

police 

officers 

loyal to 

politician 

Deman

d 

release 

accused 

& no 

action 

against 

culprits  

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur 

(E) 

45.2% 54.8

% 

14.3% 14.3% 28.5% 14.3% 7.1% 21.4% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

hills (NE) 

58.3% 41.7

% 

21.4% - 21.4% 42.9% - 14.2% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 45.2% officers from Dimapur and 58.3% officers from East Khasi Hills said they 

faced political interference in their functioning. Thus there appears higher percentage of 

officers in the non extremist district as compared to the extremist area, who consider that 

there is political interference in police functioning.  

 



 As for the type of interference, it is seen that  not to enforce punishment and 

demanding no action, were stated by 42.8% officers from extremist region and 21.4% from 

the non extremist region. 

 

 Transferring police officers who do not bid by politician’s demand and bringing 

officers loyal to them were another type of interference stated by 43% officers from non 

extremist region and 21.4% officers from the extremist region. 

 

 Demanding the release of the accused was stated by 21.4% officers from non 

extremist area and 14.3% officers from the extremist region. 

 

 Thus, the type of interference put forward by largest number officers in the extremist 

region is not to enforce punishment to the culprit, whereas in the non extremist region the 

transferring of police officers and bringing loyal officers by the politicians. There is thus a 

difference between the two regions in regard to their perception of political interference. 

 

  Steps to minimize gap between police and public: As Police works for the 

public to maintain peace and control crimes, it is a much needed step to minimize the gap 

between the police and the public. To examine the steps taken by the police in minimizing 

this gap, question was asked to the police to measure the steps taken so far and if not proper 

steps have been taken, the study will indicate the lapse part as a feedback so as to make 

steps in future for better police functioning and public reliance. 

Table 40 

Police Officers view regarding steps to minimize police-public gap and the initiatives 

taken 

Officer 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

State  District Steps to minimize 

gap between 

police and public 

Constantly 

interacting 

with public 

through 

TV, radio, 

print media 

Regular 

interaction 

with 

RWA 

Get 

Feedback 

from 

public 

about the 

needed 

improvem

ents 

Indicate 

number of 

cases 

solved 

Throug

h 

commu

nity 

policin

g 

4,5,6 &7 

Yes No  



Nagaland 

 

Dimapur(E) 58.1% 41.9% 5.6% 16.7% 61.1% 11.1% 5.6%  

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

69.6% 30.4% 18.8% 25.0% 31.3% 6.3% - 18.9% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

From the above following inferences may be drawn: 

 

 58% officers from Dimapur (extremist affected) district and nearly 70% officers 

from East Khasi Hills (non extremist area), stated that they have taken steps to minimize the 

gap in the police public relationship. As for the steps taken, 61% of officers from the 

extremist region stated that they get feedback from the public regarding the improvements 

needed .  As against this, 31% officers from the non extremist region stated so. 

 

 If we combine frequent interaction + regular interaction with RWA, it is seen that 

22% of officers from the extremist region and 43.8% officers from the non extremist region 

gave this as a step taken to improve the relationship between the police and the public.  

 

 Thus there is a clear difference in the steps taken by the officers of the extremist and 

non extremist regions in regard to the improvement of relationship between the police and 

the public.  

 

Need for attitudinal change of the Police: It is a fact that attitudinal change of 

police is necessary in the eyes of the public. The question is how police attain this? What 

measures are to be adopted and how police finds space in public life to have a change of 

opinion? To find out this issue, we asked the officers to give their views and mechanisms 

that are adopted or to be adopted to effect this attitudinal change.     

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 41 

Police Officers view on steps taken to have an attitudinal change in its relationship 

with the Public 

State  District More 

interaction 

with public 

Representation 

of public in 

police system 

Representation 

of police in 

public bodies 

Regular 

write up 

about 

important 

case 

Interactiona

l melas  

Public to be 

made aware 

about police 

activities 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur 

(E) 

45.2% 6.5% 9.7% - 19.4% 6.5% 

Meghala

ya 

East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

70.8% 25.0% - - 4.2% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 If police have to have an attitudinal change then the police need to have more 

interaction with public. This is the view of 70.8 % officers from East Khasi Hills and 45.2% 

officers from Dimapur districts. One-fourth  officers from non extremist district also 

expressed the need to have representation of public in the police system. 

 

 20% officers from Dimapur stated that they hold interactional ‘melas’ in order to 

change the people’s opinion about the police functioning. This view point was expressed 

only a few (4.2%) officers from the non extremist district. 

 

 If we combine interaction with the public and the interactional melas columns, it is 

seen that 64.6% officers of Dimapur (extremist) district and 74.2% officers of East Khasi 

Hills (non extremist area) are of the view that there should be interaction with the public.   

 

 Thus, there is a difference  between the extremist and non extremist region officers 

in regard to the steps to be taken to have better police public relationship except for slightly 

lower percentage of officers in the Dimapur district as compared to East Khasi Hills. 

 

Provision for public Awareness regarding police functioning: It is the 

responsibility of police to make the public aware of the rules and regulations of the police. 

The table given below indicates the steps taken by police to make the public aware of its 

functioning. 



Table 42 

Police Officers views on steps taken to made public aware of police functioning 

State  District Provision for 

public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods  

1 2 3 4 5 

Yes No  Issuing 

number of 

notifications 

in the 

newspaper 

Interacting 

with press 

and public 

once in a 

fortnight 

In serious 

case public 

is interacted 

and involve 

By 

holding 

public 

meeting 

Opinion 

of 

1,2,3,4 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur 

(E) 

45.2% 54.8% 46.7% 13.3% 26.7% - - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

54.2% 45.8% 33.3% - 20.0% 20.7% 26.7% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 45.2% of  officers from Dimapur and more than half (54.2%) officers from East 

Khasi Hills said that they have provision for making public aware about its functioning 

system. In comparing the percentages of these two extremist and non-extremist districts it 

can be said that public awareness initiatives are more in non-extremist area as compared 

with extremist district. 

 According to 46.7% officers from Dimapur, to make the public aware of its 

functioning, rules and regulations they have measures to interact with the public  through 

issuing of notifications in newspapers and also involve the public in solving serious cases 

(26.7%).  

 

 In East Khasi Hills district 33.3%  officers replied they also issue notifications in 

newspapers besides holding  public meeting to make the public aware of functioning of the 

police system, its role, rules and regulations etc. More than 1/4 of the officers also said 

depending on issues they issue notifications in newspaper, hold public meetings and have 

interactions with the public on serious matters etc. 

 

 There is not much of a difference between officers of the two districts in regard to 

not only making the public aware of police functioning, their rules and regulations, but also 

in the steps taken for implementing this aspect.  



 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquency: Juveniles, if not prevented from 

committing crimes will later indulge in serious crimes. Only they will graduate to 

committing serious crimes. Therefore, it becomes essential that the Juvenile Justice Act 

1986 be enforced effectively. This is an Act to provide for the care, protection, treatment, 

development and rehabilitation of neglected and for the adjudication matters relating to 

juveniles. Police officers were asked whether they take measures to help students to avoid 

anti-social activities/indulging in unlawful activities. This is very important problem in 

places like Manipur where there is multi-faceted conflicts including insurgency movements. 

Table 43 

Views of Police Officers on Provisions and Measures adopted to keep Juveniles 

(youths)  from anti-social activities  

Officer 

State  District Provision for 

helping students 

avoiding anti 

social activity 

If yes the methods  

 1 2 3 4 

Yes No  Organize 

through NGOs 

no. of 

programmes 

for youth 

 Let out with 

warning for first 

youngster 

offence 

No special 

programm

e for youth 

1&2 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur 

(E) 

80.6% 19.4% 12.0% 88.0% - - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

87.0% 13.0% 38.1%  57.1% - 4.8% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 Majority of the officers from Dimapur (80.6%) and East Khasi Hills 

(87.0%) said that they take measures so that youngsters can avoid anti 

social activities. 

 In Dimapur (88%) i.e. more than 3/4th  and East Khasi Hills (57%) more 

than half of the officers said the youngster are not punished for his first 



offence but let out with warning so that they do not repeat this deviant 

behaviour and lead a normal life. 

 A small percent from Dimapur (12%) and more than 1/3rd of the officers 

from East Khasi Hills district also replied that they organise quite a 

number of programmes for the youths through NGOs. 

 

Accountability to law: Accountability means answerability for proper performance 

of an assigned job. In democracy, police remain accountable for its performance to the 

people and to the law of the land. The officers were asked if they detain people illegally. 

Table 44 

Opinion of Police Officers regarding illegal detention and police reform 

measures for police accountability 

State  District Justify detaining people illegally Does police 

reform help 

increasing police 

accountability 

Extremists 

and 

criminals 

are detained 

none else 

detained 

illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police follow 

rules and do  not 

detain illegally 

A & C Yes  No  

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur (E) 45.2% 9.7% 38.7% 6.5% 80.6% 19.4% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

34.8% 8.7% 56.5% - 91.7% 8.3% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

  From the above table, it can be seen that Officers in both the district are 

accountable to the law of the land. In Dimapur district 45.2% of the officers said only 

extremist and criminals are detained following rules and no one is detained illegally 

(38.7%). 



  The reply of the officers from East Khasi Hills district (56.5% ) is that Police 

follow rules and do not detain anyone illegally  and more than 1/4th replied extremist and 

criminals  are detained. 

  According to majority of the officers from both Dimapur (80.6%) and East 

Khasi Hills (91.7%) replied police reform measure help in police accountability. 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police:  

Better performance from the police department also depends on the proper 

coordination among the three agencies that is the judiciary, executive and police. 

Table 45 

Officers views regarding Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police 

Officer 

Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very high High  Average Poor  Extremely 

poor 

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur (E) - 25.8% 74.2% - - 

Meghalaya East Khasi Hills 

(NE) 

4.2% 12.5% 58.3% 20.8% 4.2% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

  Around 1/4th (25.8%) of officers from Dimapur from a few officers from East 

Khasi Hills district said there is high cooperation between judiciary, executive and police.  

However, none of the officers from extremist affected Dimapur district said there is very 

high cooperation amongst these three agencies. A very low percent of 4.2% in East Khasi 

supplemented this view. And according to 74.2% officers from Dimapur and 58.3% in east 

Khasi Hills district said that the cooperation is average among the three agencies.  

  Here, we can say that there is no high cooperation between the judiciary , 

executive and police in these two district, but in the non extremist East Khasi Hills district 

around 1/4 of the officers replied poor cooperation among the three agencies.   

 



Corruption:  

Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient functioning of police 

department and many a times losing its credit in the eyes of the public. To know the opinion 

of the police officers on this issue, questions were asked to police Officers and constables to 

have an overall view. 

Table 46 

Views of Police Officers regarding Corruption in the Police department 

Officer 

State District It is in entire 

society not 

just in police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so get 

the blame 

Since other 

corrupt persons 

don’t get 

punishment 

police get 

encouraged 

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur (E) 29.0% 67.7% 3.2% 

Meghalaya East Khasi Hills 

(NE) 

41.7% 54.2% 4.2% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 More than half of the officers from Dimapur and East Khasi Hills district said 

police is in vulnerable position so they get the blame for corruption though many 

departments also indulge in corruption. More than 1/4th of the officers from 

Dimapur and 41.7% from East Khasi Hills Districts said that corruption is in the 

entire society and not just amongst the police. 

Table 47 

Views of Police Constables regarding Corruption in the Police department 

State District Everywhere 

corruption not 

only in police 

Forced to take 

graft by 

politicians 

Find senior 

officers taking 

graft 

encouraged to 

do the same. 

Any other 

Nagaland Dimapur (E) 71.7% 3.8% 5.7% 18.9% 



  

Meghalaya East Khasi Hills 

(NE) 

60.3% 3.2% 14.3% 22.2% 

Dimapur:  CSS- 53 / East Khasi Hills: CSS -63 

 Majority of the constables from both the district said everywhere there is 

corruption and not just in the police department. 

 

Infrastructure: A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better 

performance of the police department. To know the availability of infrastructural level in the 

police department, questions were put to the officers and constables to have an overall 

picture of infrastructure provision. 

Table 48 

Views of Police Officers regarding Infrastructure availability in the police department 

State District Permanent 

house 

Sufficient 

vehicle and staff 

If No, the reasons for not having 

sufficient vehicles and staff. 

Yes No Yes No Low 

budget 

Need 

repair 

Don’t 

get 

fund 

in 

time 

Reason 

known to 

authority 

Nagaland 

 

Dimapur (E) 41.9

% 

58.1% 19.4

% 

80.6% 8.0% 8.0% 12.0

% 

72.0% 

Meghala

ya 

East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

87.5

% 

12.5% 20.8

% 

79.2%     

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

From the above following conclusions emerge: 

 In Dimapur district 58% of the officers said that provision for permanent house is  

inadequate . 81% said that there was insufficient number of vehicles and staff for operation. 

 

 As against the above, in East Khasi Hills, 88% said that they have permanent house 

facility, though 79% of these officers also stated that there was insufficiency of vehicles and 

staff for operation.  

 



 To the query why there was insufficiency of vehicles etc., in Dimapur 72% officers 

said that they have no idea and only the authorities know about the reason.  Very few 

officers stated that there was shortage of fund, low budget etc. None from the East Khasi 

Hills district expressed any reason. 

 

 Thus there is a difference between officers of the extremist and non extremist 

regions in regard to the availability of infrastructure facilities in the police station. 

 

Sufficiency of Fund: Many a times funds allocated are inadequate to meet the needs 

of the police department. In Nagaland this is very important as police is fully engaged in 

curtailing insurgent activities and other crimes that are happening on day to day basis. But 

as the police department is under non plan budget there is dearth of fund. 

Table 49 

Views of Police Officers on Fund allocation 

State District 

 

 

Sufficient Fund If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocatio

n is less 

than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come 

in 

instalments 

that too 

very late 

State 

does not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason 

known 

to 

authorit

y 

Any 

other  

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur (E) 16.1% 83.9% 15.4% - - 7.7% 69.2% 7.7% 

Meghalay

a 

East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

20.8% 79.2% 70.6% 11.8% - - 17.6% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

  Majority of the officers (83.9%xtremist affected Dimapur district and non 

extremist area East Khasi Hills (79.2%) said Fund provided to the police is not sufficient.  

 

  And except a few in Dimapur district majority of the officers replied that the 

reason is best known to the authority which is also stated by 17.6% officers from non 

extremist district. In case of East Khasi Hills majority of the officers (70.6%) said fund 

allocation is less than demanded and few replied fund reached the police department very 

late. 



 

Basic minimum facilities: For sound performance, the police stations should have 

the basic minimum facilities such as drinking water, sanitation etc. The following table 

indicates the availability of minimum So, to find out the availability of the facilities , certain 

questions were asked and the answers that the police personnel gave have been analysed and 

presented in the table  below.  

Table 50 

Officers Views on availability of basic facilities in Dimapur (Nagaland) and East Khasi 

Hills district (Meghalaya)  

State District Availability of facilities 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Drinking 

water 

Sanitati

on 

Electricity Inverter

/ 

generat

or 

Water for 

washing 

Having 

facilities of 

1,2,3,4,5 

Having 

facilities 

mentioned 

1,2 & 3 

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur 

(E) 

7.1% 17.9% 3.6% 7.2% 3.6% - 57.0% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

12.5% 4.2% - - - 83.5% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 From the above table it can be seen that majority of the officers replied that 

Drinking water, sanitation and electricity are available in the police stations in 

Dimapur (57%) and in East Khasi Hills district 83.5% of the officers replied that 

they have drinking water, sanitation, electricity, inverter/generator and water for 

washing.  

 It appears that East Khasi Hills (non-extremist) district has relatively more 

facilities available  in  their police stations, as  compared with Dimapur 

(extremist area. 

 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments: in order 

to control emergency case and maintain law and order police need to have the necessary 

arms and equipments. 

  



Table 51 

Police Officers view on availability of Infrastructures like Arms and Equipments in 

Extremist and Non-Extremist Affected Districts 

State District Have arms and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

yes No  Arms and 

ammunition 

Latest , 

sturdy 

&computer 

assisted 

equipments 

Trained 

manpower 

Quarter for 

staff 

&vehicles 

1,2,3, 4 

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur 

(E) 

48.4% 51.6% 6.3% 31.3% 18.8% 6.3% 37.7% 

Meghalaya East 

Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

79.2% 20.8% 20.0% - - - 80.0% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 More than half of the officers (51.6%)  from Dimapur  extremist affected district 

said that they do not have necessary arms and equipments . Whereas majority of 

the officers (79.2%) from non extremist area, that is  East Khasi Hills said they 

have necessary arms and equipments. From the table it is clearly seen that  the  

non-extremist area is in better position regarding availability of arms and 

equipments than the extremist affected district. This has to be taken seriously by 

concerned authority. 

 Out of those officers who said they wanted more facilities 37.7% of the officers 

from Dimapur district  wanted arms and ammunitions, latest equipments, well 

trained manpower, housing facilities for constables and officers and more 

vehicles as a necessary facility.  Similarly , about 80% officers from East Khasi 

Hills district wanted the same facilities as desired by the officers of Dimapur 

district. 

 Again more than 1/3rd  of the officers from Dimapur district wanted to have latest 

technology  which are sturdy as well as computer assisted ones. 

Cell to discuss problems of police and the periodic discussion:  

In both extremist and non extremist area the presence of a forum for discussing the 

problems of police is very necessary.  



Table 52 

Officers views on cells of police departments to discuss problems of the police 

State District Cell for police 

problem 

If no, the reasons 

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To 

some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

Does not 

implement 

at all 

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur 

(E) 

19.4% 80.6% 3.8% 23.1% 30.8% 38.4% 3.8% 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

45.5% 54.5% - 33.3% 41.7% 25.0% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 More than 3/4th  of the officers from Dimapur said that they do not have any  cell or 

facility  to discuss their problems. This is an important point to be noted as extremist 

area always have problems and they need help to sort them out immediately. 

  

 In East Khasi Hills district more than half (54.5%) officers said they have no cell to 

discuss their problems but 45.5% said they have cells to discuss the problem.  

 

 But the cell works only to some extent for solving police problem according to  

41.7% of officers from East Khasi Hills district  and 30.8% officers from Dimapur.  

 

 A similar response though not regarding having a cell, was stated by 23% from 

Dimapur and 33.3% from East Khasi Hills who were of the view that the solutions 

even if found are only  partially implemented by the concerned Committee/Ministry. 

 

 According to 38.4% of officers from Dimapur district most of the problems of the 

police are not solved and the recommendations and plans are mostly not 

implemented.  This view point was expressed 25%  officers from East Khasi Hills 

district.  

 

 



Periodic Discussion:  

Discussion improves functioning of any institution working in team. Therefore, it is 

necessary for police to have periodic discussion about the challenges/problems they face and 

to bring solution to them. To know whether police have these kinds of cells and if they have 

then how far the matters regarding police problems are sorted out.  These questions were 

asked of the officers and the responses given by them are tabulated and presented in the 

table below. 

Table 53 

Pattern of meeting for discussion within the police 

State District Discussion 

Once in a 

month 

Once in 

six 

month  

Once in  

year 

When need 

arises 

Any 

Other 

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur (E) 22.6% 9.7% - 67.7% - 

Meghalaya East Khasi 

Hills (NE) 

8.3% 12.5% 8.3% 62.5% 8.4% 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

o In both Dimapur and East Khasi Hills districts majority of the police meet 

when the need arises. 

 

Operational duty procedure:  

Operational duty procedure between senior police officers and constables also counts 

for a proper coordination of the working of police. It is well known  that the structure of 

police system is  hierarchical  and  in matters of operational functioning the command 

structure is that of top-down and the  Police follow this procedure.   However in order to 

find out if there is any change in the structure etc., the officers were questioned and the 

responses given by them are given in the  table below.  

  



Table 54 

Operational duty pattern of police department 

State District Operational  duty procedure 

Direct Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command 

system 

Any other 

Nagaland 

  

Dimapur (E) 41.4% 44.4% 13.8% 

Meghalaya East Khasi Hills 

(NE) 

45.8% 54.2% - 

Dimapur: OSS- 31 / East Khasi Hills: OSS -24 

 

 In Dimapur district, as per the reply of 44.4% officers, the  chain of command 

system is the common procedure in operational functioning of the police, which is 

also voiced by 54.2% officers from non extremist district .  

 

 In both the non-extremist and extremist affected area 45.8% and 41.4% 

(respectively) the  officers  said that  they have a direct contact system also in the  

operational duty.   

 

 It can be stated that in extremist and non extremist area chain of command and 

direct command  system are the usually followed system in operational duty, though 

the chain of command seems to be more often used.   

Intelligence collection:   

  Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of a district. The following table 

indicates the availability of Intelligence collection mechanism  under the SP of a police 

district.  

 Hundred percent of officers from both Dimapur and East Khasi Hills district said 

that the SP has the mechanism for getting intelligence. This is a must for extremist affected 

area. 

Performance index:  



 In order to get an understanding of the police performance in extremist affected and 

non extremist area a number of performance indicators have been incorporated in the 

question schedule. Questions regarding their efficiency in preventing crime, complaint 

registration, public reassurance and community policing, record keeping, grooming, 

punctuality, regularity, personal qualities of officers, honesty, and commitment to the 

service have been asked of the officers. On the basis of self assessment by the officers they 

have been categorized in four groups viz. “Poor”, “Average”, “Above Average”, “Good” 

and “Very Good”. We have also interviewed civil society persons in order to assess the 

performance of the police officers. We found that there is mixed response among the people 

regarding police performance.  Most of the public view the police as corrupted.   

Figure 2 

 

The above figure show that 

 In Dimapur district 35.5% of officers assess themselves as good performers and 

9.7% of the officers say they are very good performers. Totalling up the percentages 

of officers who replied they are good performers and very good performers, it 

amounts to 45.2%. 

  Also, 38.7% and 16.1% of the officers replied their performance is above average 

and average performers respectively.  Average performance is average and cannot be 

considered a good performance.   

 In case of East Khasi Hills district 66.7% of the officers assess themselves as good 

performers. And 12.5% of the officers think themselves as very good performers. If 
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we total up these two percentages (66.7%+12.5%=79.2%), it is seen that the officers 

held themselves as good performers.  

 Thus to sum up this performance index, it may be stated that in the extremist region, 

larger percent of officers have tagged their performance as only average.  It is worth 

to note that only 35% considered their performance good as against 67% of non 

extremist region officers rating themselves so.  Even in regard to very good 

performance fewer officers from extremist region as compared to non extremist 

region have rated themselves very good.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section III 

Findings and Recommendations 

 

Main Findings: 

1. In the Age groups, Officers belonging to middle age category (35-49) are high in both 

extremist and non extremist Dimapur and East Khasi Hills districts. But the percentage of 

officers in young age group is higher in non extremist East Khasi Hills district compared to 

extremist affected Dimapur district. 

 For constables in East Khasi Hills district the number of Constables in the younger 

age group (71.4%) is more as compared with Dimapur (18.8%). In the older age group of 

50-59, the percentage of constables is higher (24.5%) in Dimapur district of Nagaland as 

compared with (4.8%) in East Khasi Hills district of Meghalaya.   

2. In terms of marital status of Officers and constables in Dimapur and East Khasi Hills 

districts, contrasting features is seen. Majority of officers in Dimapur are married (90.3%) 

and Constables are Single (92.2%) whereas in contrast maximum number of the officers in 

East Khasi Hills are single (87.5%) and constables are married (58.7%) though more than 

one third (41.3%) are single.  

3. We find most of the officers are graduates in both Dimapur (extremist) and East Khasi 

Hills (non-extremist) district though officers of East Khasi Hills have slightly higher 

educational qualification than Officers of Dimapur. This is also similar in case of the 

constables.  In East Khasi Hills district constables are more qualified than extremist affected 

district of Nagaland. 

4.  In Dimapur district of Nagaland officers and constables who joined the service are very 

few in the period of 2005 and after. In East Khasi Hills of Meghalaya most of the officers 

joined the service in the period of 1985-1994 whereas in case of the constables most of them 

joined the service from 1995 till 2005 and after . For the constables the interesting feature 

we find is that in Meghalaya, there is an increasing trend of constables joining the police 

service from 1965 to 2005 and after whereas in case of Dimapur district there is a 

decreasing trend of constables joining the service in the said period.   



5. Most of the officers in both Dimapur and East Khasi Hills joined  the police service to 

serve the country. For the constables in these two districts we find striking differences for 

joining the police. In Dimapur district, 45.3% of them joined the police service to serve the 

country and one third of join it for financial problem. In East Khasi Hills district constables 

joined the police service for reasons of job stability in the government department besides 

other few reasons. Regardless of being affected or not by extremism many of the constables 

in these two areas see the police service as a department providing job and financial 

stability. 

6. Most of the Officers of both Dimapur and East Khasi Hills have got their promotion once 

or twice though the percentage of those officers who got once is higher in Dimapur district. 

The reasons for not getting promotion by officers in Dimapur is due to no vacancy and more 

than one third also gave the answer due to routine promotion process whereas in case of 

East Khasi Hills it is due to reasons  of not attaining the required years to get promotion, a 

usual fact, new posting, joined the service newly etc. 

 As for constables , promotion is very less in both these extremist and non extremist 

district. 

7.  Regarding promotion system, we find two thirds of officers from non extremist area and 

45% officers from the extremist area reported that their level of satisfaction regarding the 

promotion system is “average”.  

 As for the constables more than 90% from the non extremist region stated that their 

satisfaction level was “average”. As against this only 37 % constables in the extremist 

region stated so. 

8. We find officers and constables from extremist area appear to have put in more duty 

hours as compared with officers from non-extremist area.  They do these extra duty hours 

without pay. An interesting finding is that a few (3.2%) officers from extremist affected 

Dimapur district of Nagaland replied that they get extra payment when the rest 96.8% were 

not paid. 

9.  Most of the officers wanted counselling or recreational programmes as a welfare 

measure.  



10. Almost all the constables of Dimapur and three by fourth from East Khasi Hills district 

are satisfied with the training imparted to them. Those from non extremist district who 

replied  training was not adequate, said the constables should get training in handling arms 

and ammunition.   

11. The response given by all the officers from Dimapur and almost all except a couple of 

officers from East Khasi Hills mentioned that there was a system of punishing erring 

constables. The punishment given was according to the law laid down in the police manual. 

12. We find around half of the officers from Dimapur (48.4%) and 66.7% of officers from 

East Khasi hills districts said that they have cordial relations between senior and junior 

officers.  

  Most of the constables from extremist districts replied of having cordial relations 

with seniors. However, the percentage who replied of having cordial relations with senior is 

less in East Khasi (non extremist) districts compared with  extremist districts. Compared 

with extremist area we find that in the East Khasi Hills district around 28.6% i.e. more than 

one  fourth of the constables have indifferent and strained relationship with the officers.    

13. With regard to having strained relations with senior and junior officers and constables 

we find most of them replied they just do their duty . 

14. Most of the officers and constables from both extremist and non extremist districts of 

Dimapur and East Khasi Hills replied they are ready to take risky assignment . Only a few 

constables from the extremist district replied that they were not ready to take any risky 

assignment. 

15. Most of the Officers and constables in both extremist and non extremist replied they are 

able to control extremist activities well. However, the personnel belonging to the extremist 

region (Dimapur) have fewer officers compared with non extremist (East Khasi Hills) who 

stated that police is able to control the extremists very well . We also find that there is a  

feeling that extremist problem is not the problem of the police only. 

16. Equal percent (50%) each in Dimapur and East Khasi Hills replied the reasons for 

controlling the extremist problem very well  is due to the efficiency of the police , well 

trained personnel  and their not being afraid of death or injury. 



17. There is a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in regard to the 

perception that the extremists are not being controlled very well. Lack of training is given 

by the officers in the extremist region as a cause for not being able to control the extremist 

very well.  The constables feel that it is the lack of support from local people and foreign 

outfits in the neighbouring countries being the reason for not being able to control the 

extremist activities. 

18. Most of the officers and constables from extremist and non extremist area but lesser 

percentage of constables from non extremist agreed that it is tense in extremist area.     

19. Higher percentage of constables replied there is wide gap between public and police in 

the extremist area as compared with non extremist area. 

20. Lack of manpower is another problem faced by police in extremist and non extremist 

area as per the reply of the constables. 

21.It is interesting to note that more officers (61.3%) from the extremist area replied police 

is not well trained to counter the insurgents. Far lesser percentage of officers (41.7%) in non 

extremist district had similar view.  Again , more than half 58.3% from non extremist area 

opine that police officers are well equipped adequately to counter insurgent activities. 

However, only 38.7% of officers from extremist area replied they are well equipped to 

counter insurgents. 

22. The reasons by officers in extremist area why the police is not equipped to counter the 

insurgents, 61% officers said that the inadequacy of arms and ammunition is the reason 

followed by 28% of officers who stated that extremism is related more to the economically 

backward classes and they are given better facilities for food, clothing shelter etc by the 

extremists and hence it is not so easy to counter insurgency.  The latter point was mentioned 

by 20% of officers from the non extremist region that is Khasi Hills. At the same time 

nearly 80% officers felt that lack of training and inadequacy of arms separately and together 

make the police fail to counter extremism. 

23. Regarding working under unified command system we find nearly 55% officers from 

the extremist area and 71% officers from the non extremist area said that they had no 

problems working under the unified command system. 



24. Most of the officers in Dimapur district (87%) replied crime rate has increased due to 

insurgent activities. However , lesser percent of 58.3% in East Khasi Hills officers from 

East Khasi Hills non extremist area said there is no increase in crime rate because of 

extremist activities. The reason for increased crime rate is that local criminals were 

encouraged to indulge in  crimes as they can blame insurgents and escape being caught by 

the police. Another aspect to this is that many times the extremists use the local criminals 

for criminal activities. Both these views were expressed by the officers in the extremist and 

non extremist regions. 

25. The police officers are quite satisfied with the performance of the police as minimal 

percent of 4.2% in non extremist area replied of not being satisfied with the performance 

level of the police.   

26. 58.1% officers in the extremist affected Dimapur district and officers from 79.2% from 

East Khasi Hills (non extremist) district expressed that the Human Rights Commission helps 

in reducing the human rights violations However, 41.9% in non extremist district replied 

inspite of the existence of Human rights Commission there has been no improvement in 

human rights violations. The reasons given by these officers who said “No” include the 

following: 

(i) lack of awareness Human Rights rules  

(ii) a few do not know about the existence of Human Rights Commission and 

(iii) no clear instructions are given on this matter. 

27.  Strategy/techniques used by police for crime prevention is almost similar in extremist 

and non extremist districts . 

28. Majority of the officers in both extremist and non extremist area replied that manpower 

is not sufficient to safeguard public properties.    

29. Regarding police and media relations , very few in both extremist and non extremist 

districts have indicated positive relationship, while mostly it is either neutral or negative. 

30. There is difference of Police officers perceiving the relationship between the police and 

the public as cordial in extremist and non extremist areas. Only 32% officers of the 

extremist district stated the relationships is cordial while  63% (nearly twice the number) 



from the non extremist region says that the relationship between the police and the public is 

cordial. However, in case of constables we find in the non extremist region far lesser 

percentage of constables compared to officers who felt there is cordial relations between 

police and public. 

31. Reasons advanced by officers from extremist and non extremist regions  for strained 

relationship between the police and public were distributed almost equally amongst (i) 

police considered corrupt (ii) suspicion of police by the public (iii) not so successful police 

(iv) police ruled by politicians (v) police harsh to the public.  

32. Most of the officers said they get support from the public. However, it appears that there 

are more officers from the non extremist region who perceive the public to be helpful and 

assisting the police in all ways possible.  This perception of public being very helpful was 

stated by relatively lesser percent of officers in the extremist region. 

33. According to majority of police officers from both Dimapur (71%) and East Khasi Hills 

(65.2%) Police  have the mechanism for police-public cooperation. There is a difference 

between the two regions in regard to the type of  mechanism for eliciting public cooperation 

with the police. 

34. Higher percentage of officers in the non extremist district as compared to the extremist 

area consider that there is political interference in police functioning. The type of 

interference put forward by largest number officers in the extremist region is not to enforce 

punishment to the culprit, whereas in the non extremist region the transferring of police 

officers and bringing loyal officers by the politicians. 

35. There is difference in the steps taken by the officers of the extremist and non extremist 

regions in regard to the improvement of relationship between the police and the public. 58% 

officers from Dimapur (extremist affected) district and nearly 70% officers from East Khasi 

Hills (non extremist area), stated that they have taken steps to minimize the gap in the police 

public relationship. As for the steps taken, 61% of officers from the extremist region stated 

that they get feedback from the public regarding the improvements needed .  As against this, 

31% officers from the non extremist region stated so. 

38. There is similarity between officers of the two districts in regard to not only making the 

public aware of police functioning, their rules and regulations, but also in the steps taken for 

implementing this aspect.   



39.Majority of the officers from Dimapur (80.6%) and East Khasi Hills (87.0%) said that 

they take measures so that youngsters can avoid anti social activities. The youngster are not 

punished for his first offence but let out with warning so that they do not repeat this deviant 

behaviour and lead a normal life. 

40. Majority of the officers from both Dimapur (80.6%) and East Khasi Hills (91.7%) 

replied police reform measure help in police accountability. 

41. There is no high cooperation between the judiciary , executive and police in Dimapur 

and East Khasi Hills district, but in the non extremist East Khasi Hills district around 1/4 of 

the officers replied poor cooperation among the three agencies.   

42. More than half of the officers from Dimapur and East Khasi Hills district said police is 

in vulnerable position so they get the blame for corruption though many departments also 

indulge in corruption. More than 1/4th of the officers from Dimapur and 41.7% from East 

Khasi Hills Districts said that corruption is in the entire society and not just amongst the 

police. 

43. To the question of infrastructure, In Dimapur district 58% of the officers said that 

provision for permanent house is  inadequate . As against the above, in East Khasi Hills, 

88% said that they have permanent house facility. Most of the officers in both these replied 

there is  insufficiency of vehicles and staff for operation. 

44. Majority of the officers (83.9%xtremist affected Dimapur district and non extremist area 

East Khasi Hills (79.2%) said Fund provided to the police is not sufficient.  

45. Majority of the officers replied that Drinking water, sanitation and electricity are 

available in the police stations in both extremist and non extremist districts. However, East 

Khasi Hills district has relatively more facilities available in their police stations, as  

compared with Dimapur. 

46. More than half of the officers (51.6%)  from Dimapur  extremist affected district said 

that they do not have necessary arms and equipments . Whereas majority of the officers 

(79.2%) from non extremist area, that is  East Khasi Hills said they have necessary arms and 

equipments. Out of those officers who said they wanted more facilities the officers from 

Dimapur and East Khasi Hills district  wanted arms and ammunitions, latest equipments, 



well trained manpower, housing facilities for constables and officers and more vehicles as a 

necessary facility. 

47.More than 3/4th  of the officers from Dimapur said that they do not have any cell or 

facility  to discuss their problems. This is an important point to be noted as extremist area 

always have problems and they need help to sort them out immediately. In East Khasi Hills 

district more than half (54.5%) officers said they have no cell to discuss their problems but 

45.5% said they have cells to discuss the problem. 23% from Dimapur and 33.3% from East 

Khasi Hills who were of the view that the solutions to problems of the police even if found 

are only  partially implemented by the concerned Committee/Ministry. Also , some of them 

also said most of the problems of the police are not solved and the recommendations and 

plans are mostly not implemented. 

48. Hundred percent of officers from both Dimapur and East Khasi Hills district said that 

the SP has the mechanism for getting intelligence 

49. Regarding overall performance Index which have been analysed using certain indexes it 

can be said that  in the extremist region, larger percent of officers have tagged their 

performance as only average.  It is worth to note that only 35% considered their 

performance good as against 67% of non extremist region officers rating themselves so.  

Even in regard to very good performance there fewer officers from extremist region as 

compared to non extremist region who have rated themselves very good.  

Recommendations: 

1. Promotion system of the constables needs to reviewed by the concerned authority as 

promotion is very less among the constables. 

2. Infrastructure in terms of arms and ammunitions need to be made sufficient in both 

Dimapur and East Khasi Hills districts and more so in extremist affected district of Dimapur 

district. 

3.  Need for payment for doing extra-duty hours to boost the performance of the police. 

4. To provide counselling and recreational facilities as a part of the welfare measures 

especially for constables.    

5. To impart more training in handling arms and ammunitions for the constables. 



6. Women police recommended to have a separate women's police station in Dimapur 

district. 

7. To impart more training in counter-insurgency measures. 

8. To take measures to lessen the gap between police and public. 

9. To give clear instructions to avoid Human Rights Violations. 

10. More recruitment of police personnel is needed to have sufficient manpower in the 

police department. 

11. To initiate steps for better cooperation among police, executive and judiciary. 

12. To provide provisions for Permanent Housing facilities in Dimapur district and to 

provide sufficient vehicle and staff in the police stations in both extremist and non extremist 

districts. 

13. To initiate steps for providing sufficient Fund for the police stations. 

14. Need to have/create cells to discuss problems of the police at macro and micro level.   
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Section I  

A Brief introduction 

    

Manipur known as the “Switzerland of the East” with a total area of 22,327 sq. k.m. is 

divided into two distinct geographical features i.e. Hills and valley. The valley account for 

only of 2238 Sq.K.M. i.e. only 10.02% of total area, but it represents 58.85 % of the total 

population of the state, which is 2,388,634 (2001 Census). Its hill areas with 20089 Sq. k. m 

represent 41.16% of population.  It is a heterogeneous state with different communities 

residing in the state. The major communities include the Meiteis , Nagas,Kukis, Nepalies etc. 

The Meiteis mostly settled in the valley constitute the largest segment of state population and 

are classified as non-tribal; the hills are the abode of the Naga and Kuki (a sub-group of 

Mizo) groups with their 29 sub-tribes. Muslims (Pangals), who are inter-mixture of the 

immigrants from East Bengal of British period, and now Bangladesh form around 8% of state 

population, are also settlers in the valley. 

The state having international border- about 350 K.M. with Burma (Now Myanmar) 

is bounded by upper Burma in East and Chin Hills in Southeast, Nagaland state in the North, 

Mizoram in South and Southwest and Assam in the West. The state is presently having nine 

administrative districts. Five in the hills and four in the valley region viz. Churachandpur, 

Ukhrul, Chandel, Tamenglong , Senapati, and  Imphal East , Imphal West, Bishenpur and 

Thoubal.  Manipur was an independent Princely state before the British conquered it in 1891 

and later was given the status of a Crown state. It merged with in Indian Union on October 

15, 1949 as a part C State after the departure of British through the controversial Merger 

Agreement.  

       On January 21, 1972, Manipur became a full-fledged State of the Indian Union. The 

status was conferred belatedly and grudgingly, a most underwhelming gift. In the popular 

perception, this was no big deal. A unicameral Legislative assembly presently administers the 

state with 60 elected members including 19 reserved seats for the Scheduled Tribes.  



 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MANIPUR POLICE 

There was no formal policing in Manipur, as such, before the arrival of the British on 

the scene. There was a system known as the “Lallup System”, which meant free labour of 

the people to the King. On 27th April 1891, during the reign of Maharaja Shri Kulachandra 

Singh, the British Government took over the administration of Manipur after a decisive battle 

with the ruling Prince at Khongjom in present Thoubal disitrict. It was then that the British 

organized properly for the first time the State Military Police of Manipur, the forerunner of 

Manipur Rifles(MR), under Political Agent, Mr. Crawford, who was appointed the first 

Commandant of the force. 

A little later, the Civil Police was also organized properly when Imphal Police Station 

was established in January 1893 having jurisdiction over the entire State of Manipur except 

the Hills. This Police Station is still functioning under the same name and is the oldest Police 

Station. Records show that the strength of Civil Police in 1894-95 was as follows: 

 S.I. H.C. Constable 

Sanctioned Strength 1 2 30 

Actual strength 1 1 11 

    

At the time of integration of Manipur with India on 15th October 1949, Manipur had 

only 5 Police Stations and 7 Outposts. The strength of the Civil Police and the Manipur 

Rifles was as follows:- 

CIVIL 

POLICE   

  

SP Dy.SP Inspector SI ASI HC Constable 

Unarmed 

Branch 
   1     2      5  11 26   16     262 

Armed Branch 
   -     -      -  1 -   4     48 

Total: 

   1     2      5  12 26   20 

    310 

 

 

 

 



             

MANIPUR RIFLES                                 

Subedar Jemadar Havildar Naik Sepoys Buglers Bandsmen 

1 3 7 9 95 5 13 

     At present Manipur Police maintains the following ranks: 

1. Director General of Police 

2. Additional Director General of Police 

3. Inspector General of Police 

4. Deputy Inspector General of Police 

5. Superintendent of Police 

6. Additional Superintendent of Police 

7. Assistant Superintendent of Police 

8. Deputy Superintendent of Police 

9. Police Inspector 

10. Assistant Police Inspector 

11. Police Sub Inspector 

12. Assistant Police Sub Inspector 

13. Head Constable 

14. Police Naik 

15. Police Constable 

In 1953 Civil Police and Manipur Rifles were reorganized. The armed branch of the 

Civil Police was merged with Manipur Rifles, which was declared as the armed wing of 

Manipur Police. 



Two companies of the Eastern Rifles were then obtained from West Bengal to meet 

the situation created by hostiles, and E.F.R camps were opened at Tamenglong, Jampi, 

Magulong, and Twaiwaichong, all in Tamenglong Sub-Division. For the first time, a Police 

Wireless grid was also opened at that time. The hostile activity in Tamenglong, Mao and 

Ukhrul Sub-Divisions was becoming stronger. In 1959 Naga-hostiles activity had assumed 

serious proportions, and Manipur Police had to work hard to cope with the situation. The 

following Police Stations and outposts were opened during the year 1958-59:- 

1. Tamenglong P.S.   

2.  Nungba P.S.   

3. Lukhambi P.S.   

4. Azuram P.S. (Withdrawn later) 

5. Oinamlong P.S.   

6. Khoupum O.P.   

On 25th May 1959, Shri L. Gopal Singh became the Inspector General of Police 

(IGP). On 17th March 1960, the post of IGP was re-designated as Superintendent of Police of 

Manipur and D.C. was to discharge the functions of I.G.P. under the Police Act of 1861.The 

S.P., however, was to be the Head of the Police Department. In August 1961, a Women 

Police Squad consisting of one Head Constable and 6 Constables was raised considering the 

need of tackling women demonstrations in various agitations. 

The whole set up of Manipur Police was reviewed by Shri A.K. Basu, the then I.G. 

(BSF) in May 1970, and he recommended increase in the strength of Imphal Police Station 

and strengthening of CID and PHQ. WF continued to be under the operational control of 

Police Department and did a lot of good work. There was reorganization of WF units also 

depending upon administrative factors. The present strength of Manipur Police consisting of 

all ranks is 14,224. There are 9 police districts, 12 Battalions (MR-6 Bns & IRB-6 Bns 

including 2 Bns under rising) and the following other units at Imphal:- 

           1) CID Special Branch,  

           2) CID Crime Branch, 



3) Manipur Police Wireless 

4) MPTS Panger 

Insurgency in Manipur: A Brief Understanding- With three major ethnic groups in 

Manipur, its insurgency is also primarily divided into insurgent groups of Meitei , Naga and 

Kuki. While the Meitei insurgents' prime objective is to free their pre-British territorial 

boundary from "Indian occupation", the Naga insurgents of Manipur support the demand of 

sovereign 'Nagalim' (Greater Nagaland) comprising of Nagaland along with the Naga 

majority areas of Manipur, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh and Burma (Myanmar). The Kukis on 

the other hand support the demand of separate Kukiland for which Kukis of Burma are also 

fighting.   

This first symptom of secessionist tendency among the Meiteis started with the 

revolutionary movement under the Socialist leaders Hijam Irabot Singh to liberate Manipur 

from feudalism and semi-colonialism of the Manipur Kings and Indian State. However, the 

movement could not advance much further due to his death in 1951. The Meiteis in the 

valley viewed the growth of Naga militancy in Nagaland and its close link with the Nagas of 

Manipur in the Hill areas as a danger to the composite political state of Manipur. With 

growing socio-political anguish and economic underdevelopment, some of the educated 

Meitei youths known to be the followers of Irabot regrouped and formed UNLF in 1964 

under the leadership of Arambam Somorendra Singh and launched an underground 

movement. With sustained anti-Indian campaign a breakaway group of UNLF later 

established an underground government called Revolutionary Government of Manipur 

(RGM) under the leadership of Oinam Sudhir Kumar with its headquarter in erstwhile East 

Pakistan now Bangladesh.   

The first violent incident in the Manipur valley in the post-statehood period was 

noticed on July 17, 1978 when, a Manipur Sub-Inspector of police along with a constable 

were shot dead in Imphal, which shocked the unprepared state police.  The rebels escaped 

with the revolver of the deceased. The state later was placed under President’s rule and the 

Government declared a number of insurgent’s organizations as unlawful associations under 



Unlawful Activities (Preventing) Act,1967. With the declaration of entire Manipur Valley as 

disturbed area and imposition of AFSPA, 1958 in 1980, the security forces took strong 

actions and succeeded in killing almost all the front ranking insurgent leaders in encounter.  

By late 1980s PLA cadres regrouped and revived their activities. It formed 

Revolutionary People’s Front (RPF) as its political front and also a united front of Meitei 

rebel organizations under the banner of RJC was formed in Many 1991 to strengthen the 

revolutionary struggle along with PREPAK and KCP. By mid nineties, the insurgents also 

raised the issue of outsiders (Mayangs). Besides, a clash between Meiteis and Pangals 

(Manipuri Muslims) in 1993 resulted in large number of deaths of the Pangals. This clash 

was an outcome of infights between Pangal arms dealers and insurgent outfits. Following the 

massacre of Muslims, some militant Islamic outfits like NEMF, INF, IRF, UILA, ILF, PULF 

were founded in Manipur valley to counter the challenge of Meitei insurgents.   

Some of the Nagas of Manipur were supporting the movement of NSCN demanding a 

sovereign 'Nagalim' (greater Nagaland) including the Naga inhabited territory of Assam, 

Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh and Burma. The Kukis, who live side by side with the Nagas 

however, do not support the movement of the NSCN. Instead they often clashed with them 

and formed underground group to fight for their separate sovereign identity. The Kukis were 

getting support from KNO and KNA, the insurgent groups based in Burma. Similar to the 

demand of separate Kukiland in Burma, the Kukis of Manipur too came up with a demand 

for separate Kuki district and subsequently for a separate Kuki state.   

Most of these underground organizations waged war either for sovereign Manipur 

state or for forming different smaller independent states by dividing the present Manipur. 

Government of India being common target of all the insurgent groups of entire northeast 

however worked as a common link between them, which they have been maintaining even 

today.  

 

 

 



Insurgency related incidents in Manipur: 

Table 1 

Insurgency related Fatalities in Manipur: 2001-2010  

Year  Civilians  SFs  Insurgents  Total  

2001*  70  25  161  256  

2002*  16  03  71  90  

2003*  13  03  70  86  

2004*  88  36  134  258  

2005*  158  50  202  410  

2006*  96  28  187  311  

2007*  130  39  219  388  

2008**  131  13  341  485  

2009**  77  18  321  416  

2010***  24  7  103  134  

*2001-07: Union Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), Government of India  

**2008-09: SATP  

***2010: SATP (Till December 12)  

 

 

Study Area: In our project we  selected  one   district each   as  sample  from  

extremist  affected  area  and  non-extremist  area.  It  is  a  difficult  job  specially  in  an  

area  of  low  intensity  conflict.  Our  method  was  to   observe  the  conflict  areas  and  

depending  on  the  number  of  people  affected  by  militancy  we  have  selected  two  

districts  of  Manipur. These two districts are Imphal East and Tamenglong.   

Reasons for choosing the area: Though  the activities  of  insurgency  is  limited  in  

Tamenglong  district  due to the Ceasefire between NSCN (both factions of IM &K) with the 

Government of India  the extremist groups has a lot of influence in the district. But as the 

extremist activities are low in Tamenglong it has been selected as a non extremist area for the 

study. Looking at the insurgent activities in the last one decade, it has been found that Imphal 

East has the highest number of insurgent related activities. Hence, Imphal East district has 

been selected as an extremist affected district.    

Imphal East district: Imphal East District came into existence on 18th June 1997 

with its head quarters at Porompat occupying the eastern part of Imphal District. The District 



is situated in two separate valleys of the state namely Central Valley and Jiribam Valley. The 

total area of the district is 469.44 sq. km. approximately and is situated at an altitude of 790 

meters above the mean sea level. The population of the district as per 2001 Census is 452,661 

of which male and female were 2,25,130 and 2,27,531 respectively. The literacy rate of the 

population in Imphal-East district is 82.81per cent. (Census of India, 2011)  

Tamenglong district: - Tamenglong district is the most backward district in the state 

of Manipur. It is entirely composed of hill ranges and narrow valleys and located along the 

western boundary of the state. It is blessed with virgin forests, exotic orchids, rare and 

endangered plants, and wildlife. The hilltops and valley sides are dotted with small hamlets, 

located at strategic points. It occupies an area 4,391 sq kms at an altitude of 1260 meters 

above the sea level. Due to weak and fragile nature of rocks and high gradient of the hill 

slopes, landslide is a common phenomenon in the whole district in rainy season. 

Communication bottleneck is one of the major problems of the district. The district is 

dominated by Schedule Tribe population which includes Kuki, Zeliangrong Nagas, Hmar and 

Khasi. As per 2011 Census the population of the district stands at 140,143 of which male and 

female were 71,762 and 68,381 respectively. The average literacy rate is 70.40 %. (Census of 

India, 2011).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section II 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

Socio-Demographic Profile:- The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police includes 

Age, Marital Status, Educational Qualification, and Community. The data that we have 

collected as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for both the police 

(officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of the police in 

extremist and non-extremist affected areas. We have a separate Performa for understanding 

the performance of the police using indexes.  

Age, Community & Marital Status: In the Age category, in our questionnaire  we 

have categorized age into seven groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 

for the police Officers as well as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped the 

Age category into three sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and Old 

age (50-59). In order to understand the socio-economic background of the police officers and 

constables, the community status has been categorized into General, ST, SC and OBC and an 

open ended question of “ Any other”.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2: 

Imphal East :Officers Sample Size (OSS) -33, Constables Sample size (CSS) -55 

Tamenglong: OSS -25, CSS -65 

(Note: The Rows and Columns mark in Red in all the tables indicates Extremist Area and the 

others in black indicates non-extremist affected district.) 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 Considering the age group it is seen that the percentage of officers in middle aged 

category are high in both Imphal East (48.5%) and Tamenglong (47.8%).  

However, in the 50-59 age group, there are relatively lesser percent of officers in 

the Extremist area as compared to the non extremist area.   

 In Imphal East district the number of Constables in the younger age group 

(39.3%) is more than the other two groups. Similarly, in Tamenglong district 

more than half of the Constables (57.7%) are found to be younger in age.  

 In Imphal East district Officers (71.0%) and constables (74.5%) belong to the 

General category. In Tamenglong district being an ST dominated area the officers 

(66.7%) and constables (61.5%) belong to ST Category.  

Distribution of  Police  officers and constables in Extremist and Non-extremist districts of Manipur in terms of Age 

Group, Community & Marital Status 

State 

 

Distric

t 

Categor

y 

Age group percentage Community Marital status 

20-34 35-49 50-59 SC ST General OBC Single Married 

Manipur Imphal 

East 

(E) 

Officer 24.63% 48.5% 27.3% 6.5% 6.5% 71.0% 16.1% 15.2% 

 

84.8% 

Constab

le 

39.3% 36.6% 21.2% 3.9% 11.8

% 

74.5% 9.8% 80.3% 19.7% 

Tamen

glon g 

(NE) 

 

Officer 13% 47.8% 39.1% 4.8% 66.7

% 

23.8% 4.8% 4.3% 95.7% 

Consta-

ble 

57.7% 36.6% 5.8% 1.5% 61.5

% 

30.8% 6.2% 88.5% 11.5% 



 In both Imphal East and Tamenglong districts Officers mostly belong to the 

married category. Whereas the number of Single Constables are high in both 

Imphal East (80.3%) and Tamenglong (88.5%) districts. 

 

Educational Qualification: Education helps a person in taking proper decision in 

critical situations. For a police officer taking right decision in right time is very necessary, as 

he faces many such situations during his career .For obtaining information on educational 

qualification of the Officers as well as constables the educational level has been categorized 

in four groups’ viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post Graduate/ Mphil/ Phd.  

The minimum educational qualification for police constable is Class VIII and there are 

constables  who got the officer rank by promotion.  

Table 3 

Education Qualification of police Officers and Constables in Extremist and Non-extremist districts 

State District Category Education level 

Manipur 

Up to Class 

X 

Class XII Graduate/ 

Diploma 

*PG/ 

Mphil/Phd 

Imphal East Officers 6.1% 3.0% 69.7% 21.2% 

Constables 38.4% 34.6% 25.0% 1.9% 

Tamenglong 

 

Officers 13.0% 8.7% 65.2% 13.0% 

Constables 63.6% 19.7% 15.2% 1.5% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

From the above table the following inference may be drawn: 

(i) In both Imphal East (69.7%) and Tamenglong (65.2%) nearly two-thirds  of 

the officers are Graduates. There are also a few Post Graduates in both Imphal 

East (21.2%) and Tamenglong (13.0%)  



(ii)  In Tamenglong district around two-thirds of  the constables had  studied up to 

Class X.  In Imphal East the extremist region, there were only 38.4% who had 

studied up to class X.  If we merge the columns of class X and XII, it is seen 

that in both Imphal East and Tamenglong, almost equal percent (83%) of 

constables are below graduation.    

(iii) In the case of officers, 91% from the terrorist region are graduate and above, 

whereas only 78% were stated to be so in the Tamenglong district which is a 

non extremist region. 

(iv) In Imphal East district there are 38.4% of constables who have studied up to 

Class X and almost equal percent (34.6%) are below graduation.  If we merge 

class X and XII, it is seen that there are less percent (73%) of constables who 

are less than graduation in the extremist district as compared to those (83.3%) 

in the non extremist region.  While 25% were graduates and above in the 

extremist region, only about 16% reported to be so in the non extremist 

region.  

Thus, one may state that in the extremist region among officers and constables 

there are more persons who studied upto graduate level and above as compared to 

the non extremist region. 

 

Date of joining the police Service: The following indicates the year of joining the 

police service by the officers and the constables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4 

Date of joining the police service by Police Officers and Constables of 

Tamenglong (non-extremist) and Imphal East (extremist affected) district 

State District Category Date of joining 

Manipur 

 

1965-

1974 

1975-

1984 

1985-

1994 

1995-

2004 

2005 and 

after 

Imphal East 

(E) 

Officer 3.0% 36.4% 18.2% 21.2% 21.2% 

Constable 3.8% 7.7% 34.6% 32.7% 21.2% 

Tamenglong 

(NE) 

Officer - 39.1% 30.4% 21.7% 22.2% 

Constable 4.5% 22.7% 28.8% 13.6% 30.3% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

o Very few officers and constables joined in the period of 2005 and after 

in both Imphal East and Tamenglong district, which indicates that new 

recruitment of officers is less in Manipur after 2005. 

o However, it is interesting to note that constables as compared to 

officers have larger percent who have been recruited in 2005 and after 

in Tamenglong district. 

o Also, nearly 35% of constables have been recruited between 1985–

1994 in the extremist affected area as against 29% recruitment of 

constables in the non extremist district during that period.  

 

Economic condition:  Economic self sufficiency is a major factor affecting all   kinds 

of   performance. Therefore, we made an attempt to find out the kind of salary received by 

the officers and constables. 

 

 

 



Table 5 

Salary component of the police Officers and Constables Tamenglong (Non-extremist) 

and Imphal east (extremist) affected district of Manipur 

State District Category Salary 

Manipur <3000 3000

-

4000 

4000

-

5000 

5000-

6000 

6000-

7000 

7000-

8000 

8000-

9000 

9000>abov

e 

Imphal 

East 

(Extrem

ist) 

Officer - 3.0% 6.1% 12.1

% 

6.1% 6.1% 3.0% 63.6% 

constable - 15.4

% 

3.8% - 1.9% 13.5% 34.6% 30.8% 

 Tameng

long 

(Non 

Extremi

st) 

Officer - - 17.4

% 

17.4

% 

- - 8.7% 56.5% 

constable 1.5% 25.8

% 

4.5% - 1.5% 15.2% 10.6% 40.9% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

o In Manipur more than half of the officers are found to be well paid in both 

Imphal East (63.5%) and Tamenglong (56.5%) as they get a salary of Rs. 

9000/- and above. 

o Among the constables only 30.8% from Imphal East and 40.9% from 

Tamenglong get a salary of Rs. 9000/- and above. This may be due to the 

difference in basic pay in terms of their post.  

 

Reason for joining service: We made an attempt to know about the police 

officers attitude towards the police service. Therefore we asked them as to why they 

have selected police service as their career in particular.  

 

 

 



Table 6 

Reasons for joining police service (Officers & Constables) Tamenglong and Imphal 

East district 

State  District Category Reason  

Manipur Prestigi

ous  

Opportu

nity to 

serve 

country 

Power 

and 

authorit

y 

Undesirab

le 

elements 

in society 

are 

reduced  

Good 

salary 

Love 

risky and 

challengin

g job 

Financia

l 

problem 

Imphal 

East 

(Extrem

ist) 

Officer - 82.6% - 4.3% - 9.5% 3.6% 

Constabl

e 

12.9% 66.7% 1.5% 7.2% 17.4%  1.5% 

Tameng

long 

(Non 

Extremi

st) 

 

Officer 6.0% 70.3% 6.5% - - 10.7% 3.0% 

Constabl

e 

6% 81.7% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 3.0% 4.5% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

o In Manipur out of the total sample of 33,   82.6% officers from Imphal 

East,  the extremist affected district and 70.3% officers from 

Tamenglong from the non extremist affected area   gave the reply for 

joining the service is their desire   to serve the country.  

o Among the constables also more than half of them from both Imphal 

East (66.7%) and Tamenglong (59.6%) gave the same reason for 

joining the service like the officers as their desire to serve the country. 

 By and large opportunity to serve the country has been advanced by both officers and 

constables of both extremist and non extremist regions.  Within this, there are more officers 

from both the regions giving this reason for joining the force, as compared to the number of 

constables.  



Promotion: Police as a prestigious service has the method of promotion for 

both the constables and officers; this is very necessary for good performance of police 

department. Promotion as an appreciation of good service on seniority basis is an 

incentive and has an impact on the better performance of the police department. In 

order to understand the system of promotion in the police dept. number of questions 

have been incorporated in the questionnaire. Table 7 presents the details.  

Table 7 

Distribution of Promotion pattern of police officers and constables in Tamenglong (non-

extremist) and Imphal East (Extremist affected district) 

State District  Promotion 

Man

ipur 

Yes Number of promotion No Reason for no 

promotion 

Satisfaction with the system of 

promotion 

Once twice thrice Routi

ne 

No 

vacan

cy 

High Average Not 

satisfied 

Imphal 

East 

(E) 

Officer 60.6

% 

45.0% 40.0% 15.0% 39.4% 78.6% 21.4% 33.3% 51.5% 15.2% 

Constabl

e 

19.2

% 

100% - - 80.8% 57.1% 30.9% 19.7% 59.1% 21.2% 

Tameng

long(NE

) 

 

Officer 73.9 

% 

41.2% 29.4% 29.4% 26.1% 58.3% 41.7% 39.1% 34.8% 26.1% 

constable 9.1% 83.8% 16.7% - 90.9% 50% 50% 20.0% 52.0% 28.0% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 

o The table shows that 60.6 of Officers in Imphal East (extremist) have 

got promotion in the category of once, twice and thrice. In the non-

extremist Tamenglong district 73.9% of them have got promotion 

similar with the category of extremist affected district. Lesser 

percentage of officers have not got their promotion. 



o In Imphal East district out of the sample size of 55 constables 

interviewed that is amounting to 10% of the total constables in police 

service only 19.2% said they have been promoted. Among the 

constables who got promotion 100% of them have been promoted once 

.None of them has been promoted twice or thrice. Looking at the 

joining dates of police constables in Imphal East district, it can be seen 

that majority of the constables joined the service in between 1985-

1995 and 1996-2004 i.e. (67.3%) have serve the police service for 

almost 25 to 9 years. So, it is expected by the constables to have 

promotion. 

o In case of the non-extremist Tamenglong district 90.9% of constables 

replied they have not yet got any promotion. Only 9.1% of the 

constables have got promotion.  

o It can be seen that promotion system of the officers is better than that 

of the constables. 

o In most of the cases the reason for no promotion is routine. 

o Except Officers in Tamenglong district in both the district satisfaction 

with the promotion system is average. In Imphal East (33.3) and 

Tamenglong 39.1% officers are found to be highly satisfied with the 

system of promotion. 

 

Duty hours: A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. 

Through the study an attempt has been made to find out how satisfied the police personnel 

with their duty hours are.  

 

 

 

 

 



Table 8 

Satisfaction Level of Police Officers & Constables in reference to duty hours and the Reasons 

thereof 

State  District Categor

y 

Duty hours 

Satisfaction with duty hours  Reason for no satisfaction  

High  Average  Not 

satisfied  

Too 

heavy 

duty 

hour 

No 

compensation 

for duty hours 

Family 

suffers 

No 

apprec

iation 

from 

superi

ors 

Lots of 

extra 

duty 

hours  

Mani

pur 

Imphal 

East(E) 

Officer 42.4% 45.5% 12.1% 12.5% 50.0% 12.5% - 25% 

Constabl

e 

18.4% 65.3% 16.3% 20.0% 20.0% 10.0%  50.0% 

Tamengl

ong(NE) 

 

Officer 13.0% 56.5% 30.4% 57.1% - - 28.6% 14.3% 

constabl

e 

56.1% 42.4% 1.5% - - -  - 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

If we merge the average satisfaction and high satisfaction together, 83.7% of officers 

of the extremist region and 98% of officers of the non extremist region were satisfied with 

the duty hours.  On the other hand, almost all constables of non extremist region and 69% of 

extremist region were satisfied with their duty hours.  Thus, there is a difference in the 

satisfaction of duty hours by officers and constables of the two regions.  More officers are 

satisfied than constables.  Again comparing both the regions, more officers from the non 

extremist region are satisfied with the duty hours than from the extremist region. 

 To the question of their dissatisfaction with the duty hours the reply given by officers 

in Imphal East 50 % is no compensation and in Tamenglong district (28.6%) is due to no 

appreciation from the officers. For the Constables in Imphal East district (50%) is lots of 

extra duty hours. 

 

 



Measures taken to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours:  

To know the measures adopted by police officers and the constables regarding 

dissatisfaction of their duty hours and how they deal with it, certain indices were put forward 

in the questionnaire. The following table indicates their view and acts adopted.   

Table 9 

Measures contemplated by police Officers & Constables in dealing with dissatisfaction 

regarding Duty Hours 

State  District Category Measures to deal with dissatisfaction with duty hours 

Manipur Nothing  Contemplating 

leaving job 

Tell my 

boss not to 

give so 

much extra 

duty hours 

Will ask 

for posting 

in other 

regions 

Take 

long 

leave 

never to 

return 

Imphal East 

(E) 

Officer 77.8% - 22.2% 5.1%  

Constable 18.2% 18.2% 45.5% - 9.1% 

 Tamenglong 

(NE) 

 

Officer 75.0% 25.0% - -  

Constable 85.7% - - 14.3%  

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

o In fact, very few were dissatisfied with duty hours. Within this by and 

large one gets no action as a response.  Of the remaining who wanted 

to take some measures, it is interesting to note that only officers and 

constables from the extremist region were prepared to talk to their 

officers to reduce the duty hours.  On the contrary officers and 

constables from non extremist region either did not want to do 

anything or were prepared to leave their jobs. Thus , there appears a 

difference in the approach to the problem of duty hours among the 

officers from extremist region and constables as compared to those 

from non extremist region. The officers and constables from the 

extremist region appear to be bolder to approach their bosses. Table 9 

presents the details.  



o The table reveals that very few Officers and constables from Imphal 

East and Tamenglong district wanted to deal with their problem 

positively as they do not want to take any action in this matter. 

However, a few of the officers (22.2%) in Imphal East district wanted 

to tell their seniors not to give them so much extra duty hours. Similar 

in line with this view, is the opinion of 45.5% constables of Imphal 

East district. A small percentage of 14.3% in Tamenglong district said 

they will ask for posting to other region (preferring lesser pressure and 

light duty hours) 

    

Duration of extra duty hours: One major problem in the police department is 

unspecified duration of duty hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make the 

police personnel frustrated which in turn affected their performance and their obligation to 

the service. 

Table 10 

Hours of Extra duty work done by the Police Officers and Constables and its payment pattern 

State District Category Extra duty hours Payment for 

extra duty 

More 

than 4 hrs 

More than 

8 hrs 

More 

than 12 

hrs 

No definite 

time 

Yes  No  

Manipur Imphal East 

(E) 

Officer 20.6% 3.4% 27.6% 48.3% 28.1% 71.9% 

Constable 50% 12.1% 3.0% 34.9% - 100% 

Tamenglong 

(NE) 

 

Officer 47.6% - - 52.4% - 100% 

Constable 9.6% 3.8% 25% 61.5% 1.6% 98.4%  

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

If we take the baseline as more than 8 hours extra duty, as 8 hours means 

almost one more day’s work, then we can have two categories.  (i) Less than 8 hour’s 

duty (ii) More than 8 hours duty. The third category will be no definite time. 



Table.11 

Police personnel giving duty more than 8 hours, less than 8 hours etc. 

State Police personnel < 8 hours  8 hours No fixed time 

Imphal East Officers 20.6% 31% 48% 

 Constables 50% 15% 35% 

Tamenglong Officers 47.6% 0 52.4% 

 Constables 9.6% 28.8% 61.5% 

 

From the above table it is seen that in the extremist area 31% officers were 

giving more than 8 hours duty.  There was none from Tamenglong who reported so. 

Thus, there is a difference between extremist and non extremist area in regard to 

giving duty for more than 8 hours. Non from non-extremist area gave so much duty 

whereas from extremist area police officers were giving more than 8 hours duty. 

 

As for constables, only 15% reported that they were giving more than 8 hours 

duty in the extremist area.  On the other hand, there were nearly 29% of constables 

who were giving more than 8 hours duty at non extremist area and at the same time, 

more than 61% constables said that there was no fixed time duty for them and they 

were called to come any time.  Only 35% of constables from the extremist region said 

the same. 

 

Thus, there is a difference in the extra duty hours put in by the constables of 

extremist and non extremist regions. Mostly they did these extra hours of duty 

without getting any extra remuneration. 

In Imphal East district (extremist affected) 48.3% officers and 34.9% 

constables said that the extra duty work they do has no definite time period. 

o Similarly, more than half of the officers (52.4%) and constables (61.5%) from 

Tamenglong gave the same reply as that of Imphal East Officers with no 

definite time period for extra duty hours . 

o As per the reply of both the Officers and Constables, it is seen that the pattern 

of extra duty hours seem a little better in extremist affected area than the non 

extremist affected area. 



o Regarding the payment for extra duty hours performed by them, there is no 

payment made to them to most of the police Officers and Constables in both 

Tamenglong and Imphal East district. Interestingly, Officers (28.1%) in 

Imphal East district replied they are paid for these extra hours of duty work 

where cent per cent of Officers in Tamenglong replied no payment is there for 

the extra duty hours work done by them. How the pattern happens and why 

some officers are paid and others are not paid, what is the basis for this 

payment needs further probing as it might impact in the quality of service. 

 

Welfare programme: For sound performance of body and mind some kind of 

welfare programme is needed for police. The table given below indicates the 

availability of welfare programmes of the police. 

Table 12  

Perception of officers and constables of the existent type of welfare programme- A comparison 

between Imphal East and Tamenglong districts  

State District Category Officer 

Welfare 

Programme 

Kind of welfare 

programme 

In absence what they want 

Manipur public 

welfare and risk 

fund 

Don’t 

know 
Yes No Counseling Recreation

al 

Other 

Manipu

r 

Imphal 

East 

(E) 

Officer 35.5

% 

64.5

% 

- - - - - 

constable 40.4

% 

59.6

% 

5.7% 94.3% 78.8% 12.1% 9.1% 

Tamenglo

ng 

(NE) 

Officer 26.1

% 

73.9

% 

- - - - - 

constable 18.2

% 

81.8

% 

- 100% 75.0% 23.1% 1.9% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 



o Slightly less than two-third of officers and 60% of constables in the 

extremist region said that there was no welfare programmes.  In the 

non extremist region, 74% officers and 82% constables said that there 

was no welfare programme.   

o When asked what kind of welfare programme they wanted, the officers 

did not reply, whereas the constables were of the view that they 

needed counseling services.  This was desired by 75% constables and a 

very small percent of constables asked for recreational programmes. 

o Thus there is a difference between extremist and non extremist region 

in terms of officers and constables perceiving the existence of welfare 

programmes. 

 

Training of the constables: Training is an indispensable part of better 

performance in police department. Training as well as refresher course of the officers 

and constables is required as they are indispensable in maintaining law and order of 

the state. Besides, proper training of the constables is necessary as they are the grass 

root workers in the police department especially in extremist affected area. 

Table 13 

Distribution of satisfaction/adequacy level of the Training provided to police Constables 

and areas where they need to be updated 

State District  Satisfaction with 

training 

Provided 

Adequate 

training  

Need for update 

 Satisfied  Not 

satisfied 

yes  No In handling 

arms and 

ammunition 

In 

combat 

Any 

other 

Manipur Imphal East 

(E) 

88.5% 11.5% 70.6% 29.4% 75.1% 25.0% - 

Tamenglong 

(NE) 

95.5% 4.5% 56.1% 43.9% 72.4% 27.6% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 



 

o There is not much of a difference between the extremist and non-extremist 

regions in regard to the satisfaction about the training that the constables 

received.  More than 88% to slightly less than 100%, personnel reported 

satisfaction with the training that the constables received.  Amongst the small 

number who felt that the training was not adequate, it is interesting to note 

that in both the districts largest percentage wanted training in arms and 

ammunition while small percent (one fourth) wanted training in combat.  

o Thus there is no difference between the extremist and non extremist area 

amongst police personnel in regard to satisfaction about the training being 

adequate for the constables.  

 

Table 14  

Distribution of Adequacy Level of Training Provided to Officers and areas where the 

Training is Inadequate 

Officer  

Adequacy of training: 

State District Very 

adequate 

Adequate  Average inadequate Extremely 

inadequate 

Manipur Imphal East(E) 15.6% 34.4% 40.6% 9.4% - 

Tamenglong(NE) 8.7% 39.1% 30.4% 17.4% 4.3% 

 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

o As for adequacy of training provided to officers, it is worth noting that 

except less than 10% of personnel in the extremist region, remaining 

were of the view that the training of officers was adequate.  On the 

other hand, nearly one fourth from the non-extremist region was of the 

view that the training of officers was inadequate.  This difference in 

the perception of adequacy of training by the officers of the two 

regions is noteworthy. 



 

Punishment: It is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake 

of maintaining order erring constables are punished properly so as not to repeat the same 

error again as they are the vanguards of the public in order. Errors (minor or serious) need to 

be properly assessed. 

 

Table 15 

Provision for Punishment for Erring police Constables 

State  District Punishment for 

erring constable 

Type of punishment 

Yes No  Punishment 

according to 

law 

Suspension 

Manipur Imphal East (E) 100% - 100% - 

Tamenglong(NE) 97.0% 3.0% 90.5% 9.5% 

                          Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 Majority of the constables in both Imphal East (100%) and Tamenglong 

(97.0%) said that they have the system of punishment for erring police constables. 

o Majority of the constables from both the district replied that erring 

constables are punished according to law.  

 

Relationship between senior and junior officers: Coordination and 

cooperation is mandatory for any team effort to be successful. Therefore, the 

relationship between senior and junior officer is a very important factor for a better 

performance of police. Through the study an attempt was made to examine if the area 

of operation has any affect on the relationship between the senior and the junior 

officers. 

 



 

Table 16 

Relationship pattern between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate 

superiors 

State District Category Cordial  Indifferent Strained Obediently 

following the 

officers 

command 

Average  Extremely 

poor 

Any other 

Manipur Imphal East  

(E) 

Officer 57.6% - - 36.4% 6.1% - - 

constable 23.1% 5.8% - 69.2% 1.9% - - 

Tamenglong 

(NE) 

Officer 73.9% - - 21.4% 4.3% - - 

constable 43.9% - - 51.5% 4.5% - - 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 

o Slightly more than half of the officers from Imphal East (57.6%) and 

more than 70% of officers from Tamenglong (73.9%) districts said 

that they have cordial relations between senior and junior officers.  

 

o However, there are only 23% of constables from the extremist region 

stated to have cordial relations.  But 69% said they obeyed the 

command.  If this aspect is takeen up as cordial, we could state that 

more than 90%  of constables had cordial relations in both extremist 

and non extremist regions.  Similar picture is observed even amongst 

the officers if we merge obeying the command with cordial relations 

columns.  

o Among the constables,   more than half in both the districts said that 

the relation between constable and immediate superiors is about 

obeying the superiors command. 

 



To the query what they would do if they had poor relations with their officers, 

the following replies were given as tabulated in table 16.  

 

 

Table 17 

Dealing pattern of relationship between Officers and constables in cases of indifferent 

or strained relation  

State District Category  I just 

do my 

duty 

I talk 

with 

my 

family 

I approach the 

person with 

negative 

relation 

Any 

other 

Manipur Imphal East 

(E) 

Officer  100% - - - 

constable 72.7% 18.2% 9.1% - 

Tamenglong 

(NE) 

 

Officer - - - - 

constable 81.8% 9.1% - 9.1% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 Hundred percent of the officers of Imphal East district is of the opinion that they 

just do their duty when they have strained relation between senior and junior 

police personnel and do nothing to improve the relation.  

 Similarly, majority of the constables like the officers from both the districts 

replied they also just do their duty and do nothing to improve the relationship. 

Only, 9.1% in Tamenglong and 18.2% in Imphal East districts replied they 

discussed the matter with their family members. A few of them (9.1%) replied 

they approach the concerned person with whom they have problems or difficulties 

to solve the problem or to chalk out the differences.  

 

Commitment to job: The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties whether 

risky or not reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore, questions regarding 



readiness to accept risky assignment are included in the questionnaire to test their 

commitment to police service. 

 

 

 

Table 18  

Police Officers and Constables readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Category No. of 

Sample 

Size 

RARA* 

 

Reason for accepting  

Yes Enjoy risk Part of duty Cannot do 

anything  

Trained 

for it 

Manipur Imphal East 

***(E) 

Officer  90.3% 27.6% 58.6% 3.4% 10.3% 

Constable  76.5% 2.8% 69.0% 19.7% 8.4% 

Tamenlong 

**(NE) 

 

Officer  100% - 81.8% 9.1% 9.0% 

Constable  75.8% 8.0% 48.0% 44.0% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 

*Readiness to accept risky assignment, ** NE-Non Extremist, *** E-Extremist 

To the question of readiness in taking risky assignment most of the Officers as well as 

Constables in both the extremist and non-extremist affected district of Imphal East and 

Tamenglong gave the reply that they were ready to take any risky assignment.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 19 

Dealing pattern of Non readiness to accept risky assignment by Officers and constables 

State District Category RARA* 

 

Reason for accepting  

No Take leave Exchange 

duty 

Tell officer to 

postpone 

sending  

Point to 

more 

intereste

d person 

Manipur Imphal 

East (E) 

Officer 9.7% 40.0%  40.0% 20.0% 

Constable 23.5% 20.0% 30.0% - 50% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

 

Officer -     

Constable 24.2% 11.1%  11.1% 77.7% 

  Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 

Out of the few police officers and Constables who said they will not  accept risky 

assignment , about 50% of the constables from Imphal East and 77.7% constables from 

Tamenglong district said they will shift their duty on to persons interested in doing the duty 

in such areas. About 40% of Officers from Imphal East replied either they will exchange 

duties or tell the senior officer to postpone sending them to risky assignment. 

 

Police performance in the extremist affected area:  



Control of extremism: Police played a crucial role in extremist affected region. Police have 

to remain more effective and cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore, we made an attempt 

to find out the opinion of Police from both Imphal East and Tamenglong district on the 

subject to assess the performance level of police in extremist affected areas as compared to 

non-extremist affected areas.  

 

 

 

Table 19(a) 

View of Police Officers and Constables in controlling Extremism In Manipur 

State District Category Control 

very well 

Control to 

an extent 

Not at 

all able 

to 

control 

Extremist 

problem is not 

only the 

problem of the 

police 

Any 

other 

Manipur Imphal East 

(E) 

Officer  18.2% 24.2% - 57.5% - 

Constable  12.0% 46.0% 4.0% 38.0% - 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

 

Officer  8.7% 21.7% 8.7% 60.8% - 

Constable  4.5% 7.6% 9.1% 69.7% 9.1% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 

In the above table if we merge the columns, “control very well” with “control to an 

extent”, it is seen that   42.4% officers of the extremist region stated that they are able to 

control the extremist activities.    

When this is compared with the percentage of officers and constables of non 

extremist region (Tamenglong), it is interesting to note that only 29% officers and 12% 

constables felt that the extremist activities is being controlled.  



It is also noteworthy that both officers and constables (60-70%) from Tamenglong 

and officers from Imphal East (about 60%) said that the extremist problem is not only the 

problem of police.  Such an opinion was given only by 38% of constables from the extremist 

region. 

Thus, one may state that by and large there is a feeling that the police are able to 

control the extremist activities to an extent amongst both officers and constables.  However, 

there is also the feeling that extremist problem is not only the problem that police had to see 

or look after. 

 

Table 19(b) 

Perception of Police Officers and Constables regarding the reasons  for controlling 

extremism well  in Manipur- comparison between extremist and non extremist areas 

 

State District Category Police is 

very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

Fearless Not afraid 

of death 

or injury 

Any 

other 

Manipur Imphal East 

(E) 

Officer  85.7% 14.3% - - - 

Constable  - 15.4% 61.5% 15.4% 7.7% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

 

Officer  - - 100% - - 

Constable  80.0% - 20.0% - - 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 

o It is interesting to note that 100% of the officers from non extremist 

region (Tamenglong) and a lesser percentage of 21.2% officers from 

extremist region (Imphal East) stated that fearlessness amongst the 

police has been responsible to curb extremism.  

o Well trained police and efficient police being responsible for 

controlling extremist activities has been advanced by 86% officers of 



Imphal East.  But there is no officer from Tamenglong stating the 

same.  All the officers of Tamenglong said that it is fearlessness 

among the police that has controlled extremist activities 

o Exactly opposite trend is observed amongst the constables.  While 

80% of the constables from non extremist region feels police 

efficiency is responsible for controlling extremism, there is no 

constable from the extremist region (Imphal East) considering this 

view. 

o Thus , there is not only difference regarding reasons advanced across 

the extremist versus non extremist regions, there is also difference 

between officers and constables in regard to the reasons given by them 

for controlling extremist activities.  

 

Table 19(c) 

View of Officers and Constables for not controlling well of extremist problem  

State District Category Defective 

recruit 

ment 

policy 

Need 

rigorous 

training 

Afraid of 

sudden 

death 

Lack of high 

tech 

instruments 

Non 

supporting 

local people 

Manipur Imphal 

East (E) 

Officer  60.0% 10.0% - 10.0 20.0% 

Constable  30.1% 26.7% 3.3% 26.6% 13.3% 

Tamenglon

g (NE) 

Officer  - 20% - 80.0% - 

Constable  20.0% 20.0% - 30.0% 30.0% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

To the query if the extremist activities is not controlled effectively what could 

be the possible reason, the responses given by the officers and constables from the 

two regions are tabulated and presented in the above table (19 C).   

 



o It is seen from the above table that 60% of officers from Imphal East 

(extremist region) have said it is the faulty recruitment policy responsible for 

non effective control of extremism in Manipur.   

 

Thus, there is a clear difference between the extremist and non extremist 

region personnel in their reasons advanced for non efficient control of extremist 

activities. Majority of the officers and constables in Manipur think that extremist 

problem is not only the problem of the police.  Also, there is difference between 

officers and constables in regard to the causes they feel are responsible for poor 

control of extremism in Manipur. 

 

Difference between extremist and non extremist affected area: There exist 

distinct differences between extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. 

During their career in police service the police personnel has to face different 

situations in extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. The study 

intended to find out the differences in their perception of the situation being tense, 

peaceful etc.  Table 16 presents the details. 

 

Table 20 

Perception of Police personnel of the atmosphere being tense or peaceful in the 

extremist and non extremist areas 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

State District Category tense in 

extremist , 

peaceful in 

non extremist 

Police need 

to be fully 

alert in 

extremist 

General 

people 

hardly move 

freely in 

extremist 

region 

Too much 

bloodshed 

in extremist 

region 

No 

differe

nce 

Any 

other 

Manipu

r 

Imphal 

East (E) 

Officer  54.5% 12.2% 9.1% 21.2% - 3.0% 

Constable  70.6% 25.5% 3.9% - - - 

Tamenlong Officer  40.9% 27.3% 18.2% 9.0% 4.6% - 



(NE) 

 

Constable  43.1% 33.8% 12.3% 3.1% 1.5% 6.2% 

Imphal East: OSS-33, CSS-55 / Tamenglong: OSS-25, CSS-65 

 

o More than half of Imphal East officers and 40.9% officers from Tamenglong 

feel that it is tense in extremist regions and peaceful in non-extremist region. 

Same is the view of 70.6% constables in Imphal East and 43.1% in 

Tamenglong district too. 

o A small percentage of officers in both Imphal East and Tamenglong replied 

“No Difference” regarding the situation in both the district. It indicates that 

there is a lot of difference between regions affected by extremism in the state. 

 

Major problem faced by the police in extremist area:-views of the constables  

The objective of our study was to find out the problems faced by the police (all 

categories) in the non extremist and extremist affected area. From the data given below 

we found the problem faced by police constables in the two areas as given in the table 

below. 

 

Table 21 

Distribution pattern of Problem faced by Constables in extremist Area 

CONSTABLES 

State  District Lack of updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communication 

system 

Lack of 

manpower 

Wide gap 

between 

police and 

public 

Manipur Imphal East(E) 24.8% 3.8% 15.4% 53.8% 

Tamenglong 

(NE) 

30.3% 15.2% 16.7% 37.8% 

Imphal East: CSS-55 / Tamenglong: CSS-65 



More than half of the constables (53.8%) from Imphal East and 37.8% from 

Tamenglong face problem of wide gaps between police and public in extremist 

affected area. Ranging from 24.8%-30.3% in both the districts, the constables said 

they lack in updated equipment.  

 

Preparedness to counter insurgents: The insurgents are equipped with 

sophisticated weapons; as such it is necessary that the police personnel are also well 

equipped to counter the insurgent and their activities. Therefore, opinion was sought 

from the officers about how well equipped they are to counter insurgents.   Table 22 

presents the details. 

 

Table 22 

Preparedness level of Police Officers to counter insurgent activities 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 

State  District Yes No  Reason for inequipedness 

Not well 

trained 

Arms not 

adequate 

Restricted from 

using 

sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardness 

Manipur Imphal East(E) 43.8% 56.3% - 15.0% 5.0% 80.0% 

Tamenlong (NE) 22.7% 77.3% 5.3% 36.8% 5.3% 47.6% 

Imphal East: OSS-33/ Tamenglong: OSS-25 

It is interesting to note that more officers (77.3% ) from the non extremist area as 

against 56.3% from extremist area opine that police officers are not equipped 

adequately to counter insurgent activities.  

 

o Equally surprising is that 80% of the officers from extremist area say that as 

extremism is related to economic backwardness, police by themselves cannot 

do much.  On the other hand not being well trained, arms not being adequate 



and not having sophisticated weapon were all reasons given by the non 

extremist area officers as reason for inability to control insurgent activities.  

 

The above contrasting picture regarding reason for control of insurgent 

activities is worth noting.  

 

Question of Avoiding violence in dealing with insurgents: Possibility or 

impossibility? 

   Police is the protector of common people. It is the responsibility of police to 

ensure the safety of the common people while dealing with the insurgents. Therefore, officers 

were asked about how far they are concerned about avoiding violence while arresting 

extremist taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain safe.  Table 23 presents 

their view.  

 

Table 23 

Police Officers View on Avoiding Violence in Dealing With Insurgents 

State  District Yes No  Methods 

With help 

of public 

By identifying 

hideouts and 

surrounding 

them without 

their 

knowledge 

By opening 

fire only if 

they did 

To disarm them 

with such 

suddenness that 

they are taken 

aback 

Manipur Tamenlong 

(NE) 

65.2% 34.8% 43.8% 50% - 6.3% 

Imphal East(E) 71.9% 28.1% 37.5% 62.6% - - 

Imphal East: OSS-33/ Tamenglong: OSS-25 

72% of the police officers from Imphal East as against 65% from Tamenglong 

said that they avoided violence in dealing with extremists. They did it by identifying 

hideouts and surrounding them without their knowledge.  



Unified Command System: In insurgency affected areas, a unified command 

system consisting of police, army and civil administration exists as a measure of 

counter insurgency strategy and security system. The officers were asked whether 

they face any problem working under this system 

  

 

 

 

Table 24 

Views of Police Officers on Unified Command System 

State District Problem working under unified command system 

Yes  No  

Manipur Imphal East(E) 44.8% 55.2% 

 Tamenlong (NE) 56.5% 43.5% 

Imphal East: OSS-33/ Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o More than half of the officers (55.2%) from Imphal East (extremist affected 

area) said that they do not face any problem working under the Unified 

Command system. 

o However, in contrast to the view of Officers from the extremist affected 

district of Imphal East, more than half of the officers from Tamenglong which 

is a non-extremist affected district said they faced problem working under 

unified command system. This is a significant finding of our study in that 

those who are facing insurgency do not have a problem, whereas police in the 

non-extremist district have problems under unified command. This needs 

further probing.  

 

Extremism and crime rate: We can find a certain relationship between the 

extremist activities and the other crime rates. There may be an increase or decrease in 



the crime rate according to the prevalence of the extremist activities and the security 

system that are employed in these extremist affected areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 25(a) 

Police Officers View on Crime Rate and Insurgency and Their Reasons 

Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District Yes No  If yes ,the reasons for the same 

Local 

criminals 

encouraged as 

they can 

blame 

insurgents 

Many times the 

extremists use 

the local 

criminals for 

criminal 

activities 

Any other 

Manipur 

 

Imphal East(E) 90.9% 9.1% 51.7% 48.3% - 

Tamenlong (NE) 60.9% 39.1% 64.3% 35.7% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33/ Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o 90.9% officers from Imphal East i.e. extremist affected area and 60.9% 

officers from Tamenglong said that there is an increase in crime rate due to 

extremist activities.  

o To the question of why and how Crime has increased, the reason given by 

them is that local criminals were encouraged to do crimes as they can blame 

insurgents and many times the extremists use the local criminals for criminal 

activities. Looking at the views of the police officers it can be stated that the 



criminal elements as well as the insurgents use the brooding situation of 

insurgency to conduct their activities to their own advantage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 25(b) 

Police Officers View on Decrease in Crime Rate and Insurgent Activities & Their 

Reasons 

Decrease of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District yes No  If yes the reasons for the same 

Even the 

criminals are 

scared and do 

not come out 

People invariably 

remain indoors 

due to fear of 

extremist 

Because of 

extremists, the 

police force is 

always around 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

12.9% 87.1% 60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

34.8% 65.2% 22.2% 55.6% 22.2% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o Only 12.9% officers from Imphal East and 34.8% officers from Tamenglong 

said that there is a decrease in crime rate due to extremist activities. The 

reason given by the  officers from Imphal East is that even the criminals are 

scared and do not come out while  officers from Tamenglong expressed that 

people invariably remain indoors due to fear of extremist. 



 From this data it can be ascertained that due to insurgent activities which 

eventually results in increase deployment of security forces instills a fear 

psychosis among the people and even the criminal elements fear to venture out to 

commit crime. 

  

  Satisfaction with the present police performance: How far the police 

personnel are satisfied with the present police performance is of a great concern for 

understanding the performance of police in extremist and non extremist areas. Using certain 

indices to know their satisfaction level, police officers in our sample study were asked to give 

their opinion. The following table indicates their view.  

 

 

Table 26: 

Perception of Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction in regard to Police Performance Level  

Officers 

Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Highly 

satisfied 

Satisfied  Average Not satisfied Totally 

dissatisfied 

Manipur 

 

Imphal East(E) 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% - - 

Tamenlong (NE) 40.0% 60.0% - - - 

Imphal East: OSS-33/ Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o In Imphal East district equal proportion of officers (33.3%) each are found to 

be highly satisfied, satisfied and average. 

o In Tamenglong 60.0% officers are satisfied and 40% are highly satisfied with 

the present police performance. 

o Interestingly, the data in the above table indicates that the police officers are 

quite satisfied with the performance of the police as no officer had given the 

reply of not satisfied or totally being dissatisfied with the performance level of 

the police. 



 

Human Rights Commission: A positive relation between police and Human 

Rights Commission is almost a rare phenomenon. It is believed that the existence of 

Human rights Commission helps in protecting the rights of the people. On one hand, 

Police often think that Human Rights Commission interferes in their work and 

sometimes hampers in dealing with insurgents etc.  Therefore, police officers are 

asked to give their views on whether the existence of Human Rights Commission 

helps in reducing Human Rights violations of the people and whether it hampers in 

their functioning. Table 27 provides the details.  

 

 

Table 27  

Views of Police Officers on Human Rights Violations in relation to the existence of Human 

Rights Commission 

Whether Human Rights Commission helped in improving human rights violation incidents 

State District Yes  No  Undecided  If no the reasons for the same 

It is due to sheer 

callousness 

Lack of 

awareness 

H.R. rules 

Many do not 

know the 

existence of 

H.R. C  

No clear 

instructions 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

72.7% 21.2% 6.1% 16.7% 50.0%  33.3% 

Tamenlon

g (NE) 

91.3% 8.7% - - - 50% 50% 

Imphal East: OSS-33/ Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o 72.7% in extremist affected area i.e. Imphal East district expressed that the  

Human Rights Commission helps in improving the human rights incidents. In 

Tamenglong 91.3% officers gave the same view.  



o The reasons given by those officers who said “No” is due to (i) lack of 

awareness Human Rights rules and (ii) many do not know about the existence 

of Human Rights Commission and (iii)  no clear instructions are given on this 

matter. Of these reasons 50% of the officers from the extremist region stated 

lack of awareness regarding human rights rules and one third from the same 

region stated no clear instructions. 

o On the other hand none of the officers from non extremist said about lack of 

awareness, but 50% said lack of knowledge about the existence of Human 

Rights commission and another 50% said no clear instructions. 

Thus, one finds that there is differing views among the officers about the Human 

Rights Commission’s help in the two regions.   

 

Police performance (General) 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention: The police officers use different 

techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime prevention nowadays does not mean only to 

arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime prevention takes a wider sense with the police 

working in coordination with the public to root out crime.  Some of the techniques used by 

the police personnel for crime prevention are presented in table 28 given below.  

Table 28 

Techniques Used by Officers for Crime Prevention in Imphal East (extremist affected 

district) and Tamenglong (non-extremist affected district) 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention 

State District Use 

educational 

method 

punishment Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

Informed 

public 

about 

crimes 

Special programmes 

arranged for public 

not to indulge in 

crime 

Organize 

camps/work 

shops 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

9.7% 6.5% 38.6% 6.5% 3.2% 35.5% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

13.2% 17.4% 8.7% 12.9% - 47.8% 

Imphal East: OSS-33/ Tamenglong: OSS-25 



 

 It appears from the above table that the perception regarding the techniques 

used to prevent crime varied between the officers of the two districts.   While the officers of 

the extremist district (45.1%). They  said they quickly captured and punished the culprit, 

such a view was expressed only by 26.1% of officers from the non extremist district.  Also, 

when we combine the special programmes arranged for public not to indulge in crime with 

organizing of camps and workshops, it is seen that higher percentage of 47.8% of the officers 

from the non extremist region used this method as compared to officers (38.6%) of the 

extremist region.  

 Thus, there is a difference in the methods used by officers of the two regions 

in the prevention of crime. 

 

 The Issue concerned with  Manpower in Police System in the State: In 

extremist affected area often manpower in police force fall short  for activities like  security 

cover to safeguard and protect public properties such as monuments, markets, festivals etc.   

To the query if they have sufficient man power the response given by them are tabulated and 

presented in the table given below.  

Table 29 

Police Officers view on Sufficiency of Manpower in the Police Force 

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of public monuments etc 

State  District sufficient Not sufficient  

Manipur 

 

Imphal East(E) 69.7% 30.3% 

Tamenglong (NE 90.9% 9.1% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 In extremist affected area of Imphal East district one-third of the officers said 

they do not have enough manpower to safeguard and protect public properties.  On the other 

hand only 9% of officers in the non extremist area thought so. Thus, there is a difference 



between officers of the two regions in their perception regarding adequacy of manpower.  

Officers in the extremist region being in the thick of insurgent activities consider that they 

cannot protect public property etc due to the police manpower being involved in countering 

insurgency.   

 

Relationship between media and police: Media plays a very important role 

by reporting the activities of police. However, we often come over the allegation that 

media become biased when reporting on police. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 30 

Views of Police Officers in Regard to Relationship between Police and the Media 

Officer 

Relationship between media and police 

State District Positive  Negative  If no the reasons 

No spe 

cific 

reason 

Media looks for 

sensational 

news  

Manipulat 

interview 

Never report 

good work of 

police 

Any 

other 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

97.0% 3.0% 66.7% - 33.3% - - 

Tamenlon

g (NE) 

87.0% 13.0% - 100% - - - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o Majority officers from both Imphal East (97.0%) and Tamenglong (87.0%%) 

said that media is positive while reporting police activities. Within this, there 

are relatively more percentage of officers (97%) reporting so from the 



extremist region as compared to the percentage of officers (87%) from non-

extremist region.  

o Of the few officers who said that media is negative towards the police, 66.7% 

police officers from Imphal East said there is no specific reason but media’s 

response is negative towards police in matters of reporting. In Tamenglong 

district cent percent of the officers replied that media looks for sensational 

news in every act of police. 

 

Community policing: Community policing is a policing strategy and 

philosophy based on the notion that community interaction and support can help 

control crime and reduce fear, with community members helping to identify suspects, 

detain vandals and bring problems to the attention of police. In order to find out the 

relation between police and public from the police side, through the questionnaire 

views of the police was obtained. The table given below describes their perceived 

views about the public’s views towards police.  

 

Table 31(a) 

Views of Police Officers about the relationship between Police and Public 

Officer  

Relation between police and public 

State District category Cordial  Strained Sense of 

fear by 

the public 

Mistrust of 

public by 

police 

Public do not understand 

police and their police 

infrastructure 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

Officer  54.8% 9.7% 16.2% 13.0% 6.5% 

constable 67.3% 3.8% 11.5% 13.5% 3.8% 

 Tamenlo

ng(NE 

Officer  56.5%. 4.3% 4.3% 8.7% 26.1% 

constable 86.4% 3.0% 3.0% 7.6% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 



 

More than half of the officers from both Imphal East (54.8%) and 

Tamenglong (56.5%) district said that the relation between police and public is 

cordial. Relatively more percentage of constables (67.3%) from Imphal East and 

86.4% from Tamenglong said that the relation is cordial between the police and the 

public. Thus in the perception of constables, there is a positive relationship between 

the police and the public, and it implies a healthy relationship between the public and 

the police (here the constables who at the basic level are in constant touch with the 

people in general) at the grass root level. 

 

To the query why there is strained relations between the police and the public, 

the responses given by the police personnel is tabulated and presented in the table 

below. 

 

 

 

 

Table 31(b) 

Police Officers views on strained relation between police and public 

Reason for strained relations  between police and public 

State  District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion of 

police by 

public 

Police is 

Ruled by 

political 

orders 

Police is 

Harsh to 

public 

Police 

considered as 

corrupt 

organization 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

16.7% 25.0% 16.7% 16.7% 25.0% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

62.5 6.3% - 12.5% 25.0% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 



 

o In Tamenglong district which is a non-extremist  district ,  out of the 

officers who replied the relationship between the police and public is 

strained, 62.5% gave the reason that police are not so successful in 

controlling crime or detection of crime and arresting the culprit which 

makes the public apprehensive towards the police.  Only 6.3% said 

that   there is suspicion by public towards the police.  

 

o 25% of police personnel from both the districts said that the public 

considered police as a corrupt organization and so the relationship 

between the police and the public is strained. 

 

 The Support police get from the public:  As a part of community policing,   

police gets different kinds of support from the public.  These different supports (level) are 

tabulated and presented in Table 31 C given below.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 31 ( c ) 

Views of Officers towards the Level of Support police gets from the Public  

Support police get from public 

State  District Public 

involve 

police in 

police- 

public 

interface 

Giving 

clue 

about 

culprit 

Following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helping 

police in 

road 

safety 

week 

Giving clue about  

strange activities 

in the 

neighbourhood 

No 

support 

from 

public 

Manipur Imphal 29.0% 48.4% - 6.5% 9.7% 6.4% 



 East(E) 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

47.8% 13.0% - 13.0% 8.7% 17.4% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 

 Only a small percentage of officers from the extremist region said that they do 

not get support from the public.  In fact, there were twice the percent of officers from 

Tamenglong (non-extremist) district who said so, as compared to the Imphal East officers.  

 

 When giving clue about culprit is combined with giving clue about things 

happening in the neighbourhood, it is interesting to note that 58% of officers from Extremist 

region said so in contrast to only 21.7% officers from the non extremist region.   

 

 Perhaps the officers from the extremist district are in the thick of insurgent 

activities that they find the help of the public to find out the hideouts of the insurgents as of 

great help. This is not so in regard to the non extremist area. 

 

 Mechanism for public cooperation: the police officers were asked whether 

they have any mechanism for public cooperation. 

 

Table 31(d) 

Police Officers view on Mechanism for police-public cooperation 

Mechanism for public cooperation 

State  District Have any 

mechanism for 

public 

cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes  No  Joint 

committees 

with RWAs  

Police public 

cooperation 

committee 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme to 

reduce crime 

Police public 

cooperation in 

renting out 

premises with 

consent of 

Any 

other 



police 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

78.8% 21.2% 7.7% 65.3% 15.4% 11.5% - 

Tamenglong 

(NE) 

82.6% 17.4% - 26.3% 47.4% 26.4% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 According to majority of police officers from both Imphal East (78.8%) and 

Tamenglong (82.6%) said they have the mechanism for police-public cooperation.  

 In Imphal East district more than 60% officers said they i.e. police have the 

mechanism for public through police-public cooperation committees. 

 Around 47.4% officers from Tamenglong said the mechanism they have for 

public cooperation is police-public collaborative programme to reduce crime. 

 

 Political interference in police duty: One major factor affecting police 

performance is interference by politicians and political party/parties. Political parties and 

individual politicians may abuse the police to satisfy their self interest. As a result many 

things that police may do will reflect the lack of policing with people having muscle powers, 

guns, pistols etc.  

 

Table 31(e) 

Police Officers Views regarding political interference 

State  District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No  Demanding 

release of 

an accused 

Demanding 

no action 

Not to 

enforce 

punishment 

Police 

officers 

transferred 

for not 

joining 

hands with 

politician 

Bringing 

in police 

officers 

loyal to 

politician 

Manipur Imphal 45.5% 54.5% 56.3% 6.3% 12.5% 2.5% 12.5% 



 East(E) 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

43.5% 56.5% 30.0% - 10.0% 60.0% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o About 45.5% officers from Imphal East and 43.5% officers from Tamenglong 

said they face political interference during their career.  

o According to 60% officers from Tamenglong district who said they faced 

interference politicians and political parties, said Police officers are 

transferred for not listening to the politicians. 

o According to more than half of the officers from Imphal East (56.3%) the 

interference is mainly in demanding release of an accused. 

 

 Steps to minimize gap between police and public: As Police works for the 

public to maintain peace and control crimes, it is a much needed step to minimize the gap 

between the police and the public. To examine the steps taken by the police in minimizing 

this gap, question was asked to the police to measure the steps taken so far and if not proper 

steps have been taken, the study will indicate the lapse part as a feedback so as to make steps 

in future for better police functioning and public reliance. 

 

Table 31(f) 

Police Officers view regarding steps to minimize police-public gap and the initiatives 

taken 

Officer 

State District Steps to minimize gap 

between police and 

public 

Constantly 

interacting 

with public 

through TV, 

radio, print 

media 

Regular 

interacti

on with 

RWA 

Get 

Feedback 

from public 

about 

theneeded 

improveme

nts 

Indicate 

number of 

cases 

solved 

Steps 

throug

h 

BPRD 
Yes No 

Manipur Imphal 90.9% 9.1% 39.9% 16.7% 23.3% 10.0% 10.0% 



 East(E) 

Tamenlon

g(NE) 

78.3% 21.7% 33.4% 22.2% 27.8% 16.7% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 

It is interesting to note that more than 90% officers from Imphal East district 

(extremist affected) take steps to minimize gap between police and public. The reply 

indicates that in extremist affected area due to the insurgent activities, police have to 

take stringent measures which also affect the local population. In many circumstances 

errors have been committed by police personnel in dealing with insurgency. It is 

assumed that to make known to the public that police is a responsible force it has to 

take steps to have a healthy relationship with the public. The reply of the officers 

indicates their effort in taking such a step. 

 

In Tamenglong 78.3% officers said they take steps to minimize the gap between 

police and public.  

More than one third officers from both district said that they constantly interact with 

public through TV, radio, print media.  

 

Need for attitudinal change of the Police: It is a fact that attitudinal change of 

police is necessary in the eyes of the public. The question is how police attain this? What 

measures are to be adopted and how police finds space in public life to have a change of 

opinion? To find out this issue, we asked the officers to give their views and mechanisms that 

are adopted or to be adopted to effect this attitudinal change.     

Table 31(g) 

Police Officers view on steps taken to have an attitudinal change in its relationship with 

the Public 

State  District More 

interaction 

with public 

Representation 

of public in 

police system 

Representation 

of police in 

public bodies 

Regular 

write up 

about 

important 

Interactiona

l melas  

Public to be 

made aware 

about police 

activities 



case 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

66.6% 15.2% 3.0% - 3.0% 6.1% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

69.5% - 4.3% - - 21.7% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o If police have to have an attitudinal change than police need to have more 

interaction with public. This is the view of 66.5% officers from Imphal East 

and 69.5% officers from Tamenglong districts.  

 

Provision for public Awareness regarding police functioning: It is the 

responsibility of police to make the public aware of the rules and regulations of the police. 

The table given below indicates the steps taken by police to make the public aware of its 

functioning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 31(h) 

Police Officers views on steps taken to made public aware of police functioning 

State  District Provision for 

public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Issuing 

number of 

Interacting 

with press 

In serious 

case public 

Inform 

public 

By holding 



notifications 

in the 

newspaper 

and public 

once in a 

fortnight 

is 

interacted 

and 

involve 

through 

FM about 

extremist 

activity  

public meeting 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

57.6% 42.4% 36.9% 10.6% 10.5% - 42.1% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

68.2% 31.8% 20.0% - 46.7% - 26.7% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 

o More than half of the officers from Imphal East (57.6%) and more than two-

thirds (68.2%) officers from Tamenglong said they have provision for making 

public aware about its functioning system. 

o According to 46.7% officers from Tamenglong district replied that to make 

the public aware of its functioning, rules and regulations etc. they have 

measures to interact with the public and also involves the public in serious 

cases. 

o 42.1% officers from Imphal East district said they hold  public meeting to 

make the public aware of functioning of the police system, its role, rules and 

regulations etc.  

 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquency: Juveniles, if not 

prevented from committing crimes will later indulge in serious crimes. Only they will 

graduate to committing serious crimes. Therefore, it becomes essential that the 

Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be enforced effectively. This is an Act to provide for the 

care, protection, treatment, development and rehabilitation of neglected and for the 

adjudication matters relating to juveniles. Police officers were asked whether they 

take measures to help students to avoid anti-social activities/indulging in unlawful 

activities. This is very important problem in places like Manipur where there is multi-

faceted conflicts including insurgency movements. 

Table 31(i) 



Views of Police Officers of regarding Provisions and Measures adopted to keep 

Juveniles (youths) to keep away from anti-social activities  

Officer 

State  District Provision for 

helping students 

avoiding anti 

social activity 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Organize 

through NGOs 

no. of 

programmese 

for youth 

Youngster 

is not 

punished 

but let out 

with 

warning for 

first 

offence 

No special 

programme 

for youth 

Usual  Any 

other 

Manipur 

 

Imphal 

East(E) 

78.8% 21.2 29.6% 33.3% 7.4% - 7.4% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

87.0% 13.0% 40.0% 55.0% 5.0% - - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o Majority of the officers from Imphal East (78.8%) and Tamenglong 

(87%) said that they take measures so that youngsters can avoid anti 

social activities. 

o In Imphal East one third of the officers (33.3%) and in Tamenglong 

(55.0%) districts said the youngsters are not punished for his first 

offence but let out with warning so that they do not repeat this deviant 

behaviour and lead a normal life. 

 

Accountability to law: Accountability means answerability for proper 

performance of an assigned job. In democracy, police remain accountable for 

its performance to the people and to the law of the land. The officers were 

asked if they detain people illegally. 

Table 32 



Opinion of Police Officers regarding illegal detention and police reform measures for 

police accountability 

State  District Justify detaining people illegally Does police reform help 

increasing police 

accountability 

Extremists 

and 

criminals are 

detained 

none else 

detained 

illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police 

follow rules 

and do  not 

detain 

illegally 

Any other Yes  No  

Manipur 

  

Imphal East(E) 45.5% 27.3% 24.2% 3.0 87.5% 6.3% 

Tamenlong(NE) 26.1% 26.1% 47.8% - 78.3% 21.7% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o According to 45.5% officers from Imphal East district only extremist 

and criminals are detained following rules and no one is detained 

illegally. 

o The reply of officers from Tamenglong district (47.8% ) is that Police 

follow rules and do not detain anyone illegally . 

o According to majority of the officers from both Imphal East (87.5%) 

and Tamenglong (78.3%) replied police reform measure help in police 

accountability. 

. 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police: Better performance 

from the police department also depends on the proper coordination among the three 

agencies that is the judiciary, executive and police. 

 

Table 33 

Officers views regarding Cooperation between judiciary, executive and police 

Officer 



Cooperation amongst judiciary, executive and police 

State District Very high High  Average Poor  Extremely 

poor 

Manipur 

  

Imphal East(E) 18.2% 39.4% 39.4% 3.0% - 

Tamenlong (NE) 13.0% 39.1% 47.8% - - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 

Around 39.4% officers from Imphal East and 39.1% from Tamenglong district 

said there is high cooperation between judiciary, executive and police.  The of 

officers who said very high cooperation amongst these three agencies is 

comparatively low (18.2% in Imphal East and 13% in Tamenglong . Comparing the 

reply of officers in these two districts, it can be ascertained that  in extremist affected 

area there is good cooperation between judiciary, executive and police. 47.8% 

officers from Tamenglong said that the cooperation is average among the three 

agencies. 

Corruption: Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient 

functioning of police department and many a times losing its credit in the eyes of the 

public. To know the opinion of the police officers on this issue, questions were ask to 

police Officers and constables to have an overall view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 34 (a) 

Views of Police Officers regarding Corruption in the Police department 



Officer 

State District It is in entire 

society not 

just in police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so 

get the 

blame 

Police in 

higher 

position 

pressurize 

and offer 

graft 

Since other 

corrupt 

persons don’t 

get 

punishment 

police get 

encouraged 

No response 

Manipur 

  

Imphal East(E) 33.3% 51.5% 3.0% 9.1% 3.0% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

50.0% 36.3% - 18.1% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o More than half of the officers from Imphal East said police is in vulnerable 

position so they get the blame for corruption though many departments also 

indulge in corruption. 

 

o Half of the officers from Tamenglong said that corruption is in the entire 

society and not just amongst the police. 

 

Table 34 (b) 

Views of Police Constables regarding Corruption in the Police department 

Constable 

State District Everywhere 

corruption not 

only in police 

Forced to take 

graft by 

politicians 

Find senior 

officers taking 

graft 

encouraged to 

do the same. 

Less salary, so 

they are obviously 

involved in 

corruption 

Manipur 

  

Imphal East(E) 92.2% 2.0% 2.0% 3.9% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

83.1% 6.2% 1.5% 9.2% 

Imphal East: CSS-55 / Tamenglong: CSS-65 

 Majority of the constables from both the district said everywhere there is 

corruption and not just in the police department. 

 



Infrastructure: A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better 

performance of the police department. To know the availability of infrastructural 

level in the police department, questions were raised to the officers and constables to 

have an overall picture of infrastructure provision. 

Table 35 

Views of Police Officers regarding Infrastructure availability in the police department 

State District Permanent house  Sufficient vehicle 

and staff 

If No, the reasons for not having sufficient 

vehicles and staff. 

Yes  No  Yes  No  Low 

budget 

Need 

repair 

Don’t 

get fund 

in time 

Reason known 

to authority 

Manipu

r 

  

Imphal 

East(E) 

75.8% 21.2% 33.3% 66.7% 20.8% 8.3% 12.5%% 58.4% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

69.6% 30.4% 8.7% 91.3% - - 45.5% 54.4% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o In both the district majority of the officers said that there is adequate provision for 

permanent house. 

o But regarding vehicle and staff majority officers from Tamenglong (91.3%) said 

they do not have sufficient staff and vehicles. 

o In Imphal East district more than 60% of the officers said they do not have 

sufficient vehicle and staff though it is an extremist affected area. 

o More than half of the officers from both the district said that the reason for this 

insufficiency is best known to the authority. 

 

 

 

Sufficiency of Fund: Many a times fund remains inadequate to meet the 

needs of the police department. In Manipur this is very important as police is fully 

engaged in curtailing insurgent activities and other crimes that are happening on day 



to day basis. But as the police department is under non plan budget there is dearth of 

fund. 

Table 36 

Views of Police Officers on Fund allocation 

State District 

 

 

Sufficient Fund If no the reasons 

Yes  No Allocation 

is less than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come in 

installments 

that too very 

late 

Funds 

released 

towards 

the end of 

the 

financial 

year 

State 

does not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason 

known 

to 

authorit

y 

Manipur 

  

Imphal 

East(E) 

24.2% 96% 40.0% 8.0% 4.0% - - 48.0% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

13.0% 89.9% 20.0% - -  - 80.0% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o Regarding the fund majority of the officers from Imphal East (96%) and 

Tamenglong (89.9%) said they do not have sufficient fund to meet their needs. 

o Reason for this insufficiency is best known to the authority according to the 

police officers. 

 

 

Basic minimum facilities: For sound performance, the police stations should 

have the basic minimum facilities such as drinking water, sanitation etc. The 

following table indicates the availability of minimum So, to find out the availability 

of the facilities  

 

 

 

 

 



Table 37 

Officers Views on availability of basic facilities in Imphal East and Tamenglong district 

Officer 

State District Presence of facilities 

Drinking 

water 

Sanitati

on 

Electricity Inverter/ 

generator 

Water for 

washing 

Facilities not 

available 

Manipur 

  

Imphal 

East(E) 

72.7% 5.6% 6.6% - 3.3% 12.0% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

69.0%  - 13.7% - 17.2% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o From the above table it can be seen that majority of the officers 

replied that Drinking water is available in the police stations in 

both Imphal East (72.7%) and Tamenglong (69.0%).  

o More than one third of police personnel in the Imphal East 

(extremist) district reported that they have electricity, inverter etc.  

As compared to this only 18 to 24% of non extremist district 

officers said they have such facilities. At the same time 12% of 

Officers from Imphal East said they have no proper facilities but 

none from the non extremist region reported so. Is there is slight 

contradiction in the statements.  Further exploration is needed.  

o It appears that Tamenglong (non-extremist) district lacks behind in 

the availability of basic facilities compared with Imphal East as per 

the data collected from the police officers from both the districts.  

 

 

 

 



Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and 

equipments: in order to control emergency case and maintain law and order 

police need to have the necessary arms and equipments. 

 

Table 38 

Police Officers view on availability of Infrastructures like Arms and Equipments in 

Extremist and Non-Extremist Affected Districts 

Officer 

State District Have arms and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

yes No  Arms and 

ammunition 

Latest 

equipments 

More 

study 

equipment 

Trained 

manpower 

Quarter 

for 

staff 

Manipur 

  

Imphal 

East(E) 

63.6% 36.4% 58.8% 35.4% - - 5.9% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

13.6% 86.4% 31.6% 15.9% 10.4% - 42.1% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

o Around 63.6% officers from Imphal East district said that they have 

necessary arms and equipments. Whereas majority of the officers from 

Tamenglong (86.4%) said they do not have necessary arms and 

equipments. Thus, the table indicates that extremist affected area is in 

better position regarding availability of arms and equipments. 

o Out of those officers who said about lack of equipment more than half 

of the officers from Imphal East (58.8%) wanted arms and 

ammunitions as a necessary facility.  About 42.1% officers from 

Tamenglong want quarters for staff. 

 

 

 



Cell to discuss problems of police and the periodic discussion: In 

both extremist and non extremist area the presence of a forum for discussing 

the problems of police is very necessary.  

 

Table 39(a) 

Officers views on cells of police departments to discuss problems of the police 

State District Cell for police 

problem 

If no the reasons 

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

Does not implement 

at all 

Manipur 

  

Imphal 

East(E) 

51.9% 48.1% 4.3% 47.8% 34.8% 8.7% 4.3% 

Tamenlong 

(NE) 

31.8% 68.1% - 50.0% 31.3% - 18.8% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 

o More than half of the officers from Imphal East said that they have cell 

to discuss their problems. 

o 68.1% officers from Tamenglong said they have no cell to discuss 

their problems. 

o But the cell partially work for solving police problem according to  

50.0% of officers from Tamenglong and 47.8% officers from Imphal 

East. 

o In Tamenglong police meet to discuss once in a month whereas in 

Imphal East district where periodic discussion is more necessary only 

51.5% of the officers said they meet once in month. 

 

 

 



 

 

Periodic Discussion: Discussion improves functioning of any 

institution working in team. Therefore, it is necessary for police to have 

periodic discussion about the challenges/problems they face and to bring 

solution to them. To know whether police have these kinds of cells and if they 

have then how far matters regarding police problems, questions were ask to 

the police officers. The table given below indicates their views and opinions. 

 

Table 39(b) 

Pattern of meeting for discussion within the police 

State District Discussion 

Once in a 

month 

Once in six 

month  

When need arises 

Manipur 

  

Imphal East(E) 51.5% 3.0% 45.4% 

Tamenlong(NE) 78.3% - 21.7% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

Operational duty procedure: Operational duty procedure between 

senior police officers and constables also counts for a proper coordination of 

the working of police. We all know that the structure of police system is a 

hierarchical one. Here, in matters of operational functioning the command 

structure is that of top-down. Police follow this procedure. But to know 

whether some kind of changes is there, we try to find out through our study 

the usually followed pattern of operational structure. Assuming that direct 

contact system can result better in this respect than a chain of command 

system, in the questionnaire questions were added while interviewing the 

officers to know the operational duty structure.  

 



 

 

Table 40 

Operational duty pattern of police department 

Officers 

State District Operational  duty procedure 

Direct 

Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command 

system 

Both  

Manipur 

  

Imphal East(E) 18.2% 81.8% - 

Tamenlong(NE) 30.4% 69.6% - 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 

o In Imphal East, as per the reply of the officers chain of command 

system is the common procedure in operational functioning of the 

police in 82% of responses.   Only 79.6% of non extremist district 

officers said that chain of command system is followed.  

o In Tamenglong district (non-extremist) affected area 30.4% of the 

officers  said that  they have a direct contact system in its operational 

duty.  But in the Imphal East only 18% reported so.  

o Obviously where insurgency activities are high chain of command 

becomes crucial and this is seen in the extremist affected district. 

 

Intelligence collection:   Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of 

a district. The following table indicates the availability of Intelligence collection 

mechanism under the SP of a police district.  

Table 41(a) 

Views of Officers regarding availability of Intelligence Collection 

State District Does the SP has mechanism for 



 

 

 

 

 

Imphal East: OSS-33  / Tamenglong: OSS-25 

 

Majority of the officers from both Imphal East (90.6%) and 

Tamenglong (87.0%) said that the SP has the mechanism for getting 

intelligence. This is a must for extremist affected area. In negligible cases 

where SP does not have its own mechanism he manages through his own 

police officers whom he send for training or through some external agency. 

 

 

 

 

Table 41(b) 

Officer 

State District If no how does he manage 

Through some 

external agency 

Through his own police 

officers whom he sends for 

training  

Manipur 

 

Tamenglong (NE) - 100% 

Imphal East (E) 66.7% 33.3% 

Imphal East: OSS-33 / Tamenglong: OSS-25  

 

 

intelligence gathering 

Yes No 

Manipur 

 

Imphal  East(E) 90.6% 9.4% 

Tamenlong  (NE) 87.0% 13.0% 



Performance index:  

In order to get an understanding of the police performance in extremist 

affected and non extremist affected area a number of performance indicators 

have been incorporated in the question schedule. Questions regarding their 

efficiency in preventing crime, complaint registration, public reassurance and 

community policing, record keeping, grooming, punctuality, regularity, 

personal qualities of officers, honesty, and commitment to the service have 

been asked to the officers. On the basis of self assessment by the officers they 

have been categorized in four groups viz. “Poor”, “Average”, “Above 

Average”, “Good” and “Very Good”. We have also interviewed civil society 

persons in order to assess the performance of the police officers. We found 

that there is mixed response among the people regarding police performance. 

One category where public were not satisfied was with the behavior of the 

police constables which is quite disturbing.  

Table 42 

Officer 

State District Poor Above 

Average 

Good Very Good 

Manipur 

  

Imphal East(E) 3.0% 21.2% 36.4% 39.4% 

Tamenlong (NE) 4.3% 17.4% 47.8% 30.4% 

                                   Imphal East OSS-33, Tamenglong OSS-25 

*Scores: Poor-118-146, Above Average-205-233, Good- 234-262, Very Good-263-291 

o In Imphal East district 36.4% of officers assess themselves as good 

performers and 39.4% of the officers say they are very good performers. 

Totaling up the percentages of officers who replied they are good 

performers and very good performers, it amounts to 75.8% which 

indicates of having a positive attitude that they are good performers.   

o In case of Tamenglong district 47.8% of the officers assess themselves as 

good performers. And 30.4% of the officers think themselves as very good 



performers. If we total up these two percentages (47.8%+30.4%=81%), it 

is seen that the officers held themselves as good performers.  
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Section I  
 

 

 

 

A Brief introduction 

 

Assam  is  the  sentinel  of  North East  India  and  gateway  of  North  Eastern  

states. It lies in between 90-96 degree East Longitude and 24-28 degree North Latitude. 

The state’s international border stretches up to Bangladesh and Bhutan. Assam is  

surrounded  by  Bhutan and the states of Arunachal  Pradesh  on  the  North,  Manipur,  

Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh on the East and Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram on  

the South. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The  political  map  of  Assam  has  been  undergoing  several  changes since  

independence. There are 27 districts in Assam. It has a population of 3,1,69,272 

according to the 2011 census. The male-female population is 1, 59, 54,927 and 1, 52, 

14,345.The literacy rate is 73.18%. 
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Assam is known as the melting point of diverse cultural streams. It is 

linguistically and ethnically most diversified state of India. The ethnic and cultural 

diversity of this region is unique.  Assam  has  been  experiencing  several  ethnic  

movement  both   peaceful  and  violent  and  combination  of  both  at  different  stages  

of  political  evolution.   As  the state  has  not  been  able  to  respond  satisfactorily  to  

the  demand  of  various  groups   ethnic    mobilization  got   aggravated  to  the  point  of  

threatening  peace and  security.  Ethnic groups now compete with each other for political 

power.  The population in terms of ethnic groups falls under the mainstream Assamese, 

the Bodos, the Karbis, Dimasas etc.  

 

Insurgency In Assam: A brief understanding of its rise and growth  

 

The  Assam  movement  which  started   in  1979  continued  for  six  years  and  

came  to  an  end  with  Assam  Accord.  The  Assam  movement  has  in  fact  prepared  

the  ground  for  the  rise  of  militancy  in  Assam. United Liberation Front of Assam 

(ULFA) developed due to socio-political and economic issues.  The leaders of ULFA 

were mostly from Sibsagar, Lakhimpur, Jorhat, Tinsukia and Dinbrugarh district.  In the 

initial stage people extended their help to ULFA but in course of time they moved away. 

The Bodo movement followed the Assam movement, like AASU the student leaders of 

the Bodos- All Bodo Students Union (ABSU) took lead in the movement for forming a 

separate Bodoland. 

  

              In 1989 the Bodo Security Force (BSF) was constituted triggering off the 

beginning of the Bodo militancy and aims to set up an autonomous Bodoland region.  In 

the latter period BSF changed its name to National Democratic Front of Bodoland 

(NDFB) .Also another group called Bodo Liberation Tiger Force (BLT) emerged. With 

the formation of Bodoland Autonomous District (BTAD) one section of NDFB leaders 

left arms, but still there are the NDFB (anti talk faction) and the BLT extremists who are 

not ready to come to any negotiation. Moreover, in Assam there was conflict between 

Karbi and the Dimasa. Both ethnic groups have their militant group causing lot of 
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violence. Along with armed forces, state government, the central government and the 

police has found themselves amidst an ongoing conflict which has no sign of abating. 

 

                 All through the 1990s, the hill districts of Assam remained a unique zone of 

peace where people belonging to the Karbi, Dimasa and a host of other communities 

fought united and democratically to secure their constitutional claim for a Regional 

Council under Article 244A. Successive central and state governments, however, only 

turned a deaf ear to this peaceful, democratic and just demand of the people, thereby 

encouraging armed insurgency in the region. In Karbi Anglong district , ethnic insurgent 

groups like the Karbi National Volunteers (KNV), United Peoples Democratic Solidarity 

(UPDS), Karbi National Liberation Front (KNLF) and Kuki community based outfits like 

the Kuki National Army (KNA) are in existence. In North Cachar Hills district, the Dima 

Halim Daogah (DHD), an offshoot of the erstwhile Dimasa National Security Force 

(DNSF), which had surrendered en mass in 1995, except for its self-styled Commander-

in-Chief Jewel Garlossa, subsequently launched the DHD. It's declared objective is to 

create a separate State of 'Dimaraji' for the Dimasa (‘sons of the great river’) tribe, 

comprising Dimasa dominated areas of the North Cachar Hills and Karbi Anglong 

districts of Assam and parts of Dimapur district in Nagaland. Presently, the government 

of India has signed a ceasefire agreement with these outfits as a part of its policy to solve 

the insurgency problem in these two hill districts. However, the ceasefire arrangement of 

the government is providing a temporary respite in the area. Also, another major factor, 

which has contributed to the growth and tactical success of the insurgent outfits of the 

region and especially of the ULFA, is its geographic location.  

 

Insurgent activities in Assam during the last five years: The security situation in 

Assam is a complex process for quite some time because of diverse demands advocated 

by various militant outfits. However, it has shown improvement in 2010 as compared to 

the preceding years in terms of number of incidents of violence and casualties of civilians 

and security forces. The profile of violence in Assam during the last five years is shown 

through the following table:-  
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The graph represents the violence profile of Assam during the period from 2006-2010.  

As is seen in the above graph, in 2010 the incidents of insurgency came down by half of 

what it was in 2009.  The number of security forces killed also came down so also that of 

civilians.    

Head wise, distribution of these is indicated below. 

 

    2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Head     

Incidents   413 474 387 424 251  

Extremists killed  752 759 1237 1259 1026 

Security Forces killed  32 27 18 22 12 

 

(Source: Annual Report 2010-2011, Ministry of Home Affairs) 

         

The Police structure in Assam: In this state total strength of police is 54,371 and total 

population is 26,655, 528. Police per 10,000 Population is 20.41% in Assam. (As on 2001 

Census) 
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                 The British created police to serve its colonial interests, and hence, it was loyal 

to the British Government. But after independence, it has undergone a dramatic change 

and today its loyalty is not merely to the Government, but also to the Sate, the 

Constitution and to the laws of the land. The Government found that the Police force 

inducted from outside was not only inefficient but also oppressive, and therefore, decided 

to attract local Assamese youth around 1843 

  The Police Act of 1861 was introduced in Assam in 1862 and the Criminal 

Procedure Code was also brought into operation in the same year. Under the Police Act 

of 1861, eleven Police Districts were created in Assam. These were: (1) Goalpara, (2) 

Kamrup, (3) Darrang, (4) Nagaon, (5) Sibasagar, (6) Lakhimpur, (7) Garo Hills, (8) 

Khasi and Jaintia Hills, (9) Naga Hills, (10) Cachar and (11) Sylhet. The police 

administration was run from Shillong -the provincial capital. The strength of the police in 

Assam gradually increased.  

The strength of police in Assam at the time of independence is around 8000. 

There had been significant change in police administration both horizontally  and 

vertically. Several new branches have been created in the post independent era to cater to 

the needs of the state.  

It is relevant to note that with the growth and development of the police 

administration in the post-colonial era, a number of new branches were established to 

meet the increasing demands of law and order and also of a peculiar situation obtained in 

the state, such as the large scale infiltration of the foreign nationals from across the 

border causing a serious imbalance in the demographic structure of the state and 

threatening national security. Some of these newly created branches are: 

 

   1. Bureau of Investigation (Economic Offences). 

   2. Special Branch. 

   3. Criminal Investigation Dept.  

   4. Assam Police Border Organisation. 

   5. Assam Police Radio Organisation. 

   6. Assam River Police Organisation. 
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   7. State Fire Service Organisation. 

   8. All Women Police Station. 

   9. Establishment of Forensic Science Laboratory. 

 

The Assam Police has grown from strength to strength during the last two decade. 

In 1980 it had a force of 40,290 and at the end of the 20th century its numerical strength 

stands at 61,263. The State Government has taken up recruitment of police constables in 

big way. During the last 3 years, a total of 10949 numbers of posts of different categories 

have been filled up. The State Government has also created more than 7000 posts in 

Assam Police Organization during last 2 years. 

The Assam Police is slowly adjusting itself to the changing circumstances and is 

working towards the ideal of a Police Force of a Welfare State whose efforts and service 

will be to serve the interest of the people and unlike the past, is no longer an oppressive 

arm of an alien administration. An amount of Rs.424.37 Crore have been sanctioned and 

released under MPF Scheme for Assam since 2000-01. Out of the fund released till 15th 

July, 2009, amounts of Rs.357.39 crore have been utilized. The process for utilization of 

balance amount of Rs. 66.97 crore is in progress. The Government of Assam has already 

submitted the Action Taken Report on the CAG’s concurrent audit of MPF Scheme, 

conducted in the last quarter of 2008-09 to the MHA, Government of India. 

In order to have police citizen interface, Nagarik Santha (Community Liaison 

Groups) has been constituted in the districts and at the police station level which meet 

once a month to discuss various aspects of policing including impact and fall out of the 

on going fight against militants. Further, around 19,000 Village Defense Parties (VDPs) 

formed at the village level under the Assam Village Defense Party Act have been 

assisting the police in the fight against terrorism and normal crimes. 

Underdevelopment and lack of employment opportunities facilitate breeding of 

militants. It was observed that there are certain areas in the State which contributed 

maximum number of youth to the militant organizations. Government has identified 1152 

such underdeveloped villages located in the remote areas of 20 districts of the State. 

These villages are located in riverine or remote areas along the inter-state and 

international borders of the State and are without basic infrastructure of roads, water 
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supply, electricity etc. There is a feeling of neglect and alienation among the youth of 

these villages. Therefore, in addition to the counter terrorism measures, the State 

Government is giving special attention to the development of these remote villages and 

also employment of the youth of these villages to wean away these youth from joining 

the militant organizations. 

Study Area: In our project we need to select one district each as sample from extremist 

affected area and non-extremist area. It is a difficult job especially in an area of low 

intensity conflict. Our method was to observe the conflict areas and depending on the 

number of people affected by militancy we have selected two districts of Assam. These 

two districts are Sibasagar and Morigaon.   

Sibasagar district: Sibasagar, located in the Upper Assam area is one of the most 

important historical places of Assam. It is also the birth place of United Liberation Front 

of Assam in 1979 heralding the rise of insurgency movements in the state. It is situated 

on the bank of the river Brahmaputra.  It covers an area of 2668 km. The district lies at 

26.98 degree North latitude and 94.63 degree East latitude. According to 2011 census, the 

population of Sibasagar district is 1,150253. As per male-female population distribution 

of this district, majority population belongs to male category i.e.  51.24% and female 

constitute 48.75% of the population. The literacy rate of the district stands at 81.36% 

(2011 Census) having the status of a district with high literacy rate in the state. In Assam 

Sibasagar has been selected as an extremist area as the intensity of extremist activities is 

high in this area. ULFA was declared as an extremist group from Sibasagar.  Many 

leaders of this group were from Sibasagar.   

Morigaon district:  This district is located in the Central part of the state.  It covers an 

area of 1551 sq km. This district is considered as non extremist area, though we cannot 

say that it is completely free from extremism. But in comparison to the number of 

incidents and activities related to insurgency in the state, it is less in this district. This 

being the criteria, Morigaon has been selected as a non-extremist area.  According to 

2011 Census, the population of the district stands at 957853, as per male-female 

population distribution of this district, majority population belongs to male category i.e.  
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50.66% and female constitute 49.33% of the population. The literacy rate of the district 

stands at 69.37%. Though the effect of insurgency is limited in Morigaon but this district 

is being used by the extremist groups as a corridor to enter into other districts. But as the 

extremist activities are low in Morigaon it has been selected as a non extremist area for 

the study.  
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Section II 

 

Data Interpretation and Analysis 

Socio-Demographic Profile: - The Socio-Demographic Profiles of the Police 

includes Age, Marital Status, educational Qualification, and Community. The data that 

we have collected as part of the field study is presented in the table given below for both 

the police (officers and constables) to understand the specific personal profiles of the 

police in extremist and non-extremist affected areas. We have a separate Performa for 

understanding the performance of the police.  

 

Age: In the Age category, in our questionnaire we have categorized age into seven 

groups viz 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59 for the police Officers as well 

as the Constables.  But for better analysis we have grouped the Age category into three 

sections signifying young Age (20-34), Middle Age (35-49) and Old age (50-59). In 

order to understand about the socio economic background of the police officers and 

constables, the community status has been categorized into General,  ST, SC and OBC 

and an open ended question of “ Any other”. 

 
Table: 2 

The Socio-Demographic Profile 

Officers Sample Size (OSS) – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29           , 

Constables Sample Size (CSS) - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

Note: The Rows and Columns mark in Red indicates Extremist Area 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 Considering the age group the percentage of middle aged officers as well 

constables are high in Morigaon (72.4%), whereas the percentage of old age group 

State 

 

District Category Age group percentage Community Marital status 

20-34 35-49 50-59 SC ST Genrl OBC Single  Married  

Assam Sibasa

gar 

officer 8.6 40.4 51.1 10.6 8.5 38.3 42.6 4.3 95.7 

Constab

le  

5.2 81.7 13.2 7.9 10.5 19.7 61.8 0.2 97.3 

Morig

aon 

Officer - 72.4 27.5 10.3 3.4 69 17.2 3.4 96.6 

Constabl

e  
20.0 78.0 2.0 12.0 8.0 32.0 48.0 - 100 
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officers are higher in Sibasagar with 51.1%. In regard to constables it is seen that the 

middle age group constables are high in both Morigaon and Sibasagar. 

 In Morigaon district the officers from General Category is found to be high at 

69%, whereas in Sibasagar district officers belonging to category OBC are slightly higher 

with 42.6% as compared with the general category at 38.3%. 

 In both Morigaon and Sibasagar officers mostly belong to the married category.   

 

 

Reason for joining service: An attempt was made to find out why the constables and 

officers joined the police service and the reasons given by them have been tabulated and 

presented below.  

Table: 3 

Reason for joining service 
State  District Category Reason  

Assam Prestigious  Opportuni

ty to serve 

country 

Power 

and 

authority 

Good 

salary 

Reduce 

undesirable 

elements in 

the society 

Love for 

risky and 

challengin

g job 

Financia

l 

problem 

Sibsagar Officer 36.2 6.4 - - - 12.8 38.3 

constable 14.5 32.9 14.5 - - - 38.2 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer 13.8 44.8 11.8 - - 13.8 17.2 

constable - 62.0 -  2.0 - 36.0 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 From the above table the following conclusions emerge: 

 

 Less than half officers from Morigaon district joined the service because it gives 

them opportunity to serve the country. On the other hand in Sibasagar district less than10 

percent officers supported this view. Here more than one third officers joined the service 

as it is a prestigious job. On the contrary only 13.8% officers from Morigaon supported 

this view. It is also noted that more than one third officers from Sibasagar joined the 

service because of financial problems which is double that of the officers in Morigaon.  

 

 Among the constables more than 60 percent constables from Morigaon joined the 

service as it gives them opportunity to serve the country. One third of the constables from 

Sibasagar supported this view. In both the districts more than one third constables joined 

the service for financial reasons. 
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 From the above analysis we can conclude that compared to the extremist area, in 

non extremist area one finds  more officers and constables joining  the service for desire 

to serve the country. 

 

Educational Qualification :  

Education helps a person in taking proper decision in critical situations. For a police 

officer taking right decision at the right time is very necessary, as he faces many difficult 

situations during his career.  For obtaining information on educational qualification of the 

Officers as well as constables the educational level has been categorized in four groups 

viz. up to Class X, Class XII, Graduate/Diploma, Post Graduate/ MPhil/ PhD, the 

minimum educational qualification for police constable is Class VIII  and there are 

officers who got the officer rank by promotion  from the constable category. 

 

Table: 4 

Educational Qualification of police personnel 

State District Category Education level 

Assam 

Class X Class XII Gradua

te/Dip 

>PG*. 

Sibasagar Officers 27.7 34 31.9 6.4 

Constables 80.2 18.4 1.3 - 

Morigaon Officers - 27.6 62.1 10.3 

Constables 80.0 20.0 - - 

          OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 *PG-Post graduation 

 

From the above table following inference may be drawn: 

(i) Only one-fourth officers in Morigaon are of class XII level and the remaining 

are graduates and post graduates.  

(ii) In Sibasagar the extremist area, nearly two-thirds are class XII level and only 

slightly more than one third are graduates and post graduates.  

Thus, in Sibasagar the educational level of officers is much lesser as compared to 

Morigaon district.  

(iii) The educational level of constables is more or less the same in the extremist 

and 

non extremist areas. However in extremist area, Sibasagar, while most constables are 

class X to XII, a small percentage (1.3%) is graduates. In non extremist area there is none 

in the category of graduate amongst the constables.  In other words the extremist area in 
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Assam has more persons with lower educational level amongst officers as compared to 

non extremist area.   

 

Date of Joining: The table below presents the year of joining the police service by the 

officers and the constables. 

Table: 5 

Date of Joining the police service – officers and constables  

State  District Category Date of joining 

Assam 1965-

1974 

1975-

1984 

1985-

1994 

1995-

2004 

2005 and 

after 

Sibasagar 

(E) 

Officer 6.4 44.7 40.4 4.3 4.3 

constable 2.6 14.5 60.5 22.4 - 

 Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer - 44.8 48.3 6.9 - 

constable - 2.0 44.0 54.0 - 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29,  CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

From the above table the following inferences are drawn: 

 In the officers category both in Sibasagar and Morigaon less than half of the 

officers joined in the two periods 1975-1984 and 1985-1994. 

 In the constable category more than 60 percent constables from Sibasagar joined 

in the period of 1985-1994.  

 In Morigaon district more than half constables joined in the period 1995-2000 and 

less than half constables joined in the period of 1985-1995. 

 

 To sum up very few officers have joined in 2005 and after in the extremist area, 

Sibasagar. 85% officers have joined in the period 1975-1994. As for constables most 

have joined in the period 1985-2004 in both extremist and non extremist areas.  Thus 

there is not much of a difference between extremist and non extremist areas in regard to 

date of joining of the police personnel. 

 

 

Promotion: Police as a prestigious service has a certain method of promotion system for 

both the constables and officers.  This is very necessary for good performance of police 

personnel. Promotion may be a routine or even an indication of appreciation of good 
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performance or years of performance in terms of seniority etc.  Promotion can act as 

incentive and has an impact on the better performance of the police personnel.  In order 

to understand the system of promotion in the police department a number of questions 

have been incorporated in the questionnaire.  The responses to these questions by the 

officers and constables are tabulated and presented in the table and graph below.  

 

Table: 6 

Promotion 

 
State District  Promotion 

Assam 

Yes  Number of promotion No  Reason for no 

promotion  

Satisfaction with the system 

of promotion 

Once twice thrice Routi

ne  

No 

vacancy 
High Average Not 

satisfied 

Sibsagar  

 

Officer 59.6 67.9 32.1 - 40.4 100 - 14.9 55.3 29.8 

Constable - - - - 100 76.3 9.2 3.9 61.8 34.2 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer 89.7 84.6 15.4 - 10.3 - 100 20.7 51.7 27.6 

constable 36 100 - - 64 60 40 16.0 64.0 20.0 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29    , CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 

Figure 2 

The above graph represents the promotion pattern of the officers and constables from 

Morigaon (non extremist) and Sibasagar (extremist) district of Assam. 
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Table 6 gives the exact percentages of the officers as well as the constables getting 

promotion, number of promotion and the reasons advanced for not getting promotion. 

From the table and graph one can conclude the following: 

 The system of promotion is better in Morigaon (89.7%) district as compared to 

Sibasagar (59%). 

 Both in Morigaon and Sibasagar, the system of promotion does not appear 

adequate for constables. None of the constables we interviewed in Sibasagar got 

promotion. In Morigaon a limited number (36%) of constables got promotion and 

that too for only once. 

 Satisfaction with the promotion system is ‘average’ amongst both officers and 

constables. 

 In Sibasagar the reason advanced for no promotion was that either there is no 

vacancy or it is just the routine that they do not give promotions.  

 

 

Duty hours: A satisfactory working environment results in better performance. Through     

the study an attempt has been made to find out how satisfied are the police personnel with 

the duty hours?  

Table: 7 

Duty hours 

State District Catego

ry 

Duty hours 

Satisfaction with duty 

hours 

Reason for no satisfaction 

High Averag

e 

Not 

satisfied 

Too 

heavy 

duty 

hour 

No 

compens

ation  

Family 

suffers 

Lots of 

extra 

duty 

hours 

Assa

m 

Sibasagar  Officer 2.1 14.9 83 33.4 12.8 5.1 48.7 
Constabl 2.6 21.9 76.3 55.2 22.4 22.4 - 

Morigaon Officer 20.7 51.7 27.8 37.5 - 62.5 - 

constable 16.0 78 6.0 100 - - - 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge: 

 More than half the officers and most of the constables reported average 

satisfaction with duty hours in Morigaon district that is the non extremist area. But in 
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Sibasagar, the extremist area, the picture was opposite.  Only 15% officers were average 

satisfied and 83% were dissatisfied. 

 As for constables the average satisfaction was reported by 78% from Morigaon 

(non extremist area) and only about 22% from Sibasagar (extremist area).   

 At the same time it should be noted that  100% constables reported  heavy duty 

hours in Sibasagar district, that is the extremist area. Only 55% said  so in Morigaon.  

 Despite heavy duty hours none of the constables or officers wanted to leave the 

job and very few wanted to do something about their dissatisfaction about the heavy duty 

hours. Almost all constables reported doing nothing about it.  

 

 Table below presents the action taken by the personnel to overcome the negative 

effects of heavy duty hours.  

 

Table: 8 

 

Measure dealing with dissatisfaction with duty hours: 

 
State District Category Measure to deal with dissatisfaction with duty 

hours 

Assam Nothing Contemp

lating 

leaving 

job 

Tell my 

boss not to 

give so 

much extra 

duty hours 

Will ask 

for 

posting 

in other 

regions 

Sibsagar 

(E) 

Officer 64.1 2.6 28.2 5.1 

constable 84.5 - 15.5 - 

 Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer 66.6 - 33.3 - 

constable 100 - - - 

                   OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

The table reveals that very few officers and constables want to do anything with this issue 

of heavy duty hours. This is all the more so in regard to the constables in both the 

extremist and non extremist districts.  As for officers nearly 85% from Sibasagar do not 

want to do anything in regard to the issue of heavy duty hours and only two thirds of 

officers in Morigaon said so.  Remaining said that they would ask their superior officer 

not to give so much extra duty hours.  Only a small percent of officers from Sibasagar 

said that they will ask for posting elsewhere.  
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Thus, there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist districts in regard to 

the measures taken to overcome the problems of heavy duty hours.   

 

Duration of extra duty hours: One major problem in the police department is 

unspecified duration of duty hours. Lack of rest and no payment for extra duty make the 

police personnel frustrated which in turn affect adversely their performance.  

 

Table:9 

Views of police personnel regarding extra duty hours with or without extra payment 
State District Category More 

than 4 

hours 

duty 

More 

than 8 

hours 

duty 

More 

than 12 

hours 

duty 

No 

definite 

duty 

hours 

Payment 

for extra 

dyty 

No 

payment 

for extra 

duty 

 Sibsagar Officers 6.4% 36.2% 55.3% 2.1% - 100% 

Assam  Constables 67.1% 25% 6.6% 1.3% - 100% 

 Morigaon Officers - - - 100% - 100% 

  Constables 6.0 - - 94.2%  100% 
OSS Sibasagar =47, Morigaon = 29   CSS= Sibasagar = 76 Morigaon = 50 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge:  

 

 There is no definite time limit for extra duty hours according to hundred percent 

officers in Morigaon district. 

 In Sibasagar district 55.3% officers work for more than 12 hours. 

 No payment for extra duty hours is made in both Morigaon and Sibasagar district. 

 

Welfare programme: For sound performance of body and mind some kind of welfare 

programme is needed for police.  To the query whether they had welfare programmes and 

if not what kind of programme they needed, the responses given are tabulated and 

presented in the table below: 
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Table: 10 

Welfare programme 
State District Category Officer 

Welfare 

Programme 

Kind of 

welfare 

programm

e 

available 

In absence what they want 

Family 

Welfare 

Yes No - Counseling Recreational Other 

Assam Sibasagar 

(E) 

Officer 8.5 91.5 - - - - 

Constable 31.6 68.4 100 11.5 73.1 15.4 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer 20.7 79.3 - - - - 

constable 10.0 90.0 100 48.9 48.9 2.2 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

From the above analysis it is seen that - 

 While almost all officers from Sibasagar said that there is no welfare programme, 

nearly one third constables stated that there is welfare programme. From Morigaon more 

than three fourth of the officers and 90.0% constables said they don’t have any welfare 

programme. 

 

 No officer from Morigaon or Sibasagar talked anything about the welfare 

programme available or what they wish to have as a welfare programme.  The few 

constables from both the districts who said they have welfare programme specified the 

programme as family welfare programme. In Sibasagar, almost three fourth of the 

constables want recreational programmes as welfare programme for them. In Morigaon 

about 50% each wanted counseling and recreational facilities respectively.   

 

Training of constables: Training is an indispensable part for the better performance in 

police department. Training of the constables is indispensable as they are the grass root 

workers in the police department especially in the extremist affected areas. The responses 

to the queries in this regard have been analysed and presented below in the table.  
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Table: 11 

Training of constables 
State District  Satisfaction with 

training 

Provided 

Adequate training  

Need for update 

Satisfied  Not 

satisfied 

yes  No In handling arms 

and ammunition 

In combat 

Assam Sibasagar 86.8 13.2 42.1 57.9 95.5 4.5 

Morigaon 46.0 54.0 44.0 56.0 29.6 70.4 
CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

From the above table the following may be stated:  

 In extremist area i.e. Sibasagar, majority (86.8%) of constables are satisfied with 

the training provided to them during recruitment, whereas only 46.0% constables from 

Morigaon stated to be satisfied.  

 Whether the constables have been provided adequate training, it is seen from the 

above table that almost equal percentage of constables (above 56%) are of the view that 

the training provided is not adequate.   

 To the query what would they like to have added to the training, almost all 

constables except a few from Sibasagar stated that they wanted training in handling arms 

and ammunitions. The few who were left out wanted training in combat techniques. On 

the other hand in Morigaon, non extremist district, more than 70% asked for training in 

techniques of combat and only around 29% asked for training in handling arms and 

ammunition.  

 

Adequacy of the training: Training is an indispensable part of police service. Training 

and refresher courses for the officers are important part of their duty also.  

 

Table: 12 

Adequacy of training 

Officer 

Adequacy of training: 

State District Very 

adequate 

Adequate  Average inadequate Extremely 

inadequate 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 46.8 27.7 25.5 - - 

Morigaon(NE) 3.4 27.6 69.0 - - 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29     
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                                                              Figure-3 

Adequacy of the training 

 

 

 

 It is seen from the above table, in Sibasagar, extremist district, only 25.5% 

officers stated that the training is only average while all the others stated that the training 

is adequate to highly adequate. On the other hand in Morigaon district which is a non 

extremist district, 69% officers stated that the training is average and only 31% said that 

it is adequate. 

 Thus there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist districts in 

regard to considering the training adequate by the officers in the two districts.  

 

Punishment: it is necessary to maintain order in the police department. For the sake of 

maintaining order erring police personnel have to be punished so as not to err while on 

duty. Whether a system of punishment exists, and if so what kind of punishment was 

given to the erring police personnel were all elicited from the respondents and the 

responses received were tabulated and are presented in the table below.  
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Table: 13 

Punishment: Constable 
State  District Punishment for 

erring constable 

Type of punishment 

yes No  Salary cut Parade 

drill 

Assam Sibasagar (E) 94.7 5.3 - - 

Morigaon(NE) 100 - 48 52 
CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 From the above analysis it is seen that in both Morigaon (100%) and Sibasagar 

(94.7%) majority constables stated that they have the system of punishment. The 

punishment is parade drill according to more than half of the constables and the 

remaining stated that there is salary cut as a punishment.  

 

Relationship between senior and junior officer: Coordination and cooperation are 

mandatory for any team effort to be successful. Therefore, the relationship between 

senior and junior officer is a very important factor for better performance of police. 

Through the study an attempt has been made to examine if the area of operation has any 

effect on the relationship between the senior and the junior officers 

 

 
Table: 14 

Relationship between senior and junior officers/constable and immediate superiors 

State District Category Cord

ial  

Indif

feren

t 

Strai

ned 

Obediently 

following the 

officers 

command 

Av

era

ge  

Assam Sibasagar  

(E) 

Officer 63.8 - - 34.0 2.1 

constable 68.4 - 11. 11.8 7.9 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer 100 - - - - 

constable 100 - - - - 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 

 As shown in table 14, in Morigaon all officers and constables stated that they 

have cordial relations between senior and junior officers.  In Sibasagar also majority of 

the officers (63.8%) and Constables (68.4%) stated that they have cordial relations.  11% 

had reported strained relation and another 11% said that they merely obey the command, 
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and 8% said they had average type relationship.  No one said of poor relationship. Those 

who said they had strained relationship, they were asked to say how they managed the 

strained relationship.  100% officers said that they just followed the command and their 

duty and never bother about the strained relations. 

 

Commitment to job: The willingness of the police personnel to perform their duties 

whether risky or not reflects their commitment to the service. Therefore questions 

regarding readiness to accept risky assignment were included in the questionnaire.  

Responses are given in table below.  

Table: 15 

Readiness to accept risky assignment 

State District Category RARA

* 

 

Reason for accepting  

Yes Enjoy 

risk 

Part of 

duty 

Cannot do 

anything  

Trained for 

it 

Assam Sibasagar 

(E) 

Officer 100 25.5 63.8 - 10.6 

Constable 93.4 2.8 69.0 19.7 8.4 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer 100 51.7 48.3 - - 

Constable 100 8.0 48.0 44.0 - 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50    

 *Readiness to accept risky assignment 

 

 100% officers in both Morigaon and Sibasagar (non extremist and extremist 

areas) said they accept risky assignments.  Except a few constables in Sibasagar all 

constables in Morigaon and Sibasagar accepted risky assignments. 

 

 While for constables it was duty that made them take up such assignments, more 

than half officers in Morigaon enjoyed the risky assignment.  48% said it was part of their 

duty.  In Sibasagar the picture was different.  Only 25% officers said they enjoyed risky 

assignments.  

 If we combine part of duty and cannot do anything about it, it is seen that more 

than 88% constables in both Sibasagar and Morigaon stated so, whereas 63.8% officers 

from Sibasagar and 48.3% officers from Morigaon stated so.   
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 Thus not only there is difference between the officers and constables of the two 

regions but also there is a difference between the extremist and non extremist areas with 

more personnel from extremist area stating that they cannot do anything and that it is part 

of their duty. More officers than constables stated that they enjoyed risk taking and thus 

had a good time taking up risky assignments.  

 

Police performance in the extremist affected area:  

Control of extremism: Police plays a crucial role in extremist affected region. Police 

have to remain more effective and cohesive to control insurgency. Therefore we 

attempted to find out the opinion of Police from both Morigaon and Sibasagar on the 

subject.  Table below presents the details.  

                                                                           Table 16 

View of Police personnel in controlling extremism 
State District Category Control very 

well 

Control to an 

extent 

Not at all 

able to 

control 

Extremist 

problem is not 
the pro blem 

of the police 

only 

Any 

other 

Assam Sibasagar 

 (E) 

Officer  70.2 27.7 2.1 - - 

Constable  51.3 48.7 - - - 

Morigaon 

 

Officer  72.4 27.6 - - - 

Constable  78.0 20.0 - 2.0 - 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29    ;CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 From the above table it is clearly evident that 72.4% officers and about 80% 

constables of Morigaon district (non extremist area) said the police controlled extremism 

very well.  On the other hand in Sibasagar (extremist area) 70.2% officers and 51% 

constables felt so.  

 In fact 49% constables said that the police controlled extremism to an extent and 

only about one fourth of officers said so in Sibasagar.  In other words in the extremist 

area where actually the police is facing extremism and tries to combat the realistic picture 

is one of lesser officers and constables state that they control extremism very well. 

 

Reasons for controlling extremism very well: An attempt was made to find out the 

reasons for the police controlling extremism very well. The responses given by the police 

personnel have been analysed and presented in the table below. 
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Table 17 

Reason for controlling well (of extremism) 

State District Category Police is 

very 

efficient 

Well 

trained 

Fearless+ 

Not afraid 

of death or 

injury 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 

 

Officer  66.7 12.1 21.2  

Constable  15.4 17.9 66.7 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

Officer  61.9 - 38.1 

Constable  71.8 7.7 20.6 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 As for controlling extremism very well, the reason advanced by nearly two third 

officers in both Sibasagar and Morigaon is that the police are very efficient.  Only from 

Morigaon district we find 71% constables stating the same reason while in Sibasagar very 

few constables stated so. More than one third officers from Morigaon and two third 

constables from Sibasagar feel that police are fearless and not afraid of death or injury. 

 

Reasons for not controlling extremism very well: As for reasons for not controlling 

extremism very well, the table below presents the reasons given by officers and 

constables in both the districts.   

 

 

 

Table 18 

Reason for not controlling well of extremist problem 

 

State District Category Defective 

recruit 

ment 

policy 

Need 

rigorou

s 

training 

Afraid 

of 

sudden 

death 

Lack of 

high tech 

instruments 

Non 

supporting 

local 

people 

Assam Sibasagar Officer  28.6 7.1 7.1 50.0 - 

Constable  - 59.5 - 35.1 2.7 

Morigaon 

 

Officer  - 100 - - - 

Constable  - 40.0 - 60 - 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 From the above table it is seen that relatively small percentage of officers has 

offered the reason that lack of rigorous training for the police led to controlling 

extremism to an extent. Officers and constable, who feel that police can control 

extremism to an extent,  are also of the opinion that they lack high tech instruments. 
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Difference between extremist and non extremist affected area:  

 There exist distinct differences between extremist affected area and non extremist 

affected area. During their career in police service the police personnel has to face 

different situations in extremist affected area and non extremist affected area. The study 

intended to find out the differences in their perception of the situation being tense, 

peaceful etc.  Table 20 presents the details. 

Table 19 

Difference between extremist and non extremist area 

State District Category tense in 

extremist , 

peaceful; in non 

extremist 

Police need 

to be fully 

alert in 

extremist 

Too much 

bloodshed in 

extremist region 

No 

differ

ence 

Assam Sibasagar Officer  70.2 10.6 19.1 - 

Constable  34.2 40.8 25.0 - 

Morigaon 

 

Officer  58.6 34.5 6.9 - 

Constable  28.0 30.0 - 42.0 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29, CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 Nearly 60% officers from Morigaon (58.6%) and more than 70% officers from 

Sibasagar (70.2%) said that they felt that it is tense in extremist affected area and 

peaceful in non extremist area.   

 As for constables, around one third of them stated that it is tense in extremist area 

and peaceful in non extremist area.   

 Higher percentage of constables as compared to officers from extremist area felt 

that the police needs to be more alert in extremist area and that there is much blood shed 

in the extremist region. In Morigaon district, 42% constables stated that there is no 

difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in regard to being tense or 

peaceful.  

 Thus, there is difference between extremist and non extremist region in regard to 

the percentage of police personnel feeling that the extremist region is tense whereas non 

extremist region is peaceful. Also there is difference between the officers and the 

constables in regard to their views regarding tension and peace in the two regions.   

 

Major problem faced by police in extremist area -views of the constables:  
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 The objective of our study was to find out the problems that the constables face in 

extremist affected area. From the data we found the problem faced by police in extremist 

affected areas. Table 21 presents the detail. 

 

Table 20 

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area 

State District Lack of 

updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communication 

system 

Lack of 

manpower 

Wide gap 

between polic 

& public 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 34.2 26.3 38.2 1.3 

CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

 

 

 

Chart-1 

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area in Sibasagar 

 

 

 

Table 21 

Problem faced by constables in extremist Area 

State District Lack of 

updated 

equipment 

Poor 

communicatio

n system 

Lack of 

manpow

er 

Wide gap 

between 

police and 

public 

Assam Morigaon(NE) 28.0 36.0 32.0 4.0 

CSS- Morigaon- 50 

 

0

34.2

26.3

38.2

1.3
Lack of updated
equipment

Poor communication
system

Lack of manpower

Wide gap between
police and public
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Chart-2 

Problem faced by constables in non extremist Area in Morigaon 

 

 

 

From the above table following conclusions emerge:  

 The problem that the constables face in extremist affected area are a) Lack of 

good communication system b) lack of updated equipments and arms, c) lack of 

manpower, d) wide gap between police and public.  But this again is of small percentage 

as the large percent of the personnel appear to not face any problems.  In the extremist 

area more percent of constables reported lack of updated equipments and manpower and 

only very a few reported poor communication.    

 

 

 

Preparedness to counter insurgents: The insurgents are equipped with sophisticated 

weapons; as such it is necessary that the police personnel are also well equipped to 

counter the insurgency activities. Therefore opinion was sought from the officers about 

how well equipped they are to counter insurgents.   Table 22 presents the details. 
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4

Lack of updated
equipment

Poor communication
system

Lack of manpower

Wide gap between
police and public
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Table 22 

Officers perception of Preparedness to counter insurgents 

Whether equipped to counter insurgents 
State  District Yes No  Reason for not being equipped  

Not well 

trained 

Arms not 

adequate 

Restricted 

from using 

sophisticated 

weapon 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardness 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 45.8 53.2 20 48.0 - 32 

 Morigaon(NE) 10.3 89.7 76.9 15.4 - 7.6 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 

 Majority of the officers from both Morigaon (89.7%) and more than half of 

officers from Sibasagar (53.2%) said that they are not well equipped to counter 

insurgents.  

 In the non extremist area (Morigaon) 90% stated that they are not equipped to 

counter insurgents whereas only 50% from extremist area (Sibasagar) felt so.   

 Reason for this, according to officers from the non extremist area is that they are 

not well trained.  In the extremist area most feel that the personnel are well trained but 

arms are not adequate.  

 In regard to this issue there is a difference between constables and officers in that 

larger percentage of constables as compared to the percentage of officers stated that 

police is not equipped enough to counter insurgents. The reason advanced by more 

constables was that the police are not well trained.  On the other hand more officers felt 

that there is inadequacy of arms and ammunition.  

 

 More personnel from the extremist area as compared to the non extremist district 

feel that they are well equipped to face insurgency. 

 

 Thus, there is difference between the extremist and non extremist districts and 

also between police officers and constables in regard to being equipped to deal with 

insurgents.  

 

Maintenance of peace: Police is the protector of common people. It is the responsibility 

of police to ensure the safety of the common people while dealing with the insurgents. 
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Therefore, officers were asked about how far they are concerned about avoiding violence 

while arresting extremist taking shelter in villages so that the common people remain 

safe.  Table 23 gives the answer.  

Table 23 
Officers view points in regard to Avoiding violence in dealing  with  insurgents 

State  District yes No  Methods 

With 

help of 

public 

By identifying 

hideouts and 

surrounding 

them without 

their 

knowledge 

By 

opening 

fire only 

if they 

did 

Extremism 

related to 

economic 

backwardness 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 100 - 34 32 17.0 17 

 

Morigaon(NE) 86.2 13.8 84.0 16.0 - - 

 
                                                    OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29            

 

 Majority of the police officers from both Morigaon (86.2%) and Sibasagar 

(100%) said that they avoid violence in dealing with extremists.  They stated that they 

take the help of the public to apprehend the insurgents (34%) and surround them without 

their knowledge (32%). 17% in the extremist area stated that extremism being related to 

economic backwardness it is difficult to control the same as the extremists provide the 

need materials to the economically poor persons staying  in these areas. None from the 

non extremist area stated so. Thus, there is a difference between the extremist and non 

extremist areas in regard to the reasons advanced in dealing with insurgents. 

 

Unified Command System: In insurgency affected areas, a unified command system 

consisting of police, army and civil administration exists as a measure of counter 

insurgency strategy and security system. The officers were asked whether they face any 

problem working under this system 

Table 24 

Officer 

State District Problem working under unified 

command system 

Yes  No  

Assam Sibasagar(E) 23.4 76.6 

 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47 
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Chart-3 

Problem working under unified command system in Sibasagar 

 

 

 

Table: 25 

Problem working under unified command system 

Officer 

State District Problem working under unified 

command system 

Yes  No  

Assam Morigaon(NE) 6.9 93.1 

 

OSS – Morigaon – 29 

 

Chart-4 

Problem working under unified command system in Morigaon 
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76.6
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93.1
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 Most police officers from Morigaon (93.1%) and more than three fourths officers 

from Sibasagar (76.6%) said they do not face any problem working under the unified 

command system. While in Morigaon, more than 90% said so in Sibasagar area only 

more than 75% officers said so. This means quite a few do perceive problems working 

under unified command system, especially from the extremist district (Sibasagar). 

 

Extremism and crime rate: We can find a certain relationship between the extremist 

activities and the other crime rates. There may be an increase or decrease in the crime 

rate according to the prevalence of the extremist activities.  This aspect was examined 

and the results are presented in the table below. 

Table 26 

Perception of officers regarding Increase in Crime rate and insurgency 
Increase of crime rate due to insurgent activities  

State  District Yes No  If yes the reasons for the same 
Local criminals 

encouraged as they can 

blame insurgents 

Extremists use  local 

criminals for criminal 

activities 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 80.9 19.1 29.0 71.1 

Morigaon(NE) 27.6 72.4 100 - 

                                                         OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

         

 

 From the above results it is clear that according to more than 80% officers there is 

an increase in the crime rate due to insurgency activities.  The reason advanced for the 

same was the extremists used local criminals for criminal activities. This reason was 

given by more than 70% officers while the remaining 30% or so stated that local 

criminals get encouraged to indulge in crime as they can blame the insurgents and escape 

the police. 

 To the query if the crime rate decreased as a result of insurgent activities, the 

response indicated that there was no decrease in the crime rate according to 100% 

officers from both extremist and non extremist districts.  

 

Satisfaction with the present police performance: How far the police personnel are 

satisfied with the present police performance is of a great concern for understanding the 

performance of police in extremist and non extremist areas. 
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Table 27 

Officers perception of the Police performance level 
Satisfaction with performance level 

State District Highly 

satisfied 

Satisfied  Average Not satisfied Totally 

dissatisfied 

Assam Sibasagar 38.3 46.8 14.9 - - 

 Morigaon - 89.7 10.3 - - 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 

Figure: 4 

Police performance level 

 

 

 

 

 It is interesting to note that in non extremist area Morigaon 90% officers were 

satisfied with the police performance.  In Sibasagar the extremist area 85% had reported 

high level of satisfaction with police performance. None is dissatisfied. This is important 

to note. 

 

Human Rights Commission: A positive relation between police and Human Rights 

Commission (HRC) is almost a rare phenomenon. Police often think that Human Rights 

Commission interferes in their working. Therefore police officers were asked for their 

view on the role of Human Rights Commission in their work performance. Table 28 

provides the details.  
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Table 28  

Perception of the role of Human Rights Commission in police functioning  
Whether Human Rights Commission helped in improving human rights violation incidents 

State District Yes  No  If no the reasons for the same 

It is due to 

sheer 

callousness 

Lack of 

awareness 

H.R. rules 

Many do not 

know H.R. 

have to be 

followed 

No clear 

instructions 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 95.7 4.3 - 100 - - 

Morigaon(NE) 55.2 44.8 57.1 21.4 14.3 7.1 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29          , 

 From the above table it is seen that nearly all the officers except a few from 

Sibasagar stated that the Human Rights Commission helps to decrease the human rights 

violation incidents. Only 4% said in the negative.  The latter gave the reason that such a 

situation was due to ignorance of Human Rights Rules and regulations.  

 

 In the non extremist area Morigaon, only 58% said the Human Rights 

Commission helped and 45% felt human rights Commission was not helpful.  The reason 

for the latter, for 57% officers was that it was due to sheer callousness on the part of 

HRC.  More than one fifth opined that it was lack of awareness of HR rules, and the 

remaining did not know that the rules have to be followed as there were no clear 

instructions.  

 There is a difference between the extremist and non extremist regions in regard to 

the HRC being helpful.  While in the extremist region most officers feel that it is helpful, 

more than 58% officers from the non extremist region do not think so.   

 

Police performance (General): 

 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention: The police officers use different 

techniques in order to prevent crime. Crime prevention in the present day context does 

not mean only to arrest culprits and to punish them. Crime prevention has a different 

connotation in the sense that the police tries to root out the crime by taking the help of 

public and cooperating with the public.  Some of the techniques used by the police 

personnel for crime prevention are presented in the table below.  
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Table 29 

 

Officers perception of the Techniques used by police for crime prevention 

Techniques used by police for crime prevention 
State District Use 

educational 

method 

Punishmen

t 

Capture 

culprit 

quickly 

Informed 

public about 

crimes 

Special 

programmes 

are arranged 

for public  

Organize 

camps/ 

workshop 

Assam Sibasagar 10.6 10.6 6.4 6.4 12.8 

 

53.2 

 Morigao

n 

3.4 3.4 20.7 - 72.4 - 

                                    OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29             

 

From the above table the following may be inferred:  

            Majority (72.4%) officers from Morigaon stated that they arrange special 

programmes for public so that they learn about the methods by which criminals indulge 

in crime and thus take precautions.  On the other hand 53.2% officers from Sibasagar 

stated that they organize camps and workshops in which the public also participates and 

learn about the crime and the prevention aspects.  

          If we combine punishment and capture the culprit quickly, it is seen that 17% 

officers from Sibasagar and 24% officers from Morigaon stated that they catch the culprit 

quickly and give them punishment immediately.  This prevents further crimes to an 

extent.  

 

            Thus, there is a difference between extremist and non extremist districts in regard 

to the techniques used for crime prevention by the police.  

 

Manpower: In extremist affected area often manpower in police force fall short  for 

activities like  security cover to safeguard and protect public properties such as 

monuments, markets, festivals etc. To the query if they have sufficient man power for 

these activities, the response given are tabulated and presented in the table below.  
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Table 30  

Sufficiency of manpower for protection of monuments etc. 
State  District sufficient Not 

sufficient  

If no the reasons for the same 

Limited 

manpower 

During 

extremist 

activities 

manpower 

not available  

Duty of architecture 

department  

Assam Sibasagar 10.6 89.4 14.6 85.7 - 

 

Morigaon 27.6 72.4 95.2 4.8 - 

 
                                         OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29            

 

Majority of the officers from both Morigaon (72.4%) and Sibasagar (89.4%) said they 

don’t have enough manpower to safeguard and protect public properties.  The reason for 

inadequacy is limited manpower. It is all the more so during extremist activities.  

 

Relationship between media and police: Media plays a very important role by reporting 

the activities of police. However we often come over the allegation that media become 

biased when reporting on police. The response given by police personnel to this issue is 

presented in the table below. 

 

Table 31 

Relationship between media and police (Percentages) 
State District Positive  Negative  If no the reasons 

No 

specific 

reason 

Media looks 

for 

sensationalism 

Manipulate 

interview 

Never report 

good work 

of police 

Assam Sibasagar(E)  97.9 2.1 - - - 100 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

58.6 41.4 83.3 8.3 - 8.3 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 It is seen from the above table that almost all the officers in Sibasagar (extremist) 

district reported that the relationship between media and the police is positive.  Few of 

them who stated that the relationship is negative gave the reason that the good work of 

the police is never reported by the media.  
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 On the other hand only less than 60% officers from Morigaon (non-extremist) 

district reported of having positive relationship between police and the media. Of those 

who stated of having negative relationship, 83.3% stated that there was no specific reason 

for it and an equal percentage of 8.3% stated that media looks for sensational news and 

they never report good work of the police.  

 Thus there is a difference between extremist and non extremist districts in regard 

to considering the relationship between the media and the police. While in the extremist 

region the relationship is considered positive in the non extremist region larger percent do 

not consider so. 

 

Relationship between the police and the public: 

Community policing: Community policing is a policing strategy and philosophy based 

on the notion that community interaction and support can help control crime and reduce 

fear, with community members helping to identify suspects, detain vandals and bring 

problems to the attention of police. To this issue when put to the police personnel, the 

responses given are varied and are presented in the table below. 

Table 32 

Relation between police and public: View of officers and constables 
State District category Cordial  Straind Sense of 

fear by 

the 

public 

Mistrust 

of public 

by police 

Public do not 

understand police 

and their police 

infrastructure 

Assam Sibasagar 

(E)  

Officer  83.0 8.5 8.5 - - 

constable 63.2 26.3 3.9 6.6  

 Morigaon  

(NE) 

Officer  96.6 - 3.4 - - 

constable 60 40.0 - -  

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29           ,  

 

From the table above it is seen that most of the officers in both extremist and non 

extremist area have stated that the relationship between the police and the public is 

cordial.  As against this only slightly more than 60% constables have stated so in both the 

districts.  

Of the officers who stated that the relationship is strained or negative, all of them said 

that there is a sense of fear in the minds of the public in regard to the police.  
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6.6% constables from Sibasagar stated that the public mistrusts the police. 

 

There is not much of a difference between these two districts in that the officers in both 

districts consider the relationship positive. 

 

Since some officers were of the view that there is strained relationship and that there is 

mistrust of the public towards police etc, an attempt was made to find out the reasons for 

such perception of mistrust by the public of the police force.  The table below presents 

the details. 

 
Table 33 

Reasons for the mistrust of police by the public – Officers view point 
Reasons for mistrust between police and public 

State  District Not so 

successful 

police 

Suspicion 

by public 

Ruled by 

political 

orders 

Harsh to 

public 

Considered as 

corrupt 

organization 

Assam Sibasagar - 25 25 50 - 

Morigaon  - 25 25 50 - 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 Majority officers and constables from both Morigaon and Sibasagar said that the 

relation between police and public is cordial. 

Reason for mistrust of police by public according to 50% officers from both Morigaon 

(50%) and Sibasagar (50%) is that the police are harsh to the public. 

 

Support police get from public: As a part of community policing, the police gets 

different kinds of support from the public.  These different supports are tabulated and 

presented in Table below.                 

Table 34 

Support police get from public:  Officers view point 
State  District Public 

involves 

police in 

the 

interface 

By 

giving 

clue 

about a 

culprit 

By 

following 

rules and 

regulation 

Helps police 

in special 

week such as 

road safety 

week 

By giving clue 

about any 

strange 

activities in 

neighborhood 

No support 

from public 

Assam Sibasagar 3.4 8.5 55.3 27.7 6.4 - 

Morigaon 20.7 3.4 69.0 - 6.9 - 

Officers Sample Size (OSS) – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 
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Public supports police by following rules and regulation according to majority officers 

from both Morigaon (69.0%) and Sibasagar (55.3%). 

 

            None said any support from the public.  Of those who said support police got 

from the public, 20% officers were from the non extremist area Morigaon who stated that 

there were public police interface. Only 3% officers of the extremist area said so.  More 

percentage of officers from the extremist area, as compared to non extremist area said 

that the public gave to the police clue about a culprit. Most support was in the form of 

following by the public the rules and regulations laid down by the police.  

 

Mechanism for public cooperation: The police officers were asked whether they have 

any mechanism for public cooperation. The table below presents the details. 

Table 35 

Officers perception of the existence of Mechanism for Police-Public cooperation 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

          As seen in the above table, most officers from Morigaon and three fourths officers 

from Sibasagar stated that they have the mechanism for police-public cooperation.  

 

            Nearly 80% officers from Morigaon (78.5%) said the mechanism is police public 

collaborative programme to reduce crime. This was stated so only by 20% of extremist 

area personnel. In more than two-thirds police public cooperation was stated in Sibasagar 

the extremist area and only 17% of Morigaon said so.   

 

State District Have any 

mechanism 

for public 

cooperation 

If yes what kinds 

Yes No Joint 

commi

ttees 

with 

RWAs 

Police 

public 

cooper

ation 

commi

ttee 

Police public 

collaborative 

programme 

to reduce 

crime 

Police public 

cooperation to manage 

certain sensitive 

programmes such as 

renting out premises 

with consent of police 

Assam Sibasagar 72.3 27.7 11.7 35.3 20.4 32.4 

Morigaon 96.6 3.4 - 17.9 78.5 3.6 
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Steps to reduce the gap in relationship between the police and the public: 

            Since quite a few officers were of the view that there is a gap between the police 

and the public, they were asked what were the measures taken to overcome the same.   

Table below presents the analysis and results.  

 Table 36 

 

Steps to minimize gap between police and public- Officers viewpoint 

 

 

 

 

 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

It is interesting to note that in the extremist area more than half the officers stated 

that that they get feedback from the public about needed improvements. This was said by 

no one from Morigaon. In Morigaon 100% said that they constantly interact with public 

through media, TV, radio etc. Less than 50% of personnel from the extremist area said 

so. 

Whether the police need to have an attitudinal change was explored in regard to 

make the relationship between the police and the public more cordial.  The responses 

given are presented below. 

Table 37 

Needed change for police to have an attitudinal change 

 
State District More 

interaction 

with public 

Representati

on of public 

in police 

system 

Representa

tion of 

police in 

public 

bodies 

Regular 

write 

about 

importa

nt case 

Interact

ional 

melas 

Public be 

made aware 

about police 

activities 

Assa

m 

Sibasagar(E) 8.5 48.9 12.7 6.4 6.4 17 

Morigaon(NE) 93.1 - 3.4 - - 3.4 

Officers Sample Size (OSS) – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

State District Steps to 

minimize gap 

between police 

and public 

Constantly 

interacting with 

public through 

TV, radio, print 

media 

Get feedback 

from public 

about the 

needed 

improvements Yes No 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 83.0 17.0 48.8 51.3 

Morigaon(NE) 93.1 6.9 100 - 
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It is seen from the above table that 93% of officers from the non extremist area 

said that there is a need for more interaction with the public.  However from Sibasagar 

only 8% officers stated so. These officers wanted representation of public in police 

system.  For them public should be made aware of police activities and functions.  

 

Provision for public Awareness: It is the responsibility of police to make the public 

aware of the rules and regulations of the police. The strategies used to implement this are 

given below 

 

Table 38 

Provision for public Awareness 
State  District Provision 

for public 

Awareness 

If yes the methods  

Yes No  Issuing 

number of 

notification

s in the 

newspaper 

Interactin

g with 

press and 

public 

once in a 

fortnight 

In serious 

case 

public is 

interacted 

and 

involve 

Inform 

public 

through FM 

about 

extremist 

activity and 

make aware 

By 

holdin

g 

public 

meeti

ng 

Assam Sibasagar 89.4 10.6 39.3 21.4 34.5 - 4.8 

Morigaon  86.2 13.8 92.0 4.0 - - 4.0 
                                      OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29            

 

 92% of the Morigaon personnel said that they issued public notices while only 

one-third of those at Sibasagar did so. But in Sibasagar (extremist area) interaction with 

press and public was focused upon. 

 

Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquency:  

Juveniles if not prevented from committing crimes will later indulge in serious 

crimes. Therefore it becomes essential that the Juvenile Justice Act 1986 be enforced 

effectively. This is an Act to provide for the care, protection treatment, development and 

rehabilitation of neglected and for the adjudication matters relating to juveniles. Police 

officers were asked whether they take measures to help students to avoid anti-social 

activities/indulging in unlawful activities. This is a very important problem in places like 
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Assam where there is so much of insurgency. Table below gives the view points of 

officers in this regard.  

 

Table 39 

Officers perception of Role of police in preventing juvenile delinquents 

State District Provision for 

helping students 

avoiding anti 

social activity 

If yes the methods 

Yes No Organize 

through 

NGOs no. of 

programmese 

for youth 

Youngster is not 

punished but let 

out with 

warning for first 

offence 

No 

special 

programm

e for 

youth 

Any 

other 

Assam Sibasagar 

(E) 

100 - 14.9 70.2 - 14.9% 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

93.1 6.9 22.2 77.8 - - 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

Majority officers (93.1%) from Morigaon and hundred percent officers from 

Sibasagar said that they take measures so that youngsters avoid anti social activities. 

  

 Precaution has been taken in Morigaon as well as Sibasagar district in that the 

youngster is not punished for his first offence but let out with warning so that they do not 

repeat this deviant behaviour and lead a normal life. 

 

Political interference: One major factor affecting police performance is interference by 

political party/parties in the functioning of the police.  Political parties and individual 

politicians may use the police to satisfy their self interest. As a result many things that 

police may do will reflect the lack of policing skills, their principles etc. The present 

study attempted to find out the extent of political interference in police functioning. Table 

below presents the details. 
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Table 40 

Political interference 
State District Existence of 

political 

interference 

Kind of interference 

Yes No Demanding 

release of an 

accused 

Demanding no 

action 

Not to 

enforce 

punishment 

Police officers 

transferred for not 

joining hands with 

politician 

Bringing in 

police 

officers 

loyal to 

politician 

Assam Sibasagar 31.9 68.1 6.7 20 26.7 20.0 26.7 

Morigaon 51.7 48.3 66.7 13.3 20.0 - - 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 Slightly above 50% (51.7%) officers from Morigaon said the police face political 

interference, which is generally in the form of demanding release of an accused according 

to two-thirds officers from Morigaon. 

On the other hand slightly less than 70% officers from Sibasagar, extremist 

district stated that they do not face political interference. 32% officers who said that there 

is political interference also stated that the type of political interference is in the form of a 

demand not to enforce punishment to the culprit  (26.7%), and bringing police officers 

loyal to the politician concerned (26.7%), transferring of police officers (20%) and 

demanding   no action against the culprit(20%). 

As compared to this, in the non extremist district of Morigaon, there are 52% 

officers who stated that there is political interference and the type of interference is 

demanding release of the accused (67%) and not to enforce punishment to the culprit 

(20%) and demanding no action against the culprit (13%).   

Thus, there is considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist 

districts in regard to the existence of political interference and nature of political 

interference. 

 

Accountability to law: Accountability means answerability for proper performance of an 

assigned job. In democracy, police remain accountable for its performance to the people 
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and to the law of the land. The officers were asked if they were accountable and whether 

they have ever detained people illegally. Response given has been tabulated and 

presented in the table below.  

 
Table 41 

Accountability to law 
State District Justify detaining people illegally Does police reform 

help increasing police 

accountability 

Extremists and 

criminals are 

detained none else 

detained illegally 

Police is 

always 

accountable 

Police follow 

rules and do  

not detain 

illegally 

Any 

other 

Yes No 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 10.7 19.1 70.2 - 29.8 70.2 

 

 Morigaon(NE) - 62.1 37.9 - 96.6 3.4 

 
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

From the above table following inferences may be drawn: 

 Police is always accountable according to 62.1% officers from Morigaon. As 

against this only 19% of Sibasagar officers stated so. In the extremist region a few 

officers even stated that they do detain criminals following proper rules and regulation 

but none else. Furthermore, according to majority (70.2%) officers from Sibasagar, police 

follow rules and do not detain anyone illegally. As against this, only 38% officers from 

Morigaon district stated that the police follow rules and never detain anyone illegally.  

 All but a few officers from Morigaon stated that the police reform measures 

helped in increasing police accountability. As against this only about 30% officers from 

Sibasagar stated so. In fact 70% of officers from Sibasagar district said that the police 

reform measures did not increase the accountability of the officers.  

 Thus, there is a considerable difference between the extremist and non extremist 

districts in regard to the accountability of the police and the police reform measures 

increasing the accountability. In both the cases the extremist region officers were larger 

in percentage who stated in the negative.  

 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police: Better performance from the 

police department also depends on the proper coordination among the three agencies that 
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is the judiciary, executive and police. An attempt was made to find out from the officers 

their perception of cooperation amongst these three bodies. Table below presents the 

details. 

Table 42 

Cooperation among the judiciary, executive & police 

Officer 

State District Very 

high 

High Average Poor Extremely 

poor 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 70.2 25.5 4.3 - - 

Morigaon(NE) 37.9 48.3 13.8 - - 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

  

From the above analysis we may infer the following: 

 If we combine high and very high categories, in both Sibasagar and Morigaon, 

most officers except a few stated that there is high cooperation amongst the judiciary, 

executive and the police. Though a few officers from Morigaon stated that the 

cooperation is average, there was none from either district who stated that the cooperation 

is poor or very poor.   

 

Corruption: Corruption is another major factor which hampers the efficient functioning 

of police department.  An attempt was made in this study to find out the perception of the 

police personnel regarding corruption in the police force.  

Table 43 

Corruption 
State District It is in entire 

society not just 

in police 

Police is in 

vulnerable 

position so get 

the blame 

Since other corrupt 

persons don’t get 

punishment police get 

encouraged 

Any other 

Assam 

 

Officers 

Sibasagar(E) 

63.8 36.2% -  

- 

Officers  

Morigaon(NE) 

71.4 10.7 17.9 - 

 

Constables 

Sibasagar(E) 

100 - - - 

Constables 

Morigaon(NE) 

92 2 2 4 

 

                                OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon – 29 CSS - Sibasagar-76, Morigaon- 50 

,            
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From the above table the following conclusions emerge: 

 In Sibsagar nearly 64% officers stated that corruption is in the entire society and 

not just in the police.  Remaining 36% stated that police is in a vulnerable position and so 

gets the blame for all ills that take place in the society.  

 

 On the other hand in Morigaon 71% officers sated that corruption is in the entire 

society and not in police only.  Of the remaining 18% stated that the persons who indulge 

in corruption are not punished and so others get encouraged to indulge in the act. Only 

11% said that the police being in a vulnerable position gets the blame for all the ills that 

take place.  

 

 As for constables, 100% from Sibsagar and 92% from Morigaon stated that 

corruption is in the entire society and not just in the police force.   

 Thus, there is no difference in regard to the view of corruption in police between 

the officers and constables. So also there is not much of a difference between the 

extremist and non extremist districts in regard to the view on corruption.  

 

Infrastructure: A good infrastructure facility is indispensable for better performance of 

the police department. An attempt has been made to find out the existence of 

infrastructure facilities in Assam police force. Table below presents the details. 

Table44 

Infrastructure 
State District Permanent 

house  

Sufficient vehicle 

and staff 

Yes  No  Yes  No  

Assam Sibasagar 

(E) 

100 - 95.7 4.3 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

100 - 37.9 62.1 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 In both Morigaon and Sibasagar hundred percent officers said that there is 

adequate provision for permanent house and 96% officers from Sibsagar said that there is 

sufficient number of vehicles and staff available.  On the other hand only 38% officers 
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from Morigaon stated that there is sufficient number of vehicles and staff . In this regard 

there is difference between extremist and non extremist districts.  

 

 

Sufficiency of Fund: Many times fund remains inadequate to meet the needs of the 

police department. In Assam this is very important. But as the police department is under 

non plan budget there is dearth of fund.  To the query if they have sufficient funds, the 

officers gave responses which are tabulated and presented in the table below: 

 

Table 45 

Officers perception of Sufficiency of Fund in the police department 

State District 

 

 

Sufficient 

Fund 

If no the reasons 

 Yes  No Allocation 

is less than 

demand 

Fund 

reach 

police 

very 

late 

Fund come 

in 

installments 

that too very 

late 

Funds 

released 

towards the 

end of the 

financial 

year 

State 

does not 

have 

enough 

fund 

Reason 

known 

to 

authority 

Assam Sibasagar 2.2 97.8 44.7 46.8  8.4 - - 

Morigaon  100 96.6    3.4  
OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 From the above table it is seen that according to hundred percent officers from 

Morigaon and all but one or two officers from Sibasagar (97.8%), funds are not sufficient 

to meet their needs. The reason advanced for the same was in Morigaon, allocation is less 

than demand and according to officers from Sibsagar, equal percentage officers felt that 

the allocation is less than demand and funds do not reach on time.  A few officers stated 

that funds are released towards the end of financial year and thus enough is not available 

when needed.  

 

Basic minimum facilities: For sound performance the police stations should have the 

basic minimum facilities such as drinking water, sanitation, electricity etc.   Table below 

presents the details. 
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Table 46 

Basic minimum facilities 

Officers 

Stat

e 

District Presence of facilities 

DSE E,I/G SEI/G DSEI/G DSEW

W 

DE All 

Ass

am 

Sibasagar 

(E) 
70.2 - - 2.1 - 25.5 - 

 Morigaon 

(NE) 

27.5 3.4 10.3 24.2 6.9 20.7 6.9 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

*D-Drinking waster, S- Sanitation, E- Electricity, WW- Water for Washing, I/G- Inverter/Generator 

 

From the above table one may infer that there is adequate water supply, Sanitation 

and Electricity at Sibasagar as reported by the police personnel but not in Morigaon 

district which is a non extremist area.  Electricity, sanitation, generator etc., are reported 

to be rather very poor in the non extremist district. Inverter/Generator and Water for 

washing is unavailable in the extremist area. Only 6.9% officers from non extremist area 

said that the police stations have all the necessary facilities.  

 

Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and equipments:  

In order to control insurgency and extremism as well as handle emergency situations, and 

maintain law and order, the police need to have the necessary arms and equipments.  To 

the query if the police have enough arms and equipments, the responses given by the 

officers are presented in the table below. 

 
Table 47 

Officers perception  of Availability of basic infrastructure facilities like arms and 

equipments 
State District Have arms 

and 

equipments? 

If no what are the facilities required 

yes No Arms and 

ammuniti

on 

Latest 

equipm

ents 

Quarter 

for staff 

Trained 

manpow

er 

More study 

equipment 

Assam Sibasagar 19.1 80.9 60 15.0 5.2 10 9.8 
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(E) 

 Morigaon 

(NE) 

20.7 79.3 76.2 19.0 4.8 -  

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 

From the above table it is seen that - 

 Majority officers from both Morigaon (79.3%) and Sibasagar (80.9%) said they 

do not have necessary arms and equipments.  

 Out of that majority from Morigaon (76.2%) and Sibasagar (60%) districts, the 

officers want arms and ammunitions as necessary facility. Only a small percentage of 

officers said that they required latest equipments. 

 Thus, there is a slight difference in the required facilities put forward by the 

extremist and non extremist districts, though majority of officers in both districts asked 

for more arms and ammunitions.  

 

Cell to discuss problems of police: In both extremist and non extremist area the 

presence of a forum for discussing the problems of police is very necessary. To the query 

in regard to this the responses given were analysed and are presented in the table below: 

Table 48 

Cell for discussing the problems of police 

State District Cell for 

police 

problem 

If no the reasons 

Yes  No  Fully  Partially  To 

some 

extent 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

Does not 

implement 

mostly 

Assam Sibasagar 

(E)  

100 - 8.5 53.2 10.6 27.7 - 

 Morigaon 

(NE) 

44.5 55.2 25.0 32.1 17.9 14.3 10.7 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 

 More than half of officers in Morigaon said they have no cell or committee to 

discuss their problems 

 In Sibasagar hundred percent officers said they have the cell. But it only partially 

works for solving police problem according to more than half the officers (53.2%) 

in the district. 
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 Police meet for discussion once in a month according to majority officers from 

both Morigaon (96.6%) and Sibasagar (79.1%)  

 

Periodic discussion: Discussion improves functioning of any institution working in 

team. Therefore it is necessary for police to have periodic discussion about the 

challenges/problems they face and to bring solution to them. To this issue as to how often 

the cell meets, the following table provides the details.  

Table 49 

Periodicity of meetings of the cell 

State District Discussion on Police Problems 

Once in a 

month 

Once in 

six month  

When need 

arises 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 79.1 20.9 - 

Morigaon(NE) 96.6 - 3.4 
                                                                      OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29             

 

 It is seen from them above that according to Sibasagar officers the cell meets once 

a month (79%), and 21% said it meets once in six months. In Morigaon, almost all but 

very few officers sated that the cell meets once a month and the remaining said it meets 

when need arose.  

Operational duty procedure: Operational duty procedure between senior police officers 

and constables also counts for a proper coordination of the working of police. Direct 

contact system can result better in this respect than a chain of command system.  

 

Table 50 

Operational duty procedure 
State District Operational  duty procedure 

Direct 

Contact 

system 

Chain of 

command 

system 

Both 

Assam Sibasagar 

(E) 

45.7 30.4 23.9 

Morigaon 

(NE) 

24.1 75.9 - 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 It is interesting to note that 76% of the personnel of the non extremist region 

Morigaon said that they have a chain of command system, whereas only 30% of the 
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extremist region Sibasagar personnel said so.  In fact nearly 70% of Sibasagar personnel 

said that they have direct contact system (if we add 45.7 + 23.9 = 69.6%). 

 There is thus a difference between extremist and non extremist regions in regard 

to the operational duty procedure. While more officers of extremist region Sibsagar stated 

that there is direct contact system, more than three fourths officers of non extremist 

region, Morigaon said that they have chain of command system. 

 

Intelligence collection: Intelligence collection is a major task for the SP of a district. 

What kind of intelligence gathering system the districts have and the police officers view 

in this regard was ascertained and presented in the table below. 

 

Table51 

Intelligence collection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

 

 From the above table it is seen that hundred percent officers from both Morigaon 

and Sibasagar said that the SP has the mechanism for getting intelligence. This is a must 

for extremist affected area. 

 

Performance index: In order to get an understanding of the police performance in 

extremist affected and non extremist affected area a number of performance indicators 

have been incorporated in the questionnaire. Questions regarding their efficiency in 

preventing crime, complaint registration, public reassurance and community policing, 

record keeping, grooming, punctuality, regularity, personal qualities of officers, honesty, 

and commitment to the service have been asked of the officers. On the basis self 

assessment by the officers they have been categorized in four groups viz. “Poor”, 

“Average”, “Above Average”, “Good” and “Very Good”. We have also interviewed civil 

State District Does the SP has 

mechanism for intelligence 

gathering 

Yes No 

Assam Sibasagar 

(E) 

100 - 

 Morigaon 

(NE) 

100 - 
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society persons in order to assess the performance of the police officers. We found in 

general,  people. The public appear  satisfied  with the  police performance. Just the 

behavior of the police constables was disturbing according to them.  

 

 

 

Table 52 

Performance index 

Officer 

State District Above 

Average 

Good Very Good 

Assam Sibasagar(E) 36.2 59.6 4.3 

Morigaon(NE) 3.4 82.8 13.8 

OSS – Sibasagar - 47, Morigaon - 29 

                *Scores : Above Average-205-233, Good- 234-262, Very Good-263-291 

 

 

Figure: 5 

 
 

 

 

 In case of Assam it is found that majority officers (82.8%) in Morigaon assess 

themselves as good performing officers. 

 In Sibasagar however only about 60% (59.6%) think themselves as good 

performers.   
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 This could be due to the fact that they constantly face insurgency, go for combat 

and many times do not succeed and thus have a relatively poorer perception of their 

performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Section III 

Findings and Recommendations 

 

Findings: 

In Assam two districts were taken as sample, one from extremist area and the other 

non extremist area.  From the extremist area, Sibasagar was chosen and from non 

extremist area, Morigaon district was chosen. Both police officers and constables were 

our respondents. 

 

1. Most of the constable in both our study area belong to the middle aged groups 

which indicate –new recruitment is limited in Assam. The number of young 

officers is found to be small in both extremist affected and non extremist affected 

areas. Middle aged people are more in both officer’s cadre and constables. Age 

group generally reflects the recruitment policy of police. Less number of young 

officers suggests that direct recruitment of police officers is less. Comparatively 

officers by promotion are more.  

2. Education level of constables is mostly up to Class X. To develop confidence of 

the public in police, educated and trained police personnel are necessary. In 

extremist area the education level of the police officers is found low. This is due 

to the fact that extremist activities, frequent bandhs etc. hamper the educational 

system of theses places. 

3. Promotion for both officers and constable is a must. In the existing police system 

promotion of constables are rare (only once in life) as compared to the officers. 
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To encourage police to take up activities in the interest of the state promotion in 

the form of reward also can be considered. 

4. Duty hours need to be rationalized.  Sufficient constables need to be recruited so 

that the police do not go through too heavy duty hours. To limit the extra duty 

hours there need is for recruitment of more police personnel.  

5. Family welfare programmes was asked for by 100% constables in both extremist 

and non extremist regions. The officers did not ask for any facilities or welfare 

programmers. In Sibasagar region more constables (75%) wanted recreational 

facilities also as part of welfare measures. 

6. The officers and constables desired to have updated arms and ammunitions and 

good training in combat. 

7. In Sibasagar crime rate is increasing and according to our data extremists use 

local criminals for their objective. At the same time police have been taking help 

of the community to prevent crime. 

8. One of the objectives of the study is to find out about political interference from 

the political parties. In the extremist district our finding is limited influence from 

political party whereas in Morigaon (NE) interference is more. 

9. Regarding relationship with the youth state government is taking lot of interest. 

Juvenile Delinquency Act has set up Juvenile Courts both government and civil 

society organisation.  

10. Community policing is successful in Assam. In Assam also community policing 

projects “AASHWAS”, “PRAHARI” and “PROJECT SAHAYOG” are in vogue. 

The Village Defense Parties in Assam are also functioning effectively. 

11. The problem of police housing (not having quarters) makes it difficult to take 

action in emergency. 

12. Arms and ammunitions of police are not sufficient. 
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13. Very few had strained relations with superior officers. Those who had such 

relations continued obeying orders and doing their duty. 

14. All accepted risky assignments.  In this the officers enjoyed the risky assignments 

especially in non extremist area while lesser officers enjoyed risky assignments in 

extremist areas. 

15. All constables took the risky assignment as a duty and not a pleasure. 

16. Police was considered effective in controlling extremism especially in non 

extremist area but lesser percentage felt so in the extremist area 

17. To be effective and thoroughly control extremism, they require high tech 

equipments and more trained manpower. 

18. Extremist activity and crime rate are related.  

19. Human Rights are ignored by personnel in the extremist area partly due to 

ignorance and partly due to the fact by following too many rules and restrictions, 

they may become ineffective in controlling extremist activities. 

20.  Inadequate manpower is responsible in not being able to protect public 

monuments and public properties.  

21.  Extremist area personnel feel media is positive towards them whereas non 

extremist area personnel feel that the media is negative in reporting. 

22.  Extremist area personnel feel that the relation between police public is good 

whereas the non extremist region personnel feel that the public is suspicious of 

police, and there is high political interference which make the relationship 

strained. 

23.  It is heartening to note that the public supports the police by following rules and 

regulations laid down by the police. They even give clue to the police about 

suspects. 
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24.  Police public collaborative programme is poor in extremist area more such 

programmers are needed.  

25.  In extremist area the police personnel are of the view that the political 

interference is almost negligible where as in the non extremist area the perception 

is that the interference is very high. 

26.  Interact with the public through media is very low in extremist area whereas it is 

high in non extremist area. The personnel in the extremist area want 

representation of public in police system. 

27.  Police is always accountable, but in extremist region they do not want to be too 

accountable by following all sorts of rules and regulations lest they become 

ineffective. 

28.  Housing facilities satisfactory. But vehicles and transportation inadequate in both 

extremist and non extremist area though the latter is slightly better off than the 

non extremist area. 

29.  Water is adequate in the extremist area. But other facilities such as electricity, 

hygiene, sanitation etc are poor in both extremist and non extremist area 

30.  A cell to discuss problems of police with high level officers and policy makers is 

required, though extremist area is reported to be having this facility to some 

extent. 

31.  The performance of officers is perceived as poorer in extremist area as compared 

to the non extremist area officers.  

Recommendations: 

1. Young and energetic constables are necessary for a better police department. 

2. The police force in Assam in order to fight extremist should phase out old 

obsolete weapons and acquire new sophisticated weapons. They should be 
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provided with modern weapon, bullet proof equipments including bullet proof 

vehicle. 

3. The number of police stations should be increased from existing strength of 293. 

4. There is a need for a proper forum for discussing the problems of police with the 

concerned ministry. 

5. Direct contact system can result better in this respect than a chain of command 

system 

6. Police stations should be provided with minimum facilities like drinking water, 

sanitation, electricity etc. 
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